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PREFACE.

THE armed intervention of the Germanic Confedera-

tion in the recent differences between the Duchies of

Holstein and Schleswig and the Crown of Denmark,
has invested a question of internal politics with all

the gravity of an international dispute ;
and the hosti-

lities consequent thereupon have threatened to esta-

blish a Casus Foederis in respect of the various Treaties

of Guaranty into which Great Britain and others of

the Great Powers of Europe have entered with the

Crown of Denmark. This circumstance may be held

sufficient to justify the Author in undertaking the

present inquiry, although, in the course of it, it will

be apparent that the dispute between the Duchies

and the Crown of Denmark involves, strictly speaking,

questions of political right, with which Foreign Powers

are not concerned, and into which a foreign writer

cannot enter with much hope of uniting the sympa-
thies of parties, and thereby facilitating an adjust-

ment of their difficulties.

As, however, the juridical point of view from which

a stranger must be content to regard such questions,

exempts him from the influence of many strong

feelings and associations, which cannot but bias the

judgment of the parties interested in them, according
A 2



IV PREFACE.

as they contend for one or other particular mode

of solution, he may perhaps succeed in suggesting

considerations calculated to diminish the importance
hitherto attached to some of the questions, which

have in reality no practical application to the future

welfare of either party, and so far may promote in

some slight degree an approach to a peaceful settle-

ment. If any such result should attend the pub-

lication of the present Treatise, it will be a source of

much satisfaction to the Author, who cannot but

regret that the political re-organisation of states

should be embarrassed by international strife.

The Author begs to convey his thanks to the

Chevalier Bunsen for the communication of several

works in support of the German view of the subject,

and to Dr. Banks, Syndicus of Hamburgh, for the

later official proceedings of the Germanic Diet. He
has further to express his obligations to M. de Bielke,

the Secretary of the Danish Legation, for the facilities

which he has afforded him of consulting original

state papers, and for copies of several treaties hitherto

not published, and of which extracts will be found in

the Appendix.

July 1. 1848.
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ON

THE RELATIONS

OF THE

DUCHIES OP SCHLESWIG AND HOLSTEIN

TO

THE CROWN OP DENMARK

AND THE GERMAN CONFEDERATION.

CHAPTER I.

STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF THE DUCHIES OF HOLSTEIN

AND SCHLESWIG.

THE Duchy of Holstein, as constituted since the dis-

solution of the German Empire in 1806, is made up
of the two ancient German counties of Holstein and

Stormarn, the lordship of Pinneberg, the county of

Ranzau, the Frisian republic of Ditmarsh on the

North Sea, and the Yendic district of Wagria on the

Baltic. It includes likewise within its territorial

limits the ancient Vendic principality of Eutin, now
a dependency of the Dukes of Oldenburg. Adjoining
to its south-eastern frontier is the Duchy of Lauen-

burg, whilst on its northern frontier the Eider river,

and the canal connecting that river with the Baltic

Sea, separates it from the Duchy of Schleswig. Of
the three Duchies Schleswig is the most extensive,

having a surface of about 165 German geographical

square miles, whilst Holstein contains only 155, and

B



2 STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF

Lauenburg not more than 19. The King of Den-

mark, in his single character of Duke of Holstein,

was amongst the parties to the establishment of the

Germanic Confederation by the Federal Act signed

at Vienna in 1815, and subsequently, having ceded

in the meantime Swedish Pomeraiiia to Prussia in

exchange for Lauenburg, ratified the final Act of

the Confederation, in 1820, in the conjoint characters

of Duke of Holstein and Duke of Lauenburg.
It has never been disputed that from the earliest

period of the Germanic Empire, the counties of Hol-

stein and of Stormarn have both been German fiefs.

The river Eider (Egidora al. Eidora) appears to

have been considered in the time of Charlemagne as

the extreme boundary of Nordalbingia, an outlying
district of the Empire on the north side of the Elbe,

occupied by a tribe of Saxon origin ;
and though con-

flicts between the armies of Charlemagne and the

Danes on the southern side of the Eider are re-

counted by Frank annalists, yet the Emperor seems

on those occasions rather to have repelled the inroads

of the Danes into the territory of his Saxon subjects,

than to have invaded the country of the Danes them-

selves. At a subsequent period Saxon tribes appear
to have pushed onwards along the eastern coast of

the Cimbric Peninsula, between the sources of the

Eider and the shores of the Baltic, as far north as

the Firth of the Sli, or Schley, at the head of which
the town of Sleswig or Schleswig is situated. Many
traces of this early Saxon population are still to be
found in this district.

It is not of much importance on the present occa-

sion, whether this view of the early settlements of

the Saxon tribes northward of the Eider is correct,
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or would require to be modified after a more careful

examination of historical documents. Thus much is

certain, that the earliest appointment of a German

Margrave (Gustos limitum) or Border-Earl, and the

establishment of a Saxon colony northward of the

Eider, do not date further back than the reign of the

Emperor Henry I. (919 936), whilst the written

tradition of this event, and of Henry I. having there-

by advanced the northern frontier of Germany be-

yond the boundary established by Charlemagne, has

not been traced to any contemporary chronicler, but

appears to have originated with Adam of Bremen,
who has handed it down in his chronicle of the

Bishops of Hamburg (1. i. c. 48.), completed about

the year 1075. The silence, indeed,, of the earlier

chroniclers has led several writers * to reject the

statement of Adam de Bremen, particularly as he

himself gives it only as hearsay from a Danish

bishop. Admitting, however, for the sake of the

argument, that the Danish bishop was worthy of the

confidence reposed in him, we find it narrated by the

same chronicler (1.
ii. c. 39.) that Canute the Great

upon the marriage of his daughter to the son of the

Emperor Conrad II., received from the Emperor the

town of Schleswig, with the March on the north

side of the Eider, as a pledge of friendship, and that

after that time it belonged to the Kings of Denmark.

* In a collection of juridical dissertations, which belonged to

the late Baron von Ompteda, and is now in my own possession,

there occurs an exercise entitled " De Ficto quodam Marchionatu

Slesvicensi, et in ilium inique praetenso S. R. G. Imperil Jure,"

by J. A. Matthiesson of Altona : Helmstadii, 1766. The fact is

curious, as showing the great interest which has always been felt

upon the question.

B 2



4 STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF

Putter, in his history of the German Empire, pub-
lished in 1786, after alluding to the Eider having
become on this occasion once more the northern

boundary of Germany, says,
"

this is still so accu-

rately observed, that at Eendsburg, on this side of

the Eider, in the service of the church, they pray for

the Emperor, which they do not in that part of the

city, which is on the other side of the river."

The Duchy of Schleswig, on the other hand, oc-

cupies the same limits as the ancient Duchy of South

Jutland, extending from the town of Rendsburg as

far north as Kolding. Although the primitive
southern limit of Jutland seems to have been the

Danavirk *, an ancient earthen rampart running

obliquely in a south-western direction from the town

of Schleswig to Hollingsted, the origin of which has

been referred to a period as far back as the ninth

century, yet the district between the Danavirk and

the Eider, the March of Schleswig (Limes Danicus),
as it has been termed, had been ceded altogether to

Denmark before the earliest mention of a Dux Jutise.

Olaus, the younger brother of Canute IV., is the

first person in history who bears this title, A.D. 1080,
but the functions of Duke (Dux) seem to have been

limited for a considerable time to the discharge of

purely military duties in maintaining the peace and

security of the border. This responsibility, however,
was gradually extended to the exercise of high civil

functions, but the Dukedom still continued to be be-

stowed, as a free appointment of the Crown, during
the whole of the twelfth century. With the thirteenth

* Traces of a still earlier rampart are found a little on the north

side of the Danavirk, and are distinguished by the name of the

Kovirk.
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century, however, a new system was introduced, and

King Waldemar II. invested Abel, his third son, with

the Duchy as a fief of the Crown of Denmark. From
this time forward the feudal relation of the Duchy
to the Crown of Denmark has continued unim-

paired, though at times subject to various modifica-

tions in the succession, until the Convention of 1658,
when the sovereignty over certain divisions of the

Duchy was ceded by the King of Denmark to the

superior arms of his vassal, the Duke of Holstein Got-

torp, assisted by the Swedes. The Gottorp territory,

however, was itself wrested back by the King from

the Duke by like force of arms in 1713, and the

Duchy was formally re-united to the Crown of Den-

mark in 1721, the territorial distinction of the Got-

torp and Royal parts, which had been introduced in

1544, being at the same time abolished.

The proportion which the population of the Duchy
of Schleswig bears to that of Holstein does not

correspond to the greater extent of its territory. Ac-

cording to the Danish State Calendar for 1847, Hol-

stein in 1844 contained 479,364 inhabitants, whilst

the population of Schleswig did not exceed 362,900.
The inhabitants of Holstein are mainly Germans,
whilst in Schleswig the German population forms

the minority, there being upwards of 180,000 Danes

and 26,000 Frises out of the population above

enumerated. Of the Danish population there are

above 125,000, whose language is exclusively Danish,

and who attend Danish schools and Danish religious

services, and amongst whom there is no German
element. They occupy the entire northern part of

the Duchy ;
but it would be a mistake, I apprehend,

to regard them as peasants, who have immigrated
B 3



6 STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF

from Jutland. The Danes, it is true, themselves

acknowledge that there is a systematic emigration of

peasants from Jutland, which is alluded to by the

German writer Kohl; but the tide sets not into

Schleswig, but towards the islands on the west coast,

where they serve as labourers for some years, in an

analogous manner to the Gallegos in the south of

Spain, after which they return for the most part to

their native country. These Jutish sojourners are

regarded by the haughty islanders, who are of Frisian

origin, and who scorn to demean themselves by la-

bour, in the light of voluntary serfs, and instances

are very rare indeed of these immigrants intermarry-

ing with the native population, and settling in the

islands.



HOLSTEIN AND SCHLESWIG.

CHAP. II.

HISTORICAL NOTICE OF DENMARK AND THE DUCHIES.

THREE successive dynasties have occupied the throne

of Denmark since the first establishment of the Ger-

man Empire. The dynasty of Gorm, the contemporary
of Charlemagne, that of Sweyn Estritsen, or, as it is

sometimes called, the Waldernarian dynasty, which

reigned from 1047 to 1448, and the Oldenburg dynasty,
which has continued from 1448 to the present time.

The Crown of Denmark, like the Imperial Crown of

Germany, was elective down to 1660, when the suc-

cession was formally declared to be hereditary in the

descendants of King Frederick III. the order of suc-

cession being subsequently regulated by the Lex

Regia of 1665. Under the Waldemarian dynasty,
the monarchy of Denmark had been united with the

monarchies of Norway and of Sweden by successive

elections, in the person of Queen Margaret, the Semi-

ramis of the North, and the union of the three crowns

had been declared to be perpetual and irrevocable by
the states of the three kingdoms at Calmar, anno 1397.

This union of Calmar lasted, with some slight inter-

ruptions, down to the reign of Christian II., when
the Swedes under Gustavus Wasa regained their in-

dependence, anno 1521, and two years afterwards

elevated their liberator to the throne of Sweden. On
the other hand, the union of Denmark and Norway
continued until the peace of Kiel, in 1814, when Den-

mark gave up Norway to Sweden, in consideration of
B 4



8 HISTOEICAL NOTICE.

receiving Swedish Pomerania, which it subsequently

ceded to Prussia in exchange for the Duchy of Lauen-

burg.

.1. THE GORM AND WALDEMARIAN DYNASTIES.

8631448.

Under the dynasty of Gorm, we find no mention of

Schleswig, as a Duchy, nor of any distinct prefect or

governor in Jutland. The Norman Sea Kings at this

period sought rather to extend their conquests, than

to secure their possessions. Under the dynasty of

Sweyn, however, although all fear of encroachment on

the part of the Empire had been allayed by the abo-

lition of the Margraviate north of the Eider, yet the

security of the Danish frontier was continually en-

dangered by the hostile disposition of the Vendic

population of Wagria and the Obotrites of Mecklen-

burg. The necessity of organising the administration

of the border, so as to protect it against the sudden

inroads of these restless neighbours, seems in the

eleventh century to have led to the establishment of

a prefecture of Sleswig, as it is termed by Saxo

Grammaticus, a very ancient historian. The duties of

the prefect were at first purely military, such as his

subsequent functions and title of Duke (dux) of

Schleswig denote, and his authority was most pro-

bably confined to the district in the more immediate

vicinity of the town of Schleswig. His jurisdiction,

however, was of necessity extended upon the appear-
ance of a new and formidable enemy on a part of the

frontier hitherto secure from invasion.

Early in the twelfth century the County of Hoi-
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stein was granted by Duke Lothaire of Saxony, sub-

sequently Emperor, to Adolph of Schauenburg as a

dependent fief of Saxony. The presence of this new

neighbour was not calculated, as" events proved, to

promote the security of the Danish frontier; and

before the conclusion of that century, Count Adolph
III. of Holstein led his forces across the Eider, as

the ally of Waldemar, Bishop of Schleswig and of

Bremen, who was in arms against his sovereign,
Canute VI. of Denmark. On this occasion the eldest

son of King Canute, in the capacity of Duke of Jut-

land, not merely repelled the invading force, but

earned by his conquests on the southern side of the

Eider, the title of Waldemar the Victorious. On his

accession to the throne, Waldemar introduced a new

arrangement. Hitherto the appointment to the

Dukedom had been scrupulously confined to the im-

mediate heir to the Crown, but it was now granted to

Eric, the second son of the King, and on Eric's sub-

sequent succession to the heirship by the death of

his elder brother, Waldemar granted the Duchy of

Southern Jutland to his third son Abel, as a fief of

the Crown of Denmark, anno 1232. From this time

forward, the Duchy seems to have been a thorn in

the side of Denmark. A marriage between Duke
Abel and the daughter of Count Adolph IV. of

Holstein induced the Duke shortly afterwards to

unite his forces to those of Holstein, in defence of his

nephews against his brother the King of Denmark,
and to attempt to wrest the Duchy from the Crown.

The subsequent assassination of King Eric in 1250

threw open the succession to the Crown of Denmark
to Duke Abel.

On Abel's death the Counts of Holstein were not

/
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forgetful of the services which he had conferred upon
them, as Duke of Schleswig, during their minority ;

and in return compelled King Christopher I., the

younger brother ofDuke Abel, upon his election as

Abel's successor on the throne of Denmark, to invest

Waldemar, the son of Abel, with the Duchy of

Southern Jutland in 1254. Waldemar's tenure was

but of short duration, and on his death in 1258 his

brother Eric set up a claim to succeed him in the

Duchy, as an hereditary fief, which King Christopher
refused to admit. The Counts of Holstein supported
the claim of their relative, and this dispute as to the

succession of Abel's descendants led to the ultimate

acquisition of the Duchy by the Counts of Holstein

themselves.

The reign of Christopher II. (132033) was pe-

culiarly disastrous to Denmark. On the death of

Duke Eric of Schleswig, Christopher II., on the plea
of being entitled to the guardianship of Eric's son

Waldemar during his minority, occupied the Duchy,
which, however, was soon wrested from him by Count
Gerard V. of Holstein, after a decisive victory in the

neighbourhood of Gottorp. The nobles of Denmark
took advantage of the King's defeat, and rose in in-

surrection against him, as he had given them great
cause for discontent. The Danish insurgents were
soon joined by Count Gerard, upon whose assist-

ance they had mainly relied; and Christopher was
forced to abandon his kingdom and seek shelter in

Mecklenburg.
In the meantime the throne of Denmark was de-

clared vacant, and the insurgents elected the young
Duke Waldemar of Schleswig, then twelve years of

age, King of Denmark, on condition of his granting
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to them a further extension of their privileges. The
first act of the young King was to grant to his uncle,

Count Adolph, the investiture of the Duchy of Schles-

wig, as an hereditary fief, anno 1326, by tenure of

knight-service, (Fahnen-lehen,) and specifically the

dominium direction of the Duchy, together with the

dominium utile, the dominium supremum alone being
reserved to the Crown of Denmark.

This is one of the more important epochs in Danish

history in reference to the Duchy-Rights of Schles-

wig, as the origin of what is termed the Waldemarian

Constitution is referred to this period. But the Con-

stitution itself is not found in the capitulation with

the nobles, nor in the letters of investiture, but it oc-

curs for the first time in the Letter of Christian I. of

Oldenburg, anno 1448, where it is recited expressly,
as having been copied from an ancient document

coeval with the accession of Waldemar. The tenour

of it is as follows :
" Item Ducatus Sunder-Jutias

regno et coronas Daciae non unietur nee annectetur,

ita quod unus sit Dominus utriusque, &c." Privi-

legien der Schleswig-Holsteinischen Ritterscliaft, p. 26.

It was to be expected that Count Gerard would seek

to exercise the regency ofDenmark during the minority
of his relative, the newly-elected King. The insurgent

nobles, however, did not acquiesce in this arrangement,
and they consequently agreed, in 1329, to recal King

Christopher, who, being supported by the alliance of

Count John of Holstein, succeeded in recovering his

throne, and making terms with Count Gerard, anno

1 330. It was thereupon agreed that Waldemar should

resume his Dukedom of Schleswig on the condition of

the reversion in the fief, if Waldemar should die with-

out lawful heirs, being granted to Count Gerard. By
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accepting this eventual investiture, Count Gerard

sought to strengthen the title conferred upon him by
the letters of investiture of King Waldemar. The

last of Waldemar's race, his son and successor Duke

Henry, expired in 1375, and thus the younger branch

of the male line of Sweyn became extinct, and shortly

afterwards, in the same year, the elder branch became

in like manner extinct by the death of King Walde-

mar IV. the Restorer, (Atterdag) ; not, however,

before he had taken possession of the Duchy of Schles-

wig, with the exception of the castles of Gottorp and

Nyenhiius, which the Counts of Holstein kept in their

hands.

Upon the death of Duke Henry, the Counts of Hol-

stein of the Rendsburg line, Henry, John, and Claud,

laid claim to the Duchy of Schleswig, as eventual

heirs to Duke Waldemar's fief, and assumed the title

of Lords of Southern Jutland. The Danes meanwhile

had elected Olaus, the grandson of Waldemar, by his

daughter Margaret, wife of King Hacon of Norway,
to be their King. Olaus had been already nominated

to succeed his father on the throne of Norway : this

circumstance, however, did not secure his possession
of the Crown of Denmark from dispute, and a claim

was set up on behalf of a son of an elder daughter of

King Waldemar, supported by Sweden and Mecklen-

burg.
It was the policy of Queen Margaret to maintain

peaceful relations with Holstein after the death of

King Hacon, in order that her efforts to unite the

Crown of Sweden with those of Norway and Den-
mark might not be distracted by any anxiety in re-

gard to the southern frontier, and with this object in

view King Olaus invested Gerard, the nephew of
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Count Claud of Holstein, with the Duchy of Schles-

wig, as a fief of the Danish Crown, in 1386. Upon
the death of Count Claud, Duke Gerard succeeded to

a third share in the county of Holstein, but did not

admit his two brothers to any share in the Duchy of

Schleswig, and by the treaty of Vordingburg, anno

1392, the succession in the Duchy was secured to

him and his descendants.

On his death, however, in 1404, the terms of the

succession to the fief became a subject of dispute,
which led to a war of twenty years' duration between

King Eric the Pomeranian, and the Counts of Hol-

stein and their allies, who supported the claims of

the heirs of Duke Gerard. After various attempts at

reconciliation, the question at issue was submitted by
both parties to the arbitration of the Emperor Sigis-

mund. On this occasion the respective titles of the

King of Denmark and of the claimants to the fief

were formally set forth, and the process before the

Emperor, with the subsequent appeal to Pope Martin

V., is still preserved, and may be referred to in the

collection of Scriptores Rerum Danicarum, by Lan-

gebek, tom/vii. The sentence of the Emperor ran as

follows :
u Habita matura et diligenti deliberatione

ac consilio cum prelatis, baronibus, nobilibus, doc-

toribus, juris-peritis et aliis, nos, Sigismundus, rex

prefatus, arbiter per dictas partes electus rigore com-

promissi in nos facti, dicimus, decernimus, laudamus,

arbitramur, et in his scriptis pronunciamus, totam

Justiam Australem, in qua situata sunt Sleswik,

Gottorp et alia loca ad ipsam Justiam pertinentia,

una cum sylva Danica et insula Alssen et provincia

Frisie, vulgariter Hertden nuncupata, cum omnibus

juribus et pertinentiis suis pertinuisse et pertinere ac
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pertinere debere jure direct! et utilis dominii ad

regem et regnum Dacie, ipsumque inducendum fore

et induci debere in possessione ducatus predict! et

terrarum cum suis pertinentiis, ut supra, prenarra-

tarum, et dictis Henrico, Adolfo et Gerardo, Comi-

tibus (Holsatiae) prsefatis in et super dicto ducatu

&c. (Sleswicensi) cum suis pertinentiis, ut supra,

ullum (nullum ?) jus nomine feudi competiisse nee

competere, et ita per hanc nostram arbitralem sen-

tentiam finalem allegata et prolata illis scriptis diffi-

nimus et arbitramur pro jure dictis partibus, super
aliis hinc inde petitis ex causis animum nostrum mo-

ventibus utrique parti actionem reservantes."

This sentence of the Emperor, by which he solemnly
declared the Duchy of Schleswig to be a fief of the

Crown of Denmark, and of which Dahlmann in his

history of Denmark, vol. iii. p. 116., has given a Ger-

man version, has some bearing on the relations of

the Germanic. Confederation in the present day to

the Duchy of Schleswig, as it represents the view

which the German Empire, in the person of its head,

adopted in the fifteenth century, after a protracted
and formal inquiry. It is true that Count Henry of

Holstein, the party prejudiced by the sentence of

the arbitrator, appealed from the Emperor to Pope
Martin V., but the Emperor did not permit the Pope
to review his judgment. Hostilities, however, did not,

by reason of the Emperor's decision, cease between

King Eric and Count Henry, until the latter met his

death by his own imprudence at the siege of Flens-

burg, after which event a compromise was effected

between his brother Count Adolph and the King, by
the peace of Yordingburg, anno 1435.

Four years afterwards King Eric was driven from
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the throne by a successful insurrection of the Danish

nobles assisted by Count Adolph, whereupon Chris-

topher of Bavaria, the nephew of King Eric, was

called in to succeed him. Almost the first act of the

new King was to invest Count Adolph with the Duchy
of Schleswig, as an hereditary fief, at Kolding, anno

1440, in gratitude for his services. The ceremonial

of investiture was conducted on this occasion accord-

ing to the German form, and the Danish senate

specially confirmed the investiture. Count Adolph,

however, was the last representative of the Rends-

burg branch of the House of Schauenburg, and thus

at the moment when the efforts of this family seemed

crowned with success after a struggle of 200 years,

they were likely to bear no fruits.

Dahlmann in alluding to these events, in his his-

tory, vol. iii. p. 146., observes, that " the countries

of Schleswig and Holstein have to thank King Eric

exclusively for imposing upon them the common bur-

den of resistance, which united them together in

spite of the difference of their language and their

laws. The foundations of Schleswig-Holstein were

then laid, when the spirit of insurrection spread

through the territories of King Eric, and when the

prelates and nobles of Jutland sought aid from Duke

Adolph against the peasants, who threatened to rise

against the dominant orders, as their oppressors."
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S 2. THE OLDENBURG DYNASTY.
V

First Period, 14481650.

The death of Christopher of Bavaria without heirs

in 1448, brings us to the most important period of

Danish history, as far as the union of the Duchies

of Schleswig and Holstein is concerned. The nobles

of Denmark resolved on this occasion to offer the

Crown to Count Adolph of Holstein, Duke of Schles-

wig ; Adolph, however, declined to accept it, but at

the same time recommended to their favourable

notice his sister's son, Count Christian of Oldenburg,
who possessed the additional recommendation of

being descended from a daughter of King Eric V. of

Denmark. The proposal was accepted, and Christian

received the homage of the estates of Denmark on

22d September, 1448. Antecedently, however, to

these events, Count Adolph had engaged the nobles

of Schleswig to do homage to Christian as his

eventual successor in the Duchy, and a portion of

the nobles of Holstein had acceded to a like request
on the part of Adolph in respect of Christian's suc-

cession to the counties of Holstein and Stormarn.

Subsequently, when the election of Christian to the

Crown of Denmark was mooted, Count Adolph is

said to have required him to renounce for himself

and his heirs the reversion of Schleswig and of Hol-

stein, before his acceptance of the Crown, which

Christian accordingly agreed to, and in his letter of

28th June, 1448, confirmed the so-called Consti-

tutio Waldemariana> in respect of Schleswig :
" Item
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Ducatus Suder-Jutise regno et Coronaa Danias non

unietur nee annectetur, ita ut unus sit Dominus

utriusque." (Dumont, Corps Diplomatique, torn. iii.

pars i. p. 166.) Having formally recited this article,

Christian solemnly undertook for himself and his de-

scendants to maintain it inviolable and in its full

force, in order that a firm peace might perpetually
exist between the kingdom of Denmark, the Duchy
of Schleswig, and the counties of Holstein and

Stormarn.

The genuineness of the Constitutio Waldemariana

has been impeached by various writers, and their

arguments would be entitled to much consideration,

if the force of the Article depended upon its genu-

ineness, whereas on the contrary the binding effect of

the Constitution, whether correctly ascribed to Wal-

demar or not, must depend on the authority given
to the letter of Christian, in the body of which it is

inserted, and of which it forms a substantial part.

The purport of the provision there inserted will be

discussed more conveniently in a subsequent chapter ;

but it may be as well to state briefly, that although
the concise phraseology of the article itself might
cause some embarrassment, if no light were reflected

upon it from without, yet, the difficulty which the

word " Dominus "
at first might present, is removed

by a reference to contemporary practice, the best

interpreter of laws.

In 1455, a few years after the accession of his

nephew to the throne of Denmark, Count Adolph ac-

cepted from his hands the confirmation of the grant
of the Duchy of Schleswig as a right hereditary fief,

having already received a grant coupled with investi-

ture from King Christopher in 1440. Writers differ

c
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considerably as to the object which Count Adolph
had in view on this occasion. Molbech considers

that he wished thereby to nullify the engagement of

Christian in 1448, inasmuch as on the death of the

Count without lineal descendants, the fief of Schleswig
would either escheat to the Crown of Denmark, or

descend to Christian himself, as the nearest collateral

kinsman of his uncle. Dahlmann is of opinion that

Adolph had abandoned the intention which he enter-

tained in 1448, of securing the succession in the

Duchy to one or other of Christian's brothers,

Maurice or Gerard, and that he now wished to place

every thing in the hands of Christian, though he left

every thing undecided. A third supposition, however,
is admissible, namely, that Count Adolph wished by
a solemn act to acknowledge his nephew as the Para-

mount Lord of the fief; and, secondly, by the formal

declaration of the Duchy of Schleswig having been

granted to him as a proper hereditary fief, to secure

the Lord Paramount against any claim of succession

on the part of the Counts of Schauenburg after his

decease. But it is by no means improbable, that the

law of the fief required the feudatory to renew his

investiture upon every change in the person of the

Lord Paramount, and that the investiture of Count

Adolph by his nephew was according to the ordinary
course of proceeding, and requires no extraordinary

explanation.

Adolph VIIL, Duke of Schleswig, Count of Hoi-

stein and Stormarn, the last of the Rendsburg branch

of the House of Schauenburg, expired in 1459. His
nearest collateral heir by the male line, Count Otho of

of Schauenburg, immediately advanced a claim to the

succession in the counties of Holstein and Stormarn on
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that ground, and likewise by reason of a family com-

pact of reciprocal succession concluded in 1390 be-

tween the Rendsburg and Westphalian branches of

the house of Schauenburg, of which latter branch he

was the representative. The nobles however of Hoi-

stein rejected altogether the plea of a family compact,
as the Council of the land had never sanctioned or con-

firmed it
*

;
and with regard to the inheritance of the

fief, replied
u that King Christian and his brothers

were nearer in respect of the inheritance than him-

self, as they were sister's children of Count Adolph,
and in their land the female line (Spindle-side) might

inherit, as well as the male line f ( Sword-side) ." Such

is the account given by a contemporary chronicler of

Lubeck, who continues the chronicle of Detmar from

1401 to 1472, and whose work Dahlmann and other

historians of Holstein have pronounced to be of the

highest authority.
This resistance to Count Otho's claim, in which

the majority of the nobles concurred, led at last to a

compromise on his part, by which, in consideration of

receiving 43,000 Rhenish florins from King Christian,

he agreed to renounce for himself and his issue all

claim to the counties of Holstein and Stormarn. This

arrangement was formally sanctioned by the Bishop
of Lubeck, the perpetual commissary of the Emperor,
in behalf of the Lord Paramount of the fief. In regard

* " Wente de rad des landes hadde dat nicht belevet, unde

bevulbordet." Chronique de Detmar, cited by Molbech.

f
" To dissen reden antwerden de Holsten, dat Konyngh Chris-

tiern unde sine bruder van Erftales weghen neger weren van he,

wente se weren susterkynder hertigen Alves, de vorstorven was,

unde de spillesyde mochte erven in ereme lande sowol, alse de

swertsyde." Ibid,

c 2
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to the Duchy of Schleswig, Dahlmann is of opinion

that the fief descended to Christian, as the eldest son

of Count Adolph's sister
;
but the old Danish and

Saxon chroniclers appear to be unanimous in holding

that, as Duke Adolph left no right heirs, it reverted

to King Christian as an escheat of the crown of

Denmark.

It is stated by the chronicler of Lubeck above re-

ferred to, that King Christian at one time entertained

the idea of consolidating the Lordship of the Duchy
with the Sovereignty, and so discontinuing to grant
it as a fief, but that he abandoned this intention when

the prospect opened before him of succeeding as well

to the counties of Holstein and Stormarn. Amongst
other inducements to the nobles of the two counties

to prefer Christian to Count Otho, as the successor of

Count Adolph, this consideration seems to have had

great weight, that by such an arrangement peace
would be maintained between Denmark and Holstein,

and. upon this very ground a large portion of the

nobles of Holstein were prepared before the death of

Count Adolph to acknowledge King Christian as his

future successor.* It is not improbable that the

nobles of Holstein, in order to secure this most im-

portant object, came to an understanding with King
Christian subsequently to Count Adolph's death, as a

condition of his election to Holstein and Stormarn,
that the feudal constitution of the Duchy of Schleswig
should be preserved in its integrity. On the one
hand they may have considered the maintenance of

the old relations of Holstein and Schleswig, such as

they existed under Count Adolph, essential to the

*
Chytraei Saxonia, lib. ii. p. (37.
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continuance of friendly intercourse between the two

countries. On the other hand, King Christian himself

may have thought that he would thereby secure, be-

yond dispute, to his own successors in the Duchy of

Schleswig the succession in Holstein and Stormarn.

This however is rather matter of inference from the

language of the formal Act of Security executed by
the King at Ripen, in 1460, than of statement on the

part of any contemporary writer.

It has been a subject of controversy whether the

arrangements, which resulted in the recognition of

King Christian, as successor of Duke Adolph, ema-

nated from a joint assembly of the states of the

Counties and the Duchy, or resulted from a separate
act of the estates of the Counties of Holstein and

Stormarn. As far as a conjecture may be hazarded

amidst a seeming conflict of statements, from which

it is hardly possible to elicit the correct version of

the proceedings, it would appear that the succession

of Christian to the Counties of Holstein and Stormarn

was settled in an assembly of the estates of the two

Counties held in Holstein, over which the Bishop of

Lubeck, as Commissary of the Emperor, presided, and

that the estates of Schleswig in their own assembly
had previously adopted a resolution in favour of

Christian; whilst the subsequent assembly held at

Ripen, a town within the jurisdiction of Jutland,

though locally situated in Schleswig, wherein Christian

was proclaimed and received homage, both as Duke of

Schleswig and Count of Holstein and Stormarn, em-

braced the estates of the Duchy and the most influ-

ential nobles of the two Counties. This explanation,

however, assumes a greater regularity in the pro-

ceedings than what can be historically established.

c 3
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No allusion, however, is made by any contemporary
writer to an united diet of Schleswig-Holstein at

this period : on the contrary, the provisions of a

supplemental Act for securing the privileges of

the Duchy and the two Counties, executed by the

King at Kiel, in 1460, provides expressly that the

Estates of Holstein shall be summoned to their

place of meeting at Bornehovede every year, if it

should be necessary, and the like in the Duchy of

Schleswig at Urnehovede, which latter place is stated

in a note in the Privelegien der Schleswig-Holsteini-

schen Rittershaft, p. 60., to have been near the village

of Tolstedt, in the bailiwick of Apenrade, in the

northern part of Schleswig. There are no documents

of this period of equal authority with the Act of Se-

curity and the Supplemental Act, and as the object

of these acts was to secure the preservation of the

feudal institutions of Schleswig, and likewise of those

of Holstein and Stormarn, we may reasonably seek in

their provisions a clew to the real character of those

institutions.

It would appear from the language of the Act of

Security, that Christian's succession to his uncle was
founded upon election, although it is recited by the

way, that he and his two brothers were the next

heirs of Count Adolph.
That the Mesne-Lordship of a fief should pass

by an act of election on the part of the vassals, in-

stead of a grant from the Lord Paramount, was

altogether an anomalous proceeding, and one hitherto

unprecedented in the case of both Schleswig and
Holstein. It seems, however, on this occasion, to

have been sanctioned by the respective Commis-
saries of the Lords Paramount, the Bishops of Lu-
beck and Schleswig ;

and Kranz in his Historia Danice,
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c. 29., goes so far as to say, that King Christian re-

ceived the county of Holstein as a Grant* Thus

much is certain, that so far as Christian's right to the

lordship of the Duchy of Schleswig and the Counties

of Holstein and Stormarn is made to rest upon this

election, it is independent of any derivative title

which he might possess, as the nearest kinsman of

Count Adolph.
It will be more convenient to defer the examin-

ation of the general provisions of the Act of Security

and of the supplemental Act to a subsequent place.

Two provisions, however, may require to be noticed

here, as bearing upon the future succession in the

Lordship. Christian having admitted, in express

terms, that he had been elected Lord of the lands of

Schleswig, and of Holstein and Stormarn, not as a

King of Denmark, but out of the good will which the

inhabitants of those lands bore to his person, goes on

to acknowledge, that the lands should not descend by
inheritance to his children or kinsmen, but after his

death, as he had been elected by the free will of the

inhabitants of those lands, so they and their pos-

terity, as often as the Lordships should become

vacant, should be at liberty to choose one of his

children as their Lord, or if he should die without

children, one of his heirs. In the supplemental Act

it is further provided, that if the king should leave

no other children or heirs excepting one son, and he

should be king of Denmark, then the inhabitants of

those lands might, of their free will, choose him for

their Lord, and in that case he should be bound

* Novissime vero in Todeslohe coetum facientes interveniente

Arnoldo Lubecensi Episcopo, qui imperial! vice ejus feudi dominus

censeretur, Christianus Rex Comitatu donatur.

c 4
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to ratify and confirm all the articles and privileges

granted and confirmed by King Christian. If, how-

ever, he should refuse his consent to such confirmation,

the inhabitants might choose one of his next heirs for

their Lord. It was also provided that the successor

in the Duchy and Counties should always demand

and receive (investiture of) his fiefs from the Lord

Paramount, to whom they respectively belonged,

with the due formalities.

The other provision, upon which great stress has

been laid, as establishing the perpetual union of the

two Duchies, was to this effect :
" We promise to the

utmost of our power to preserve peace between the

above-named lands, and that they shall remain ever

together undivided (ungetheilt), therefore no person
shall make war upon his neighbour, but shall seek

redress by law," &c.

Passing onwards, we find Holstein erected into

a Duchy in 1474, and from this time it will be cor-

rect to speak of the two Duchies. Upon the death

of King Christian in 1481, his eldest son, John, suc-

cessor elect to the throne of Denmark since 1456,
was at once proclaimed King. Considerable diffi-

culties, however, arose as to the succession to the

Duchies. The Queen-Mother was anxious that her

younger son, Frederick, should be elected
;
but his

brother, the King, would not accede to her views, and
the dispute was compromised by the Estates of Schles-

wig and Holstein electing both the sons of Christian

to be Dukes of Schleswig and of Holstein. It will be

attempted in a subsequent place to reconcile this

step with the last-mentioned provision of the Act of

Security, that the Duchies should remain ever un-

divided. In pursuance of this arrangement, upon
Duke Frederick attaining his majority, the Duchies
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were shared in allotments between himself and the

King, and the union of the Duchies was apparently
for the time destroyed. This is one amongst many
instances in the history of these Duchies, in which

political interests were sacrificed altogether to family
interests

;
for the partition on this occasion was regu-

lated, as in the case of a patrimonial estate, by con-

siderations of revenue, without any regard to ter-

ritorial convenience or the feelings of the inhabitants,

and the division of the Duchies into the Segeberg
and Gottorp parts did not correspond to any twofold

geographical severance, but was rather a convenient

mode of distinguishing the aggregate allotments of the

elder from those of the younger brother.

On the death of King John, in 1513, his son Chris-

tian II. succeeded him on the throne of Denmark,
and in the Segeberg portion of the Duchies

;
but his

tenure of both was cut short by an imprudent de-

claration of hostilities against his uncle Duke Frede-

rick, who ultimately drove him from his throne and

the Duchies in 1523, and once more, as King Frede-

rick I. of Denmark, united in his own person the

Segeberg and Gottorp portions of both Duchies.

This reunion, however, was of short duration. Frede-

rick's son and successor, Christian III., who had ap-

parently succeeded to the Duchies as his father's heir

in 1533, before his own election to the throne of

Denmark in 1534*, dismembered the two Duchies at

once into three portions, each as before being an

aggregate of separate and distinct allotments, and

* The perpetual union, as it has been termed, with Denmark
was concluded at Rendsburg in 1533 between the Danish senate

and the estates of the Duchies with a view mainly to guard against
the return of King Christian.
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assigned one of these portions to each of his younger

brothers, John and Adolph, his fourth brother Frede-

rick having accepted a bishopric as an appanage, and

in compensation for the renunciation of all claims on

his part.

The divisions of the Duchy of Schleswig were

henceforth respectively known as the Sonderburg,

Haderslev, and Gottorp portions. Duke John died

Avithout heirs in 1580, when the Haderslev portion
was redistributed between King Christian III. and his

brother Adolph ;
and from this period dates the well-

known division of the two Duchies into the Royal part,

and the Ducal part, or, as I shall venture to call

them, the Royal Duchies, and the Gottorp Duchies,
inasmuch as Duke Adolph was the common ancestor

of the Gottorp line of the House of Oldenburg, repre-

sented in the present day by the Emperor of Russia,

the Prince Wasa, son of Gustavus Adolphus IV. of

Sweden, and the Grand Duke of Oldenburg.

King Frederick II. had to provide for two bro-

thers, Magnus and John. The former was contented

to receive the dioceses of Oesel and Courland as an

appanage, following in this respect the example of his

uncle Frederick
;
the latter was presented with a third

of the Royal part of the Duchies, as they were shared

before the portion of Duke John fell in, and the

King endeavoured to induce the Estates at the Diet

of Flensburg, in 1564, to do homage to John the

Younger, as a fourth reigning Duke. The Estates,

however, though they had waived their privilege of

electing a successor on the death of Frederick I., re-

fused altogether to recognise the pretensions of John
the Younger, and thus a new relation was established

between the Reigning Dukes of Schleswig and Hoi-
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stein and the Proprietary Dukes, who had allotments

of territory by way of appanage (abgetheilt), but

took no part in the government. The Estates on
this occasion seem at last to have awakened to the

inconvenience of having deviated from the arrange-
ment contemplated in the Act of Security of 1460,
wherein it had been provided, that " the Duchies

should remain ever together undivided," and they
made a successful effort to prevent any further dis-

memberment.

The system of government, which prevailed hence-

forward in the Duchies down to 1713, was exceed-

ingly complicated and inconvenient.

The executive power in the two Duchies seems, in

a certain degree, to have been maintained in its unity,
and to have vested in each Duke by turns in alternate

years : the internal administration, however, of each

portion was kept totally separate, and was under the

sole control of the Duke, to whom it had been allotted,

except in the case of certain towns which remained

under the joint jurisdiction of both Dukes down to

the peace of Travendal in 1700. On the other hand,
the Estates were summoned together in the name of

the ruling Dukes, whose joint Commissaries presided
over them, and all ordinances were issued in their

joint names, so that their action was suspended when-

ever hostilities broke out between the Dukes, and at

the same time the executive power was paralysed.
Yet this divided government continued in Schleswig
down to 1713, and in Holstein as late as 1773.

The popular element of the Estates, if it was still

in any vigour in 1460, seems gradually to have de-

clined, and the order of the peasants to have been

eliminated from the Estates of Schleswig long before
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it disappeared from among the Estates of Denmark,
and the burghers themselves at last ceased to be re-

presented in them. In like manner the ancient sepa-

rate assembly of the Estates of Schleswig held of

old in the open air at Urnehovede seems to have

fallen into disuse, and even the aristocratical ele-

ment itself in the United Estates of the two Duchies

acquired an oligarchical character. As it was the

peculiar prerogative of the assembled Estates to

grant or withhold their consent to extraordinary
taxes and levies for war, frequent meetings were

summoned during the Thirty Years' War; and on

several occasions, on which the members assembled

in considerable numbers, violent disputes arose, and

the meetings were dissolved without having passed

any resolution upon the subjects under consideration,

so that at last a permanent committee, composed

exclusively of members of the equestrian order,

was appointed in 1630 for the despatch of pressing

business, after which time the general body of the

members ceased to take an interest in the proceed-

ings. Under Christian V. the relations between the

Crown of Denmark and the Duchy of Gottorp were

so embroiled that the Commissaries of the Duke were

invariably opposed to the Commissaries of the King,
and at last the opposition became so bitter that no

business could be transacted, and the Estates ceased

to be convoked after 1675. The last Assembly of the

old Estates, which took place in 1711-12, consisted

exclusively of members of the equestrian order; for

the order of "
prelates," which is mentioned with

the equestrian order, did not denote ecclesiastics after

the Reformation, but such members of the equestrian
order as enjoyed a right of patronage over the con-

vents or colleges of noble ladies in the two Duchies.
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It has been observed, that by the Act of Security
of 1460, Christian I. expressly recognised the right of

the Estates of Schleswig, and of Holstein and Stor-

marn, to elect a Duke and Count freely from amongst
his heirs. This right seems to have been in abey-
ance after the death of Frederick I., until the deaths

of King Frederick II. and Duke Adolph, when the

Estates exercised once more, in 1588, their right of

election with the sanction of the Queen-Mother of

Denmark. They elected on this occasion King Chris-

tian IV. for the Royal Duchies, and Duke Philip of

Gottorp for the Gcttorp Duchies. There can be no

doubt, that the right of election on the part of the

Estates of Holstein was never recognised by the Em-

peror, nor had Christian I., as King of Denmark, any
power to regulate the succession in a fief of the

Empire, although, as Lord Paramount of Schleswig,
he might possibly sanction a modification in the suc-

cession to that fief. Accordingly we find that a solemn

mandate was sent by the Emperor Kudolph II. to

the Estates of Holstein in 1590, commanding them to

do homage to the two Dukes as their hereditaryprinces,

and declaring the proceedings of the diet, in respect
of the election in 1588, to be a rebellion against the

Koman Empire. The mandate, however, seems to

have been suppressed, as the Dukes were well satis-

fied with receiving homage as elective princes.

Duke Philip having died a few months after this

event, his next brother, John Adolph, was elected to

succeed him, and he thereupon received the homage
of the Estates at Flensburg in 1592. Upon Chris-

tian IY. attaining his majority in 1593, the Queen-

Mother proposed a further dismemberment of the

Royal Duchies in favour of her two younger sons.
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This project, however, found no favour with Christian

himself in respect of Schleswig, and it was equally

discountenanced by the Emperor in regard to Hoi-

stein. The Estates themselves likewise made one

more effort to resist this inclination to dispose of

the Duchies as patrimonial domains, and protested

asainst the investiture, which Christian, as Lordo
Paramount of Schleswig, had conferred upon his

uncle Duke John the Younger, and upon John

Frederick, the younger brother of Duke John Adolph,
for their portions of Schleswig and for the island of

Fehmarn, to which the Estates had never elected

them.

The Reigning Dukes at last became awakened to

the evil of subdividing the Duchies, and Duke John

Adolph, in 1608, set the example of introducing into

his Duchies a totally different arrangement for the

future. With the sanction of the Emperor Ru-

dolph II. as Sovereign Lord over Holstein, and of

Christian IV. as Sovereign Lord over Schleswig, he

enacted a family statute entailing the succession in

the two Gottorp Duchies upon his eldest heir male by

right of primogeniture. In accordance with this

arrangement, upon his death, in 1616, his eldest son

Frederick III. succeeded him in the Duchies.

The Estates, it is true, at first demurred at this

encroachment on their practice of election since 1460,
but the difficulty was compromised, and they allowed

their claim to fall into desuetude. In a similar manner,
in 1650, King Frederick III. established an analogous

family statute to govern the succession in the two

Royal Duchies
;

and thus the practice of election

having been subject to occasional interruption in its

exercise by the Estates of the Duchies since 1460, was

finally abrogated, and has never since been revived.
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3. THE OLDENBURG DYNASTY.

Second Period, 16501721.

The establishment of the hereditary succession and

the law of primogeniture in respect of the Lord-

ship of the Duchies, was the herald of still greater

changes. It has been already observed, that the

events of the Thirty Years' War gave rise to hostilities

between the reigning Dukes, the Duke of Gottorp

supporting the Imperialist party, whilst the Royal

Duke, Christian IV., placed himself at the head of the

confederate States of Lower Saxony, and for a short

time attempted to stem the victorious career of

Wallenstein. The peace of Lubeck in 1629 caused

hostilities to be discontinued between Gottorp and

Denmark, but did not revive the former relations of

amity ;
on the contrary, the Duke of Gottorp took

part with the Swedes, during the disastrous war

which Christian carried on against Sweden in 1643-45.

The alliance between Sweden and Gottorp was fur-

ther cemented, in 1654, by the ties of marriage in

the persons of Charles Gustavus of Sweden and the

Princess Edwig Eleonora, daughter of Duke Fre-

derick III. Henceforward it became the policy of

the King of Denmark to seek the alliance of those

states, which were disposed to view the growing pre-

ponderance of Sweden in the North of Europe with

alarm, but his most powerful allies could not save him

from an unforeseen emergency. Christian had main-

tained the command of the Baltic with the aid of the

Dutch, as long as his fleet was able to keep the sea,
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and both France and England had offered their medi-

ation between Denmark and Sweden, being unwilling

that the balance of power in the North of Europe
should be disturbed, when an event, against which

no forethought could have provided, compelled the

King to sign the treaty of Roskild in 1658. The

unusual severity of the winter enabled Gustavus

Adolphus to transport an army over the ice from

Jutland across the two Belts, and to dictate terms

to the King in his stronghold of Seeland, almost

under the walls of Copenhagen.
It was provided by this treaty, that the claims of

the Duke of Gottorp should be satisfied, and this

satisfaction was embodied in the provisions of the

treaty of Copenhagen immediately subsequent in the

same year, by which the King of Denmark agreed
to cede the Sovereignty over the Gottorp portion of

the Duchy of Schleswig to the Duke of Holstein

Gottorp. In pursuance of this provision, King Fre-

derick granted a diploma of Sovereignty to Duke

Frederick, which may be found in Schmauss, Corpm
Juris Gentium, p. 676. It likewise occurs in the

Corps Diplomatique Q Dumont, torn. vi. pt. ii. p. 221.

and in Falck, Sammlung, p. 168.

By this diploma the Duke and his male descend-

ants were released from all feudal obligations as

vassals of Denmark, and the Sovereignty, or, as it is

termed,
" Sublime Superioritatis plenissimum Jus,"

was ceded to them, while the provisions of the Con-

vention of Odensee of 1579 were declared to be of

no effect, as long as any lineal male descendant of

Duke Frederick should survive. In the Report
drawn up pursuant to the commission alluded to in

the King of Denmark's letters-patent of July 8.
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1846, it is stated, that King Frederick at the same
time ceded to himself, as Lord of the Royal Duchies

of Schleswig, the Sovereignty over it. The ancient

feudal constitution of the whole Duchy of Schleswig

might thus seem to have been extinguished by the

cession of the Sovereignty to the respective Lords of

the Gottorp and Royal portions, and their male

descendants. The cession, however, of the Sove-

reignty was limited to the male descendants of the

Duke
;
so that the fief was not absolutely abolished,

but the Sovereignty, sub modo, transferred. This may
account for the feudal relations of the subordinate

vassals being continued, as if no change had taken

place in the political person of the Lord. The pre-

sumption of the Lordship remaining legally distinct

from the Sovereignty, though united in one and the

same natural person, is strengthened by the sub-

sequent conduct ofthe King of Denmark, in attempt-

ing to recover the Sovereignty over the Gottorp

Duchy apart from the Lordship. This question will

be discussed more fully in a subsequent chapter ;
but

it may be as well to keep in mind that the King of

Denmark had no power to cede the Sovereignty over

either the Royal or the Gottorp portion of the Duchy
of Holstein.

Two years afterwards, in 1660, an important move-

ment took place in Denmark. Elective monarchies

have generally been weak monarchies, or rather

monarchies in name only, the ruling power being

substantially in the hands of the electors. The king-

dom of Poland may be selected as furnishing a strik-

ing example of a monarchy of this kind, brought to

premature ruin mainly by the oligarchical spirit of

its institutions. In a similar manner the oligarchical
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element of the Danish constitution had been found

prejudicial to its best interests in the war against

Sweden, which had been attended with such disastrous

results in the peace of Roskild, and subsequently in

the peace of Copenhagen. The consequence of this

was a popular movement on the part of the eccle-

siastical estate, and that of the burghers and peasants

apart from and in opposition to the nobles, which

resulted in the succession to the Crown of Denmark

being declared henceforth hereditary in the male and

female descendants of King Frederick III. The

nobles found themselves powerless to resist the move-

ment, and at last consented to this fundamental

alteration, whereupon a formal regulation of the suc-

cession to the Crown was promulgated under the

name of the Lex Regia.
* This change in the suc-

cession to the Crown of Denmark could only affect

the succession in the sovereignty of the Duchy of

Schleswig, as far as it followed the succession to the

Crown of Denmark. It might so far become here-

ditary, and in accordance with the Lex Regia descend

to females, although the succession in the lordship of

the Duchy might still be governed by considerations

of feudal law, precisely as in the case of the Duchy
of Holstein.

A precedent, which Gustavus Adolphus had set in

1658, in seizing and carrying off the Duke of Cour-

land, with the view of constraining him to cede his

Duchy to Sweden, may have suggested to Christian V.,

on his succession to King Frederick III., the plan of

* The history of this change may be read in Lord Molesworth's

Account of Denmark, published in 1694, in which an English
version of the Lex Regia is inserted. The author, as is well known,
was bitterly exasperated against the king of Denmark.
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seizing upon Duke Christian Albert, the successor of

Duke Frederick, with an analogous object. The de-

sign was carried into effect at Rendsburg in 1675,
and the captive Duke was forced to renounce, in favour

of King Christian, the sovereignty over the Gottorp

Duchy of Schleswig, by the
^ treaty of Rendsburg.

(Dumont, vii. Part i. p. 296.) The Duke subse-

quently appealed against this act of violence to Eng-
land and France (both of which powers, in the

character of mediators, had signed the treaty of Co-

penhagen in 1658); and a manifesto in English, on

the part of the Duke, was published in London in

1677, in which the guarantee of England, as well as

that of France and the United Provinces, to the peace
of Roskild, was invoked on his behalf.

The peace of Fontainebleau, in 1679, re-established

the Duke of Holstein Gottorp in the enjoyment of the

sovereignty of his Duchy ;
but he was again deprived

of it in 1684, when King Christian declared the Duchy
to be an escheat of the Crown of Denmark, in con-

sequence of the Duke's rebellion against him.

The treaty of Altona, in 1 68 9
,
restored the sovereignty

a third time to Duke Christian Albert. His son and

successor, Duke Frederick IV., resumed hostilities in

1698 against Denmark, before the death of Chris-

tian Y., whose successor, King Frederick IV., in his

turn made himself master, in 1700, of the Gottorp

Duchy of Schleswig; but only for a short time, as

Charles XII. of Sweden effected a descent upon See-

land, and, by threatening Copenhagen itself, com-

pelled the King to sign the peace of Travendal, 1 7th

of August 1700; by which the sovereignty was con-

firmed to the Duke, and the Community of joint

Regency further regulated. Thus within a period of

D 2
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less than fifty years the sovereignty of the Gottorp

portion of the Duchy of Schleswig, had, as it were,

oscillated four times between the King of Denmark

and the Duke of Holstein Gottorp. The arrange-

ments of the treaty of Travendal were not so com-

plete and definite as tp prevent considerable dissen-

sion between the courts of Denmark and Gottorp, in

respect of certain questions of joint government, not

regulated by the treaty. These, however, were at

last terminated by the Recess of Altona of 21st of

March, confirmed by that of Rendsburg of 17th of

July 1709, at which it was secretly agreed between

the two Sovereigns to discontinue the form of con-

voking a Diet (die Formalitat eines Landtages), and

to convoke henceforward only the Committee of Pre-

lates and Knights, and further to allow them only a

consultative voice (purum votum consultativum).
This concord between the two Sovereign Dukes

was not destined to be of very long duration. It was

well known, to the Court of Denmark, that Charles

XII. of Sweden contemplated the annexation of

Norway to his own dominions, and the acquisition of

the whole of the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein

for his relative, Duke Charles Frederick of Gottorp.
The King of Denmark hesitated some time

;
but at last

resolved to conclude an alliance with the Czar Peter,

and declare war against Sweden towards the end of

1709. Hostilities were thereupon carried on with

various success until the campaign of 1712, when the

Swedes obtained a decisive victory over the King of

Denmark at Gadebusch, and their victorious army,
under General Stenbock, having penetrated into

Holstein, the Swedish troops were allowed by the

officers of the Duke to occupy the fortresses of the
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Gottorp portion of both Duchies without resistance.

The tide of victory, however, soon turned, and the

King of Denmark compelled Stenbock to capitulate
with all his forces in 1714. He thereupon took pos-
session of the entire Duchies, and maintained it until

the conclusion of the war. Duke Charles Frederick

meanwhile withdrew into Sweden, where shortly
afterwards the death of his powerful ally Charles XII.,

in 1718, left him without a chance of recovering his

dominions.

Meanwhile the great powers of Europe had more

or less taken part in the great alliance of the North.

In 1715 France had concluded a defensive alliance

for three years with Sweden, and renewed the

guarantees of her earlier treaties
;
whilst Prussia and

England united themselves with Denmark and Russia,

and the Elector of Brunswick-Luneburg acceding to

the alliance, guaranteed to Denmark her possession of

the Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig, contra quoscumque.
Extracts from the treaty between Hanover and Den-

mark are to be found in Falck's Sammlung (Kiel,

1847), and the whole treaty has lately been published
with the date of 26th June, 1715, in Dirckinck-Holm-

feld, Der Danische Staat und die Separatisten, Altona,

1847, from which an extract has been annexed below.

It is specially referred to in the subsequent English
Guaranties of 1719 and 1720, which were given in con-

sideration of Denmark concluding the treatv of Stock-
/

holm of 1720, by which the war of the North was at

last brought to an end. Sweden on this occasion

undertook to abstain from any interference between

the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp and the King of Den-

mark, and not to oppose the stipulations which Eng-
land and France, as mediating powers, might adopt.

D 3
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The result was, that the perpetual arid peaceable

possession of the Ducal part of Schleswig, or, accord-

ing to the English Act, of the part of the Duchy in

the hands of the King, was guaranteed to the Crown

of Denmark by these two powers. In regard, how-

ever, to Holstein, the Emperor of Germany, as Lord

paramount, enjoined the King of Denmark, his vassal

in respect of the royal portion, to restore to the Duke
of Holstein-Gottorp the Gottorp portion of the Duchy
of Holstein, and accordingly, in 1721, the Duke re-

sumed possession of his portion of that Duchy ;
and

the seat of his Government was henceforth established

at Kiel instead of Gottorp. (Schoell, Traites, c. Ivii.

-v.)
The reunion of the Gottorp Duchy with the royal

Duchy of Schleswig was notified to the Prelates,

Knights, and others, who possessed noble estates in

the Duchy, by letters-patent from King Frederick

IV. in 1721, summoning them, and in addition, the

towns, bailiwicks, and country-districts of the Got-

torp Duchy to attend* and hear his pleasure, and

thereupon to do homage to him as their exclusive

Sovereign Lord paramount from henceforth
;
and

accordingly the Prelates and proprietors of noble

estates, including the Dukes of Sonderburg and Au-

gustenburg, as well as the functionaries and inhabit-

ants of the Gottorp Duchy, did formal homage to the

King of Denmark, Norway, &c., as the present sole

possessor of the Duchy of Schleswig, and swore al-

legiance to him and his Royal Hereditary successors

* The prelates, knights, and all who possessed noble estates in

the Duchy of Schleswig, attended at Gottorp before the King per-

sonally ; and the inhabitants of the former Gottorp Duchy before

royal commissioners, who travelled through the country.
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in the Government, secundum tenorem legis Regiae,
as their sole Sovereign Lord paramount.

It has been a subject of much discussion, whether

on this occasion the Royal and Gottorp portions of

the Duchy of Schleswig were united together, and

re-incorporated, as one allodial Duchy, with the

Kingdom of Denmark, so as to become subject to the

same law of hereditary succession as the Crown
of Denmark, or whether the Gottorp portion was

merely re-incorporated with the royal portion, and the

accidents of the ancient feudal constitution of the

entire Duchy continued, by virtue of which it would

continue subject to a different law of succession from

the Lex Regia of Denmark. This is a most intricate

question, which has given rise to laborious publicistic

researches, and will be examined more at length in a

later chapter.

4. THE OLDENBURG DYNASTY.

Third Period, 17201815.

The Duke of Holstein Gottorp (Charles Frederick)
was not by any means disposed to acquiesce in the

arrangements of the two mediating powers, according
to which the Gottorp portion of Schleswig was to

remain in the hands of the King of Denmark, and

strove to interest the Court of Russia in his favour,

upon his marriage with the eldest daughter of Peter

the Great. His projects, however, were frustrated by
the death of the reigning Czar, Peter II., in 1730.

His son, Duke Charles Peter Ulrich (who succeeded,

as Peter III., to the Russian throne upon the death
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of his aunt, the Empress Elizabeth) did not reign

long enough to carry into effect the much cherished

design of his family. Upon his death the Empress,
Catherine II.

,
became Regent of the Gottorp portion

of the Duchy of Holstein during the minority of the

Grand Duke Paul, and, being anxious to terminate

what seemed to the Russians to be a mere family

dispute of no interest to the Empire, consented, by
a provisional treaty in 1767, to renounce, in the name
of the Grand Duke, the Gottorp portion of Schleswig,

and to cede the Gottorp portion of Holstein, in ex-

change for the Counties of Oldenburg and Delmen-

horst, which had been ceded by the Duke of Ploen to

King Christian V. in 1676, subject, however, to the

approval and confirmation of Paul himself, on his

attaining his majority. This confirmation was given

by the Grand Duke in the treaty of Zarsko-Selo of

1773, by which he renounced, as head of the elder

Gottorp line, for himself and his descendents, all his

rights to the Duchy of Schleswig, and especially to

the Ducal part of the said Duchy, in favour of the

King of Denmark and the heirs of the Crown (Cron-

Erben) ;
and further ceded, in behalf of the same

parties, the Gottorp portion of the Duchy of Holstein

to the King of Denmark and his male descendants,
and eventually to the Prince Frederick, the King's

brother, and his male descendants. The Acts of Re-

nunciation and Cession are to be found in Ealck's

Sammlung, p. 330. By the provisions of the Act of

Renunciation the Emperor of Russia bound himself

and his successors and descendants, in the most strin-

gent manner,
" neither in any way nor by any means

to do or contrive any thing to defeat this his deli-

berate act of Renunciation, nor to allow any thing to
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be done or contrived by others, in order to defeat it,"

(cf. Samwer, Staatserbfolge, p. 295.)
The head of the younger Gottorp line, Adolphus

Frederick, the eldest son of Christian Augustus, and

the nephew of Duke Frederick IY., had meanwhile

succeeded to the Crown of Sweden. He had con-

sented beforehand as Prince Royal of Sweden, by the

Treaty of Copenhagen in 1750, to renounce his right
to the entire Duchy, and especially to the Gottorp

portion of Schleswig, in favour of the King of Den-

mark and his male descendants.

Of the remaining branches of the younger Gottorp

line, the second branch became extinct on the death of

Peter Frederick William, Duke of Oldenburg, in 1 823
;

and the third branch is represented by the present
Grand Duke of Oldenburg. Catherine of Russia, in

the provisional treaty of Copenhagen, in 1767, had un-

dertaken that all the surviving princes of the house

of Holstein-Gottorp should renounce their succession

to the Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig ;
and it was ar-

ranged, by the Treaty of 1773, that the Counties of

Oldenburg and Delmenhorst, ceded by the King of

Denmark in exchange for the Gottorp Duchy of Hol-

stein, should serve as an endowment for the younger
branches

;
and they were accordingly transferred to

the Bishop of Lubeck, as head of the second branch,
and have since passed by inheritance into the hands

of the present Grand Duke of Oldenburg.
Little more remains to be narrated. It should

have been observed, that Sweden protested against
the cession of the Gottorp Duchy of Holstein by the

elder branch of the Gottorp line, in exchange for

Oldenburg and Delmenhorst
;
and her rights were

accordingly reserved, and the cession, subject to such
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reservation, was approved by the Emperor. The re-

lations, however, of Holstein to the Emperor, as Lord

Paramount of the fief, terminated with the dissolution

of the Empire itself, in August 1806
; shortly after

which, Pomerania was united with Sweden, and Hol-

stein with Denmark.

It would appear, from the letters patent of Sep-
tember 9, 1806,. regulating the future condition of

the hitherto German possessions of the King of

Denmark, which letters are to be found in Falck's

Sammlung, p. 363., that " the Duchy of Holstein,

the Lordship of Pinneberg, the County of Ranzau,
and the town of Altona, were declared to be com-

bined under the general name of the Duchy of

Holstein with the common body politic forming the

Monarchy of Denmark, as in every respect an un-

separated portion of them, and consequently subject

henceforward to the exclusive and absolute dominion

of the Crown of Denmark." *

Upon the, subsequent establishment of the Ger-

manic Confederation, at the Congress of Vienna, in

1815, the King of Denmark enrolled himself among
its members for that portion of his possessions which

had anciently belonged to the German Empire, to

wit, the Duchy of Holstein. His appearance, as a

party to the Final Act, in the additional character of

* " Unser Herzogthum Holstein, Unsere Herrschaft Pinne-

berg, Unsere Graffschaft Ranzau, und Unsere Stadt Altona sollen

fortan unter der gemeinsamen Benennung des Herzogthums Hol-

stein, mit dem gesammten Staatskorper der Unserem Koniglichem

Scepter untergebenen Monarchic, als ein in jeder Beziehung vollig

ungetrennter Theil derselben verbunden, und solchem nach von
nun an Unserer alleinigen unumschrankten Botmassigkeit unter-

worfen seyn."
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Duke of Lauenburg, was consequent upon territorial

arrangements with Prussia, which were completed
after the termination of the Congress.

It was expressed, in the fifty-fourth article of the

Act of Congress, that the Confederation was esta-

blished with the object of maintaining the external

and internal security of Germany itself, and the

independence and inviolability of the Confederate

States
;
and by the sixty-third Article the members

engaged themselves to defend, not merely Germany
in its entirety, but also each individual State of the

Union, in case it should be attacked
;
and they mu-

tually guaranteed to one another those portions of

their possessions which were comprised in the Union.

Such were the main obligations contracted by the

Duke of Holstein in his new relation to the Ger-

manic Confederation. The further provisions of

the Final Act will be considered in a subsequent

chapter.
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CHAP. III.

ON CERTAIN PECULIARITIES OF FEUDAL TENURE.

SIR William Blackstone (in his Commentaries on the

Laws of England, vol. ii. ch. 4.) observes that " the

grand and fundamental maxim of all feudal tenureo
is this,

' That all lands were originally granted
out by the sovereign, and are therefore holden either

mediately or immediately of the crown. The grantor
was called the Proprietor, or Lord, being he who re-

tained the dominion or ultimate property of the feud

or fee
;
and the grantee, who had only the use or

possession according to the terms of the grant, was

styled the feudatory or Vassal, which was only another

name for the tenant or holder of the lands.'
' :

Accordingly we find, amongst the Teutonic races,

that a feud or fief is always designated by the word

Lehn (a loan), or some modification of it, implying
that the grant was not absolute. Amongst the

Franks, land held on a conditional tenure was denoted

by the term beneficium, in distinction from allodial

lands, held of no superior ;
whilst the word feud or

fief itself has been derived directly from a Latin

original, suggested by the obvious resemblance in

the oath of fealty (fidelitas) of the vassal, or has

been traced up by an indirect process through several

stages of abbreviation and corruption to the emphy-
teusis (em/zt/sis) of the civil law.

It must not, however, be supposed that the feudal

system, as such, originated at any one given period,
or that the feudal institutions were uniform, where-
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ever the feudal system prevailed. On the contrary,
as Mr. Hallam has justly observed,

"
five centuries

elapsed before the allodial tenures, which had been

incomparably more general, gave way, and before the

reciprocal contract of the feud attained its maturity."

Again, the near proximity of some of the northern

nations to the territories of the Roman Empire, and

the close intercourse of others with the older inhabit-

ants of the provinces, which they had overrun,

exposed them to the modifying influence of the ancient

juridical system, and thus we find considerable diver-

sity in the feudal institutions of different countries,

and that diversity preserved even after one and the

same system of feudal law had been adopted by them.

In illustration of this, it may be stated that the "Jus

Feudale Longobardicum
"

supplanted the old Alle-

manic feudal law, subsequently to the 14th century,
and has been engrafted on the ancient feudal institu-

tions of the Germans
;
to whom, however, the feudal

institutions of the Lombards are still foreign.

(Bohmer, Jus Feudale, 31.) Again, the old

Saxon feudal law is different from the old Allemanic

feudal law
;
and Denmark maintains, that the Danish

feudal law is more akin to the Saxon.

It was to be expected that the feudal institutions

would gradually be clothed in a Latin dress, not

merely from the circumstance that the German in-

vaders adopted, in some cases, the laws of their subjects,

but from the political intercourse which was kept

up between Germany and Northern Italy, and from

the use of the Latin language in the early constitu-

tions of the German Emperors. A collection of feudal

customs (Lombard), entitled Liber Feudorum, in

Latin, appeared in the early part of the 12th century,
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and was annexed, in the following century, to the
"
Corpus Juris Romani." At the commencement of

the 13th century the "
Speculum Saxonicum "

(Sach-

senspiegel) was compiled, and not long after the "
Spe-

culum Suevicum" (Schwabenspiegel). In the 14th

century the Lombard law was in part adopted by the

tribunals of the Empire, and from this time Roman
Jurists began to regard the feudal institutions through
a Latin medium, and to discover a solution of the in-

tricacies of feudal tenure in the familiar distinctions

of Roman jurisprudence. It was by no means

difficult to find seeming analogies between the insti-

tutions of the earlier and later systems, and to infer

from them an identity of principle, which would

warrant the application of the phraseology of the old

Jurists to the circumstances of the modern tenures.

Thus, inasmuch as the Vassal, though not the pro-

prietor of the fief, was entitled to be maintained in

his possession of it against trespass, he was held to

correspond to the usufructuary of the Roman law
;

and as the enjoyment of the usufruct entitled a person,

by a fiction of law, to an actio utilis, the Roman Jurists

gave to the Vassal a similar right of action, as enjoy-

ing a quasi dominium, which they accordingly termed

dominium utile. Hence originated the popular divi-

sion of the dominium of a fief into the dominium

directum which the true owner retained, and, by
virtue of such ownership, was entitled to an actio

directa, and the dominium utile, which was granted to

the Vassal. The owner, however, who had reserved

the dominium directum, severed from the dominium

utile, was still regarded as the true owner, and de-

signated by the term Dominus. (Lehns-Herr.)
The use of these terms, dominium directum and
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dominium utile, seems to have been established in the

14th century. One of the earliest documents in

which they are found (and their use in this case is
'

very remarkable) is the Letter of Investiture of the

Duchy of Jutland, granted by King Waldemar of I />
/.

Denmark to Gerard Count of Holstein and Stor-

marn, in 1326.

This document however introduces us to a further

division of the dominium
;
inasmuch as the King of

Denmark for the time being invests his Vassal with

the dominium directum as well as the dominium utile,

in consideration of Knight's service, reserving to him-

self only the dominium supremum ; so that the Count

of Holstein and Stormarn, himself the Vassal of the

Crown of Denmark, would be competent, to grant in

his turn the dominium utile apart from the dominium

directum, and thus might possess the character ofLord
with respect to inferior Vassals. Blackstone (vol. ii.

ch. 5.) observes, in reference to tenants holding im-

mediately of the King, as Lord paramount,
" Such

tenants as held under the King immediately, when

they granted out portions of their lands to inferior

persons, became also Lords with respect to those in-

ferior persons, as they were still tenants with respect
to the King ;

and thus partaking of a middle nature

were called Mesne or Middle Lords" The interest in

a fief might thus be split into three parts, and become

attached to three distinct parties, the tenant, the

direct or middle Lord, and the Lord paramount, or

Sovereign. In a fief thus subinfeudated, the Vassals

would regard the direct Lord as the Dominus, and

the Lord paramount, who had reserved to himself

only the Dominium sublime or supremum, as the

Sovereign, under the denomination of Emperor or
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King, according as the original fief was an Imperial

or Royal fief.

The early records of Holstein and Stormarn, on the

other hand, supply an illustration of a different divi-

sion ofthe Dominium, according to which the dominion

of the fief was granted to several persons by simul-

taneous investiture, as a Condominium. Thus John

Duke of Saxony granted, in 1307, to the Counts of

Holstein Gerard, John, Adolph, Waldemar, and the

sons of Count Henry, and their heirs,
" totam ter-

rain Holstatise et Stormariae, et dominium Adolphi de

Segeberg, manu unanimi, quae Sambte Hand (vulgo
Gesammte Hand) dicitur, jure seu titulo feodali : non

obstante eo quod praedictae terras et dominium sive

dividantur, aut saltern inter hos dominos comites

maneant indivisa." The peculiarities of this tenure

varied accordingly as it was regulated by Lombard

or German law. Where the former prevailed, if

the feudatories agreed subsequently to share amongst

themselves, in separate portions, the dominium utile,

they still retained an interest in the reversion of

each portion, on failure of heirs to that portion.

On the other hand, it seems to have been a recog-

nized principle of the German or Saxon feudal law,

that none but the lineal descendants of the last vas-

sal could succeed to a fief by right of blood; and in

order to found a right of succession in the agnates
or collateral heirs by the male line of the first feu-

datory, or the last vassal, there must have been

either a simultaneous or an eventual investiture.

Where, however, there had been a simultaneous inves-

titure, communi manu, it was requisite that collateral

heirs should seek and receive investiture on every oc-

casion on which a principal feudatory received it, in
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order to preserve the continuity of their interest,

otherwise, on the death of a principal vassal without

direct heirs, the fief would lapse to the grantor. On
the other hand, where there was an eventual investi-

ture "
Eventual-belehnung," or, as is found in old

German authorities,
"
gelehnte Geding," it was un-

necessary for those who had a remainder in the en-

tail to seek investiture until such time as the fief

devolved to them. Of this latter kind of investiture,

we have an example in the grant of the Duchy of
. A, // i

Schleswig to Count Gerard, of Holstein, by

Christopher in 1330, upon the event of Duke Walde-

mar dying without heirs. Of the simultaneous in-

vestiture we have an illustration in the letters of

investiture granted for the first time in 1582, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the Convention of

Odensee in 1579, by which King Frederick II. under-

took to grant to all the Dukes of the Oldenburg race,

who had not renounced their right of succession, and

to their descendants, the Duchy of Schleswig and

island of Fehmarn as an ancient hereditary Knights-
Fief of the Crown of Denmark, subject to the condi-

tion, that they should seek and receive the renewal

of the investiture from the King within the ordinary

period, whenever the fief should fall (either by the

demise of the grantor or the feudatory) : and we ac-

cordingly find, from the express words of the letter

of investiture of 1582, that on this occasion King
Frederick himself as Reigning Duke of the royal

part, Duke Adolph his uncle, as Reigning Duke of

the Gottorp part, and Duke John the younger, the

King's brother, as feoffee of a third of the royal part,

received investiture manu unanimi (Gesammte Hand).
This investiture appears to have been duly renewed

E
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by the Glucksburg branch of the younger royal line

down to 1767, soon after which time that branch be-

came extinct, but has not been kept up by the other

branches of that line.

In illustration of the above positions of law, the

following quotations from Putter's " Primse Lineaa

Juris Privati principum speciatim Germanise" 1768,

may seem apposite ; although they apply more im-

mediately to the case where the fief has been divided

amongst the co-vassals.

38. " Sin dividentes mutuam inter se suosque

posteros successionem retinere vellent, necessarium

erat, turn ut inter se de ea re convenirent, turn ut do-

mini directi adsensus accederet, ejusque rei in quavis
investiturae renovatione memoria conservaretur, quse

est ratio communis, quam vocant, manus, in feudo

diviso inter dividentium posteros conservatse, indeque
nata3 Germanicae simultanece investitures (Gesammter
Hand und Sammtbelehnung). Cujus originaria ex in-

dole idcirco intelligitur, collateralium abhinc in feudo

successionem non habuisse locum ex agnatione atque

jure sanguinis, sed ex sola retenta communi manu et

simultanea investitura: adeo ut collaterals plane
non succederent, nisi in simultanea investitura com-

prehensi ;
nee proinde inter eos proximus remotiorem

excluderet, quin vel fieri etiam posset, ut extraneus

plane simultanee investitus ad successionem admitte-

retur. Eaque omnia, licet jure feudali Longobardico
aliter se habeant, citra controversiain tamen adhuc

observanda sunt, ubi a pristinis illis juribus hand re-

cessisse familias constat" (tit. Reichs-hofraths-Ord-

nung, tit. 3. 12.).

57. " In qualicunque succedendi ordine quamdiu
stirps mascula a primo acquirente oriunda continu-
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atur, de successione filiarum illustriura nulla quaestio

est. Quamprimum vero stirps mascula deficit, si qui-

dem l
mo

iota gens cum ea extincta est, feuda quidem
mere masculina ad dominum directum eumve, qui

legitima ab eo expectativa prasditus est, transeunt ;
in

reliquis autem familiar bonis jus succedendi nunc

fcemineaB stirpi aperitur. Sin 2d unius modo lineoB

stirps mascula decedit
;
feuda quidem bonaque avita

ad reliquos agnatos ab eodem primo acquirente ori-

undos, modo divisio forte totalis olim facta aut omissio

communis manus baud obstet, exclusis filiabus ex-

stinctas stirpis, transeunt." *

It bas been maintained by some writers that all

fiefs were originally precarious and personal, held at

the will of the lord, and only for the life of the

feudatory. As, however, a large proportion of fiefs

had been originally absolute allodial inheritances and

were surrendered up by the old proprietors to the

sovereign, and incorporated into his feudal domains,
with the express object, that they should receive them

again as grants from him on condition of fealty and

service to him as their liege lord, many fiefs may have

been hereditary from their first origin. On the other

hand, some fiefs were evidently personal from the

first, having originated in a free grant on the part of

* Whilst these pages are passing through the press a German
translation of a treatise in Danish by Professor Larsen of the

University of Copenhagen, just published, has been placed in my
hands, to which I may refer my readers, as supplying a very

complete discussion of the peculiarities of fiefs held by common
investiture. The title is

" Von dem Institut der Gesammtbeleh-

nung und dessen Anwendung auf das Herzogthum Holstein, &c.,

von J. E. Larsen, Professor des Staatsrechts an der Universitat zu

Copenhagen. Aus dem Danischen iibersetzt von Ed. Lehmann :

Copenhagen, 1848."

2
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the lord of the dominium utile, the enjoyment of

which, being continued to the children of the first

possessor by the favour of the lord, at last came to

be extended beyond the life of the present vassal by
a grant to him and his heirs.

There were, however, great diversities in the rule

of succession. By the feudal common law, the suc-

cession was held to be in the male heirs of the male

line exclusively ;
but females might possess an equal

title with males, by virtue of the original investiture,

or by the practice of the lord's courts. Again, the

succession of females might only be subsidiary on the

extinction of female heirs, or females might be capable

not of immediate succession, but of transmitting the

right of succession to their male descendants. It is

maintained that the succession in the Duchy of Schles-

wig is governed by different principles from those

which are admitted in the Duchy of Holstein, and

that the Danish law of succession is not the same as

the German common law.

In the case of personal fiefs, it is obvious, that they
must have reverted to the lord, on the death of each

vassal. In the case of hereditary fiefs, they would

similarly revert on the failure of heirs, according to

the terms of the grant. Under ordinary circumstances

on the reversion of a fief to the lord, it would be

competent in him to unite once more the dominium
utile with the dominium directum, and to retain pos-
session of both. A fief was then said to be consoli-

dated. On the other hand, where the lord made
over his sovereign rights to his vassal, the fief was
said to be appropriated. Thus, if the King of Den-

mark had been forced by the Swedes to make over

absolutely, by the treaty of Copenhagen in 1658, the
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sovereignty over the Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig to

his former vassal, the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, the

fief would have undergone appropriation.
There were, however, cases in which the consoli-

dation of a fief, on failure of heirs to the feudatory,
was impeded by fundamental laws, whereby the lord

of the fief was bound to grant it anew to some other

party. Of this kind were the great fiefs of the Ger-

man Empire (feuda vexilli), which on reversion could

not be retained by the Emperor beyond a year and a

day, after which period he was bound to grant a new
investiture. In accordance wdth this principle the

Duchy of Carinthia having reverted to the Empire
in 1335, upon the death of Duke Henry, the Emperor
Louis, the Bavarian, granted it out anew, as a fief, to

Albert and Otho, Dukes of Austria. The Saxon and

Alemannic feudal laws were equally stringent on this

head, in regard to the great secular fiefs, and the

Golden Bull of Charles IV. approved specially the

practice in respect of the secular electorates of the

Empire. In a similar manner the Constitutio Wal-

demariana, as the Latin Formula has been termed,

which is recited in the letter of Christian of Olden-

burg of 1448, seems to have been intended to impede
the consolidation of the Duchy of South Jutland with

the sovereignty over it, which latter was vested in

the Crown of Denmark
;
and it may be observed that

the fief of the Duchy of Jutland is described in the

letter of investiture of 1326, as a knight's fief (Fahnen-

lehen), i. e. feudum vexilli, corresponding in this

respect to the great fiefs of the German Empire.
The term Incorporation (einverleibung) is some-

times applied to the consolidation of public fiefs;

but the employment of it in this sense is to be re-
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gretted, inasmuch as in feudal parlance it is likewise

applied to the union of allodial lands with feudal

domains, when the proprietor of the former surren-

dered them up to a superior, who incorporated them

into his feudal estate, and then invested the former

proprietor, or his vassal, with the fief.

From this double use of the term "
incorporate

"

an ambiguity may arise, if perchance a fief, which

has been once appropriated, should subsequently
come again into the hands of its former lord. By
the act of appropriation the fief will have be-

come the allodial property of the former vassal, and

thus it may be correctly said to be incorporated by
its former lord, as being allodial property united again
with his feudal domains

;
on the other hand, he may

intend to declare it incorporated in the sense of " con-

solidated," considering it to be a public fief, which

has fallen, as it were, in corpus bonorum publicorum.
The ambiguity of the term may be still greater, where

by chance an allodial estate has been incorporated into

a feudal estate, and the dominium utile of the former

is not granted de novo to a feudatory, but retained by
the lord in his own hands. For amongst the ano-

malies of the feudal system this is not the least re-

markable, that the lord might grant a fief to him-

self, and accept investiture by proxy from himself.

Thus the Emperor Charles VI. received by proxy in

1727 investiture of the kingdom of Bohemia, the

Archduchy of Austria, and various fiefs in Italy and

Burgundy from himself, as Emperor ;
and in a similar

manner King Frederick II. of Denmark received by
proxy the investiture of the Royal Duchy of Schleswig
from himself, whilst he granted in person investiture

of the Gottorp Duchy to his uncle Adolph.
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One more circumstance may be mentioned, that,

whilst the dominium utile of a fief lapsed to the lord

on the death of his vassal without heirs, the dominium

directum did not devolve to the vassal on the death

of the lord without heirs, but remained attached to

the public territorial domain, and passed to the suc-

cessor in that domain. Hence indeed the law of

succession in the fief and in the sovereignty over the

fief might be governed by different rules
;
whilst the

former was limited to males, the latter might extend

to females, or the former might be hereditary and the

latter elective. Thus the Duchy of Schleswig was

granted in 1392 as an hereditary fief to the Counts

of Holstein, by Margaret, an elective Queen of Den-

mark, and the grant of the hereditary lordship of

the Gottorp Duchy by the King of Denmark to the

Dukes of Holstein-Gottorp preceded the establishment

of the Hereditary Succession to the Crown by the

Estates of Denmark in 1660.

It has been observed that the division of the

dominium of a fief originated from the division of

persons enjoying it under the respective characters of

lord and vassal : both those characters, however,

might be united in one and the same person without

the fief being thereby consolidated. Analogies by

way of illustration readily suggest themselves. Thus

a debt from the heir of an estate to the owner of an

estate is not extinguished by the death of the owner

intestate, and the heir succeeding to the ownership.
But it may suffice to instance the peculiar relations of

the Duchy of Lancaster to the Crown of England.

Although the kings of England are hereditary Dukes of

Lancaster, the Duchy is not thereby merged in the

B 4
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Crown, nor the lordship in the sovereignty ;
but the

rights of the King jure ducatus are maintained in the

present day distinct from his rights jure coronae. The

applicability of this illustration to the relations of the

Duchy of Schleswig will be more fully discussed in

the following chapter.
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CHAP. IV.

THE RELATIONS OF THE DUCHIES TO THE CROWN OF
DENMARK.

"THE treaties of Copenhagen of 1767 and of Tzarsko-

Selo of 1773 brought a termination to the disputes

regarding the Duchies of Schleswig and of Holstein,

which for more than a century had troubled the

North of Europe. We have seen the commencement
of disunion between the two branches of the House

of Oldenburg, of which the elder has possessed the

Crown of Denmark since 1448, and both have, subse-

quently to 1459 *, enjoyed the two duchies in common,
the ource of so much discord between them. We
have seen the younger branch, which, from the place

of its residence, has been called the Gottorp branch,

avail itself of its connection with the kings of

Sweden, to withdraw itself from its dependence under

the Crown of Denmark in respect of the Duchy of

Schleswig : we have seen it alternately spoiled of its

ill-acquired sovereignty, and re-established in it by
force or threats. The peace of Altona of 1689, in /

sanctioning a state of affairs to which the kings of

Denmark could never reconcile themselves, did but

adjourn the quarrel to a more opportune moment.

It prepared the Great War of the North, which, after

repeated vicissitudes, stripped the Dukes of Holstein-

Gottorp finally not only of the sovereignty over

* It would be more correct to speak of this common enjoyment
of the Duchies as taking place subsequently to 1582, when the

distribution between the two branches was completed.
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their portion of the Duchy of Schleswig, but even of

their possession of the Duchy itself, and reduced

them to the portion of the Duchy of Holstein, Avhich,

as an imperial fief, was under the sovereignty of the

Empire." (Schoell, Traites de Paix, c. lix.) Such

is the language of a most distinguished Prussian

publicist in 1817, after reviewing the course of events

which diversified the history of the Duchies from

1658 to 1773.

During the earlier portion of the period to which

the above writer refers, it had been the policy of the

reigning dukes of Gottorp to support the pre-

ponderance of Sweden in the North of Europe, as it

secured to them a consideration out of all proportion
to the limited extent of their territorial possessions :

during the latter period it became the policy of the

same House, in its new relations to Russia, to destroy
the ascendancy of Sweden in the Baltic, which had

for a long time impeded the development of Russia as

an European Power. Denmark was during this latter

period arrayed on the side of Sweden, and the union

of Calmar was on the point of being renewed by the

election of Frederick Crown Prince of Denmark to the

vacant throne of Sweden, when the treaty of Abo,
in 1 743, was concluded between Sweden and Russia,

and the Crown of Sweden was transferred to the

younger male line of the House of Gottorp, in the

person of Prince Adolphus Frederick. The elevation

of both the Gottorp lines to the rank of crowned

heads led to a favourable change of disposition in the

Swedish and Russian Cabinets, which resulted in the

manner already stated in the renunciation of the

Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig, and in the cession of the

Gottorp Duchy of Holstein to the King of Denmark.

Another period full of great events has elapsed since
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the treaty of Tzarsko-Selo, during which Russia has

advanced her dominion in every direction, Sweden
has united the Scandinavian peninsula under one

sceptre, whilst Denmark has lost the Crown of Norway
which her Kings had worn for nearly five centuries,
and has received, by way of compensation, a narrow

territory owing but a partial allegiance to the Crown
of Denmark.

It is not my intention on the present occasion to

investigate the questions which may have been raised

between the Danish Government and the inhabitants

of Schleswig and Holstein respecting the character

of the future political institutions of the Duchies,
and which cannot directly affect their relations to

other nations, but simply to examine the nature of

their asserted state-rights, as far as those rights

may more or less affect the connection of the Duchies

with the Crown of Denmark, and so tend to promote
or defeat the provisions of existing treaty-arrange-
ments between Denmark and the great powers of

Europe.
The prospective failure of male heirs to the elder

Royal line of the House of Oldenburg which has now

occupied the throne of Denmark for four complete
centuries has given rise to very animated discussions

as to the eventual succession in the Duchy of

Schleswig upon the extinction of the male line of the

elder branch. It has been maintained, on the one

side, that the succession in the Duchy is governed by
the same law since 1721 as the succession to the

Crown of Denmark, and that upon the possible failure

of male heirs, the Duchy will descend to the female

heirs of King Frederick III. according to the family

law of succession known as the Lex Regia ; whilst,
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on the other side, it is contended, that the Duchy has

a law of succession distinct from and at variance

with the provisions of the Lex Regia, and that upon
the eventual failure of male heirs to the present Duke

King Frederick VII. of Denmark, and to his uncle

Prince Ferdinand, the Duchy will vest in the male

heirs of the younger Royal line, to the exclusion of

the sons of the sisters of the late King, the first

cousins of the present Duke. It has further been

contended, that the connection between the Duchy
of Schleswig and the Duchy of Holstein is more

close and fundamental than that which exists between

Schleswig and the Crown of Denmark, and that as

Holstein was an ancient fief of the German Empire
and could not vest in females, or be transmitted

through females to their male heirs, but must descend

to the next heirs of the male line, so Schleswig, being

inseparably connected with Holstein, must likewise

devolve to the male line to the exclusion of the female

succession.

It thus becomes possible that the state-rights of

the Duchy of Schleswig may give rise to an event-

uality at variance with the arrangements contem-

plated by the treaties of Copenhagen and of Tzarsko-

Selo, and which would disturb the balance of power
in the Baltic by transferring the important harbour

of Flensburgh with the maritime population of the

adjoining sea-coast, from the Crown of Denmark to

the Germanic Confederation, through the intermedi-

ate connection of Holstein with Schleswig.
The question of the succession in Schleswig may

thus incidentally involve a question of great European
interest, and so come within the sphere of diplomatic

discussion, particularly as the contingent conflict of
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state-rights threatens to involve the Great Powers
of Europe in the quarrel by reason of their treaty-

engagements with Denmark.

1. STATEMENT OP THE DANISH AND GERMAN
ARGUMENTS.

The argument in support of the position of the

Danish Government, that the Lex Regia of 1665

governs the Succession in Schleswig, may be stated

thus: *

The Duchy of Schleswig has been, from time im-

memorial, a fief of the Crown of Denmark. In

1544, it was shared in certain proportions between

two branches of the Oldenburg family, the elder or

royal line, and the younger or Gottorp line. In

1 608, a family law of hereditary succession was in-

troduced in the Gottorp Duchy, according to which

the male descendants of Duke John of Holstein-

Gottorp were to be called to the succession as reign-

ing dukes in order of primogeniture, which King
Christian IV., as lord paramount of the fief, ratified

in 1609. In 1650, a law of succession with similar

provisions was established for his family by King
Frederick III., in respect of the Royal Duchy of

which he was the reigning Duke, and at the

same time the lord paramount. In 1658, King
Frederick III. of Denmark, with the consent of the

Danish senate, ceded, by formal instruments, the

sovereignty of the Duchy of Schleswig, which had

hitherto been inherent in the Crown of Denmark from

* This statement is gathered from the Extract of the Report
of the Royal Commission on the Succession in 1846, and other

general sources.)
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the earliest creation of the fief, to Duke Frederick III.

of Holstein-Gottorp and his male descendants, in

respect of the Gottorp portion of the Duchy, and to

himself, as Duke of the royal portion, and his male

descendants, in respect of the royal portion, with an

express reservation of the reversionary interests of

the Crown of Denmark in both portions upon the

extinction of the respective male lines
;

it being fur-

ther expressly provided that the reigningDukes should

not alienate any part of their fiefs to the prejudice of

the Crown.

In 1660, the Crown of Denmark was declared to

be hereditary in the family of King Frederick III.,

and five years afterwards, in 1665, the Lex Regia of

Denmark containing certain provisions, amongst

others, regulating the order of succession of the re-

spective members of the family of King Frederick III.

and their descendants was given out, as at the same

time the Fundamental Law of Denmark and the

Family Statute of the Elder branch of the Oldenburg

family. By the 19th article of this law it was pro-

vided as follows :

" And seeing daily experience teacheth us, that the

more powerful any potentate or monarch in limited

provinces is, the more secure he and his subjects will

be against foreign invasions
; therefore, we will and

command, that these our kingdoms of Denmark and

Norway, with all the provinces, islands, lordships,

fortresses, jewels, ready money, and all other goods
and warlike stores, both by sea and land, which we
now possess, or which our successors by any lawful

title hereafter may acquire, do all remain undivided

in the possession of one absolute King of Denmark
and Norway."

In 1713, the King of Denmark wrested by force of
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arms the Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig from the Duke
of Holstein-Gottorp, and, in 1721, formally, by letters

patent of 22d August, announced his intention to

unite it with the Royal Duchy, and to incorporate it
;

and, in pursuance of the notification contained in the

letters-patent, the privileged Orders of both portions
and the other inhabitants of the Gottorp portion of

the Duchy of Schleswig did homage, and took the oath

of allegiance to King Frederick. In the preamble of this

oath it was recited that the King had thought good
to reunite the former ducal part of the Duchy of

Schleswig to the royal part, and to incorporate it

again, as a portion torn away injuria temporum, for

ever into the Crown
;
and each person thereupon ac-

knowledged the King of Denmark for his sole and

exclusive Sovereign Lord Paramount, and promised
to be faithful to him as well as to his royal heirs and

successors secundum tenorem legis regice.

By this incorporation of the Duchy into the Crown,
which was acknowledged as a complete transaction

by the act of homage, it is held that the Duchy be-

came united, in point of inheritance, with the other

possessions of the Crown of Denmark, although it

might continue to enjoy its own judicial and admi-

nistrative system.
In a word, the incorporation of the re-united

Duchies of Schleswig into the Crown of Denmark,
without any express reservation as to the inheritance,

has subjected them to the same law of inheritance as

the other possessions of the Crown
;
and the recogni-

tion of such an incorporation is found in the recital of

the oath of allegiance of 1721.

The argument, on the other side, is made to rest on

these grounds : I. Upon the independence of the
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Duchies as states
;
inasmuch as they exercised a free

right of election in 1460, whereby Christian of Ol-

denburg, by the goodwill of the inhabitants, became

Duke and Count of those lands in his natural person,

and not in his political person of King of Denmark.

II. Upon the original Act of Security executed by
Christian in 1460, in which it is expressly provided
that the lands (of Schleswig, Holstein, and Stormarn)
should remain ever together undivided (ungetheilt).

III. Upon the principle that both fiefs were male

fiefs
; or, at all events, that the female succession never

prevailed in Holstein, and that the recognition of the

perpetual union between the Duchies was a perma-
nent bar to the succession of females in Schleswig.

It will be convenient to examine the argument in

support of the German view first, not merely because

such an arrangement will correspond to the natural

order of events, but because the transactions of 1460

may furnish a clue to the meaning of the incorpora-
tion effected in 1721, and establish, that it was not

an absolute incorporation, but an incorporation sub-

modo ; or may leave us at full liberty to seek its in-

terpretation in the language of the letters-patent and

the Act of Homage.

2. THE GERMAN ARGUMENT EXAMINED.

If we refer to the Protest of the Provincial Estates

of Holstein, 21st Dec. 1844, we find these three

positions laid down :

1. The Duchies are independent states.

2. The male line reigns in the Duchies.

3. The Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein are

firmly united states.
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The order of these positions slightly varies from

that adopted by the Chevalier Bunsen in his Memoir

presented to Lord Palmerston, April 8. 1848, who

arranges them with more logical precision, and inverts

the 2d and 3d positions ;
but we may proceed to dis-

cuss them in the order of the Protest.

(a.)
" The Duchies are independent States" *

It is most important for the right solution of these

questions to keep in mind, that Holstein was a fief of

the German empire, and was subject to the sove-

reignty of the Emperor of Germany until the dissolu-

tion of the Empire in 1806
;
that down to that period

it was a dependent state of the Empire ;
that it

became independent, not by any formal cession of the

sovereignty on the part of the Lord Paramount, but

by his abdication of the imperial crown of Germany;
and that finally the King of Denmark, as Duke of

Holstein, was recognised as a sovereign prince of

Germany in the Federal Act of 1815, and in the

Final Act of 1820. The feudal independence, there-

fore, of the Duchy of Holstein, in respect of the

Crown of Denmark, was TJI unquestionable and un-

questioned fact, by reason of its dependence upon the

Empire of Germany.
On the other hand, the Duchy of Schleswig was as

unquestionably a fief of the Crown of Denmark down

* It is not strictly correct to speak of the Duchies as being

states. The Chevalier Bunsen has observed, that they were called

in the official language at Copenhagen,
" The German lands of the

King;" but this expression more properly denotes the modern

Duchy of Holstein, which is called, in the patent of 1806, "nos

pays Allemands."

F
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to 1658, when the sovereignty was ceded with certain

reservations by the King of Denmark to Duke Fre-

derick III. and his male descendants. Down to this

time the Duke of Schleswig was Lord, not Sovereign,

of the Duchy, just as the Duke of Holstein was

Lord, not Sovereign, of the Duchy of Holstein. This

distinction seems to have escaped the attention of the

Chevalier Bunsen, who has not extended the inquiry
in his Memoir further back than the accession of

Christian of Oldenburg, which circumstance may
account for the inaccuracy of the statement, that
" the reigning family of Denmark received the sove-

reignty" that is, of the two counties of Schleswig
and Holstein,

"
by one and the same act of the united

Parliament of those counties" (in 1459) ;
inasmuch

as the King of Denmark had then been in possession
of the sovereignty of the Duchy of Schleswig from

time immemorial, and the Emperor of Germany
retained the sovereignty of the Duchy of Holstein

until 1806.

After the period of 1658, when the King of Den-

mark granted diplomas of sovereignty to the Duke
of Gottorp for the Gottorp portion of Schleswig, and

to himself as the reigning Duke of the royal portion
for that portion of the Duchy ;

it is difficult to make
out quite clearly whether the Duchies were regarded
as allodial Duchies, by reason of an Interim-Union

of the sovereignty with the Lordship in the political

persons of the respective Dukes; or, whether the

sovereignty and Lordship were still kept de jure

separate, though combined together in the natural

persons of the Dukes. According to the Protest of

the Estates of Holstein,
" The Duchy of Schleswig,"

or, as it should have been more properly said, the
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Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig,
" was acknowledged as

an independent duchy by the Peace of Fontainebleau
in 1679, by the Treaty of Altona in 1689, and by the

Peace of Travendal in 1700."

As far as the Treaty of Fontainebleau throws light
on the question, the language of the Separate Act
attached to it seems rather to treat of the sovereignty
as something apart from the lordship.
"Cum Dux Slesvici, Holsatiae-Gottorpiensis, Re-

gem Christianissimum instanter rogaverit, ut officia

sua efficaciter pro restitutione praefati Ducis juxta
tenorem Tractatuum Rotschildensis, Hafniensis, et

WestphaliaB impenderet, testatusque prsedictus Dux
praBterea sit, nihil se magis exoptare, quam ut quanto-
cius in amicitiam Regis DaniaB reciperetur ; pradictus
Rex ad testandum finiendi pra3sentis Belli desiderium

ad requisitionem Regis Christianissimi, atque in ejus-

dem respectum consensit, uti rigore hujus articuli

consentit, in restitutionem prasfati Ducis in ipsius

Ditiones, Provincias, loca et urbes in eo quo nunc

inveniuntur statu, uti et in souverenitatem, uti vocant,

qua3 ipsi rigore Tractatuum Rotschildensis, et Haf-

niensis competit, ita ut quicquid postmodum actum,

quive tractatus initi fuerint, nullum illi adferant praa-

judicium." (Dumont, Corps Diplomatique, viii. pt. 1.

p. 422.)
In like manner, by the second article of the Treaty

of Altona, 1689, it is provided that the King of Den-

mark shall restore to the Duke of Schleswig-Holstein,
" The sovereignty, regalia, jura collectarum, feoderum,

and fortresses ;" in sum, all the rights and privileges

secured to him by the treaties of Westphalia and of

the North before 1675, and subsequently by the

Treaty of Fontainebleau above specified. It will be

p 2
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observed that the Regalia, which were the ancient

high feudal privileges of the Lordship, are enumerated

apart from the Sovereignty. (Dumont, Corps Diplo-

matique, vii. pt. 11. p. 231.)
With respect to the provisions of the Treaty of

Travendal, 1700, the second article confirmed the

perpetual union of Rendsburg, of 1533, between

Denmark and the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein,

subject to the modifications introduced by the Treaties

of 1658 and 1660, which had stipulated for the remis-

sion of the vassalage and the grant of the sovereignty ;

the third article maintained the ancient common

government, and jurisdiction of the Dukes over the

nobility and certain towns, as regulated by the

Peace of the North and the Recess of Gluckstadt;

and the fourth declared the perfect equality of the

King of Denmark and Duke of Gottorp as reigning
Dukes of Sehleswig-Holstein.

The language of the above treaties seems to lead to

this inference, that the Lordships of the Duchy of

Schleswig was not merged in the Sovereignty after

1658, and, consequently, that the Ducal Dominion of

Schleswig was kept de jure separate from the sove-

reignty, even after the latter had been ceded to the

Dukes, as Lords of the Royal and Gottorp Duchies.

Some further light, however, is afforded by the

transactions at Rendsburg in 1675, when the King of

Denmark having made himself master of the persons
of the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, and his brother, the

Bishop of Lubeck, constrained them to renounce
" their supreme and independent right over the

Dukedom of Schleswig," which the King maintained

to have been extorted from him in 1658, by force of

arms. The Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, on this occa-
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sion, commanded a manifesto to be published on his

part, which appeared in an English form in 1677, in

which it is stated, in reference to the cession of the

sovereignty in 1658,
"
Amongst other things it was

agreed that the House of Gottorp should hold and

enjoy the Dukedom of Schleswig hereafter, not, as

formerly, from the Crown of Denmark, but independ-

ently and absolutely, without subjection to any other

power. To this the King of Denmark seemed, at

first, very unwilling to consent
;
but when the states

of that kingdom offered him the same right over that

part of the Duchy of Schleswig which was his, and

thereby gave him occasion to aspire to the monarchy
of the whole kingdom, he approved thereof, both for

himself and the Duke of Gottorp."*
It has been elsewhere stated that Denmark con

tinued to be an elective monarchy down to 1660.

At the time, therefore, when the sovereignty of the

Royal Duchy of Schleswig was ceded by the Crown
of Denmark to the Duke and his male descendants, in

1658, the succession of the Crown of Denmark was

not yet hereditary ;
whereas the succession in the

lordship of the Duchy had been already declared to

be hereditary in the male line, in order of primogeni-

ture, by the Family Statute of Succession of 1650.

The succession therefore, in the sovereignty of the

Duchy would not be directly affected by the Lex

Regia of 1665, by which the order of succession of

the descendants of King Frederick III., in respect of

the Crown of Denmark, was regulated, inasmuch as

* A Manifesto, or an Account of the State of the present Dif-

ferences between the most Serene and Potent King of Denmark
and Norway, Christian V. and the most Serene Duke of Schleswig
and Holstein-Gottorp, Christian Albert, p. 6. London, 1677.

F 3
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the sovereignty had been ceded by the King of Den-

mark to himself, as duke, and his male descendants,

and thus the succession in the sovereignty of the

Duchy had been already provided for in the instru-

ment of cession. A like provision had also been made

in the diploma which conveyed the sovereignty of the

Gottorp portion to the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, and

thus it happened, that accidentally the lordship and

sovereignty of the Duchies became united in point

of inheritance.

It would thus appear to be beyond dispute that

the hereditary succession in the sovereignty of the

Royal Duchy of Schleswig, as long as the grant of

1658 is operative, is limited to the male descend-

ants of King Frederick III. It follows that, upon
the extinction of such male descendants, the sove-

reignty will revert to the Crown of Denmark, irrespec-

tively of the descent of the lordship or dukedom
;
and

if, in the mean time, the Crown of Denmark has

ceased to be an elective crown, and has become an

hereditary crown, according to a subsequent arrange-
ment of the estates of Denmark, the sovereignty of

the Duchy will still adhere to the Crown of Denmark.

The dukedom, however, may follow the same law of

succession, as prevailed in it antecedently to 1658.

It will be convenient, therefore, to consider the

second position of the Holstein Protest

(Z.)
" That the Male Line reigns in the Duchies."

It is obvious, at the first glance, that this position,

even in reference to Holstein, is questionable, inasmuch
as Christian of Oldenburg did not belong to the male

line of the House of Oldenburg ;
on the contrary, he

was the sister's son of Count Adolph VIII., whom
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he succeeded. As far as the history of the Duchies

throws light upon this subject, the truth of this posi-

tion in its full extent, as more distinctly enunciated

in the view adopted by Prussia,
" that the male line

alone can succeed in either Duchy" cannot be admitted.

On the contrary, it would seem that, in Holstein,

though the male line had certainly a preference over

the female line, yet the female line was capable of

succeeding, on failure or renunciation of the male

line, as in the case of Christian of Oldenburg, just

cited, in whose favour Count Otho of Schauenburg,
the representative of the male line, renounced, and

which arrangement was approved by the Emperor,
as Lord Paramount of the fief. Holstein, it must

be remembered, was originally a dependent fief of

Saxony, not a great fief of the Empire ;
and it by no

means follows that the law of succession in the great
fiefs (feuda vexilli}, which were limited to male heirs,

was also the law of succession in all the minor fiefs.

The declaration of the nobles of Holstein, in reply

to Count Otho of Schauenburg, in 1459, as to the

consuetudo of their land (p. 19-), seems altogether

opposed to such a supposition.
The hereditary male succession by right of primo-

geniture did not become the law of the Gottorp

Duchy of Holstein until 1608, when the Emperor

Rudolph II. ratified the family statute of succession

established by Duke John, or of the Gottorp Duchy
of Schleswig, until 1609, when King Christian IV. of

Denmark, in like manner, sanctioned it for Schles-

wig. On the other hand, the lordship of the Royal
Duchies did not vest by descent in the eldest male

heir until after 1650, when a similar rule of succes-

sion was sanctioned by the Emperor Ferdinand III.
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for the Royal Duchy of Holstein, and by King Fre-

derick III. for the Royal Duchy of Schleswig.

As long as the provisions of the family statutes of

succession are capable of being carried out, no disputes
can be raised as to the descent of either the royal or

Gottorp fiefs. But a case may arise for which there

has been no provision made, and where the statute of

succession fails. Such an eventuality would be re-

alised in regard to the Royal Duchy upon the failure

of male heirs to the present King of Denmark, and

his uncle Prince Ferdinand, inasmuch as they are the

last male descendants of the male line of King Fre-

derick III. As the lordship, by virtue of this family

statute, can descend to none but the heirs of King
Frederick's body, in default of them the entail de-

termines, and the fief will revert to the Crown of

Denmark, unless otherwise provided for by some rule

of descent antecedent to the statute of succession.

It has been already stated, that Duke Adolph VIII.

of Schauenburg received the investiture of the Duchy
of Schleswig in 1440 from Christopher of Bavaria,

King of Denmark, as a right hereditary fief, and re-

newed the investiture in 1455, at the hands of King
Christian I.

; that, upon the death of Duke Adolph
without issue, the younger brothers of King Christian

set up a claim of common inheritance to the Duchy
with their elder brother, and only renounced that

claim in consideration of a pecuniary indemnification.

It would thus seem that there were no outstanding

jura tertii to be satisfied, after the claim of Count

Otho of Schauenburg had also been withdrawn, upon
Christian's election to the Dukedom of Schleswig and

Countships of Holstein and Stormarn. There was

thus no impediment in any outstanding family right
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to prevent the King of Denmark, as Lord Para-

mount of the fief of Schleswig, from admitting a

new order of succession in the Dukedom
;
and thus

we find that the Act of Security of Kipen, of 1460,

provides that, upon the death of Christian I. the

inhabitants of those lands u
might elect for their

lord one of his children, or if there were none, then

one of his heirs." The supplemental act of the same

year, at Kiel, provides that if the king should leave

only one son, who should become King of Denmark,
" the inhabitants might elect, of their free will, either

him to be Duke of Schleswig and Count of Holstein

and Stormarn, or one of Christian's next heirs" In

accordance with this privilege, we find an agreement
concluded between the Senate of Denmark and the

plenipotentiaries of Schleswig and Holstein and Stor-

marn, in 1466, that upon the death of Christian I. an

electoral congress should decide, if he left more sons

than one, whether they should all choose one succes-

sor to be their ruler in common, or a separate prince

for Denmark and a separate prince for Schleswig and

the Counties.

Further, upon the death of Christian I., we find

his eldest son, John, elected King of Denmark, and

both his sons John and Frederick elected Dukes in

common of Schleswig and Holstein.* The practice,

therefore, of election seems to show that at least the

Lord Paramount of Schleswig recognised the pri-

vilege granted to the estates by Christian I.

One of the provisions of the Act of Security seems

thus to have been infringed immediately upon the

death of Christian I. by the election of two dukes.

* The fief of Holstein was united with Stormarn and other

districts, and raised by the Emperor into a Duchy in 1474.
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Duke Frederick, however, ultimately gained posses-

sion of the Crown of Denmark, and united the duke-

doms again in one person. Upon his death a still

wider deviation from the arrangements of 1460 took

place by the partition of the Duchies into three

portions, with the consent of the Estates, between

Christian III., John I., and Adolph I., the sons of

Frederick I., to whom the Estates did homage as the

heirs of Frederick I. It became, subsequently, a sub-

ject of violent dispute between the Dukes in what

manner the younger brothers were obliged to receive

investiture in respect of their portions of Schleswig
from their elder brother, as King of Denmark. The

dispute was compromised after the death of Christian

III., by his son, King Frederick II. granting investi-

ture to himself, appearing as Duke by proxy, and to

his uncles, by which the rights of the Lord Paramount
were vindicated, at the same time that the mutual

equality of the Dukes was maintained. Upon the death

of Duke John, his brother Adolph set up a claim to

the reversion of his portion, as having by the Danish

Law of Succession, and the Jutish Law of Waldemar,
which prevailed in Schleswig, a nearer claim, as brother

of the deceased Duke, than King Frederick II. had, as

his nephew. Ultimately, the portion of Duke John
was shared between Duke Adolph and King Frede-

rick; and this final arrangement constituted the well-

known division of the Gottorp and Royal Duchies.

It thus becomes necessary to inquire how far, in

the interval between the succession of Duke Christian

III. and the enactment of the family statute of suc-

cession by King Frederick III. in 1650, jura tertii in

respect of the Royal Duchy may have arisen, which

would entitle the representatives of them to a claim
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of eventual succession on the extinction of the eldest

male line.

It appears to have been a recognised rule of feudal

succession that none but lineal descendants of the

last vassal could succeed by right of blood, and that

to found a right of succession in collaterals, there

must have been either a simultaneous or eventual in-

vestiture. Now, the last investiture granted by the

King of Denmark to the Royal and Gottorp Dukes,
took place on November 25. 1648. The ceremony
had been renewed on each accession of a new duke

since 1580 to that time
;
but it further appears that, in

1582, a brother of King Frederick II., Duke John the

younger, the ancestor of the Sonderburg branch of

the House of Oldenburg, received investiture at the

same time with Duke Adolph and King Frederick's

proxy. Frederick, after his succession to the Royal

Duchy in 1559, had ceded a third of it to his youngest
brother John, in 1564, his second brother, Magnus,

having been portioned off with the dioceses of Oesen

and Courland, as an appanage. Frederick having thus

in his own hands two thirds of the Royal Duchies,

requested the Diet of Flensburg, in 1564, to do

homage to his younger brother, in consideration of

the other third, as a fourth reigning duke. On this

point, however, the Estates refused compliance, and

Duke John was limited to the enjoyment of his por-

tion, as a patrimonial Duchy, the common government
of the Duchies being strictly reserved to the three

reigning Dukes. On the death of Duke John the

elder, no change was made in the political relation of

Duke John the younger to the Reigning Dukes, but

he received simultaneous investiture (neben der

gesammten hand) with Duke Adolph and King Fre-
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derick II. in 1582.* It does not, however, appear

that, by reason of this investiture, any participation in

the joint rights of the reigning dukes accrued to

John the younger, or that homage was received by
him from the estates.

According, then, to the established principles of

feudal succession, it became imperative on the de-

scendants of Duke John the younger, in order to

maintain their contingent interest in the inheritance

of the fief, to seek and receive simultaneous investi-

ture on every change in the person of either the Lord

or the Sovereign ;
otherwise the continuance of the

right obtained by the original investiture manu una-

nimi would not be maintained. It appears that the

Glucksburg branch of the younger Royal line kept up
the investiture (nebst der Gesammten Hand) down to

1767, soon after which year it became extinct, but

that the renewal of the investiture has not taken

place in the case of the other branches, in default of

which renewal, their right of reversion to the fief will

not have been preserved, and all such rights are stricti

juris. This is, however, a very intricate question ;

and it is possible that documents may exist, which

would throw further light on the subject. That the

claim of Duke John, the younger, to be admitted

* The letter of investiture is not found in Falck's Sammlung,
but it is cited by Professor Krieger. of the University of Copen-

hagen, in a short treatise in Danish, entitled " The Augustenburg
Revolt in Rendsburg and the Prussian-German Inroad." This

expression is also found in the letter of investiture of King Frede-

rick, entitled " Lehnbrief Konigs Frederick II. iiber seinen An-
theil an Weiland Herzog Johann des aeltern erledigtem Antheile

des Herzogthums Schleswig und der Insel Fehmarn nebst der

Gesammten Hand daran." Koldingen, 14th Nov. 1582.
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amongst the Reigning Dukes was rejected by the

Estates, is historically certain, independent of the

fact that his surviving descendants have retained the

character of merely Proprietary Dukes to the present

day.
It might, however, be possibly suggested, that

the descendants of Duke John the younger may be

entitled on other grounds to the succession, as col-

lateral heirs of King Christian III., the necessity of

simultaneous investiture being, for argument's sake,

not insisted upon. This supposition, however, in-

volves the principle of the Duchies being ancient

hereditary male fiefs, which would be at variance

with the regulations of the Act of Security of 1460,
and the practice immediately subsequent to it. But
it may be contended, that the fief of Schleswig
was granted to Duke Adolph VIII. in 1440, as

a right hereditary fief (to enemm rechten erfflene),

and that the practice of Election was only a per-

missive practice, sanctioned, it is true, by King
Christian I. as Lord Paramount of Schleswig, but

only allowed, and even sometimes discountenanced

in the strongest manner, by the Emperor, as Lord

Paramount of Holstein. This, however, may be

perfectly true, without establishing any title in favour

of the more distant male heirs of the male line of the

Sonderburg branch, to the exclusion of the nearer

male heirs of the female line of the Royal Branch,

inasmuch as, on this very ground, Count Otho of

Schauenburg failed in his attempt to exclude the

House of Oldenburg itself in 1460.

There is further an important document, the prac-

tical interpretation of which shows that the Duchy
of Schleswig was not an ancient hereditary male fief;

namely, the Letter of Investiture granted by King
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Waldemar, in 1326, to Count Gerard of Holstein,

when the Duchy was for the first time granted to

the Counts of Schauenburg as a feudal Duchy. The

words of the grant are as follows :
" Jure feudali

contulimus Nobili Domino avunculo Nostro Cla-

rissimo Gerhardo Holsatiae et Stormarise Comiti
;

suisque veris et legitimis hceredibus totum Ducatum

Jutise," &c. and further on,
" Volentes et debentes

liberos et hceredes dicti Ducis, nostri avunculi di-

lecti, de ipso Ducatu et omnibus suis pertinentiis

infeudare." The Waldemarian grant of the Duchy
to Duke Gerard and his true and legitimate heirs,

seems, from its frequent recital in the preamble of

Danish State Documents, subsequently to the ac-

cession of the House of Oldenburg, to have been one

of those on which King Christian I. relied, when he

expressly, in the Act of Security of 1460, declares

that he and his brothers, Maurice and Gerard,
"
were,

in respect of birth, the nearest heirs to those lands

upon the death of their uncle Adolph;" and it must

not be forgotten, in further illustration of this view,

that the Estates of Schleswig, prior to the election of

Christian to the throne of Denmark in 1448, had

engaged themselves to Duke Adolph to do eventual

homage to Count Christian as his successor in that

Duchy.* (Dahlmann, iii. p. 201.) It may also be

noticed that in the original grant of Holstein and

Stormarn to the Counts of Schauenburg in 1307, the

fief is granted to them and their true heirs (eoruin

* Dahlmann cites from Huitfeldt the grant made by King
Christopher II., in 1329, to Count John of Holstein, and "

all his

right heirs, of the entire territory of Fehmarn as an hereditary

fief, both to his sons and daughters, with all the royal revenues."

This is a grant almost contemporaneous with the Waldemarian In-

vestiture.
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veris hasredibus), and that the sister's sons of Count

Adolph were held capable of succeeding to the fief

in accordance with this entail.

It is thus clear that the members of the younger

Royal line, the representatives of Duke John the

younger, have no title to the succession in the Lord-

ship of either the Royal or Gottorp Duchies of

Schleswig as male heirs by right of primogeniture,
inasmuch as they are descended from a common
ancestor of a more remote date, than the establishment

of the Family Law of Hereditary Succession in either

of the Duchies
; and, further, that they have no ex-

clusive title as agnati or collateral male heirs of the

male line by reason of a simultaneous investiture,

or the original grant of the Duchy of Jutland.

It may, however, be said that the Estates of the

Royal Duchies are entitled, under the Act of Security
of 1460, to elect at their free discretion any one of- the

heirs of Christian of Oldenburg, on the supposition

that the Statute of Succession should determine as

aforesaid, and the system immediately preceding it

become thereupon revived. If this view be correct,

which, for the purpose of the present argument, it is

not necessary to examine, it will still be conclusive

against the position
" that the male line alone can

succeed in either Duchy."
It remains for us to examine the third position in

the Protest of the Estates of Holstein, that

(c.)
" The Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein are firmly
united States ;

"
or, as the Chevalier Bunsen states the

proposition,
" The Duchies never can be separated one

from the other."

This idea of a perpetual union between the Duchies,
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as States, is founded upon an interpretation of the

Act of Security of 1460, wherein it is recited "that

we promise by every means in our power to maintain

peace between the aforesaid lands, and that they
shall remain ever together undivided"

In order to understand fully the meaning of this

passage, we must first of all bear in mind, that this

provision had no reference to the Sovereignty of the

Duchies. The King of Denmark was clearly incom-

petent to deal with the Sovereignty of Holstein, which

belonged to the Emperor of Germany, and although
he was competent to deal, in a certain manner *, with

the feudal lordships of the two Duchies, yet in

regard to the Lordship of Holstein the sanction of

the Emperor would be required, to impart solidity

to any permanent union with another state. No

power short of the sovereign power could unite the

internal constitution of two separate states, in the

manner in which it is maintained in the Prussian

memoir, that the Duchies were now explicitly

acknowledged to be united
;
and it has seemingly been

overlooked by the Chevalier Bunsen, that this ac-

knowledgment, whatever may have been its force,

was made by Christian I. in his subordinate character

of Lord of the Duchies.

But the German word itself,
"
ungetheilt," which

has been translated by several writers "
undivided,"

seems in this passage not to mean undivided, in the

sense of " not separated from each other," or "
always

united with each other," which idea is more properly

* The consent of the Estates of Denmark was required to enable

the King of Denmark to deal with the Lordship of Schleswig in

any matter in which the rights of the Crown were concerned.
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expressed by the word "
ungetrennt," as in the

letters-patent of King Christian VII. of Sept. 9. 1806.

but undivided in the sense of " entire" and not sub-

jected to partition.

In illustration of this view it may be observed, that

the lands of Holstein and Stormarn, and the dominion

of Adolphe de Segeberg, were granted by John Duke
of Saxony in 1307, to the Counts of Holstein as a

joint fief, without any restriction as to the lands and

dominions being divided, or remaining undivided

(indivisa) ;
and accordingly the Emperor Rudolph, in

his confirmation of the statute of primogeniture of the

Gottorp family, in regard to the Gottorp part of Hol-

stein (Falck, Sammlung, p. 94.), in referring to the

provision of the Act of 1460, employs the word un-

zertheilt as the equivalent of ungetheilt (dass die

Lande ewig unzertheilt beysammen bleiben sollten) ;

which former word expresses, in a still clearer manner,
the idea of entirety, rather than inseparability.

There is also an old proverb amongst feudal

lawyers,
"
Theilung bricht Gesammte-Hand," divi-

sion breaks a joint fief. As long as a joint fief re-

mained undivided, each feudatory had in it, as it

were, an estate of joint-tenancy, and possessed a right

of survivorship, and the entirety of the fief was pre-

served, though the usufruct might be shared amongst
the joint feudatories. Again, by the ordinary Saxon

feudal law, to which the Danish feudal law was akin,
"
pluribus fratribus, communiter investitis, permitti-

tur feudi communis divisio, sed in parte divisa negatur

reliquis successio." This option of division, however,

was precluded, where the condominium of a fief was

granted in solidum to several feudatories ;
in which

case the estate of the fief was preserved entire,

G
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although the enjoyment of it might be shared by
several persons.

Such, it is conceived,may have been the object of this

provision in the Act of Security. It must be kept in

mind that Christian I., as King of Denmark, could

not limit the terms upon which the future Counts of

Holstein and Stormarn should receive investiture

from the Emperor of Germany, as feudatories of the

Empire, but as Count of Holstein and Stormarn, the

successor of his uncle Count Adolph VIII., in the fief

granted to the Counts of Holstein and Schauenburg
in 1307*, he had the power, as one of the heirs of the

aforesaid Counts, to divide the fief of Holstein and

Stormarn, and he might on this occasion waive the

option and bind himself, by the Act of Security, not

to exercise his power with regard to that fief. Fur-

ther, in respect of Schleswig, he could both undertake,

as lord, not to split the fief, and he could sanction

the lord's undertaking; in his additional character of'o

On this supposition the joint succession of the two

sons of Christian I. to the duchies in 1482, might not

involve any violation of the act of 1460, if no complete
division of the dominium ensued

;
and such an expla-

nation would further account for the mode, otherwise

so inconvenient, in which the duchies were shared

between King John and Duke Frederick, and at a

later period between Christian III. and Duke Adolph
of Gottorp, namely not absolutely, quoad dominium,
but territorially, quoadfructuum perceptionem ; so as

to involve, strictly speaking, not so much a division

* Mann unanirai (Gesammte-Hand), "non obstante eo, quod

praedictse terra? et dominium sive dividantur, aut saltern inter hos

dominos comites maneant indivisa."
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of the duchies, as a twofold distribution of their

revenues.

As long, therefore, as there was neither an actual

division of the dominium of either fief, nor a complete

separation between the two fiefs, the duchies would

remain together undivided. It is undisputed that

down to 1658 the duchies remained, in certain re-

spects, united and undivided
;
and it would seem pro-

bable, from the language of the treaty of Travendal

in 1700, that the union in that respect had not been

entirely destroyed even by the cession of the sove-

reignty of the Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig to the

Duke of Gottorp. The further examination of the

subject may justly form a part of the inquiry into the

force and effect of the letters-patent and homage of

the estates in 1721.

3. THE DANISH ARGUMENT EXAMINED.

We may proceed then to consider the force and

effect of the letters-patent of the King of Denmark
of 1721, and the subsequent Act of Homage, on the

part of the Estates of Schleswig.

The sovereignty over both portions of the Duchy
of Schleswig had been ceded by the Crown of Den-

mark, in 1658, to the royal and Gottorp dukes re-

spectively. Under ordinary circumstances, when the

sovereignty of a fief is ceded to a vassal, the vassal,

being released from his feudal obligations, merges
his character of feudal tenant in that of allodial

proprietor. But in the case of great fiefs (feuda

vexilli), where the regalia, including the dominium

directum, had been granted, it seems to have been an

6 2
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universal custom to provide by some fundamental

law, that the lordship and sovereignty of them should

not vest in one political person, although they might

accidentally vest in one natural person ;
and thus the

lord paramount, or sovereign, of a great fief was, in

most cases, bound, if it lapsed to him, to invest a new

vassal with it within a year and a day. It is by no

means improbable that such may have been the intent

of what is called the Constitutio Waldemariana recited

in the letter of Christian I. of 1448, which provided
that " Ducatus Suder-Jutias regno et Coronas Dania3

non unietur nee annectetur, ita quod unus sit Domi-

nus utriusque." If this constitution * be assumed, for

argument's sake, to have been enacted by Waldemar
at the time of the original grant of the feudal Duchy
of South Jutland, as a feudum vexilli, to the Counts

of Holstein, we may regard it as setting forth the

fundamental law of the fief, that it should never be

politically consolidated with the Crown of Denmark,
even if it should happen to be united with the crown

in the natural person of the King of Denmark.

Such a condition of things may remind the English
reader of the relation which the Duchy of Lancaster

bears to the Crown of England. The Duchy of Lan-

caster was originally a county palatine,
" created by

King Edward III. in favour of Henry Plantagenet,
first Earl, and then Duke of Lancaster, whose heiress

being married to John of Gaunt, the King's son, the

franchise was greatly enlarged and confirmed in Par-

liament to honour John of Gaunt himself, whom,

*
Throughout the whole of this Treatise an authority has been

assumed for this instrument, which the Danish Government does

not admit, but of which it would be unfair to the German argu-
ment not to allow it the full advantage.
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upon the death of his father-in-law, the King had
also created Duke of Lancaster." Blackstone, vol. i.

Introduction, 14.

On the accession of Henry, son of John of Gaunt,
to the throne of England as Henry IV., a charter was

granted by the King with the authority of Parliament,
" de separatione Ducatus Lancastria3 a Corona," by
which it was ordained that " the Duchy of Lancaster,
and all the possessions thereof, should not be altered

or changed by reason that King Henry IV. assumed
the royal estate upon him, but should be preserved
and continued in point of estate, inheritance, and

government, the same as they should have been if he

had never been King." So that, by the words of the

Charter, as observed by the Judges in the 4th year of

Queen Elizabeth, in the Case of the Duchy of Lan-

caster (Plowden's Reports, p. 215.),
" The Duchy is a

duchy with the like franchises and liberties as it was

before, merely disjoined from the Crown, and from the

ministers and officers of the Crown, and from the

receipt of the revenues of the Crown and from such

order of conveyance, as the law requires in the

passing of the possessions of the Crown."

The relations of the Duchy of Lancaster to the

Crown of England under the provisions of this Char-

ter of Henry IV. seem strikingly analogous to the

relation, which the Duchy of Schleswig bore to the

Crown of Denmark, after the right of the Duchy had

been united with the right of the Crown in the natural

person of King Christian I., in 1460. The Duchy of

Lancaster descended in this manner to Henry V. and

Henry VI., with some accession of privileges. On

Henry VI. being attainted, in 1 Edw. IV. the Duchy
was declared in Parliament to have become forfeited

G 3
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to the Crown
;
and a statute was passed to incorpo-

rate the possessions of the Duchy of Lancaster as

an inheritance of Edward IV. and his heirs, Kings of

England, perpetually, separate from all other inherit-

ances of the Crown, in order and government, with

a distinct seal arid chancery. On this, the Judges

observed, that,
" As the House of Lancaster (Henry

IV.), doubting their title to the Crown, intended to

preserve their inheritance of the Duchy of Lancaster,

in which they had no manner of doubt, whilst it was

disjoined from the Crown, so on the contrary, Ed-

ward IV. knowing his title to the Crown to be un-

doubted, intended to extirpate the House of Lan-

caster, and to unite to the Crown their inheritance, in

which he had no title but in right of the Crown, viz.

for treason committed against it
;
and to vest the

Duchy and all the possessions thereof in the body

politic of the King."

By the forfeiture of the Duchy to the Crown, at

this period, all the peculiar jurisdictions, franchises,

and liberties of the Duchy would have been ex-

tinguished, if there had been no further provision ;

which, however, was made by the incorporation of the

Duchy, of which the County Palatine was henceforth

made a parcel. The Judges further said in expound-

ing the Statute of Edward IV., that "
Though the

Duchy was declared to be separate from all other in-

heritances of the Crown, yet it was not separated from

the person of the king, as king, but from the order

of the other possessions of the king, upon the words

of the charter, that the king was to enjoy and inherit

the said manors, &c., to him and to his heirs, Kings

of England, perpetually"
The condition of the Duchy shortly afterwards
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underwent a modification, for in 1 Henry VIL, another

Act was made to resume such parts of the Duchy
lands as had been dismembered from it in the reign
of Edward IV., and to vest the inheritance of the

whole in the King and his heirs for ever, as amply
and largely, and in like manner, form, and condition,

separate from the Crown of England, and possession
of the same, as the three Henries and Edward IV., or

any of them had and held the same." Blackstone.

Ibid.

There had been hitherto no doubt that the Act of

Edward IV. had vested the Duchy of Lancaster in

the body politic of the King, but in consequence of

the later Act of Henry VIL a question was raised in

the fourth year of Queen Elizabeth's reign, whether

the later statute of Henry VIL had not revived the

larger separation of the Duchy from the Crown, which

existed antecedently to 1 Edward IV.
;
in other words,

whether the Duchy had riot thereby ceased to vest in

the body politic of the King of England, in right of

the Crown, and now again vested only in the natural

body of the King, separate from the Crown. *

This question, it will be observed, is precisely

analogous to that at issue between the Danish Govern-

ment and the inhabitants of the Duchies, the former

contending that the Duchy of Schleswig is vested in

the political person of the King of Denmark since the

letters patent and homage of 1721, the other, that it

is still only vested in his natural person ;
the former

maintaining that the Royal and Gottorp Duchies of

* There is, at this very moment, a question before the Privy

Council, whether the goods of an illegitimate spinster, dying intes-

tate and unmarried, within the Duchy of Lancaster, devolve to

the Queen in right of the Crown, or in right of the Duchy.

G 4
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Schleswig were incorporated into the Crown of

Denmark, the other that the Gottorp part only was

incorporated into the Royal part, and that they were

not united in point of inheritance to the Crown of

Denmark.

On looking back once more to the Constitutio

Waldernariana, it may be as well to observe that M.

de Gruner's Treatise proceeds upon a misapprehension
of the relations between the Duchy of Southern

Jutland and the Crown of Denmark previous to 1326,

when he cites this Constitution as an illustration of

the successful efforts of the Counts of Holstein " to

effect a total separation of Schleswig from Denmark,
and to place it under the exclusive influence of

Germany." The struggle between Duke Abel and

King Eric turned upon the question of the former

claiming to possess South Jutland as an hereditary
allodial Duchy, utterly unconnected with either

Denmark or Germany, and no attempt was ever made,
as far as historical documents may be relied upon, to

connect the Duchy of Schleswig with Germany, at

least until the present day. It should be kept in

mind that Waldemar was sole heir to Duke Eric of

Schleswig, and that King Christopher II. shortly
before he was driven from the throne of Denmark,
had occupied the Duchy of Schleswig, and was sup-

posed to entertain the project of consolidating the

Duchy with the Crown of Denmark, which it was
the policy of the Counts of Holstein to prevent. It

was, therefore, natural that Waldemar on his eleva-

tion to the throne should be required to undertake,
that the dominion of the Duchy should never be

merged in the Crown of Denmark
;
in other words,

that the inheritance of the Lordship and the
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Sovereingty should never be united in one and the

same political person. If the Counts of Holstein held

to this grant of King Waldemar's as founding their

hereditary title to the Duchy of Schleswig, in which

title the House of Oldenburg claimed to participate,

then this condition might be considered as an insepar-
able accident of the ancient fief, according to which,
as long as the old feudal constitution of the Duchy
was preserved, there would be a fundamental impedi-
ment to the consolidation of the Lordship with the

Sovereignty.

The proceedings of 1658 do not seem to be in-

consistent with this view, inasmuch as the King
of Denmark did not cede the Sovereignty of the

Royal Duchy absolutely and for ever to himself, as

Royal Duke, but only sub modo
;

so that the sove-

reignty became attached to the natural person of

himself and his male descendants, to whom it was

limited, apart from the Lordship, which would still

adhere to the political person of the Duke, according
to the pre-existing law of succession in the fief; and

thus the Constitution of Waldemar would still be

maintained, that the same political person should not

be Lord (dominus) of Schleswig, arid King of Den-

mark.

That the King of Denmark did not consider the

Duchy to have been converted into an allodial Duchy,
and the former feudal character of its Duke entirely

merged by the acquisition of the sovereignty, seems

to follow by necessary inference from the conduct of

Christian Y. in extorting from Duke Christian Albert

in 1675 the authentic instrument of the peace of

Roskild, thereby intending to wrest back from him
the sovereignty apart from the Lordship, for which
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he was required to do homage again, as a feudatory
of the Crown of Denmark

; upon default of which the

King threatened to declare the fief of Schleswig an

escheat of the Crown of Denmark. The Peace of

Fontainebleau reinstated the Duke of Gottorp for a

short time in the sovereignty of the Gottorp portion
of Schleswig, but a change took place in the policy

of Louis XIV. in 1682, which deprived the Duke of

the aid of his former powerful ally and left him

defenceless against the renewed demands of the King
of Denmark, to submit himself once more to the

Crown of Denmark, as a feudatory. Upon the Duke's

reiterated refusal to comply with the demands of the

King, the latter occupied the Gottorp portion of the

Duchy of Schleswig in 1684, on the grounds of being

justified by the law of nations in adopting all neces-

sary measures to maintain the security of his own
dominions against the hostile machinations of the

Duke. This justification is recited in the letters-

patent of occupation, of 30th May, 1684, by which

the King declares, that for the security of his realm

he has confiscated the Gottorp portion of the Duchy
of Schleswig and united it again with his own

portion.* He then requires the various estates and

inhabitants of the Duchy to recognise him as their

only sovereign lord paramount, and to be true and

faithful estates and subjects to him and his rightful

succcessors in the government. In pursuance of

*
Falck, Sammlung, p. 215. "Die in den Rechten der Volker

zugelassene Gegenmittel, endlich zur Hand zunehmen, und zu Un-
serer und Unsers etats Sicherheit, den Antheil des Herzogthums

Schleswig so Ihr. Ld. bisshero besessen, einzuziehen und mit dem

Unserigen wiederum zuvereinigen."
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such requirement, the towns and bailiwicks having

already complied with it, a summons was issued

on 28th June, to the Prelates and Nobles of the

Duchy, as appears on the face of the patent of hom-

age (Falck, p. 222.), to attend at Gottorp and take

the oath of fealty to the King, on 9th July, as their only

sovereign lord paramount ;
after the completion of

which ceremony their privileges were confirmed by

letters-patent of 14th July, which are to be found in

the Collection of "
Privileges of the Schleswig-Holstein

Nobility," p. 251.

The Treaty of Altona restored to the Duke of

Holstein-Gottorp the sovereignty and regalia of the

Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig, which was further con-

firmed by the Peace of Travendal. This arrange-
ment continued down to 1713, when the King of

Denmark occupied once more the Gottorp Duchy, on

the ground that the Duke had at last dropped the

mask, and by giving up his fortress of Tonningen to

the King's enemies, had abrogated all the treaties and

alliances between himself and the King. The mode
of proceeding was similar to that of 1684. Letters-

patent of occupation were issued on 13th March,

accompanied by an ordinance directing the form of

prayer in the churches of the Duchy of Schleswig to

be changed, and that the preachers should pray only
for the King and his royal house.

The subsequent proceedings of the Crown of Den-

mark were grounded upon principles of the Law of

Nations. The Gottorp Duchy was dealt with as a

de facto possession of the Crown, acquired by right of

conquest, and the guarantee of foreign powers to this

territorial acquisition was successfully invoked by
Denmark before the proceedings of 1721. The pur-
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port and effect of these guaranties will be considered

in a subsequent chapter.

After the Peace of Stockholm, and the negotiations

subsequent to it, had removed the obstacles in the

way of the peaceful possession of the entire Duchy of

Schleswig by the King of Denmark, letters-patent

were addressed to the estates and inhabitants of the

Duchy, calling upon them to take an oath of fealty

and do homage to King Frederick IV.

It was recited in the preamble of these letters that

the hostile aggressions of the Duke had at last in-

duced the King to resume possession of the portion
of the Duchy of Schleswig held by Duke Charles

Frederick of Holstein, "as an appertenance severed

in an unlawful manner from the Crown of Denmark in

troublesome times." " And whereas, by virtue of the

peace by Divine favour concluded, signed, and firmly
ratified between us and the King and the Crown of

Sweden, in July, 1720, and by virtue of the subsequent
formal and solemn guaranties thereto on the part of

the two kings as mediators, the perpetual and peace-

able possession and dominion of the entire Duchy
of Schleswig, and, consequently, of the former ducal

portion of the aforesaid Duchy, has been confirmed

and secured to us and our royal hereditary successors

in the government, we have accordingly resolved the

saidportion with our own to unite and to incorporate, and

with that intent to receive through certain appointed
and authorised commissioners exclusive homage from

all the orders of inhabitants (eingesessene standen)
of our Duchy of Schleswig, such as prelates, knights,

cities, and the denizens and subjects of bailiwicks and

country districts, to release the entire inhabitants of

the former ducal portion, both spiritual and lay, of

whatever order and condition they may be, from their
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former promise upon oath, by which they were bound
to the ducal house

;
and by virtue of the above-

mentioned treaty of peace, and guaranties thereto, to

bring them under our Royal Sovereign and exclusive

hereditary government (erb-und Landes-regierung),
and to cause them to take the oath of fealty. We,
therefore, require and command the prelates, the

members of the equestrian order, and those who

possess noble estates in the aforesaid Duchy of

Schleswig, by virtue of these our letters-patent, gra-

ciously and earnestly to attend, all and several, on the

fourth day of the approaching month of September,
at our Castle of Gottorp, where we are now residing
in person, to hear our most gracious pleasure further

in this matter
;
and thereupon, in manner as aforesaid,

to take and make the due oath of fealty to us as,

from henceforth, their exclusive sovereign lord para-
mount

; as, likewise, we graciously command that of

the clergy the provosts alone are to attend
;
and we

hereby further command and enjoin the other clerical

and lay functionaries, magistrates of towns, and all

other resident inhabitants of the formerly ducal towns,

bailiwicks, and country districts, personally to attend

at the places to be pointed out in the mode and man-

ner as shall from time to time be intimated to them

by commissioners appointed and authorised in our

name, for the purpose of taking the oath of fealty to

us as their exclusive sovereign lord paramount, and

further to hear our most gracious pleasure ;
and they

in return may expect all royal grace, protection, and

justice," &c.

It has been remarked in the Prussian Memoir,
" that the patent is not addressed to the whole of

Schleswig, but only to the States of the hitherto
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divided Ducal Schleswig. These are, for the first

time, to do him exclusive homage."
" But if the

king meant to incorporate Schleswig with Denmark,
he ought to have called upon the States of Royal

Schleswig, already before individually possessed by
his House, to do him homage as King of Denmark."

As far, however, as the language of the letters-patent

is concerned, it does not support this statement.

Commissioners were to receive exclusive homage
from all the orders of "our Duchy of Schleswig,"
and were to release the inhabitants of " the former

ducal portion
" from their former oath, by which they

were bound to the ducal house, and to cause them to

take an oath of fealty ; and, further, inasmuch as the

Dukes of Gliicksburg and Augustenburg were parties

to the homage, and both, on this occasion, took

an oath of allegiance to the King, as the present
sole possessor of the said Duchy of Schleswig, by
reason of their estates therein situated, and the

estates of these proprietary Dukes formed part of the

inheritance of John the Younger, who had a grant of

a third portion of the Royal Duchy, the inference

seerns altogether adverse to the Prussian view of the

proceeding. Besides, it is well known that there ex-

isted no separate States of Ducal, as distinguished
from Royal, Schleswig ;

but that the prelates and

nobles of the two Duchies of Schleswig were then

united in one undivided body.
It will be observed that the letters-patent speak

expressly of the Gottorp Duchy having been united

with the Royal Duchy, and incorporated (Selbigen
Antheil mit dem unserigen zu vereinigen und zu

incorporiren); and it cannot be denied, that the order

in which the word "
incorporated

"
occurs, leaves it
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open to considerable ambiguity, for it may mean
either incorporated into the Royal Duchy, or incor-

porated absolutely as a public fief.
" In feudis pub-

licis consolidandis vocatur incorporatio, eo quod
feudum consolidatum in corpus bonorum publicorum

redigatur." (Bohmer, Jus Feudale, 364.) Further

light, however, is thrown upon the sense in which the

Duchy was declared to be incorporated, by the lan-

guage of the oath of homage, which was administered

on this occasion :

" Whereas his Royal Majesty of

Denmark and Norway, my most gracious King and

Sovereign, by virtue of his letters-patent, issued at

Gottorp on the 22d August, 1721, has thought fit to

unite the hitherto Ducal part of the Duchy of Schles-

wig with his own, and to incorporate it again for ever

into his Crown as an ancient parcel torn away injuria

temporum, and by virtue of the said patent has most

graciously enjoined me to appear personally at this

place in order to do fealty to him exclusively, and to

take, in due form, the customary oath of allegiance ;

I therefore promise and swear for myself, my heirs

and successors, hereby and by virtue hereof, to ac-

knowledge and hold his Royal Majesty of Denmark and

Norway for our exclusive sovereign lord paramount,
to be faithful, true, and obedient to him and his royal

hereditary successors, secundum tenorem Legis Regias,

to seek and 'promote, with the utmost diligence, the

benefit, advantage, and profit of his aforesaid Royal

Majesty and his royal house, and as far as possible

to give him warning against, to prevent and turn

aside, all damage and prejudice, and to do and render

such service as faithful and obedient proprietors

(Landsassen) and hereditary subjects are bound to do

and render to their sovereign king and lord para-
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mount." (Falck) Sammlung, p. 280.) This was the

form of the oath administered to the prelates and

knights, but the substance of the oath was in all cases

the same.

If now the language of the oath of homage may
reasonably be called in to assist us in interpreting the

proceedings on this occasion, it seems to lead to the

conclusion, that the King of Denmark declared the

Ducal part not merely to be united with the Royal part
of the Duchy of Schleswig, but to be incorporated

again into the Crown of Denmark. What, however,
were the legal effects of this incorporation, is a dis-

tinct question from the constat of the incorporation
itself.

It will have been perceived that the letters-patent

speak of the Duchy as an appertenance of the Crown
of Denmark, torn away from it wrongfully in trouble-

some times, and that in the oath of homage it is

declared to be incorporated again into the Crown as

an ancient parcel torn away injuria temporum. It

seems more obvious to refer this latter expression to

the severing of the sovereignty of the Duchy from

the Crown of Denmark by the treaties of Roskild,

Altona, &c., when the King of Denmark submitted

to the exigencies of a disastrous war, than to any
more remote transaction

;
and on this supposition

the re-incorporation of the Ducal part, independently
of the re-union of the two parts in the person of one

Duke, would operate to restore the ancient relations

of the Duchy to the Crown of Denmark, as they
existed before the severance of them in 1658, rather

than to create any new relation. Several Danish

writers, however, of eminence have advocated an

opinion, that injuria temporum refers to the events
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of a much earlier period, when the Counts of Hoi-

stein constrained, as it were, by force of arras the

Crown of Denmark to grant the Duchy of Schleswig
as a fief to them and their true heirs, in the person
of Count Gerard, in 1326, but this seems hardly ad-

missible, inasmuch as this very grant of 1326 is recited

by Frederick III. in the Diploma of Sovereignty in

1658, as a foundation of the hereditary title of the

Oldenburg family to the dukedom.

If, however, it be admitted, upon the evidence of

the Act of Homage, that the Gottorp Duchy was on
this occasion not merely re-united with the Royal

Duchy, but likewise incorporated again into the

Crown of Denmark, a further question will arise as

to the effect of such incorporation upon the inherit-

ance of the Duchy ;
for it may not follow from a bare

act of incorporation, that the succession in the Lord-

ship would necessarily become one and the same with

the succession in the sovereignty, in the absence of

an express provision to that effect.

In answer to this, however, it may be urged that

the Estates of Schleswig promised and swore, for

themselves and their heirs and successors, "to ac-

knowledge and hold his Majesty, the King of Den-

mark and Norway, &c., for their exclusive sovereign
lord paramount, and to be faithful, loyal, and obe-

dient to him and his royal hereditary successors in

the government, secundum tenorem Legis Regiae,"

and that the Act of Homage on the part of the

Prelates and Nobles was a formal recognition on

their part of the same kind as was used in 1616, in

the case of the family statute of succession of the

Gottorp Dukes, which had been issued by them

in 1608, of a wider application of the principle

H
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of hereditary succession; and that the Lex Eegia
of 1665, as containing the latest regulations of the

order of succession in the elder line of the Oldenburg

family, and not as the fundamental law of the king-

dom of Denmark, was now substituted for the more

limited regulations of the earlier family statutes of

succession of 1609 and 1650 respectively. This ar-

gument, it will be seen, rests upon a basis of its own,

independent of the meaning and effect of the incor-

poration ;
and there is not any insurmountable diffi-

culty in reconciling it with the practice on the pre-

vious occasions, nor should we be warranted in

rejecting it as defective in point of form : on the

contrary, it has considerable internal probability, and

may be the correct view.

It might be objected that the whole proceeding of

1721 was irregular, because there existed, or might

exist, rights ..of succession which were put aside.

Such private rights, however, could not affect the

political character of the Act of Homage ;
nor would

the proceedings be on that account invalid. Pre-

tended private claims might subsequently be dis-

posed Of in a regular manner, as for instance by the

renunciation of the elder Gottorp branch, in 1773.

So far as concerns the younger line ofthe royal house,
it has been elsewhere shown that they had no title to

dispute the arrangement.
On the other hand, it can hardly be maintained that

the expression,
" to incorporate," cannot well be ex-

plained excepting on the supposition that the dukedom
was now united to the political person of the successor

to the Crown of Denmark,
" secundum tenorem Legis

Region" The legal effect of the incorporation might
indeed have been to merge the lordship in the sove-
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reignty, unless otherwise impeded ;
and there is

certainly no express reservation in the language of
the document itself. It remains, however, to consider

whether there may not have been some fundamental

impediment in the way, and whether we can only
account for the subsequent relations of the Duchy,
upon the hypothesis that the dukedom was not merged
in the sovereignty.

It has been already observed that the House of

Oldenburg has always maintained, and wisely so, its

hereditary title to the fief of Schleswig, granted, in

1326, to Count Gerard of Holstein, and it has also

been stated in the course of the Historical Notice of

the Duchies, that Christian of Oldenburg, as Count
of Oldenburg and Delrnenhorst, and sister's son of

Duke Adolph, acknowledged the Con&titutio Walde-
mariana as an authentic article of an Instrument as

ancient and valid as the erection of Count Gerard's

original fief, and promised to respect it upon his

election to the Crown of Denmark. That promise, of

course, could only be binding upon him personally,
inasmuch as the Crown of Denmark was elective, and

he could not bind his successor to the crown. Still

the Waldemarian Constitution was formally recog-
nised on this occasion before his election, although
the recognition might not for that reason bind a

future successor to the Crown of Denmark. The

hereditary tenure, however, of the elder line of the

Oldenburg family has remained unbroken to the

present day, and unless the ancient fief has been

meanwhile expressly abolished in a similar manner

with the ancient Counties of Holstein and Stormarn

in 1474, this constitution may have continued to be
H 2
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a fundamental impediment to its consolidation with

the Crown of Denmark.

Such a supposition is by no means inconsistent

with a due regard for the interests of Denmark. The

ancient privileges of counties palatine, as is well

known, were granted to them because they bordered

upon hostile countries, in order, to use the words of

Blackstone,
" that the inhabitants having justice ad-

ministered at home, might not be obliged to go out

of the country, and leave it open to the enemy's in-

cursions
;
and that the owners, being encouraged by

so large an authority, might be the more watchful in

its defence." As long, therefore, as the rights of the

duchy did not vest in the political person of the

King of Denmark, the privileges of the Duchy would

not be merged in the Crown of Denmark, and the

functions of the Chancery of the Duchy would not be

abridged, although the dukedom might be possessed

by the King of Denmark in his natural person. On

referring, then, to the condition of the Duchy subse-

quent to the homage of 1721, we find that no change *,

so to speak, ensued in respect of the exercise of Jura

Regalia, or the administration of justice, or the

government of the Duchy in respect of the privileged
orders

;
that Christian V., after receiving homage,

confirmed the privileges of the nobility, as far as they

* This observation, of course, only applies to the relations of

the Duchy of Schleswig to the King-Duke. It may be added, to

prevent any misunderstanding, that the administration and judicial

system of Schleswig were now separated from that of Holstein.

Schleswig had henceforth its own provincial administration, its

own tribunal of appeal, and its own Noble-tribunal ; and it was

not until 1834, that the Duchies of Schleswig and of Holstein

had again a common provincial administration, under the Central

Boards at Copenhagen, and a common court of appeal.
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were not opposed to his sovereign and exclusive do-

minion, and the act of homage ;
that the title of Duke

of Schleswig was not merged in the title of king, as

appears from the patents of 1731, by which Christian

VI. confirmed the privileges of the nobility of the

Duchy of Schleswig in a separate instrument from

that by which he confirmed those of the nobility of the

Duchy of Holstein (Jensen und Hegewisch, Privilegien,

p. 252.), and likewise from the patent of 1732, in reply
to the memorial of the prelates and knights of the

Duchy of Schleswig, as well as from various letters-

patent down to the present time. It would thus seem

to follow that the Duchy of Schleswig has never

merged completely in the Crown of Denmark.

Such is the conclusion to which an examination of

the more important public documents may reasonably

lead us, namely, that the incorporation of the Duchy
into the Crown of Denmark, in 1721, was a terri-

torial incorporation, by which the ancient relations

of the united Duchy of Schleswig were revived in

their complete form, namely, the ducal rights united

in the political person of one duke, and in the natural

person of King Frederick IV., and the sovereignty
in the political person of King Frederick IV., as King
of Denmark and Lord Paramount of Schleswig.

Whichever supposition, therefore, be adopted,
whether we hold that the family statute of succession

of 1650 regulates the succession in the lordship of the

Royal Duchy, and that the sovereignty having been

ceded by the Crown of Denmark to Duke Frede-

rick III. and his male descendants, likewise follows

the order of the family statute of 1650; or that the

later family statute, known as the Lex Regia of Den-

mark, was adopted by the Act of Homage of the

ii 3
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estates of Schleswig in 1721, and so made the law of

succession in the Duchy, we arrive at the same result,

inasmuch as on the extinction of the male descendants

of Duke Frederick III., represented by the present

reigning family of Denmark, the sovereignty will

revert to the Crown of Denmark, of which the suc-

cession is undoubtedly regulated by the provisions of

the Lex Regia. At the same time, the family statute

of succession in the lordship will become inoperative

by the extinction of the male line of Duke Frede-

rick III., and there being no parties entitled to the

reversion of the fief, if it still exists, it will escheat to

the Crown of Denmark, and may be granted out de

novo at its pleasure.
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CHAP. V.

THE RELATIONS OF THE DUCHIES TO THE GERMANIC
CONFEDERATION.

IT will have been seen already, that the Duchy of

Schleswig was a fief of the Crown of Denmark from

its first creation as a duchy down to the year 1658,
and that, subsequently to that period, it fluctuated

between its ancient condition of feudal subordination

and an acquired state of independence consequent on

the sovereignty having been ceded by the Crown of

Denmark to the Gottorp and Royal Dukes respect-

ively. The division of the sovereignty continued

after this manner down to 1721, when the King of

Denmark, by right of conquest, united the Gottorp

Duchy to the Royal Duchy, and henceforth exercised

the sovereignty over the entire Duchy, in which exer-

cise of sovereignty, as well as ducal dominion on the

part of the Kings of Denmark and their successors,

the representative of the Gottorp Dukea formally

acquiesced in 1773. So far it is clear that the Duchy
of Schleswig has never had any direct connection with

the German Empire.

Holstein, on the other hand, has been,, from time

immemorial, a fief of Germany. In 1307 it was

granted, conjointly with Stormarn, to the Counts of

Schauenburg. In 1474 its earlier constitution as a

County was abrogated by the Emperor, and it was

erected, in conjunction with Stormarn and the incor-

porated Ditmarshes, into a Duchy, and granted anew

to Christian of Oldenburg. From that time down to

H 4
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1806, the Duchy of Holstein maintained an unbroken

connection with Germany, as a fief in the hands of

the House of Oldenburg. Upon the dissolution of the

German Empire, the Duchy, together with the other

German lands of the King of Denmark, was united

with the body politic of the Danish monarchy, and

subsequently, in 1815, it was admitted as an inde-

pendent sovereign state into the German Confedera-

tion *, and thereby contracted certain specific inter-

national relations towards the other sovereign states

of Germany, formerly feudatories like itself, of the

Empire. These federal relations of the Duchy of

Holstein do not, however, in any way affect the

Duchy of Schleswig, any more than the German
relations of Hanover affected Great Britain, or those

of Luxemburg affect in the present day the kingdom
of Holland.

By the Act of Abdication of August 6. 1806,
which may be found in Marten's Recueil des Traites,

viii. p. 498., the Emperor Francis, considering the

Germanic Empire to be virtually extinguished upon
the formation of the Confederation of the Rhine, laid

down the imperial crown, and absolved all the electors

from their duty towards himself as head of the em-

pire. He further released all his own German pro-
vinces from their obligation towards the Germanic

* Each member of the German Confederation is regarded, in

relation to that Confederation, as an independent sovereign state

or nation, and, as such, has international rights and obligations,

although it may have political relations to other countries which
are inconsistent with independent sovereignty, and it may not be

an independent state in its relations to those countries. After

this caution, as to the anomalous condition of Holstein, it will be

spoken of as an independent state.
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Empire, and incorporated them into his Austrian

States, as Emperor of Austria.

In a similar manner, King Christian VII. of Den-

mark, by his letters-patent of September 9. 1806, of

which a French version may be referred to in Marten's

Recueil, viii. p. 512., and a German version in Falck's

Sammlung, p. 363., declares the Duchy of Holstein
" to be combined with the common body politic of

the monarchy under his royal sceptre, as in every

respect an unseparated (ungetrennter) portion of it,

and consequently subject henceforth to his exclusive

absolute dominion."

There can thus be no doubt as to the correctness

of the view maintained by the States of Holstein in

their Protest, that " the Duchy of Holstein became

independent by the dissolution of the Germanic Em-

pire, on August 6. 1806." The Protest, however,

goes on further to say,
" that the patent of Sept. 9.

1806, was but meant for a declaration of the emanci-

pation of Holstein from the imperial sovereignty,
and of the commencement of the king's sovereignty
as Duke of Holstein."

" This patent did not propose to incorporate the

Duchy of Holstein with the kingdom, for the words

inseparable part (unzertrennlicher) on the draft of

the patent were, on the protest of the Duke of

Augustenburg, erased, and replaced by the words

unseparated part"
This limited view, however, of the purport of the

letters-patent is not, on the face of them, admissible.

They are, no doubt, declaratory of the extinction of

the Germanic Empire, and the consequent independ-

ence of the German districts, subject to the king's

government ;
but they had likewise an enacting force :
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"Nous jugeons done apropos d'arreter et d'or-

donner ce qui suit, relativement a nos pays Allemands,

qui jusqu' a present avaient fait partie de 1'Empire

Germanique."

Further, it is contended by several Danish writers,

that although Holstein was not incorporated with the

Kingdom, it was incorporated into the Crown of Den-

mark on this occasion. This might possibly have

been the case, if the union with the body politic

of the Danish monarchy had been declared perpetual,

or if the same order of succession in the sovereignty
of Holstein and of Denmark had been established

;
but

this question of succession was left open. Thus much,

however, the letters-patent of 1806 must have effected,

1st. The creation of a new Duchy of Holstein, consist-

ing of the old Duchy, and the hitherto separate dis-

tricts of Pinneberg, Ranzau, and Altona, &c. 2d. The
establishment of the absolute sovereignty of the

reigning Duke. 3d. The union of the Duchy of Hol-

stein with the rest of the Danish monarchy by the

Sovereign King-Duke.
But this union did not necessarily abolish the

political status of the Duchy of Holstein, any more
than the incorporation of the German dominions of

the Emperor Francis with his Austrian dominions

extinguished their peculiar political status. It may
be further observed, even in the case of those mem-
bers of the Germanic Empire, which formed the con-

federation of the Rhine, that the continuance of the

ancient feudal dominion of the confederate princes,

separate from their newly-assumed rights of sove-

reignty, is expressly recognised in the 29th article of

the Act (Martens, viii. p. 448.) ;
and it is apparent

on the face of the letters-patent, that the Duchy-
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rights of Holstein were not entirely abolished, inas-

much as the old provincial tribunal of the nobles was

kept up.
In reference to the remark of the Estates of Hol-

stein as to the words "
inseparable part

"
in the

original draft of the letters-patent having been re-

placed by the words "
unseparated part," no practical

difference results from the substitution. The word
u
ungetheilt

"
for instance, in the Act of Security of

1460, which is strictly speaking undivided, is inter-

preted by German publicists as implying the " indi-

visibility
"
of the Duchies. The object, assuredly, of

the letters-patent was to proclaim a fact, not to

negative a possibility. It may be further observed that

the French version of the letters patent of the King
of Denmark, published in the Journal of Frankfort,

1806, n. 266., confirms this view, by declaring the

Duchy of Holstein to be " une partie inseparable
"

from the body politic of the monarchy.
The condition of Holstein, then, being clearly one

of independence, in respect of Germany, after Aug. 6.

1806, it remains for us to consider the purport of the

new obligations which it contracted on acceding to

the Germanic Confederation, in 1815.

As these obligations were rather anomalous, it may
not be amiss to quote, by way of introduction, the

observations of a distinguished English jurist.
"
According to writers on positive international

law, a government half or imperfectly sovereign occu-

pies the following position : In spite of its half or

imperfect dependence, it has most of the political and

sovereign powers, which belong to a government

wholly or perfectly supreme. More especially in all
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or most of its foreign relations, or in all or most of its

relations to foreign or external governments, it acts,

and is treated as a perfectly sovereign government,
and not as a government in a state of subjection to

another, insomuch that it makes and breaks alliances,

and makes war or peace, without authority from

another government, or of its own discretion. But

this, notwithstanding the government, or a member of

the government, of another political society, has

political powers over the society deemed imperfectly

independent. For example ;
in the Germanico-Ro-

man, or Romano-Germanic Empire, the particular

German governments depending upon the empire im-

mediately, or holding of the Emperor by tenure in

capite, were deemed imperfectly sovereign in regard
to that general government which consisted of the

Emperor and themselves as forming the Imperial
diet. For though in their foreign relations they were

wholly or nearly independent, they were bound (in

reality or show) by laws of that general govern-

ment; and its tribunals had appellate judicature

(substantially or to appearance) over the political and

half-independent communities, wherein they were half

supreme. Most, indeed, of the governments deemed

imperfectly supreme, are governments which in their

origin had been substantially vassal
;
but which had

insensibly escaped from most of their feudal bonds,

though they still continued apparently in their primi-
tive state of subjection." Austin on Jurisprudence,

p. 249. London, 1832.
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1. THE FEDERAL ACT OF 1815.

By the 1st article of the Federal Act, annexed to

the Act of the Congress of Vienna, it is stated that
" The sovereign princes and free towns of Germany,

comprising in this transaction their Majesties the Em-

peror of Austria, the Kings of Prussia, Denmark, and

the Low Countries, and, specially, the Emperor of

Austria and the King of Prussia, for all and each of

their possessions which have anciently appertained to

the Germanic Empire, the King of Denmark for the

Duchy of Holstein, the King of the Low Countries

for the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, establish

amongst themselves a perpetual confederation, which

shall bear the name of the ' Germanic Confeder-

ation.'

By the 2d article, that,
" The object of the Con-

federation is the maintenance of the external and in-

ternal security of Germany, and of the independence
and inviolability of the confederated states.

By the llth article, that,
" The estates of the

Confederation engage themselves to defend not only

Germany in its entirety, but also each individual state

of the union, in case it should be attacked
;
and they

mutually guarantee one another all and each of their

possessions which are comprised in this union.

" When war is declared by the Confederation, no

member can carry on private negotiations with the

enemy, nor conclude peace or an armistice without

the consent of the others.

" The Confederate States engage themselves not to

make war upon one another under any pretext, and not

to follow up their differences by force of arms, but
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to submit them to the Diet. The Diet will attempt

by means of a commission to effect a settlement by
mediation

;
if it does not succeed, and a judicial

sentence becomes necessary, it shall be supplied by a

properly organised Austregal judgment
*

(Austregal-

instanz) to which the disputing parties shall submit

without appeal."
The German original of the Federal Act is in Mar-

ten's Nouveau Recueil, ii. p. 353.

2. THE FINAL ACT OP 1820.

Such was the outline of the Confederation estab-

lished at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, but its

fundamental laws were not completely settled until

the Final Act of 15th May, 1820. By this it was

provided,

* The term "
Austregalinstanz

"
is borrowed from the ancient

system of arbitration between the members of the Empire, insti-

tuted by the Emperor Maximilian L, at the Diet of Worms, in

1495, and subsequently organised more completely by the Emperor
Charles V. The word austregal, or, in German, austragal, is de-

rived from austrag, a decision, and the institution, according to a

declaration of the Emperor Charles V., in 1540, originated in the

complaint of those princes who held immediately of the Emperor,
that they were in a worse condition than their own vassals, inas-

much as they had not the benefit of a previous hearing in the first

instance, before their causes came under the final cognisance of

the Emperor. Hence a tribunal of arbitration, in the first instance,

was introduced, which, in the case of disputes between parties who
were both of princely rank, was constituted by the plaintiff naming
four princes, out of which number the defendant was entitled to

select one, whose decision was binding, subject to an appeal to the

Emperor. The Austregal Tribunal of the Germanic Confedera-

tion was regulated by a resolution of the Diet, 3d August, 1820.

Marten's Nouveau Recueil, v. p. 516.
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Art. 1.
" The Germanic Confederation is an inter-

national union (volkerrechtlicher Verein) of sovereign

princes and free cities of Germany, for the preser-
vation of the independence and inviolability of the

States comprised in the Confederation, and for the

maintenance of the internal and external security of

Germany.
Art. II.

" This union is in its relations a self-

subsisting association of states, mutually independent
of one another, with equal reciprocal rights and

obligations, but in its external relations a collective

power combined in political unity.
Art. III. " The extent and limits which the Con-

federation has marked out for its operation, are

denned by the Federal Act, which is the original

compact and first ground-work of this union
;
whilst

it announces the object of the Confederation, it

provides and determines at the same time its powers
and obligations.

Art. IV. " The power of developing and per-

fecting the Federal Act, so far as the completion of the

object therein set forth may require, belongs to the

assembly of the members of the Confederation. The

resolutions, however, to be adopted for this purpose

may not contravene the spirit ofthe Federal Act, nor

deviate from the fundamental character of the Con-

federation."

From the above extracts it will be seen that the

Germanic Confederation is established upon the basis of

a defensive alliance between sovereign princes and free

cities, for their joint and separate security and protec-

tion, differing in this respect from an ordinary alliance,

inasmuch as the determination of every casus fcederis

rests with a common assembly or diet, and not with
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individual members
;
but the functions of this diet

are limited by the dispositions of the Federal Act and

the fundamental aws in conformity with it, and in

subjects not provided for by such laws, by the object

of the Confederation as set forth in the Federal Act.

Thus it was expressly provided by Article XV. *

that in all cases where jura singulorum were involved,

where the Confederation appeared not in their federal

unity, but as individual, self-subsisting, independent

states, no resolution of the Diet should be binding,
unless with the express assent of the member in-

terested therein. Again, by Article XLVI., if any
confederate state, which had possessions out of the

limits of the Confederation, undertook a war in its

character of an European power, the Confederation

remained altogether a stranger to such a war, as not

affecting the relations and obligations of the con-

federates
;

and by Article XLVII.
,

if a state was

threatened or attacked in its possessions which were

not comprised within the pale of the Confederation,

the Confederation was not obliged to adopt any gene-
ral defensive measures, not to take any part, nor to

lend any help, unless the Diet in its select committee-,

should have recognised, by a plurality of votes, that

there was danger for the territory of the Confedera-

tion. In which case the general provisions for the

protection of the territory of the Confederation be-

came applicable.

It would thus appear, that the several independent

sovereigns, who joined the Germanic Confederation

by reason of their ancient territorial connection with

the Germanic Empire, did not thereby subject their

* This article did but renew a provision introduced at the

Peace of Westphalia.
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other possessions to any participation in the federal

obligations of their German possessions : their duties

and rights toward the Confederation in respect of

such other possessions, were strictly international.

Thus the King of Great Britain and Ireland in ac-

ceding to the Confederation by reason of his posses-

sions in Hanover, did not contract any obligations or

acquire any rights in behalf of his British possessions ;

nor did the King of Holland, as Duke of Luxemburg,
subject Holland, in any way, to the same duties

towards the Germanic Confederation, to which his

Duchy of Luxemburg was subjected ;
nor did the King

of Denmark subject his Duchy of Schleswig, any more
than the province of Jutland, to the control of the

Germanic Confederation, by reason of his membership
as Duke of Holstein, or Duke of Lauenburg. On the

contrary, the King of Denmark might claim the

assistance of the Confederation to control any re-

sistance to his Government in Holstein or Lauenburg,
or to put down open revolt in either of those Duchies

according to the express provisions of Articles XXV.
and XXVI. of the Final Act, but he was not entitled

to call upon the Confederation to interfere in checking

any such movement in Schleswig or Jutland, unless,

indeed, there was a prospect of danger otherwise

accruing to some state of the Confederation.

It is with considerable diffidence that an English
writer would venture to differ from the Chevalier

Bunsen on a point upon which his intimate knowledge
should entitle his remarks to great weight, but it is

difficult to acquiesce in the view which he has adopted
in his Memoir, p. 48., as to the provincial States of

Berlin and Cologne being entitled to call in the

assistance of the Diet to protect them according to

i
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the Federal Act from a separation from the Grand

Duchy of Posen, or the kingdom of Prussia, in case

a different order of succession were to be introduced

in either of the latter countries, which are not mem-
bers of the Confederation, by which they might be-

come separated from the German possessions of the

King of Prussia.

There is nothing, as far as can be ascertained by a

careful perusal of both documents, in the spirit or

letter of either the Federal or the Final Act of the

Confederation, upon which such a claim could be sub-

stantiated on the part of Berlin or Cologne. As-

suredly, if the estates of Hungary were to set up a

Magyar King upon the throne of Maria Theresa, the

Germanic Confederation would not be bound to assist

the people of Vienna in any efforts which they might
make to prevent the disruption of Hungary from the

German possessions of the House of Austria
;
nor if

Croatia, which borders on Hungary on the one side,

and on Austria on the other, and has a considerable

German population, although it is an appertenance of

the Crown of Hungary, were threatened with an in-

vasion by Hungary in consequence of its adherence

to another rule of succession, would the Germanic Diet

have a right to consider such an invasion of Croatia

as directed against an undisputed right of one of

its members, namely, the Germanic possessions of

Austria. Yet this parallel illustrates, very appo-

sitely, the claims of the Germanic Confederation as

involved in its invasion of Schleswig and Jutland,

by reason of the political rights of Hoistem. The

Diet, in times not long past, took a very different

view of its obligations, when it did not consider itself

bound to prevent the disruption of Belgium from the
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German possessions of the King of Holland, but only
interfered with reference to the disposition of the

Duchy of Luxembourg, which was within the terri-

tory of the Confederation. In other words, the

international relations of the Germanic Confederation

towards its own members are special, based upon the

Federal Act
; but, in their relations towards other

states which are not members of it, although they

may be immediately connected with one of its mem-

bers, they are governed by the general law of nations,

unless it should be otherwise provided by special

treaties. The international relations of the Duchy
of Schleswig to the Germanic Confederation are of

this general kind
;
and although Schleswig may be

politically connected with Holstein, this political con-

nection, however close and intimate it may be, in no

respect affects its international relations, any more

than the political connection of Denmark itself with

Holstein affects the international relations of Iceland

or Jutland to the Germanic Confederation.

The Diet, in its first resolution of the 4th April,

1848, may possibly have acted in conformity to the

provision of the Final Act in authorising Prussia and

the States of the 10th corps of the Federal army to

protect the Federal frontier of Holstein, on the

ground that a danger of attack existed for the German

Federal land of Holstein ; but when, by its third re-

solution, it charged itselfwith a mediation, and called

upon Prussia to undertake the affair of mediation in

the name of the Germanic Confederation, upon the

basis of the unimpaired rights of Holstein, in par-

ticular upon that of the right of the political union with

Schlesivig, it seems to have stepped beyond its pro-

vince
;
for the only rights of Holstein, in respect of

i 2
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Schleswig, which could come under the cognisance
of the Confederation, and which it was bound to

maintain unimpaired, were its international rights,

which might possibly have been endangered by a

hostile invasion, but could not be affected by any mo-

dification of the political relations of the two Duchies.

It would be a dangerous precedent if an interna-

tional union were to be made a pretext for interfer-

ence with the political relations of an independent

state, connected with one of its members. An Am-

phictyonic confederation would thereby be converted

into an aggressive association
;

it would abandon its

proper object, the maintenance of peace and reciprocal

good offices amongst its members, and would become

an instrument of oppression to its neighbours.
On these grounds assent may reasonably be with-

held from the Prussian view of the positive rights of

the Germanic Confederation, as set forth in the Post-

script of the Chevalier Bunsen's Memoir, p. 70.

"
Why, ask the people of Germany, should the terri-

torial limits of the German Confederation be those of

the exercise of their federal right ? If that is to be

the fundamental axiom, why, then, Austria and

Prussia never ought to have been members of that

Confederation, of which they are the chief strength,
for both their sovereigns have rights beyond those

limits. Prussia, in particular, has two equally Ger-

man dominions
;
the one, a member of the Confedera-

tion; the other (Prussia Proper), hitherto not be-

longing to it
;
both united by international law, ex-

actly like Holstein and Schleswig. Why should the

Confederation not have the right, and a very peculiar
and stringent right (which in a given case may
amount to an imperative duty), to defend Branden-
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burg's and Prussia's right in Konigsberg, as well as

at Berlin ? Why, if that axiom were to be carried

through, it might rather lead the Germans to the

conclusion, that no sovereign prince of a foreign

country ought to hold a place in the Confederation.

Plow would that tell upon Denmark ? But let us

decide constitutional questions according to positive
law and right, and not according to general notions,

and cheap abstract suppositions and assumptions.
That way is longer, and sometimes troublesome, but

it is safer
; yea, it is the only one worthy of a govern-

ment and of a nation, who are proud to hold the

balance of Europe."
The answer to these questions, which, it may be

observed, are not questions of constitutional, i. e. poli-

tical, but of international law, is obvious, namely, that

the onus probandi rests with those who set up the

right. The positive rights of the Germanic Con-

federation were created by the Federal Act of 1815,

the fundamental articles of which were embodied in

the General Act of the Congress of Vienna, The Con-

federation has no positive rights beyond these
;
and

the provisions of the Final Act of 1820 only supply

positive regulations in strict accordance with the

positive obligations and rights created by the acces-

sion of the various parties to the Federal Act.

No provision is found in either the Federal or the

Final Act to authorise the German Confederation to

exercise their federal rights beyond the territorial

limits of the Confederation. Whenever one party

has a right, there is a corresponding obligation in

some other party. If the Confederation is entitled to

exercise its federal right in Croatia or Hungary,
1 8
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because the Emperor of Austria, a member of the

Confederation, has rights in those countries which

are beyond the territorial limits of the Confederation,

it must be by virtue of some article of the Federal or

Final Act, by which Austria has contracted a corre-

sponding obligation to submit to the exercise of such a

right. It must always be kept in mind, that the

Germanic Confederation is an international union, and

that the mutual obligations and rights of its members
are quite independent of their international relations

with other states, which are not members of the Con-

federation.

The most intimate international connection, for

instance, between Brandenburg and Prussia Proper
cannot connect Prussia Proper with the Germanic

Confederation by virtue of the international relation

between Brandenburg and the other members of the

Confederation, any more than the connection between

Brandenburg and Neuchatel could, through the per-

son of their common sovereign, the King of Prussia,

entitle the Swiss Confederation to exercise their Fe-

deral right in Brandenburg beyond their own terri-

torial limits. The obligations of the German Con-

federation are limited in terms to the maintenance of

the independence and inviolability of the Confederate

States, just as the Swiss Confederation, according to

the Federal Pact of 1815, is formed for the mainten-

ance of the liberty and independence of its members

against all foreign aggression.

Such was the view which Great Britain adopted in

instructing Mr. Cartwright, his Britannic Majesty's
minister at the Germanic Diet, to protest, in 1834,

against the occupation of Frankfort by Austrian and

Russian troops, as an infringement upon the stipula-
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tions of the Treaty of Vienna, to which the Federal

Act had been annexed.
" The Germanic Confederation," in the language of

the British Minister's note,
" has been created by the

Treaty of Vienna
;
and as to its relations with other

states, the rights of the Confederation, its powers and

its obligations, are to be sought for in the stipulations

alone."

One word more in reference to the question, Why,
ask the people of Germany, should the territorial

limits of the German Confederation be those of the

exercise of their federal rights ? Because, it may
be answered, the exercise of their federal right be-

yond their own territorial limits would be tantamount

to the extension of those territorial limits
;
and Ger-

many surely Avould be reluctant to repeat upon an

European stage the drama of Texian annexation.

i 4
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CHAP. VI.

THE TREATY-ENGAGEMENTS OF THE GREAT EUROPEAN
POWERS IN REFERENCE TO THE DUCHIES AND THE
CROWN OF DENMARK.

THE order of this inquiry leads us now to the con-

sideration of the duties of other powers than the

Germanic Confederation, towards the Crown of Den-

mark and the Duchies by reason of their treaty-en-

gagements. It has been seen that the estates of the

Confederation mutually guaranteed to one another

their German possessions, and, consequently, the

King of Prussia, in directing his troops to occupy the

frontier fortress of Reridsburg, which is situated on

the border of the two Duchies, may have only acted

in pursuance of such guaranty, on the supposition
that the frontier of the federal land was threatened

with violation. As long, then, as the German troops
confined their operations to German soil, and such

operations were in strict accordance with the Federal

Act, it is not probable that any conflict of guaranties
would ensue, inasmuch as the provisions of the Fe-

deral Act were approved by all the great powers of

Europe, at the Congress of Vienna in 1815
;
but if

the Confederation has stepped beyond its proper ter-

ritorial limits, and is not acting within the sphere of

its Federal duties, it is not unlikely that it will en-

counter conflicting guaranties, and by reason, there-

fore, come into collision with non-German powers.
There is a well-known saying of Frederick the

Great's, preserved in his posthumous works,
" that
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guaranties are like spiders' webs, calculated rather to

please the eye, than to be of real utility ;" and, cer-

tainly, the frequent alternations in the foreign policy
of states justifies the criticism of the great hero of the

Seven Years' War
;
but such a view is not in accord-

ance with the practice of England, as evinced by her

conduct in assisting Portugal, in 1826, pursuant to her

guaranties, nor of Prussia herself, as may be inferred

from the presence of her troops in Holstein at this mo-

ment. It may be assumed, then, that the sacredness

of a guaranty, if the treaty to which it was attached

should be still in force, or if it be itself in the nature

of a perpetual defensive alliance, will not be disputed ;

and we may proceed to consider the guaranties which

are likely to conflict on this occasion with the gua-

ranty of the Federal Act, as interpreted by Prussia.

The word guaranty has two distinct uses. In its

proper meaning it denotes the additional security
which the presence of a third party supplies to the

observance of treaty-engagements.
u When those

who make a treaty of peace, or any other treaty, are

not perfectly easy with respect to its observance, they

require the guaranty of a powerful sovereign. The

guarantee promises to maintain the conditions of the

treaty, and to cause it to be observed. As he may
find himself obliged to make use of force against the

party who attempts to violate his promises, it is an

engagement that no sovereign ought to enter into

lightly, and without good reason. Princes, indeed,

seldom enter into it, unless when they have an in

direct interest in the observance of the treaty, or are

induced by particular relations of friendship. The

guaranty may be promised equally to all the con-

tracting parties, to some of them, or even to one

alone
;
but it is commonly promised to all in general.
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It may also happen, when several sovereigns enter

into a common alliance, that they all reciprocally

pledge themselves to each other as guarantees for its

observance. The guaranty is a kind of treaty, by
which assistance and succour are promised to any

one, in case he has need of them, in order to compel
a faithless ally to fulfil his engagements." Vattel,

b. ii. c. xvi. 235.
" The term guaranty," continues the same writer,

"
is often taken in a sense somewhat different from

that we have given to it. For instance, most of the

Powers of Europe guaranteed the act by which

Charles VI. had regulated the succession to his domi-

nions
;
and sovereigns sometimes reciprocally guaran-

tee their respective states. But we should rather

denominate those transactions treaties of alliance, for

the purpose, in the former case, of maintaining that

rule of succession, and, in the latter, of supporting
the possession of those states." (Ibid. 238.)

Further,
" the guaranty naturally subsists as long as

the treaty that is the object of it
; and, in case of

doubt, this ought always to be presumed, since it is

required and given for the security of the treaty."

Ibid. 239.

To a similar effect Wheaton, in his Elements of
International Law, pi. iii. c. 11., writes: "The con-

vention of guaranty is one of the most usual inter-

national contracts. It is an engagement by which

one state promises to aid another, when it is inter-

rupted or threatened to be disturbed in the peaceable

enjoyment of its rights by a third power. It may
be applied to every species of right and obligation
that can exist between nations, to the possession and

boundaries of territories, the sovereignty of the state,

its constitution of government, the right of succes-
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sion, &c., but it is most commonly applied to treaties

of peace. The guaranty may also be contained in a

distinct and separate convention, or included among
the stipulations annexed to the principal treaty in-

tended to be guaranteed. It then becomes an acces-

sory obligation."

To the same effect Kluber, in his Droit des Gens,

157., writes, "L'une des plus usitees des conven-

tions dont nous nous occupons, est la garantie pro-

prement dite, par laquelle un etat promet de preter
secours a un autre etat, dans le cas que celui-ci serait

lese ou menace d'un prejudice dans 1'exercise de

certains droits par le fait d'une tierce puissance. La

garantie est toujours promise par rapport a une tierce

puissance, de, la part de laquelle il pourrait etre porte

prejudice a des droits acquis." . . . 158. "Lorsquela

garantie est destinee a assurer 1'inviolabilite d'un

traite, elle forme toujours une obligation et un traite

accessoire (pactum accessorium), meme quand elle

ferait partie de 1'acte de la convention principale." . . .

159. " Les garanties sont generates ou speciales,

selon que tous les droits d'une espece determine, ou

toutes les possessions d'un etat, ou toutes les stipu-

lations contenues dans un traite, ou bien une partie

seulement de ces droits, possessions, ou stipulations,

sont garantis. Tantot elles sont stipulees pour tou-

jours, tantot pour un temps determine. Dans le cas

d'une lesion relative a 1'objet garanti, ne fut-elle

meme qu' imminente encore, le garant, sur 1'invi-

tation qui doit lui en etre faite, est tenu de preter le

secours promis, a mesure cependant que le provo-

quant en garantie aurait lui-meme le droit de defense,

ou de se faire raison a soi-meme, et toujours sans

porter prejudice aux droits d'un tiers (salvo jure
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tertii). Le garant n'a ni droit ni obligation de faire

davantage que de preter 1'assistance promise."
An international guaranty is thus strictly con-

cerned with international rights, even where the sub-

ject of the guaranty may be a rule of succession, as

in the case of the Pragmatic Sanction of Charles VI.,

or the undisturbed possession of territory, as in the

case of the Germanic Confederation, equally as when
it is given by a third party to a treaty of peace,

such as the guaranty of his Britannic Majesty to the

treaty of peace, made at Utrecht in 1715, between

the Crowns of Spain and Portugal. For instance,

when foreign powers were invited to guarantee the

Pragmatic Sanction, it was not intended that such

guaranty should affect the political independence of

the Austrian Crown, so as to limit in any way its

power to rescind or modify the rule of succession
;
but

that they should support the daughter of Charles VI.

against any foreign power that should attempt, in its

character of a foreign power, to disturb her in the

peaceable enjoyment of the rights secured to her by
the Pragmatic Sanction.

No "rule of international law is more clear, than that

the convention of guaranty does not apply to the

case of political changes. If, for instance, Denmark
had guaranteed to the Princess Anne of England
the undisturbed possession of the British throne

upon the death of William III. contra quoscunque, no

casus fosderis would have arisen if the Highlanders
of Scotland had attempted to restore the crown to

the son of James II.
;
but if Louis XIV., or Philip V.,

as foreign powers, had sent an army to co-operate
with the insurgents in depriving the Princess Anne
of the succession, there would have been at once an
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undeniable casus fcederis. Even an expression so

indefinite as contra quoscunque is limited by the

nature of the subject-matter ;
it may apply to the

slightest international interruption from whatever

quarter it may be threatened
;
but even a civil war

will not extend its operation to political troubles.

Such an expression is found in the eleventh article

of the Treaty of Gottorp, of 26th of June, 1715, con-

cluded between the King of Great Britain, as Duke of

Brunswick Luneburg (Elector of Hanover) and King
Frederick IV. of Denmark, by which "his Royal

Majesty in Great Britain engages and obliges himself,

for his heirs and successors, to maintain King Fre-

derick IV., his heirs and successors, in the occupa-

tion, enjoyment, and possession of the ducal part of

the Duchy of Schleswig contra quoscunque in the

most effective manner, and to guarantee assistance,

and to that end on every occasion when need shall

require it, and it shall be demanded of his Royal

Majesty in Great Britain on the part of the King of

Denmark, within six weeks a die requisitionis, to

furnish without fail the assistance determined in the

next preceding article, and otherwise, according to

the exigency of circumstances, to assist with all his

might and all his power."
In consideration of this guaranty, Denmark gave

up to the Elector of Hanover the Duchies of Bremen

and Verden, which she had conquered from Sweden

in 1712, and which Hanover has retained down to

the present day ;
and Hanover on her part united her

forces to those of Denmark, and thereby contributed

to bring about the Treaty of Stockholm, of 3rd June,

1720, and which Denmark would not consent to

ratify until she had obtained the separate acts of
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guaranty on the part of the Kings of Great Britain

and France, on 26th July and 8th August of the

same year.
The circumstances which led to these special acts

of guaranty may be briefly stated. Great Britain

and France had undertaken to mediate between

Sweden and Denmark
;
and by the Vllth Article ofthe

Treaty of Stockholm, it was agreed that the King of

Denmark, at the instance of the two mediating powers,
should restore to Sweden the part of Pomerania

west of the river Pehne, with Stralsund. the Isle of

Rugen, &c. But Denmark felt unwilling to give up
her acquisitions jure belli in deference to the wishes

of the mediating powers, unless she obtained from them

a guaranty, in conformity to the provisions of the

Vlth Article of the Treaty of Stockholm, of her peace-
able enjoyment of the Duchy of Schleswig. The

King of Great Britain had agreed, by a convention of

30th October, 1719*, that the guaranty, which he

* The IVth article of this convention is as follows :
" L'on

s'expliquera pendant le temps de cette suspension d'armes a ter-

miner solidement toute hostilite ulterieure par une bonne paix

entre les couronnes de Danemark et de Suede, et pour j travailler

plus efficacement S. M. Britannique, comme Roi de la Grande

Bretagne, promet et s'engage des a present pour elle, ses heri-

tiers et successeurs, de maintenir S. M. le Roi de Danemark, ses

heritiers et successeurs, dans la paisible possession du Duche de

Schleswick, centre tous ceux qui voudroient 1'y attaquer ou troubler,

sur le pied et de la meme maniere que S. M. Britannique, comme
Electeur de Brunswick, s'est deja oblige a cette garantie par le

traite conclu avec S. M. Danoise 11 j n"T 1715, laquelle ga-

rantie de S. M. le Roi de la Grande Bretagne subsistera dans sa

pleine force et vigueur, non seulenaent pendant le temps, que doit

durer la dite suspension d'armes, mais aussi pour tous temps a

venir, apres que le dit armistice aura etc termine par un traite
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had already given, as Elector of Brunswick, should be

continued after peace should have been concluded

between Sweden and Denmark
;

and accordingly

signed the following solemn act of guaranty, of

which an original version will be found in the Ap-

pendix to the British Guaranty :

1. THE BRITISH GUARANTY.

" Act of Guaranty in regard to the Duchy of Schleswig,

given by the King of Great Britain to the King of

Denmark, 26^ July, 1720.

'*
We, George, by the Grace of God, King of Great

Britain and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, Duke of

Brunswick Luneburg, Arch Treasurer and Chancellor

of the Empire, &c., seeing that between ourselves

and our dear brother the King of Denmark, by a

convention made on the 30th October of the past

year, it has been stipulated that after the armistice

and peace concluded between his said Majesty and

the King and Crown of Sweden, the promise and

guaranty, which we had given in regard to the pos-

session and peaceable enjoyment of the Duchy of

Schleswig to the King of Denmark, shall be continued,

and since, by the blessing of God, peace has effectually

ensued upon it, our minister at the court of the said

king has signed an act or instrument of the said

promise of guaranty, in manner immediately following

word by word.

de paix entre les deux couronnes de Danemarc et de Suede."

The above extract is from a Danish work, recently published, upon

the French and English guaranties, with original letters from the

archives of the British Foreign Office, by M. Grimur Thomsen,

Copenhagen, 1848.
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" After that his Majesty the King of Great Britain

had concluded a convention with the King of Den-

mark, signed on the 30th October of the past year,

in the view of re-establishing the peace of the North,

in which he had promised the guaranty of the Duchy
of Schleswig, as long as the suspension of arms be-

tween the two Crowns ofDenmark and Sweden should

last, with the express condition- that in case, with the

Divine blessing, peace should again be concluded

between the said Crowns, before the expiration of the

armistice, the guaranty should remain firm for ever.

But at present, inasmuch as this important negotia-

tion, by reason of the great difficulties which have

been therein experienced, even that of the term stipu-

lated for the suspension of arms, which would finish

on the 28th April of the present year, has been

prorogued, thereupon their respective Majesties of

Denmark and Sweden have agreed upon an armistice

on the same conditions as the first
;
and inasmuch

as before the expiration of this suspension of arms,

the peace so necessary for the repose of Europe as

well as for the security of the Protestant Religion,

under the mediation of his Majesty of Great Britain

and his most Christian Majesty, has been brought
to a happy conclusion (in virtue of this peace the

guaranty of the Duchy of Schleswig, according to the

tenor of the convention and promise made by his

Britannic Majesty on the 30th October of the past

year, shall be and remain continued), and as his Ma-

jesty of Denmark, in order to render this Convention

more clear, requires further a more ample elucidation :

accordingly his Britannic Majesty promises and

obliges himself, his heirs and successors, to guarantee
and secure to him in continual and peaceable pos-
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session the part of the Duchy of Schleswig, which
his Danish Majesty has in his hands, and to defend
it in the best manner possible against all and every
one who shall endeavour to disturb it, whether

directly or indirectly, the whole in virtue of the treaty
concluded in 1715, with his Britannic Majesty as

Elector of Brunswick and Luneburg, as well as of the

Convention concluded on the 30th October, of the past

year, in a separate act for the continuation. In con-

firmation of which I the undersigned, Minister Pleni-

potentiary, have signed this present act, and affixed

my seal, and promise to procure the ratification of all

this in the term of four weeks or sooner, if possible.

Done at Fredericksburg, 23rd July 1720.

(Signed) (L. S.) "POLWARTH."

The ratification took place within three days.

"
We, having seen and maturely weighed the

above-mentioned Act of Guaranty, have approved it,

and agreed to it in all its points approve, agree to,

and confirm it by these presents for ourselves, our

heirs and successors, promising, on the word of a

King, to accomplish and observe inviolably all that is

contained in it. In witness whereof we have signed
these presents with our hand, and caused to be affixed

thereto our Great Seal of the kingdom of Great

Britain. Given at our Castle of Hernnhausen, the

26th July, 1720, the sixth year of our reign.
" GEORGIUS REX."

It may be as well to explain the bearing of this

guaranty on the security of the Protestant religion,

the connection of which with the King of Denmark's

K
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undisturbed possession of Schleswig is not very ob-

vious. By the Treaty of Westphalia it had been

provided, that Sweden should retain possession of

Pomerania (nearer) on this side of the river Pehne,

with the Duchies of Bremen and Yerden, and should

have a voice in the Diet, for the purpose of intro-

ducing into it a powerful Protestant state, to redress

the balance between the Catholic and Protestant

members of the empire. The Thirty Years' War, as

is well known, was the political complement of the

great religious movement of the sixteenth century,
and Gustavus Adolphus did but finish the work which

Luther had commenced.

Unfortunately for Sweden, the ambitious projects
of Charles XII. kindled, in the opening part of the

eighteenth century, a war in the North of Europe,
which led to a total revolution in the political system
of the Northern Powers. The genius of Peter the

Great mainly contributed to this result
;
and by the

victory of Pultawa, in 1709, the foundation-stone

was laid of the present mighty empire of the Czar.

In the meantime, the misfortunes of Charles XII.

enabled Denmark to recover somewhat of her ancient

consequence. She had conquered the Duchies of

Bremen and Yerden in 1712, and ceded them, as

already stated, to the Elector of Brunswick Luneburg
in 1715. The successful campaign against Charles

XII. in 1715, left Denmark in possession of the Island

of Eugen, Stralsund, and Pomerania west of the

Pehne
;
whilst the loss of Wismar in the following year

stripped the Swedes of their last possession in Ger-

many. But it was not the policy of Great Britain or

France to exclude Sweden altogether from the conti-

nent of Europe. Prussia had succeeded in retaining
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possession, by the Treaty of Stockholm of 1720, of

all her conquests in Swedish Pomerania
;
but Den-

mark had agreed, in deference to the mediation of

France and Great Britain, to cede back to Sweden her

own acquisitions in Pomerania, &c. in return for which

she was to receive a pecuniary compensation ;
and

further, in consideration of this arrangement, the two

Powers agreed to guarantee to Denmark the perpetual
and peaceable possession of the Duchy of Schleswig.
Such are the circumstances under which the Guaran-

ties of Fredericksburg were given, as is more clearly

stated in the Act of the King; of France.

2. THE FRENCH GUARANTY.

" Act of Guaranty of the King of France, in favour of
the King of Denmark, for the Duchy of Schleswig,

conformably to the Sixth Article of the Treaty of Peace

between the Crowns of Sweden and Denmark.

"
Louis, by the Grace of God, King of France and

Navarre, &c. As our dear and much loved Sr. de

Campredon, our Resident and Plenipotentiary at the

Court of the King of Sweden, will have signed, by
virtue of the full powers which we have granted to

him, at Stockholm, on the 3d June last, the Act of

Guaranty of the Duchy of Schleswig, of which the

tenor is as follows :

"
Tranquillity having been happily re-established in

Lower Germany by the good offices and by the medi-

ation of his most Christian Majesty, he has continued

them in concert with his Majesty of Great Britain, in

the sincere desire of contributing to render peace

general in the North, and especially between the

K 2
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Crowns of Denmark and Sweden. He has seen, with

extreme pleasure, the good dispositions in which these

powers find themselves for the accomplishment of so

desirable a work
;
but having been informed, at

the same time, of the insurmountable difficulties

which would arise in the way of the restitution to the

Crown of Sweden of the island and principality of

Rugen, and the fortress of Stralsund, and the re-

mainder of Pomerania as far as the river Pehne,

occupied by the Crown of Denmark, ifDenmark were

not assured of the possession of Schleswig, which his

Britannic Majesty has guaranteed, the most Christian

King has consented, upon all these considerations, and

at the instance of the Kings of Great Britain and

Denmark, to accord to this latter Crown, as he gives
to it by these presents, the Guaranty of the Duchy of

Schleswig, promising in consideration of the aforesaid

restitutions, stipulated in the treaty signed to-day at

Stockholm by the plenipotentiaries of Sweden, to

maintain the King of Denmark in the peaceable pos-

session of the ducal part of the said Duchy, provided,

nevertheless, that the Guaranty cannot have any place

or effect excepting after the aforesaid Treaty of Stock-

holm shall have been approved and signed on the part
of the King of Denmark. Wherefore I, the under-

signed, Resident of his most Christian Majesty and

his Plenipotentiary at the Court of Sweden, furnished

with full powers and express orders to that effect,

have remitted the present Act of Guaranty into the

hands of my Lord Carteret, Ambassador Extraordi-

nary of his Majesty the King of Great Britain, and

his Plenipotentiary at the same Court of Sweden, to

make use of it in the manner above explained. In

confirmation of which I have signed these presents,
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and affixed to them the seal of my arms, promising
to furnish a ratification six weeks after the signature
of the King of Denmark has been given to the afore-

said Treaty of Stockholm, upon this day - June,

1720. Done at Stockholm, on the same day of the

same year.

(Signed) (L. s.)
" DE CAMPREDON."

" We being agreeable to the above Treaty of Gua-

ranty in every thing contained, in it, have, with the

advice of our very dear and much loved uncle the

Duke of Orleans, Regent, as well for ourselves as for

our heirs and successors, kingdoms, countries, lands,

lordships, and subjects, approved, ratified, and con-

firmed, and by these presents, signed with our hand,

accept, approve, ratify, and confirm, and promise

altogether, on the faith and word of a King, to keep
and observe inviolably, without ever attempting to

prevent or evade them, directly or indirectly, in any
kind or manner that may be conceived. In witness

whereof we have caused our seal to be affixed to

these presents. Given at Paris, the 18th August,

1720, and the fourth year of our reign.

(Signed)
" Louis."

"
By the King.

" The Duke of Orleans present.
" Du Bois."

If we compare the language of the various docu-

ments above cited, all of which refer to one and the

same territory, it would seem that their object was

to guarantee to the King of Denmark the perpetual

and peaceful possession of the ducal part of the
K 3
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Duchy of Schleswig against any hostile interference

on the part of foreign powers, in consideration of

Denmark making restitution to Sweden of Rugen
and Stralsund, &c., according to the provisions of the

Treaty of Stockholm. There was the more need of

some such guaranty on the part of France and Great

Britain, inasmuch as these powers had on a former

occasion guaranteed, by the Treaties of Foiitainebleau

and Travendal respectively, the sovereignty of the

Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig to the Duke of Holstein-

Gottorp, which former guaranty, however, the Pleni-

potentiary of Great Britain admitted, in the course

of the negotiations, did not any longer apply, inas-

much as the Duke had been the aggressor in the

late war.* France, on the other hand, considered it to

be a point of honour for herself to obtain a compen-
sation for the Duke of Holstein in lieu of the Duchy
of Schleswig, which caused some delay in the final

settlement of the question. At last however, in con-

sideration of the interests of Sweden, as was expressly
stated by the Archbishop of Cambray to M. "Wernicke,

the Danish Envoy at Paris f, she gave her guaranty
of Schleswig to Denmark without having secured any
such compensation for the Duke, inasmuch "as it

* This circumstance is alluded to by Lord Stanhope in a des-

patch from Gohre, 20th Oct. 1719, to Lord Stair, which is preserved
in the archives of the Foreign Office in Downing Street, and quoted

by M. Grimur Thomson : "Mais nous n'aurions aucune de ces

raisons d'alleguer pour la restitution de Schleswick, et par-contre
le Roy de Danemark soutient avec fondement, que les garanties
ci-devant donnees a la maison de Gottorp ne sauroient avoir lieu

dans le cas present, puisque cette maison a ete 1'aggresseur, en

pretant son pays, ses places, et ses troupes au feu Roy de Suede."

t Despatch of Lords Carteret and Polwarth, Copenhagen, Sept.

28th, 1720 (N.S.).
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was the only means by which a peace could be made
between Sweden and Denmark,"

* and Pomerania and

Eugen, &c. restored to Sweden.

The purport of the British Guaranty has been the

subject of discussion in several German publications,

two of which have been forwarded to me through the

kindness of the Chevalier Bunsen. One of these con-

tains an opinion by a distinguished German jurist,

and is appended to the German translation of the

Chevalier's Memoir
;
the other consists of various ex-

tracts from the archives of the Grand Duchy of Ol-

denburg, by Dr. Wilhelm Leverkus, the keeper of the

archives. The object of the latter of these publica-
tions is to show that jura tertiorum were not in any

way intended to be affected by the Guaranty of Great

Britain, and that King George I. of England instructed

his minister at the Court of Denmark expressly to

declare, that " he understood the assurance of gua-

ranty given to the Crown of Denmark, in respect of

Schleswig, in no other manner than as affecting the

rights which the reigning Duke of Holstein-Gottorp

possessed in Schleswig, with a full reservation of the

rights of third parties." f
This is in accordance with an acknowledged prin-

ciple of international law, that guaranties do not

affect the rights of third parties, and serves to show

that the Powers who were parties to these guaranties

*
Despatch of Lords Carteret and Polwarth, Copenhagen, Oct.

1st, 1720 (N.S.).

t Letter of - ^ ,
- 1721 :

" Dass wir unsere der Crone Diine-
7 Jceo.

mark wegen des Schleswigischen ertheilte Garantie-Versicherung

nicht anders verstiinden als auf die jura, welche die regierenden

Hertzoge zu Holstein-Gottorf am Schleswigischen gehabt, salvo

oinnino jure cuiuscunque tertii."

K 4
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in 1720 did not intend to place the King of Denmark
in any other position, in respect of the ducal part of

Schleswig, than that which the previous possessor,

the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, had occupied. The

Chevalier Bunsen is thus fully warranted in maintain-

ing,
" that the guaranty given to Denmark is not and

cannot be against thepeople and their rights, nor against

other third parties, having at any future contingency

legitimate claims upon that part of the duchy against

the reigning family in Denmark
;

"
for this would be

to interfere with the independent sovereignty of Den-

mark, and to convert an international guaranty into

an instrument of political oppression. But the same

argument applies with equal force to the Guaranty
of the German Confederation, which would be barred,

according to the same course of reasoning, from any
interference in a political question. What would be

wrong in the case of France and England, would be

equally wrong in the case of the German Confeder-

ation.

Some injustice, I fear, may be done to the argu-
ment intended to be raised in the remaining position

in the Prussian Memoir
;
but there is considerable

difficulty in appreciating it, namely,
" That the war

in Schleswig, to which the peace of Friedricksburg

put an end, was not one of Denmark against the

people of Schleswig, but a war between two Schles-

wig-Holstein princes of conflicting claims
; Denmark,

therefore, cannot put up claims against the people of

Schleswig by right of conquest."

War, in an international point of view, is always
considered to be carried on between sovereign powers ;

and the war to which the peace of Friedricksburg

put an end, was originally, as far as Denmark was
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concerned, a war between the Danish and Swedish

sovereigns, in which the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp
took part as the ally of Sweden. It would be a very

imperfect view of this war, if we were to regard it as

a war between two Schleswig-Holstein princes of con-

flicting claims; such a description would rather

correspond to an intestine dispute than to an inter-

national war
;
for the King of Denmark did maintain

his right of conquest against the Duke of Holstein-

Gottorp, the sovereign of the Gottorp Duchy, and

such right of conquest was admitted by the minister

of Great Britain. This we find stated by Lord

Carteret in a letter, dated Friedricksburg, July 4.

1720, in which he gives an account to Lord Stanhope
of an interview with the King of Denmark, with

reference to a pecuniary satisfaction to be paid to the

Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, on the supposition that he

might be induced to execute a formal act of cession

of the Gottorp. Duchy of Schleswig.
" I assured his

Majesty that I had no authority to enter into any such

arrangement, which appeared to me to be entirely

unnecessary, because I apprehended that the Duke of

Holstein would make no cession, without which no

satisfaction could be demanded
;
that his own reputa-

tion and force, sustained by the guaranties of Eng-
land and France, was too strong a title to be dis-

puted. His Majesty said that he did not care to

have a title merely by force
;

that he thought a

cession necessary. I answered, that his title was by

conquest, which was a very just title. That if a

cession was essentially necessary to make a conquest

just, there could hardly be such a thing in the world

as a just conquest. For if that was to be received as

a maxim, conquests that were made upon persons
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who were obstinate, and who would venture the

most that could happen, could never become just,

because such persons would most probably refuse

making cessions."

The adhesion of France to the English Guaranty,
in the face of her earlier engagements by the Treaty
ofFontainebleau, and after long deliberation, similarly

proves that she considered the Gottorp Duchy of

Schleswig to be in the hands of the King of Denmark
at the conclusion of a just war, by right of conquest.
But it is laid down by all writers, one of whom,

Vattel, may be selected for example's sake,
" that

when the sovereign or ruler of the state declares war

against another sovereign, it is understood that the

whole nation declares war against another nation
;
for

the sovereign represents the nation, and acts in the

name of the whole society (b. i. 40, 41.) ;
and

it is only in a body, and in her national character,

that one nation has to do with another, Hence these

two nations are enemies, and all the subjects of the

one are enemies to all the subjects of the other. In

this particular, custom and principles are in accord."

(B. iii. c. 5. 70.) The people of Denmark and

Schleswig cannot, therefore, be separated from their

respective sovereigns in any question affecting the

rights of war.

It being supposed, then, that the territory gua-
ranteed to the King of Denmark by Great Britain and

France from hostile attack, was the ducal part of the

Duchy of Gottorp, it becomes a question whether an

invasion of the Gottorp Duchy will alone establish a

casus foederis. Of course there can be no doubt that

the presence of an invading army in the Gottorp

Duchy would constitute a casus foederis, supposing
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Denmark had not given any just cause of war to any

foreign power. On this point it may be convenient

to refer to Vattel.
" In a defensive alliance, the casus fcederis does not

exist immediately on our ally being attacked
;

it is

still our duty to examine, whether he has not given
his enemy just cause to make Avar against him; for

we cannot have engaged to undertake his defence

with the view of enabling him to insult others, or to

refuse them justice. If he is in the wrong, we must

induce him to offer a reasonable satisfaction
;
and if

his enemy will not be contented with it, then, and not

till then, the obligation of defending him com-

mences.
" But if the defensive alliance contains a guaranty

for all the territories at that time possessed by the

ally, the casus fcederis immediately takes place when-

ever those territories are invaded, or threatened with

an invasion. If they are attacked for a just cause,

we must prevail on our own ally to give satisfaction :

but we may on good grounds oppose his being de-

prived of his possessions, as it is generally with a

view to our own security that we undertake to gua-
rantee them." B. III. ch. vi. 909.

This question, however, was thoroughly discussed

by Mr. Canning, in the House of Commons, on the

llth ofDecember, 1826, in reference to the application

of the Government of Portugal to that of Great Bri-

tain, for aid against the hostile aggressions of Spain.

The papers connected with that application may be

referred to in the British and Foreign State Papers,

18251826, p. 1116.
;
and the speech of Mr. Canning

is to be read in Hansard's Parliamentary Debates.

Mr. Wheaton, in his Elements of International Law,
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in referring to this occasion of England fulfilling her

obligation of defensive alliance and guaranty towards

Portugal, after reciting the ancient treaties between

Great Britain and Portugal, and the renewal of them

by the treaty of Vienna, of 22d January, 1815, writes

thus :

" Such was the nature of the compacts of alliance

and guaranty subsisting between Great Britain and

Portugal, at the time when the interference of Spain
in the affairs of the latter kingdom compelled the

British Government to interfere for the protection of

the Portuguese nation against the hostile designs of

the Spanish Court. In addition to the grounds stated

in the British Parliament to justify this counteracting

interference, it was urged in a very able article on the

affairs of Portugal, contemporaneously published in

the Edinburgh Review, that although in general

an alliance for defence and guaranty does not impose

any obligation, nor indeed give any warrant to inter-

fere in intestine divisions, the peculiar circumstances

of the case did constitute the casus fcederis contem-

plated by the treaties in question. A defensive alli-

ance is a contract between several states, by which

they agree to aid each other in their defensive (or, in

other words, in their just) wars against other states.

Morally speaking, no other species of alliance is just,

because no other species of war can be just. The

simplest case of defensive war is where our ally is

openly invaded with military force by a power to

whom she has given no just cause of war. If France

or Spain, for instance, had marched an army into

Portugal to subvert its constitutional government, the

duty of England would have been too evident to ren-

der a statement of it necessary. But this was not
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the only case to which the treaties were applicable.
If troops were assembled, and preparations made,
with the manifest purpose of aggression against an

ally, if his subjects were instigated to revolt, and his

soldiers to mutiny, if insurgents on his territory
were supplied with money, with arms and military

stores, if at the same time his authority were treated

as an usurpation, all participation in the protection

granted to other foreigners refused to the well-affected

part of his subjects, while those who proclaimed their

hostility to his person were received as the most
favoured strangers, in such a combination of circum-

stances it could not be doubted that the case foreseen

by defensive alliances would arise, and that he would
be entitled to claim that succour, either general or

specific, for which his alliances had stipulated. The

wrongwould be as complete, and the danger might be as

great, as if his territory wereinvaded by a foreign force.

The mode chosen by his enemy might even be more

effectual and more certainly destructive, than open
war. Whether the attack made on him be open or

secret, if it be equally unjust and exposes him to the

same peril, he is equally authorised to call for aid.

All contracts under the law of nations are interpreted
as extending to every case manifestly and certainly

parallel to those cases, for which they provide by ex-

press words. In that law, which has no tribunal but

the conscience of mankind, there is no distinction be-

tween the evasion and the violation of a contract. It

requires aid against disguised as much as against
avowed injustice ;

and it does not fall into so gross an

absurdity as to make the obligation to succour less,

where the danger is greater. The only rule for the
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interpretation of defensive alliances seems to be, that

every wrong which gives to one ally a just cause of

war, entitles him to succour from the other ally. The

right to aid is a secondary right, incident to that of

repelling injustice by force. Whenever he may mo-

rally employ his own strength for that purpose, he

may with reason demand the auxiliary strength of his

ally. Fraud neither gives, nor takes away any right.

Had France, in the year 1715, assembled squadrons
in her harbours and troops on her coast

;
had she

prompted and distributed writings against the legiti-

mate government of George I.
;
had she received with

open arms battalions of deserters from his troops, and

furnished the army of the Earl of Mar with pay and

arms when he proclaimed the Pretender, Great Bri-

tain, after demand and refusal of reparation, would

have had a perfect right to declare war against

France, and consequently as complete a title to the

succour which the States-General were bound to fur-

nish by their treaties of alliance and guaranty of the

succession of the House of Hanover, as if the pre-

tended King James III., at the head of the French

army, were marching on London. The war would be

equally defensive on the part of England, and the

obligation equally incumbent on Holland. It would

show a more than ordinary defect of understanding
to confound a war defensive in its principles with a

war defensive in its operations. Where attack is the

best mode of providing for the defence of a state, the

war is defensive in principle, though the operations
are offensive. Where the war is unnecessary to safety,

its offensive character is not altered, because the

wrong-doer is reduced to defensive warfare. So a

state, against which dangerous wrong is manifestly
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meditated, may prevent it by striking the first blow,
without thereby waging a war in its principles offen-

sive. Accordingly, it is not every attack made on a

state that will entitle it to aid under a defensive alli-

ance
; for, if that state had given just cause of war

to the invader, the war would not be on its part de-

fensive in principle."

In the Prussian Memoir it is stated, that " the

object of the Guaranty is not at all the whole of

Schleswig, lout principally that part ofNorthern Schles-

wig over which the Gottorp line claimed distinct

sovereignty." But it would appear, from the com-

parison of two maps which are before me, one in

Samwer's Staatserbfolge, showing the territorial divi-

sions of the duchy into the Royal and Gottorp parts,

which the Chevalier Bunsen has himself been good

enough to favour me with, the other, a Danish map
by P. C. Koch, of the date of 1839, exhibiting the

divisions of the entire duchy, according to the na-

tionality of the population, for which I have to thank

M. de Bielke, the Secretary of the Danish Legation,
that the Guaranty applies expressly to the southern

part of the duchy immediately adjoining to Holstein
;
in

fact, that the territory which constituted the ancient

March of Schleswig, the debateable land of olden

time, is a part of the Gottorp Duchy, and that the

district in which German is exclusively the language
of conversation, religious worship, and education, and

of which the population is set down in 1839 at

119,935 inhabitants, is the southern division of the

Gottorp Duchy, with the exception of a district on

the north side of the canal of the Eider, which was

under the joint sovereignty of the two dukes. The

direct object of the Guaranty would consequently be
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the southern portion of the Duchy of Schleswig^ on

the northern bank of the Eider, extending almost as

far north as the source of the river Treen, and in-

cluding the bailiwicks of Husura and Gottorp, and a

district intermediate between the bailiwick of Flens-

burg and Northern Schleswig, consisting of the baili-

wicks of Liigumkloster, Apenrade, and Tondern.

The northern part itself of Schleswig and the baili-

wick of Flensburg, the latter of which is probably the

most important district of the whole duchy, make up
the Royal portion of the duchy. Neither of these dis-

tricts can be approached by an invading force from

the continent of Germany, without a violation of the

Gottorp territory. In fact, the Gottorp territory was

violated when the army of the Germanic Confedera-

tion set foot upon the north bank of the river Eider.

The Prussian line of reasoning, as gathered from

the Memoir and M. de Gruner's Treatise, p. 107.,

seems calculated to lead its readers to draw this infer-

ence, that though the ducal part of Schleswig may
have been invaded, yet it has been so invaded only in

consequence of hostilities, commenced in reference to

the royal part, with which the guaranties are not con-

cerned
;
and that the rights contested at present are

not contained in the guaranties, being jura tertiorum.

Now, without waiting to examine how far such an

objection recoils upon those who advance it, inasmuch

as, by parity of reasoning, the Guaranty of theGerman
Confederation cannot with any propriety be invoked

in support ofjura tertiorum in a territory beyond the

limits of the Confederation, it may be sufficient to

adopt the observations of the Earl of Liverpool, in his

" Discourse on the Conduct of the Government of

Great Britain in respect to Neutral Nations," pub-
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lished in 1758, in reference to the objection that,

though France was the aggressor of Great Britain

in Europe, yet it was only in consequence of the hos-

tilities commenced in America :

" If the reasoning on which this objection is

founded was admitted, it would alone be sufficient to

destroy the effects of every guaranty, and to extin-

guish that confidence which nations mutually place
in each other on the faith of defensive alliances

;
it

points out to the enemy a certain method of avoiding
the inconvenience of such an alliance

;
it shows him

where he ought to begin his attack : let only the first

effort be made upon some place not included in the

guaranty, and after that he may pursue his views

against the very object without any apprehensions of

the consequence: let France first attack some little

spot belonging to Holland in America, and her barrier

would be no longer guaranteed. To argue in this

manner would be to trifle with the most solemn

engagements."
" The proper object ofguaranties is, the preservation

of some particular country in the possession of some

particular power. The treaties above mentioned pro-

mise the defence of the dominions of each party in

Europe, simply arid absolutely, whenever they are
' attacked

'

or ' molested.' If, in the present war,

the first attack was made out of Europe, it is mani-

fest that, long ago, an attack has also been made in

Europe, and that is beyond a doubt the case of those

guaranties." So, it may be said, in the present war

between the Germanic Confederation and Denmark, if

it should be said that the first attack was intended

against the Royal part of the Duchy of Schleswig, it

is manifest that, long ago, an invasion has also been
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made of the Ducal part; and that is beyond a doubt

the case of this guaranty.
The Chevalier Bunsen, however, observes on con-

tinuation, that " the Guaranty must be supposed to

have ceased when it lost its object. That it clearly

did in 1773, when those claims of the House of Got-

torp were renounced, against which that guaranty
had been demanded and given." But the express

object of the Guaranty was the maintenance of the

King of Denmark in the perpetual and peaceable pos-
session of the ducal part of the Duchy of Schleswig

against all and every power that should seek, either

directly or indirectly, to disturb it
;
and it is difficult

to understand how such a guaranty can ever lose its

object. It may be asked, a fortiori, how it can have

lost its object in consequence of the Emperor of

Russia, representing the House of Gottorp, having
also undertaken not to disturb Denmark, and not to

allow Denmark to be disturbed by other parties, more

particularly as the House of Gottorp itself was the

last party to be feared by Denmark, being utterly

powerless in 1721
;
and there could be no need of a

guaranty to secure Denmark against its claims un-

supported by Foreign Powers. It was never sup-

posed that the 14th Article of the Treaty of Barrier

and Succession of 1713, between the States-General

and Great Britain, by which the States guaranteed
the Protestant succession in Great Britain, would

have become at once obsolete, if the Pretender had

died without issue, and would not have been in force

had attempts been made by any foreign state to

disturb the Protestant succession.

But that the Guaranty applied without any reser-

vation to all Foreign Powers who might invade the
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Duchy of Schleswig, is shown by the interpreta-
tion which the parties themselves gave to it in a

subsequent treaty of alliance. \v*V*^

3. TEEATY OP COPENHAGEN OF 1727. V>
1

/"
Treaty of Alliance between their Majesties the Kings of

France, of Great Britain, and of Denmark. Done
at Copenhagen, 16th April, 1727.

" As their Majesties the King of Great Britain and

his most Christian King are always attentive to fulfil

their engagements, and to watch over the repose and

security of their friends and allies
;
and as their said

Majesties have effectively reason to believe that the

Muscovites and their adherents may soon concert

means, and dispose themselves to come and attack

the states of his Majesty the King of Denmark, either

to take away by force from his Danish Majesty the

Duchy of Schleswig, or to prepare the means of ex-

ecuting other projects contrary to the tranquillity of

the North and of Lower Saxony, and the countries

which interest the high contracting parties in the

circle of Westphalia ;
and inasmuch as his Britannic

Majesty and his most Christian Majesty are interested

in taking precautions against everything which might,

by troubling the peace of the said countries, give at

the same a blow to the Treaty of Hanover, confirma-

tory, in a special mariner, of the Treaties of West-

phalia, and in placing themselves in a state to execute

faithfully the guaranties given against all invasion or

hostility on the part of the Czarine, or any other Power

that might possibly come to attack the Duchy of Schles-

wig ; their Majesties, &c.
L 2
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" Article I. His Danish Majesty being fully per-

suaded that their Britannic and most Christian Ma-

jesties will fulfil their engagements and guaranties

given in regard to the Duchy of Schleswig, and will

make every imaginable effort to maintain the repose
of Lower Saxony, his Danish Majesty to cooperate
towards the same end, promises to keep on foot a

corps of 24,000 men, their officers, equipages, and

artillery, which shall assemble without any delay at the

most convenient place, and shall be dispatched to any

part where they may be needed, upon the first certain

advice that may arrive of the movement of the Mus-

covite troops, and of any other Power that may pos-

sibly come to attack Schleswig and to trouble the

repose and tranquillity of Lower '

Saxony, and the

provinces belonging to the high contracting parties
in the circle of Westphalia, &c.

" Article XL And although their Britannic and

most Christian Majesties are not obliged to any fixed

succour towards the King of Denmark, nevertheless,

as they wish to keep at a distance from the states

of that prince all invasion, the result of which

might doubtless be to kindle war in violation of the

Treaty of Hanover as well as the Treaties of West-

phalia, which would oblige them to proceed to main-

tain their guaranties, and to succour their allies, who
should be attacked or in danger of so being ;

for this

end his most Christian Majesty engages himself to

keep always ready a corps of at least 30,000 men,
which corps shall be destined, as soon as it shall have

been required, to proceed to any place where it shall

be needed
;
and upon which it shall be agreed, either

to make diversions or other operations necessary for

the common advantage and the security of his allies
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in the empire or the North of Europe ; and, at the

same time, his Britannic Majesty engages himself to

keep also ready another corps of troops, which shall

not be less than 12,000 men, to be destined, in the

same manner, to be dispatched wherever it shall be

needed, and, according to agreement, either to effect

diversions or other operations necessary for the secu-

rity of his allies in the empire or in the north, accord-

ing as the exigency of the case may require," &c.

Although it appears, from a private despatch of

Lords Carteret and Polwarth, dated Copenhagen,
October 8th, 1720, quoted by Mr. Thomsen, p. 103.,

that the King of Denmark looked upon the British

Guaranty of Schleswig as a special guaranty, arid on

that ground would not assent to the omission of the

reference to the Treaty of 1715 in the last Act
; yet

it is clear that on this later occasion it was admitted

by all the parties to this Treaty of 1727, that the

Guaranty of France and Great Britain was not a fixed

guaranty of a specific nature, but a general under-

taking to maintain the King of Denmark in the

peaceable possession of the Ducal part of Schleswig

against disturbance from any quarter, in considera-

tion of Denmark fulfilling the conditions of the

Treaty of Stockholm. That treaty still continues in

force, as it was amongst the treaties specifically

renewed with the necessary limitations in the 27th

article of the Treaty of Peace concluded between

Sweden and Denmark at Kiel, on January 14th, 1814.
/ /

(Marten's N. R. i. p. 680.) It maybe observed, that

a treaty of peace was concluded on the same day at

Kiel, between Denmark and Great Britain, by the

13th article of which all the treaties of peace and
L 3
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commerce between the King of England and the King
of Denmark were renewed, subject to the necessary
limitations.

The two Powers, from whom Denmark had most

reason to dread any future disturbance in the posses-

sion of the Ducal part of Schleswig, were the Czar

and the Emperor. Denmark had, to a certain extent,

deserted the Russian alliance by signing the Treaty of

Stockholm with Sweden, and in return the Czar was

inclined to espouse the cause of the Duke of Holstein-

Gottorp. The Emperor, on the other hand, could not

but insist on the Gottorp Duchy of Holstein, which

the King of Denmark had occupied in the course of

the war, being restored to the Duke. Such was the

state of things when Lord Carteret forwarded his

despatch of August 10th, 1720, from Copenhagen, to

Lord Stanhope, as the following passage indicates :

" It seems to me, and, T believe, it is by the direction

of Providence, that the King of Denmark is very
much alienated from the Czar; he has expressed
himself to me more than once in how insolent a man-

ner the Muscovites have behaved towards him. He
has some apprehension of being disquieted by the

Emperor, upon account of the Duke of Holstein. If

we could alleviate those jealousies, I think we could

carry this Court a great way in our measures towards

pacifying the North. I inculcate that the Emperor,
now the peace with Sweden is made, can have no

colour to concern himself concerning Sleswick, it being
out of the empire, especially since his Danish Majesty
is willing to restore the Duke's part of Holstein."
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4. THE GERMAN AND RUSSIAN GUARANTIES OF 1732.

All fear, however, of future disturbance from the

Emperor of Germany was put an end to by the Treaty
of Copenhagen of 26th May, 1732, concluded between

H. M. Christian VI., King of Denmark; Charles VI.,

Emperor of the Romans
;
and Anne, Empress of all

the Russias.

The treaty itself, as between the King of Denmark
and the Emperor of Germany, consisted of seven

articles. By the third the two states reciprocally

guaranteed to each other all their realms, principal-

ities, counties, lordships, provinces, lands, and towns,

situated in Europe, such as they possessed them at

the conclusion of the treaty; and by the fourth,

the King of Denmark guaranteed to the Emperor
the Pragmatic Sanction of 1713. Two separate

articles provided that, to prevent the troubles which

the differences about Holstein might excite in the

North, the Duke of Holstein should be engaged to

renounce all his pretensions upon Schleswig, in con-

sideration of a sum of a million of rix-dollars to be paid

by Denmark; and that if the Duke should not accept

this offer within the term of two years, the King of

Denmark should no longer be bound to anything as

regarded him
;

and his Roman and Imperial and

Catholic Majesty and her Majesty of all the Russias

should consider themselves released from all their

promises which they had made to the House of Hol-

stein. Further and more explicit provisions were

made bv a secret article, to this effect:
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SECRET ARTICLE OF TREATY OF COPENHAGEN.

" His Majesty the King of Denmark seems to fear

that the clauses of the general Guaranty, enacted by
the third article of the treaty, for all the lands in his

possession, might not be applicable to the once Ducal

part of Schleswig, his Roman, Imperial, and Catholic

Majesty and her Majesty of all the Russias, in order

to show to his Royal Majesty of Denmark and Norway
the most convincing proof of their friendship, have

determined to declare and oblige themselves, that a

dato of the ratification of the treaty they will specially

guarantee to his Royal Majesty of Denmark and Nor-

way the former Ducal part of the Duchy of Schleswig,
as his Royal Majesty of Denmark and Norway now

possesses it, without any exception, just as his other

realms and lands, in conformity to the principal

treaty now concluded, and will maintain him and his

Majesty in the peaceable and undisturbed possession
of it contra quoscunque. This article shall be kept as

secret as possible in every way, but shall have the

same power and effect as if embodied in the principal

treaty," &c.

The ratification took place on July 26., from which

day this Guaranty has consequently been in force.

The argument in the Prussian Memoir, that the

British Guaranty has lost its object, seems to rest on

the assumption, that Denmark, in seeking a guaranty
of her possession of the Duchy of Schleswig, had only
in view the claims of the House of Gottorp. Such an

hypothesis, however, is not consistent with the tenor

of the British Guaranty itself, nor with the subsequent
Guaranties which Denmark obtained from Russia in
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1746 and in 1765; on which two occasions Russia

guaranteed to Denmark her possession of the Duchy of

Schleswig against all and every person, with the express

exception of the Crown Prince and his male descend-

ants, as representing the Dukes of Holstein-Gottorp.
The Secret Articles containing these Guaranties will

be found in the Appendix. Still further, when the

Grand Duke Paul of Russia formally renounced, as

the Representative of the elder Gottorp line, his claim

to the inheritance of the Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig
in favour of King Christian VII. of Denmark, and the

inheritors of his Crown, in conformity with the Treaty
of Copenhagen of 1767, he expressly bound himself

and his heirs and descendants in the most stringent

manner,
" neither to do or contrive any thing in any

mariner or way to defeat this his deliberate renunci-

ation, nor to permit any thing to be done or contrived

by others to defeat it." The Russian Guaranties seem

quite conclusive as to the object which Denmark had

in view, namely, to be secured in the possession of the

Gottorp Duchy of Schleswig against foreign interfer-

ence from any quarter whatever.

It becomes necessary now to consider whether the

circumstances under which hostilities have been com-

menced between the King of Denmark and the Ger-

manic Confederation, are such as to preclude the

application of the various Guaranties to the mainten-

ance of the King in the peaceful possession of the

Duchy of Schleswig ;
in other words, whether the

King of Denmark is acting on the aggressive or

defensive, inasmuch as no Guaranty can be invoked in

support of an aggressive war.

It is stated in the Prussian Memoir, p. 25., that the

late King of Denmark "
attacked, all at once, the law
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of succession in the Duchies and their natural liber-

ties
;
and wantonly drew, besides, upon himself, as

Duke of Holstein, the animadversion of the Germanic

Diet, and the undivided enmity of the German People,
who felt that to no other nation but the German such

an insult could have been offered without being in-

stantly resented."

The inquiry, therefore, resolves itself into two

heads : 1st. Was the question of succession wantonly
raised by the King of Denmark ? 2d. Has the King
of Denmark attempted to deprive the people of the

two Duchies of their national liberties ? If it should

appear, that the affirmative cannot be established in

either of these cases, cadit qucestio, and it becomes un-

necessary to pursue the investigation further, with

the object of ascertaining whether the Germanic Con-

federation, on the grounds of " a common origin and

language" with a portion of the inhabitants of the

Duchy of Scbleswig, is justified, on first principles, in

interfering in a purely political question between the

King and his subjects, against the King of Denmark,
in the face of the 25th article of the Final Act of

1820, by which the King is himself entitled to demand
the aid of the Confederation against his subjects, as in

open revolt.

After the King of Denmark's possession of the en-

tire Duchy of Schleswig had been consolidated by the

treaty of Zarsko-Selo in 1773, there does not appear
to have been any doubts as to the succession in Schles-

wig following the succession of the Crown of Denmark,
until a very recent period. Two instances may suffice

to show, that this was the view both of the King's
Government and of the Nobles. Shortly after the

Grand Duke Paul had renounced his claim, as the
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Eepresentative of the Gottorp Dukes of Schleswig in

favour of King Christian VII. and the inheritors of

the Crown of Denmark, it became a matter of high
state policy to arrange a matrimonial alliance for the

Princess Louisa Augusta, the King's only daughter,
which should not be prejudicial to the interests of

Denmark. In the report presented in 1779 to the

King, by Count Bernstorff, a diplomatist of European

reputation, whose name has probably not yet passed

away from the memory of living statesmen, it is ob-

served that "
nobody can entertain any doubt about

the right of succession of the Royal Princess to Den-

mark, Norway, and the Duchy of Schleswig."
* It

was for this reason thought advisable, for the in-

terests of Denmark, not to contract an alliance for the

Princess with any of the great Powers of Europe, lest

it should bring Denmark into too close a connection

with a more powerful state
;
and it was decided to

unite her to Frederic Christian, Duke of Augusten-

burg, the father of the present Duke. Their marriage
was accordingly concluded in 1786. On the day after

the nuptials at Eredericksburg, the Princess and her

husband executed a solemn Act of Renunciation f,
in

conformity with the Institutions of the Royal House,
and the provisions of the Lex Regia.

On the other hand, the Nobles of Schleswig and of

* This passage is quoted by Professor Krieger in his work above

alluded to, supra, p. 76., of which there is now a German trans-

lation.

f The Act of Renunciation may be found in Ostwald, Zur

Wiirdigung der Schrift. zweite polemische Erorterung iibcr die

Schleswig-Holsteinische Staats- Succession, von Dr. A. L. J. Mi-

chelsen, &c. II. Urkundliche Beilagen. Kopenhagen, 1848,

p. 215.
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Holstein, in a Memorial *
presented to the King of

Denmark on 7th April, 1831, shortly before the institu-

tion of the four Provincial Estates of Holstein, Schles-

wig, Jutland, and the Danish Islands, on 28th May of

that year, acknowledged the possibility that,
" in con-

sequence of events that could not be altered, they

(Schleswig and Holstein) might not any longer enjoy
the happiness of being under the sceptre of one and

the same monarch." It was not, however, till the year

1842, that the question of succession was directly

mooted
;

and the responsibility of this step rests

with a member of the Holstein Provincial States, M.

Klentze, who raised the question in the following

words :f
" No subject can cause more uneasiness to

thoughtful citizens, than the uncertainty of the suc-

cession of Schleswig-Holstein. Yet this uncertainty
exists. It has not only been shown by the first

authorities on Public Law, that Schleswig-Holstein, in

the absence of a distinct and uniform law of succes-

sion, may be divided between different princes ;
but

this circumstance has even been discussed in the public

journals in such a way, as to spread throughout the

country, generally, a fear of the future dismember-

ment of the territory.
" The line of conduct for the Representatives of

Holstein is very clear. The subject altogether con-

cerns the Private Law of the Prince (Privat-Fiirsten-

Recht). It would be highly inconvenient to utter

an opinion about any order of succession, though it

should be the most popular and the most desired.

One thing is sufficient. May it please the wisdom of

* This memorial is printed in its full extent in the Danish

State Gazette (Collegial-Tidendefor DanmarK), 1831, p. 439.

j- Stande-Zeitungfiir Holstein, 1842, 4to.
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the (Landesvater) father of our country, to secure

the welfare of his subjects, and the unity of the state,

by establishing an order of succession free from

doubt."

Other members expressed a similar uncertainty,

and, amongst them, one of the most influential mem-
bers of the present Provisional Government, Count

Reventlow-Preetz, who observed,
"
Undoubtedly we

are in a position that great uncertainty prevails about

the order of succession."

The result of this discussion was, that the Royal

Commissary, who was present, undertook to express
to the King the wish of the Assembly for a settle-

ment of the order of succession. This promise was,

no doubt, fulfilled, and the King of Denmark there-

upon occupied himself with preparing a definitive

settlement.

Books and pamphlets were meanwhile circulated on

the subject. The consideration of it was revived

in several of the Provincial States in 1844, and for-

mal resolutions were adopted. In the year 184G, the

King of Denmark was constitutionally bound by the

law under which the existing Provincial States

were established, to give an answer to the various

petitions presented to him in the Session of 1844.

The letters-patent, therefore, of the 8th July, 1846,

were certainly not a wanton movement on the part

of the King of Denmark
;
nor can the King be justly

charged with having to thank himself only for the

inopportune agitation of an eventual question.

We may now proceed to consider the further charge

against the King of Denmark, of having attacked all

at once the national liberties of the Duchies, and vio-

lated their constitutional rights. In order to arrive at
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a correct conclusion upon this subject, it will be

necessary to examine briefly the nature of the so-

called constitutional rights of the Duchies. These

have been lately stated to consist in,

1. The independence of Holstein and Schleswig as

States.

2. The inseparability of the Duchies.

3. The exclusive male succession.

It has been further said in the Prussian Memoir,

p. 7., that these fundamental laws were acknowledged

by King Christian I. in 1460, when,
"
by one and the

same free Act of the United Parliament of the present
Duchies" the States exercising in his favour "

their

ancient rights of election," called him to the Govern-

ment of the Duchies.

Now it ought not to be forgotten, that in 1460

there did not exist any United Parliament, and still

less such a Parliament with an ancient right of elec-

tion
;
that the present Duchies of Schleswig and of

Holstein did not then actually exist as such, still less

as Independent States. On the contrary, there ex-

isted the feudal counties of Holstein and Stormarn

as dependent fiefs of Germany, and the feudal Duchy
of Schleswig as a dependency of the Crown of Den-

mark. Again, the privileges of 1460 accorded to the

Estates of the Duchy of Schleswig, and to the Es-

tates of the Lands and Counties of Holstein and

Stormarn, the free choice of a successor from amongst
the next heirs of Christian I., in other words, the pri-

vilege of determining the order of succession between

the persons invested with hereditary rights, and,

therefore, excluded any rule of male succession.

Further, the privileges did not recognise any insepa-

rability between the Duchy and the Counties, but an
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indivisibility of " the abovenamed lands," in contra-

distinction to the systematic division, to which the

Counties of Holstein and Stormarn had been in earlier

times subjected ; and, in addition, such an insepara-

bility, as is set up by German writers, is perfectly in-

consistent with the acknowledged feudal relations of

the Duchy and Counties respectively to different

lords paramount, as well as with the express pro-

vision of the supplemental Act of 1460, that the Es-

tates of Schleswig should be assembled at Urnehovede,
and the Estates of the Counties at Bornhovede, which

is altogether at variance with the notion of an United

Parliament.

The privileges, however, which were really granted
or acknowledged by the Act of 1460, were not popular

liberties, but class-privileges. Even the power of self-

taxation, which was accorded to the Estates, was not

the key-stone of an arch upon which popular liberties

might be built up, but carried with it an exemption
from the taxes which fell upon the unprivileged

classes, namely, the common people
* of the districts

not belonging to the nobles
; who, like the Tiers-Etat

of France, were in later times almost a taillable a

merci et misericorde," and upon whom such heavy
contributions were accordingly laid, that in the letters-

patent of 24th March, 1711, by which a novel tax

was levied on the nobles, it was expressly stated,

as a ground for the necessity of the tax, that the

inhabitants of the bailiwicks and towns were quite

* The only exception, for which the nobles stipulated in favour

of the common people, had respect to such of the King's own

peasants
" as were mortgaged and hypothecated

"
by the King,

and whom he undertook not to tax during the existence of such

mortgages, without the consent of the Estates.
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ruined. Some of these exemptions of the nobles

have been maintained until very recent times
;
for

instance, even so late as the year 1838 the nobles

were exempt from custom-duties, and they still pos-

sess privileges in respect of stamp-duties.

Before quitting this subject, it may be as well

to note briefly the modification which the ancient

estates underwent *, until they shrunk up into a nar-

row oligarchy, and became with reason obsolete.

We may take the period 'of 1671, which is almost

the last occasion on which the old privileges of 1460

were confirmed, as the privileges of the nobility and

inhabitants of the country ; not, however, as consti-

tutional rights in the common and popular sense of

the word. The prelates were originally the repre-

sentatives of an independent clergy, consisting of the

bishops of Schleswig and of Lubeck; the chapters
of Schleswig, Lubeck, Eutin, and Hamburg; the

convents of Reinfeld, Reinbeck, Cismar, Itzehoe,

Segeberg, Uetersen, Preetz, Ahrensbock, St. Johannes,

Ruhekloster (now Gliicksburg), and Liigumkloster.
After the Reformation, however, the clergy disap-

peared from the Diet, and the so-called prelates

henceforth consisted of four Nobles, the presidents of

four convents of noble ladies, the least opulent one of

which (St. Johannes) was situated in the Duchy of

Schleswig ;
and the remaining three, Itzehoe, Preetz,

and Uetersen, in Holstein
;
and the common enjoy-

ment of which by the nobles of the two Duchies was

the main feature of the Nexus Socialis between them,

* This account is chiefly extracted from a work by Professor

Michelsen, one of the strongest and ablest exponents of the

German view, entitled Ueber die vormalige Landesvertretung in

Schleswig-Holstein. Hamburg, 1831.
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the continuance of which was the subject of a petition

presented by the nobles of Schleswig, in 1731, to the

King of Denmark. This Nexus Socialis is regarded
in the Prussian Memoir as a "

political connexion

existing between the knights of Schleswig-Holstein."

Such, however, was not the view of the nobles of

Schleswig themselves *
;
nor of the Chancery, which

reported, in its memorial to the King, that " the Nexus
could not be dissolved without great losses to the

nobles of Schleswig, in respect of the money market

(Umschlag) at Kiel, and more especially of the Con-

vents, inasmuch as three of the Convents were situated

in Holstein, and only one, the least richly endowed, in

Schleswig." These Convents furnished a provision for

the daughters of the nobility as long as they remained

unmarried, corresponding in some respects to fellow-

ships in the Colleges of the English universities.

Of the towns at the above-named period of 1671,

only seven in Schleswig were represented in the Diet,

and eleven in Holstein, to the exclusion of Eutin,

Plon, Sonderburg, and Arroeskioping, in the Proprie-

tary Duchies, as well as the more recent towns of

Husum, Friedrickstadt, and Gliickstadt. In addition,

those parts of the actual Duchies, both of SchlesAvig

* " Wir nehrnen uns die Freiheit Eu. K. M. mit wenigen zu

Gewissen zu fiihren, wie wir mit der Ritterschaft des Herzogthums
Holstein von fast undenklichen Zeites her, sowohl quoad emolu-

mcnta, also onera, in einer ganz genauen Verbindung gesetzt auch

in dem daraus erwachsenen corpore und nexu sociali von jedes-

mahliger Landesherrschaft bestandig gelassen worden." The King's

resolution of 21st June, 1732, in reply, was to this effect :

"Wir bewilligen allergnadigst, dasz sothaner nexus socialis, so weit

selbiger unsz, als ihrem Souverainen und alleinigen Landesherrn an

unseren hohen juribus und Gerechtsamen nicht praejudicirlich seyn

konne, fernerhin beybehalten werden moge." Privilegien, p. 256.,

M
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and of Holstein were not represented, which had not

belonged either to the feudal Duchy of Schleswig,

or to the ancient Counties of Holstein and Stormarn.

Consequently, neither the towns of Tonning and Gard-

ing, nor the city of Altona, were represented. On
the other hand, the peasants were not represented

either in the bailiwicks or dependent districts (Amter),
or in the free provinces (Landschaften) of North

Friesland (in Schleswig) and Ditmarshen.

Even the Nobles themselves had been very much

reduced, and many of the ancient houses had become

extinct. The Thirty Years' War had been attended

with very disastrous results to their body ;
and they

had in vain attempted to prevent the gradual and in-

evitable diminution of their influence, by directing that

no noble estate should be possessed by a commoner.

This fond attempt, however, could not stop the in-

evitable progress of their decay. Many noble estates

passed into the hands of commoners, or strangers,
who were not members of the old landed nobility.

The Nobles, consequently, as a last resource, con-

tracted themselves into an exclusive corps, into which

no new family could be introduced without a formal

admission. The ancient families, however, alone

appeared at the Diet, and thus the Nobles themselves

were accessory to their own decay, as an Estate.

The last regular Diet (Landtag), consisting of

Prelates, Knights, and Towns, was held in 1675.

From that period down to 1711 there is no vestige of

a Diet, in consequence of the continued hostilities

between the King of Denmark and the Duke of

Holstein-Gottorp, which rendered such an assembly

impossible, as well as by reason of the Secret Articles

of the Treaty of Altona in 1709, in which it had been
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agreed that the Prelates and Knights alone should be

allowed to meet in committee, to draw up petitions,

and to exercise only a consultative voice. Such a

committee ( Landtags-Versammlung) was summoned
in 17 J 1-12

;
and in the latter year we find the royal

confirmation confined to the privileges of the Prelates

and Knights alone, in accordance with the resolutions

previously agreed upon with the committee.

This was the last appearance of the shadow of the

ancient Diet. After the transactions of 1721, we find

the royal confirmation of their privileges granted to

the Nobles of Holstein and Schleswig separately, not

as public political bodies (Landesrecht), but as private

corporate bodies (Standesrecht), with a special clause

in the confirmation of 1731, for Schleswig,
" so far as

such privileges are not opposed in any way to our

sovereign and exclusive government in the aforesaid

Duchy." Such is the view which Falck himself ex-

pressly admits in respect of the confirmation of the

privileges of the Nobles ever since 1712.

The ceremony of confirming the corporate privileges

of the Nobles of Holstein and of Schleswig by sepa-

rate instruments, has been kept up to the present day
on the accession of each new sovereign of the House

of Oldenburg ;
but it must not, therefore, be supposed,

that the ancient estates have retained any political

vitality. Of this fact we have the testimony of one

of the strongest and ablest exponents of the German

view, who observes,
" that the constitution went

quietly to the grave, unbewailed and unlamented,
because it was a time of torpor and somnolency, a

period of the greatest political indifference and civil

incapacity, and because the people had no feeling and

no sympathy for an institution which it considered,
M 2
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and could not but consider, as a mere establishment

of Nobles (Adels-Institut), by reason of its then

existing form." (Michelsen, p. 43.)

At the commencement of the present century the

Prelates and Knights attempted to revive their ancient

privileges. Already towards the conclusion of the

18th century some taxes had been levied upon the

Nobles, as well as the inhabitants of the country ge-

nerally ;
but the stringent demands of a protracted

war could only be met by severe sacrifices
;
and it was

found impossible, without the greatest injustice, to

exempt the possessions ofthe Nobles from the heavy tax

of the year 1802. This was the first occasion since

1712 of the Nobles being subjected to an extraordinary

contribution of any great importance, in accordance

with the express reservations of 1712 *
; nevertheless;

this circumstance called forth strong opposition on their

part, which, however, gave way before the firmness of

the King-Duke. The provisions of the 13th article of

the Federal Act, by which it was agreed that " there

should be assemblies of Estates in all the countries of

the Confederation," re-awakened once more the hopes
of the Nobles of Holstein, which, however, were again

damped by an ordinance of the King of Denmark of

9th August, 1816, in which he announced his inten-

tion of establishing a Provincial Diet for the Duchy
of Holstein, and his resolution " not to restore the

ancient extinct system with its equally extinct con-

sequences." t The indisposition of the Prelates and

Knights of Holstein to co-operate with the King, con-

sequent on this announcement, raised great difficulties

* Jensen und Hegewisch, Privilegien, p. 239. 248. X.

t Dirckinck-Holmfeld, p. 97. Ordinance of 9th of August, 1816.
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in the way of carrying into execution tHe proposed

plan of 1816
;
and at last they took the extreme step

of appealing to the Germanic Diet in 1822, on the

ground that by the 56th Article of the Final Act it

was expressly provided, that " the constitution of ex-

isting states, recognised as being in vigour, cannot be

changed except in a constitutional manner." This

petition was referred to a committee, and on their

report being discussed in the Diet of 1823, the pre-

sident said,
" A minority of the Prelates and Knights

have appealed to the General Diet, arid represented
the hardness of their case, inasmuch as they are

neither under the protection of the ancient constitu-

tion of Holstein, nor contemplate with satisfaction

the institution of new Estates. These Prelates and

Knights have not intended to prefer any complaint ;

they do not ask for any decision from the Federal

Diet
;
but they have submitted an account of their

condition, in order that the Federal Diet, without

interfering with the rights of the petitioners, may
undertake a mediation between them and their Sove-

reign (Landesfiirsten) ;
so that, according to the 56th

Article of the Final Act, they may either retain their

ancient constitution, orr as they themselves are

aware that it is no longer suitable to the times, they

may have a new constitution granted to them,
wherein their ancient privileges as Estates may be

taken into consideration.
" The Committee of Petitions has proposed to ask

the Royal Danish Ducal-Holstein Government for an

explanation on this subject. This proposal would

certainly have been agreed to by the assembly. His

Majesty the King of Denmark, however, has readily

anticipated any vote that the Diet might have thought
M 3
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proper to give. He has, through his Envoy, declared,

that the ancient Constitution of Holstein is not in

vigour, and that, consequently, the appeal of the pe-

titioners to the 56th Article of the Final Act is in-

admissible ;
but that H. M. the King intends, accord-

ing to Article 13. of the Federal Act, to grant to the

Duchy of Holstein a Constitution in which, accord-

ing to the 55th Article of the Final Act, the ancient

rights will, as far as possible, be considered and

adapted to the conditions of the present time.

"
According to the 55th Article of the Final Act,

the regulation of the Constitution of the Estates, as

a matter of internal policy, both with regard to the

earlier rights of the Estates and existing circum-

stances, is left to the discretion of the Sovereign
Prince

;
and H. M. has, as already stated, given a

formal explanation accordingly. Nothing seems to

me more natural than to communicate this explana-

tion, on the part of the King, to the petitioners, and

to advise them to expect this Constitution with that

confidence which H. M.'s candid declaration must

instil into the minds of loyal subjects. We ought,

likewise, to assure them, that the Federal Diet is pre-

pared within its sphere of action, according to the

54th Article of the Final Act, to watch the fulfil-

ment of the above engagement."
It would occupy too much space on the present occa-

sion, to detail the various opinions of the different

envoys to the Diet, who concurred in declaring the Diet

incompetent to entertain the petition. The speech of

the Prussian Ambassador may suffice to show the ge-
neral tone of the discussion. He observed that,

" The
views of the Prussian Court concerning the competence
of the Federal Diet in all matters of Estates, are such
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that the Prussian Envoy does not consider himself

either authorised or obliged in any manner to inter-

fere in favour of the proposal of the Prelates and

Knights of Holstein, or for that purpose to employ it-

self on the matter of the petitioners' suit. The

Prussian Minister at the Federal Diet cannot there-

fore give his adhesion to the opinions set forth in the

First Report of the Committee of Petitions. The ge-

neral question of competence must be decided alto-

gether by the provisions of the Final Act bearing

upon this point; for, according to Article 61. of the

same, with the single exception stated in the conclud-

ing part of it, there shall be no going back to earlier

views, propositions, or possible resolutions
;
and only

in the cases expressly stated in the said article, shall

this assembly be competent to interfere in matters

concerning Estates, or in disputes between Sovereigns
and their Estates.
" To these cases would belong the following ; namely,

if a Constitution of Estates, existing in acknowledged

vigour, should be violated or altered in any other

than a constitutional manner, as then the 56th Article

of the Final Act would become applicable. Upon
this article, next to the 61st, the petitioners ground
the proposition, in which the intervention of the High
Federal Assembly is sought for the defence of the

Constitution of the Estates of Holstein ; and, in point
of fact, the said article would secure the admission of

their demand, if, in the memorial presented by them,
the proof of their Constitution existing in acknow-

ledged vigour, particularly of their privilege as to

taxation, were in reality established. Such, however,
is not the result in the conviction of the present party,

even if the statement contained in the memorial set-

M 4
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ting forth the development and vicissitudes of the

Estates of the Duchy of Holstein be allowed, without

any further investigation, to pass current for an en-

tirely true and faithful exposition of facts
; even, if

the conclusion drawn by the petitioners be admitted,

that the Constitution has legally undergone no

change, but has subsisted up to the latest period, and

that this right has also been recognised recently by
the Royal Confirmation of the rights and privileges

of the Prelates and Knights; the petitioners themselves

admit, that since the year 1712, no Diet has ever been

convoked, and that therefore no exercise of this right

has taken place ; or, which amounts to the same thing,

that the constitution of the Estates in Holstein from

1712 until the enactment of the Final Act, which

contains the article invoked, has not existed in ac^

knowledged vigour, as is placed still further out of

doubt by the declaration presented by the Royal
Danish and Ducal-Holstein and Lauenburg Envoy
to the Federal Diet; and therefore, even the inter-

pretation which the petitioners have sought to at-

tach to that article, is in contradiction to its true

meaning and purport. Consequently, the necessary
condition required by its stipulations, to warrant the

intervention of this High Assembly, is wanting. The
latter body, therefore, on general grounds, has no au-

thority at all for such interference; and it is scarcely

necessary, under the circumstances already men-

tioned, to add the following remarks, with respect
to the more detailed contents of the separate pro-

posals.
" That the wish of the petitioners for the consolidar

tion of the union between the Duchies of Holstein

and Schleswig, under one and the same constitution,
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which union is said to have been ratified as an es-

sential portion of the privileges of Holstein in 1816,

even if all other scruples, which may be raised against

it, are dismissed, is for this reason not an object to

which the Federal Diet can possibly think of extend-

ing its intervention, inasmuch as the Duchy of Schles-

wig does not belong to the German Federal Lands, and

consequently lies
*

altogether beyond the limits of the

influence of the Confederation."
Such was the deliberate opinion which the Germanic

Confederation pronounced in 1823 upon the preten-
sions of the Prelates and Knights of Holstein. The Diet

perceived more clearly than the petitioners, that the

revival of the ancient exemptions would be a step
backwards in political life, and that the old feudal

privileges were but the counterfeit of constitutional

rights. It is thus placed beyond a doubt, by a solemn

decision of the Diet, that in respect of the ancient

privileges of 1460, no casus fosderis can arise for the

Guaranty of the Germanic Confederation.

In the meantime, Prussia set the example in 1823 to

the members of the Confederation, of establishing Pro-

vincial Estates, with a consultative voice, for the differ-

ent parts of the Prussian monarchy severally, to wit,

for the old Electorate of Brandenburg, the Kingdom of

Prussia Proper, the Grand-Duchy! of Posen, the Duchy
of Pomerania, and each of her other provinces, such as

Silesia, Saxony, Westphalia, and the Rhenish provinces.

After the model, which these new Prussian institutions

furnished, the King of Denmark himself promulgated,
in 1831, a preliminary law, which was enacted in

its more complete form in 1834, establishing Consult-

ative Provincial Estates severally for Holstein, Schles-

wig, Jutland, and the Danish islands. Iceland was,
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on this occasion, included in the last division, but she

has since received separate Provincial Estates in 1843.

No intervention of the Federal Diet took place either

against the King of Prussia, or the King of Denmark,
on the ground that these Estates were not conform-

able to the spirit of the 13th article of the Federal

Act
;
nor was any general guaranty given to these

Estates by the Diet, which would authorise the Con-

federation, conformably to the provisions of the 60th

article, to maintain their constitution, or to interfere

in any differences which might arise as to its inter-

pretation.

During the course of the year 1847, Prussia, as is

well known, set the further example herself of con-

voking United Estates, with very limited legislative

powers, from all the component parts of the Prussian

monarchy ;
and it should be remembered, that two of

her provinces, Prussia Proper and Posen, are not

members of the Germanic Confederation. A similar

intention, on the part of the King of Denmark to

convoke a Common Legislative Assembly of United

Estates of the Kingdom of Denmark and the Duchies

of Schleswig and Holstein, was announced by an

ordinance of 28th January, 1848. A preparatory

assembly was at the same time convoked, in which

delegates from the four Provincial Estates of Hol-

stein, Schleswig, Jutland, and the Danish Islands,

Iceland being excluded, were to meet at Copenhagen, to

confer with a certain number of persons named by the

Crown, upon the draft of a new constitution prepared

by the Government. In Holstein, the delegates were

elected
;
not so. however, in Schleswig ;

but we must
not confound these delegates with the deputation of
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five persons*, alluded to in the Prussian Memoir,

p. 31., as " the delegates of the Duchies," who set

out for Copenhagen about the 20th March. This

deputation had no official character; but it repre-

sented the sentiments and wishes of a large meeting,
which had been held at Rendsburg, to take measures

to oppose the plan of the King's Government. Be-

fore this deputation returned, upon intelligence being
received at Rendsburg, that the Danish ministry had

been dismissed, the Prince of Augustenburg, the

younger brother of the Duke, took possession of the

fortress of Rendsburg ;
and on the same day, 24th of

March, the King of Prussia wrote his letter to the

Duke of Augustenburg, announcing his intention to

maintain the rights of the Duchies of Schleswig-Hol-
stein on the three points so frequently alluded to, and

to protect the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein
"
against violent measures, or attacks, by such means

as may appear requisite." f A Provisional Government

of Schleswig-Holstein was appointed on the same day,
who issued a proclamation, announcing that "

they
would not suffer a German country to be given up to

the Danes." The sequel is well known.

*
They consisted of MM. Olshausen, now a member of the Pro-

visional Government, Clausen, Neergaard, Engel, and Giilich.

f This letter, with other documents in reference to the later

events, is annexed to the Prussian Memoir, in the Appendix.
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I.

Traite de Paix entre la Heine et le Roi de Suede (Tune part,

et le Roi de Dannemarc ffautre part, par la Mediation du

Roi de la Grande-Bretagne, et aussi du Roi de France.

Fait a Stockholm, le 3 Juin, 1720.*

ART. VI. Pareillement comme son A. S. le Due de

Slesvig-Holstein a ete enveloppe dans la Guerre du Nord,
et que 1'etroite liaison du sang qui est entre Sa dite Altesse et

la Couronne de Suede pourroit etre considered comme un

obstacle a la decision de ce qui regarde le Duche de Schles-

vig, S. Maj. SuMoise, pour elle et la Couronne de Sutkle,

declare et promet par ces presentes de ne s'opposer directe-

ment, ni indirectement, a ce qui sera stipule en faveur du

Roi de Dannemarc, concernant le dit Duche de Schlesvig,

par les deux Puissances mediatrices, qui ont concouru au

present Traite, et de ne donner aucune assistance de fait au

dit Due, centre le Roi de Dannemarc, pour 1'inquieter, au

prejudice des susdites stipulations.

II.

Acte de Garantie a Regard du Duche de Schleswick, donne

par le Roi de la Grande-Bretagne au Roi de Dannemarc, le

26 Juillet, I720.f

Nous George par la grace de Dieu, Roi de la Grande-

Bretagne et d'Irlande, Defenseur de la Foi, Due de Bruns-

* This treaty may be read in full in Dumont, Corps Diplomatique,
torn. viii. pt. i. p. 29. The sixth article is given by Dirckinck-Holmfeld,
"Der Danische Staat und die Separatisten," p. 122.

t Corps Diplomatique, par Dumont, torn. viii. pt. 2. p. 33.
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wig et Lunebourg, Archi-Tresorier et Electeur du St. Em-

pire Remain, &c., a tous et chacun qui ces presentes verront,

salut. D'autant qu'entre Nous et Notre cher frere le Roi de

Dannemarc, par une convention faite le 30 Octobre de 1'annee

passee, il a ete stipule, qu'apres 1'Armistice et la Paix faite

entre Sa dite Majeste et la Roi et la Couronne de Suede, la

promesse et la Garantie, que Nous avonsfaites a Tegard de la

possession etjouissancepaisible du Duche de Sleswick au Roi de

Dannemarc, sera continuee, et comme par 1'aide de Dieu la

Paix effectivement s'en est suivie, Notre Ministre aupres du

dit Roi, a signe un Acte ou Instrument de la dite promesse
de Garantie, de la maniere qu'il suit ci-apres de mot a mot.

Aprs que Sa Majeste le Roi de la Grande-Bretagne cut

conclu une convention avec le Roi de Dannemarc signee le

30 Octobre de 1'annee passee dans la vue de retablir le repoa

dans le Nord, dans laquelle elle avoit promis la Garantie du

Duche de Schlesivick, tant que la suspension d'armes entre les

deux Couronnes de Dannemarc et de Suede dureroit, avec

la condition expresse, qu'en cas que sous la benediction

Divine la Paix entre les dites Couronnes, encore avant 1'expira-

tion de 1'armistice, put etre conclue, la Garantie demeureroit

ferme pour toujours. Mais a present que cette negotiation

importante, a 1'egard des grandes difficultez, qui s'y etoient

trouvees, meme celle du terme stipule pour la suspension

d'armes, laquelle finissoit le 28 Avril de 1'annee presente, a

ete prorogee, sur cela done les deux Majestez de Danne-

marc et de Suede sont convenues d'un armistice aux memes

.conditions que le premier. Et qu'avant 1'expiration de cette

suspension d'armes, la Paix si necessaire pour le repos de

1'Europe, aussi bien que pour la surete de la Religion Pro-

testante, sous la mediation de leurs Majestez de la Grande-

Bretagne et tres-Chretienne, ayant ete portee a une fin

heureuse (en vertue de cette Paix la Garantie du Duche de

Sleswick, selon le contenu de la convention, et la promesse
faite par Sa Majeste Britannique du 30 Octobre de 1'annee

passee, sera -et restera continuee), et Sa Majeste de Danne^

marc, pour rendre cette convention plus parfaite, demande

encore une plus ample elucidation : Ainsi Sa Majeste Britan-
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nique promet et s'oblige, pour soi, ses heritiers et successeurs, de

lui garantir et conserver dans une possession continuelle et

paisible la partie du Duche de Sleswick laquelle Sa Majeste
Danoise a entre les mains, et de la defendre le mieux possible

contre tons et chacun qui tdcheroit de la troubler, soit directe-

ment ou indirectement, le tout en vertu du Traite conclu en

1715 avec Sa Majeste Britannique, corame Electeur de

Brunswick et Lunebourg, aussi bien que de la dite convention

faite le 30 Octobre de 1'annee passee, dans un Acte separe pour
la continuation. En foi de quoi je soussigne Ministre Pleni-

potentiaire ai signe ce present Acte, et appose mon cachet, et

promis de procurer la ratification de tout ceci dans le terns

de quatre semaines, ou plutot, s'il est possible. Fait 4

Friederichsbourg le 23 Juillet, 1720.

Signed. (L. S.) POLWAETH.

Nous ayant vu et inurement pese le susdit Acte de Garantie,

1'avons approuve et agree en tous ses points, 1'approuvons,

agreons et confirraons par les presentes pour Nous, nos heri-

tiers et successeurs, promettant en parole de Hoi d'accora-

plir et d'observer inviolablement tout ce qui y est contenu.

En temoin de quoi Nous avons signe les presentes de notre

main, et y fait apposer notre grand sceau du royaume de la

Grande-Bretagne. Donne a notre chateau de Herrnhausen,

le 26 Juillet, 1720, de notre regne 1'annee sixieme.

GEORGIUS BEX.

III.

Allianz-Tractat zwischen dem Konige von Ddnnemark und

dem Konige in Gross-Brittannien. Sub data im Haupt-

Quartier zu Mecklenburg, den 26 Junii, A 1715.*

WiR Friederich IV., urkunden und bekennen hiemit :

Demnach des Konigs von Schweden Maj. bisher alle von

* Extracted from Dirckinck-Holmfeld, who observes, that "
it is

utterly unimportant whether Samwer's assertion, that the Treatf was

N
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wohlgesinneten Puissancen Ihro angetragene Neutralitats-

und Friedens-Propositiones mit Berachtung, Indignation und

Bedrohung von sich gewiesen, dadurch der Nordische Krieg
auf den Teutschen Boden, und sonderlich in die Ober- und Nie-

der-Sachsische Kreise sich gezogen und verschiedener un-

schuldiger an dem Nordischen Krieg keinen Theil habenden

Reichs-Stande, Lander und TJnterthanen in aussersten Scha-

den und Verderben gesturtzet worden ;

"Wann also des Konigs von Schweden Maj. der viae armorum

nach wie vor unbeweglich insistiren ; und Jemand im Reich,

Er sei wer er wolle, an zu greiffen suchen werden, so wird

weder Sr. Maj. in Gross-Brittannien noch sonst Jemanden

des Reichs Wohlfahrt und Ruhestand zu Hertzen nehmen-

den Puissancen und Reichs-Standen mit Recht verdacht

werden konnen, warm dieselbe bei so gestalten Sachen, die

Nothdurfft dagegen nach Erforderung der Umbstande vorkeh-

ren, und endlich ztir Ablehnung eines extremi mali extrema

remedia anzuwenden sich genothiget sehen ; Immassen dann

zu solchem Ende und weiln ab koniglich Schwedischer Seiten

selbst durch seine unfriedsahme fernere Procedur es dahin

veranlasset, zwischen uns und des Konigs von Gross-Brittan-

nien Maj. nachfolgendes fcedus, welches respectu bei dem

gegenwartigen von der Krohn Schweden veranlassten Kriege
vorzunehmenden Operationen offensivum et defensivum,

sonst aber, und in anderen kiinfftigen Fallen defensivum

sein soil, hiemit geschlossen worden. . . .' .

ART. XL Weil wir das Fiirstl. Hauss Holstein-Got-

torf der Satisfactions- und Indemnisations-Pratension deswe-

gen, dass die Schwedische Armee unter dem Feld-Marschall

GrafFen Steinbock mit Veranlass- und Bewilligung sothanen

concluded on June 11. (probably at the Congress at Brunswick), and the

Ratification given on July 26., is correct or not. The date of June 26.

is no error of the press, but, probably, an error in the copy." Schoell

(Traite"s de Paix, ch. Ivii. iv.) gives the same date of June 26., which

Dirckinck-Holmfeld adopts. It will be observed, that a different date

from any of the above is given to this Treaty in the Convention of

30th October, 1719.
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Fiirstl. Hauses in die Herzogthumer Schleswig und Hoi-

stein eingedrungen, auch endlich dem Graffen von Steinbock

von selbigem Fiirstl. Hause, gar durch einen formlichen mit

ihm gemachten Tractat, die Festung Tonningen eingeraumet,
dadurch aber unseren Landen ein uberaus grosser Schade

zugefuget worden, nicht erlassen wollen, sondern darauf ab-

solute bestehen, dass wir dafiir den Fiirstl. Antheil dea

Herzogthums Schleswig behalten wollen ; so versprechen Se.

Maj. in Gross-Brittannien hiemit und obligiren sich fiir dero

Erben und Nachkommen, dass sie uns, unsere Erben und

Nachkommen bei dem Besitz, Genuss, und Eigenthum so-

thanen Fiirstl. Antheils vom Herzogthum Schleswig contra

quoscunque krafftigst mainteniren und garantiren helffen, und

zu dem Ende jedesmahl, wann es die Noth erfordern, und von

unser Seiten an Se. KonigL Maj. in Gross-Brittannien oder

dero obmitbeschriebene begehret werden wird, innerhalb

Seehs Wochen a die requisitionis die in nechstvorhergehendem
lOten Articul determinirte Hiilfleietung unfehlbar leisten

wollen und sollen, auch iibrigens, nach Erforderung der Um-
stande, mit aller Macht und auss alien Krafften beystehen.

IV.

Convention between Denmark and Great Britain.

Copenhagen, 30 Oct. 1719.*

COMME la guerre qui desole le Nord depuis si longtemps
n'est pas seulement tres-ruineuse aux royaumes et provinces
des puissances belligerantes, mais en fait aussi ressentir les

facheuses suites aux autres nations, en troublant leur naviga-
tion et commerce dans la mer Baltique, et particulierement
celui des sujets de la Grande-Bretagne, ce qui a oblige Sa M.

Britannique de faire pendant plusieurs annees de grandes

depenses, pour proteger dans la dite mer le commerce de ses

sujets par de fortes escadres ; Sa M. Brit, touchee de la ca-

* Extracted from Dirckinck-Holmfeld, p. 118.

N 2
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lamite de tant de peuples, et des molestations qu'en souffrent

ses propres sujets, et prevoyant que la continuation de cette

guerre n'acheverait pas seulement de ruiner les etats qui y
sont enveloppes, mais pourrait indispensablement y entrainer

d'autres et rallumer un incendie general en Europe. Par

tous ces motifs Sa M. Brit, n'a eu rien plus a creur que le

retablissement de la paix dans le Nord. Elle n'a cesse d'y

travailler, et elle y a redouble ses soins depuis que la mort du

feu Roi de Suede a fait envisager de nouvelles facilites.

C'est pour commencer et acheminer un ouvrage si salutaire,

qu'elle a negocie depuis peu des Traites avec la Couronne de

SuSde et avec le Roi de Prusse, esperant que, par 1'aide de

Dieu, ces Traites seraient un fondement solide a la pacifica-

tion generate, et comme rien ne serait plus efficace pour
conduire promptement a cette fin desiree que 1'accommode-

ment entre la Couronne de Dannemarc et celle de Suede, Sa

M. Brit, a employe ses offices les plus pressants pour les y

porter, leur offrant sa mediation et son entremise, pour

moyenner pareillement entre elles une bonne et durable paix,

et les invitant pour cet effet a une cessation de toute hostilite

des deux cotes, pendant laquelle on saurait s'appliquer a lever

et aneantir tout sujet de discord entre elles. Et les dites

deux Couronnes ayant par le meme desir de paix accepte la

mediation de Sa dite M. Brit, et consenti a une suspension

d'armes, chacune sous de certaines conditions, et S. M.
Danoise ayant specialement insiste, queprealablernent a la dite

suspension d'armes et a toute negotiation ulterieure SaM. Brit,

voulut lui assurer la possession du Duche de Slesvic, en le

lui garantissant, comme Roi de la Grande Bretagne, de la

meme maniere que ce Duche lui a deja ete garanti par Sa
dite M. Brit, comme Electeur de Bronsvic, par la Traite

conclu avec Sa M. Danoise, le 26 Juin, 1715. Sa M. le Roi

de la Grande-Bretagne, pour donner a sa M. Danoise une

preuve convaincante de sa sincere amitie, et pour contribuer,

autant qu'en Elle est, a la paix entre les Couronnes du Nord,
et particulierement celles de Dannemarc et de Suede, et &

lever les obstacles qui peuvent s'y rencontrer, est convenue la-

dessus avec sa dite M. Danoise des articles suivants :
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IV. L'on s'expliquera pendant le temps de cette suspen-
sion d'armes, a terminer solidement toute hostilite ulterieure

par une bonne paix entre les Couronnes de Dannemarc et de

Suede, et pour y travailler plus efficacement, Sa M. Brit.,

comme Roi de la Grande-Bretagne, promet et s'engage des a

present, pour elle, ses heritiers et successeurs, de maintenir Sa

M. le Hoi de Dannemarc, ses heritiers et successeurs, dans la

paisible possession du Duche de Slesvic, contre tons ceux qui

voudraient Vy attaquer, ou troubler, sur le pied et de la meme
manie"re que Sa M. Britannique, comme Electeur de Bronsvic,

s'est deja oblige a cette garantie, par le Traite conclu avec Sa

M. Danoise le 26 Juin, 1715, laquelle garantie de Sa M. le

Roi de la Grande-Bretagne subsistera dans sa pleine force et

vigueur, non seulement pendant le temps que doit durer la

dite suspension d'armes, mais aussi pour tons les temps a

venir, apres que le dit armistice aura ete termine par un

Traite de Paix entre les deux Couronnes de Dannemarc et de

Suede.

Fait a Copenhague le 30 d'Octobre, 1'an 1719.

V.

Acte de Garantie du Roi de France enfaveur du Roi de Danne-

marc pour le Duche de Schleswick, conformement a VArticle

VI. du Traite de Paix entre les Couronnes de Suede et de

Dannemarc.*

Louis, par la grace de Dieu, Roi de France et de Navarre,

a tous ceux qui cette presente lettre verront, salut. Comme
notre cher et bien aime le Sieur de Campredon, notre Resident

et notre Plenipotentiaire aupres du Roi de Suede, auroit en

vertu du plein-pouvoir que nous lui en avions donne, signe
a Stockholm le 3 Juin dernier 1'Acte de Garantie du Duche
de Schleswick, dont la teneur s'ensuit :

La tranquillite ayant ete heureusement retablie dans la

*
Corps Diplomatique, par DuMont, torn. viii. pt. 2. p. 23.

N 3
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Basse-Allemagne par les bons offices et par la mediation de

Sa Majeste tres-Cbretienne, elle les a continue, de concert

avec Sa Majeste de la Grande-Bretagne, dans le desir sincere

de contribuer a rendre la paix generate dans le Nord, et

specialement entre les Couronnes de Dannemarc et ] de

Suede. Elle a vu avec un extreme plaisir les bonnes dispo-

sitions ou ces deux puissances se sont trouvees pour Vaccom-

plissement d'un ouvrage si salutaire, mais ayant ete informe

en meme terns des difficultes insurmontables qui se rencon-

troient pour la restitution a la Couronne de Suede, de 1'isle

et principalite de Rugen et la forteresse de Stralsund, et du

reste de la Pomeranie jusques a la riviere de Pehne, occupee

par la Couronne de Dannemarc, si elle n'etoit assuree de la

possession de Schleswick, laquelle S. M. Britannique lui a deja

garantie ; le Hoi tres-Chretien a bien voulu, pour toutes ces

considerations et sur les instances des Hois de la Grande-

Bretagne et Dannemarc, accorder a cette derniere Couronne,
comme il lui donne par ces presentes, la garantie du Duche de

Schleswick, promettant en consideration des susdites restitu-

tions, stipulees dans le Traite signe ce-jourd'hui a Stockholm

par MM. les Plenipotentiaires de Suede, de maintenir le Roi

de Dannemarc dans la possession paisible de la partie ducale

du dit Duche, bien entendu, que cette Garantie ne pourra avoir

aucun lieu ni effet qu'apres que le susdit Traite de Stock-

holm aura ete approuve et signe de la part du Roi de Danne-

marc. A ces causes, je soussigne Resident de Sa Majeste tres-

Chretienne, et son Plenipotentiaire a la cour de SuMe, muni

de son plein-pouvoir et de ses ordres expres a cet effet, ai

remis le present Acte de Garantie cntre les mains de Milord

Carteret, Ambassadeur Extraordinaire de Sa Majeste le Roi de

la Grand-Bretagne et son Plenipotentiaire en la meme cour

de Suede, pour en faire 1'usage ci-dessus explique, en f'oi de

quoi j'ai signe ces presentes et a icelles appose le cachet de

mes armes, promettant d'en fournir la ratification six semaines

apres la signature par le Roi de Dannemarc du dit Traite de

2
Stockholm de ce jour -- Juin de 1'annee 1720. Fait a

Stockholm les susdit jour et an.

(L. S.) DE CAMPREDQN.
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Nous ayant agreable le susdit Acte de Garantie en tout ce

qui y est contenu, avons de 1'avis de notre tres-cher et tres-

aime oncle le Due d'Orleans, Regent, icelui tant pour nous que

pour nos heritiers et successeurs, royaumes, pays, terres, sei-

gneuries, et sujets, aprouve, ratine, et confirme, et par ces pre-
sentes signees de notre main, acceptons, approuvons, ratifions,

et confirmons, et le tout promettons en foi et parole de Hoi de

garder et observer inviolablement, sans jamais aller ni venir

au contraire, directement ou indirectement, en quelque sorte

et maniere que ce soit, en temoin de quoi nous avons fait

mettre notre seel a ces presentes. Donne a Paris le 18 Aout,

1720, et de notre regue le 5.

(Signe) Louis.

Par le Roi.

Le Due d'Orleans, Regent, present.
Du Bois.

VI.

Traite d1

Alliance entre leurs Majestez les Hois de France, de

la Grande-Bretagne, et de Dannemarc, Fait a Copenhague
le 16 Avril, 1727.

COMME leurs Majestez, le Roi de la Grande-Bretagne, et

le Roi tres-Chretien, sont toujours attentifs a remplir leurs en-

gagemens, et a veiller au repos et a la surete de leurs amis

et alliez, et comme leurs dites Majestez ont effectivement lieu

de croire que les Moscovites et leurs adherans pourront
bientot concerter les moyens, et se disposer a venir attaquer

les etats de Sa Majeste le Roi de Dannemarc, soit pour
oter par la force a Sa Majeste Danoise le Duche de Sleswick,

ou pour se preparer les moyens d'executer d'autres projets

contraires a la tranquillite du Nord et de la Basse- Saxe, et des

pais qui interessent les hauts contractans dans le Cercle de

* DuMont's Corps Diplomatique, torn. viii. pt. 2. p. 144.

N 4
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Westphalie. Et d'autant que leurs Majestez Britannique et

tres-Chretienne sont interessees a se precautionner centre

tout ce qui pourroit, en troublant la paix des dits pais, donner

en meme terns atteinte au Traite d'Hanovre, confirmatif

specialement des Traites de Westphalie, et a se mettre en

etat d'executer fidelement les Garanties donnees centre toute

invasion ou hostilite de la part de la Czarine, ou de quelque
autre puissance que ce puisse etre, qui viendroit pour atta-

quer le Duche de Sleswick, leurs Majestez Britannique,

tres-Chretienne, et Danoise, ont trouve a propos de donner

leurs plein-pouvoirs, &c.

ART. I. Sa Majeste Danoise etant pleinement persuadee,

que leurs Majestez Britannique et tres-Chretienne rempliront
leurs engagemens et garanties, donnees par rapport auDuche de

Sleswick, et feront tous les efforts imaginables pour maintenir

le repos de la Basse- Saxe, sa Majeste Danoise, pour concourir

a la meme fin promet de tenir sur pied un corps de troupes
de vingt-quatre mille hommes, leurs officiers, equipages, et

artilleries, qui s'assemblera sans aucun retardement au lieu

qui sera le plus a propos, et se portera par tout ou besoin

sera, sur les premiers avis certains qu'on aura du mouvement
des troupes Moscovites, et de toute autre puissance que ce

puisse etre, qui viendront pour attaquer le Sleswick, pour
troubler le repos et la tranquillite de la Basse-Saxe, et de

provinces appartenantes aux hauts contractans dans le Cercle

de Westphalie, &c.

ART.XL Et quoique leurs Majestez Britannique et tres-

Chretienne ne soient obligees a aucun secours fixe envers le Roi
de Dannemarc, cependant comme elles veulent eloigner des

etats de ce Prince toute invasion, dont la suite seroit sans

doute d'allumer la guerre, en violation du Traite d'Hanovre,
aussi bien que des Traitez de Westphalie, qui les obligeroient
d'aller au soutien de leurs garanties, et au secours de leurs

alliez, qui seroient attaquez, ou en danger de 1'etre, a cette fin

Sa Majeste tres-Chretienne s'engage de tenir tojours pret un

corps au moins de trente mille hommes, lequel corps sera

destine, des qu'il en sera requis, a etre porte par tout ou le

besoin sera, et dont on conviendra, ou a faire des diversions,
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ou autres operations necessaires pour 1'avantagc commun, et

pour la surete de ses alliez dans 1'Empire ou dans le Nord, et

en meme terns Sa Majeste Britannique s'engage de tenir

aussi en etat un autre corps de troupes qui ne pourra etre

moindre de douze mille hommes, pour etre destine de la meme
maniere a etre porte par tout ou le besoin sera, et dont on

conviendra, ou a faire des diversions, ou autres operations ne-

cessaires pour la surete de ses alliez dans 1'Empire, ou dans

le Nord, selon que le cas 1'exigera, &c.

VII.

Allianz-Tractat* zwischen ihro Konigl. Majestat zu Ddnne-

marck Norwegen Christiana VI., und dem Romischen Kayser
Carolo VI., geschlossen zu Copenhagen den 26 May, 1732,

nebst denen beiden Separat-Articuln und dem Secret Articul

de eod. dato.

ART. III. Da auch allerseits hochste Paciscenten sich

einander zusagen einer des andern Bestes und Niitzen auf alle

Weisz und Wege zu befordern : Also geloben und versprechen
sie auch fernerweit, dass sie von nun an mit anderen Puissancen

keine diesem Tractat zuwiderlauf'ende Biindnisse eingehen,

vielweniger etwas directe oder indirecte auf was Arth und

Weis es auch seyn konnte so ihnen dero Reichen und Landen

zum Schaden und Nachtheil gereichen mochte, vornehmen,

dagegen aber, wann jemand anders dergleichen unternehmen

sollte, selbiges mit aller Macht und auszersten Kraften ab-

wehren und verhindern wollen Gestalten dann dieselbe zu

mehrerer Bekraftigung dessen sich dahin verpflichten und

verbinden, dass sie sich einander reciproquement alle ihre in

* I am indebted for a copy of this Treaty of 1732, from which I have

extracted the Third Article and the Secret Article, to M. de Bielke, the

Secretary of the Danish Legation at the Court of St. James's.
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EuropabesitzendeKonigreiche, Fiirstenthiimer, Grafschaften,

Herrschaften, Provintzien, Lander, Stadte, so wie sie selbige

bey Schlieszung dieses Tractats wirklich besitzen, wie auch

alle ihre Jura, Regalien, Immunitaten, und Gerechtsame,

nichts ausgenommen, aufs biindigste und wie es am kraftigsten

geschehen kann oder mag, garantiren, und sich in einer

bestandigen und ungeschmalerten Possession derselben mit

aller Macht und nach auszerstern Vermogen gegen alle und

jede defendiren und mainteniren wollen.

ARTICULTJS SECRETUS.

AUdieweilen Ihro Konigl Maj. zu Dannemarck Norwegen
zu besorgen geschienen dasz die in unter heutigem dato

geschlossenen Freundschafts und Garantie Tractat Articulo

III. enthaltene Clausul von der General-Garantie aller dero

dermahlen in ^Besitz habenden Landen nicht diirfte auf den

ehemaligen hertzogl. Holsteinischen Antheil von Schleswig
verstanden werden, so haben Ihro Rom. Kays, und Catholische

Maj., und Ihro Maj. von alien Reussen, umb Ihro Konigl.

Maj. zu Dannemarck Norwegen die alleruberzeugendste

Probe von dero Freundschaffc zu geben, sich bewegen lassen,

hiemit zu declariren und sich zu verbinden, dasz sie a dato

der Ratification dieses Tractats Ihro Konigl. Maj. zu Danne-

marck Norwegen in Specie das gewesene Fiirstliche Antheil

des Herzogthums Schleswig so wie Ihro Konigl. Maj. zu

Dannemarck Norwegen anjetzo besitzen ohne einige Aus-

nahme gleich dero ubrigen Reichen und Landen in Con-

formitat des anheiite geschlossenen Hauptractats garantiren,

und dieselbe in den geruhigen und ungestorten Besitz des-

selben contra quoscunque mainteniren wollen. Gegenwar-

tiger Articul soil aufs auszerste geheim gehalten werden,

jedoch von eben der Kraft und Wiirkung seyn, als ob er

dem unter heutigem dato geschlossenen Freundschafts und

Garantie-Tractat von Wort zu Wort einverleibt ware, auch mit

solchem zu gleiches Zeit ratificirt und die Ratificationes an

Ihro Konigl. Maj. zu Dannemarck Norwegen zugleich mit

deren von dem Haupt-Tractat ausgehandigt werden.
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Dessen zu Urkund sind von diesem Articulo Secreto drey

gleichlautende Exemplarien verfertiget und von Ihro Rom.

Kays, und Cathol. Maj. und von Ihrer Maj. von alien

Reussen darzu accreditirt-und bevollmachtigen Ministris

unterschrieben und besiegelt werden.

So geschehen zu Copenhagen, 26 May, 1732.

(L. S.) FRIEDRICH HENRICH GRAF SECKENDORF.

(L. S.) CASIMIR CHRISTOPH. B. V. BRACKEL.

VIII.

Garantie- Tractat * mit Rusland. Zu St. Petersburg,
10 Junii, 1746.

ARTICULUS SECRETUS PRIMUS.

OBGLEICH Ihro Kayserliche Majestat von alien Reuszen dero

allerhochsten Seits vermoge des vierten Articuls des mit Ihro

Koniglichen Majestat zu Danemark Norwegen erneuerten und

am heutigen dato unterzeichneten Allianztractats, sich an-

heischig machen, kunftighin dero bona officia dahin anzu-

wenden, damit die jetzt zvvischen Ihro Koniglichen Majestat
und Ihro Kayserlichen Hoheit dem Groszfiirsten von alien

Reuszen, als regierenden Hertzogen zu Holstein-Schleswig,
iiber dem vorhin Furstlichen Antheil des Herzogthums Schles-

wig vorwaltende Zwistigkeiten in der Giite und sobald wie

moglich beygelegt werden, damit aber dennoch Ihro Konig-
liche Majestat zu Danemark Norwegen bey der in gedach-
tem vierten Articul des erneuerten Tractats eintzig und allein

nur in Riicksicht Ihro Kayserlichen Hoheit des Groszfiirsten

und dessen mannlichen Descendenten geschehenen Ausschlies-

zung des Garantie iiber besagten Antheil des Herzogthums

Schleswig, vollkommen zur Ruhe gestellt werden konnen.

* Secret Article of the Russian Treaty of Guaranty of 1746. Com-
municated by M. de Bielke, Secretary of the Danish Legation.
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So wird mittelst dlesem um desswillen festgesetzten Secreten

Articul, ausdriicklich erklaret, dasz Ihro Kaiserliche Majestat

von alien Reuszen anerkennen und versprechen Kraft dieses

die iiber sich vermoge des dritten Articuls des jetzt erneuerten

Tractats genommene Verbindung einer reciproquen General-

Garantie, auch in Riicksicht des offtbesagten vorhingewesenen
Fiirstlichen Antheils des Herzogthums Schleswig gegen alle

undjede auszer nur Ihro Kayserl. Hoheit dem Groszfursten und

dessen mannlichen Descendenten zu erfutten.

IX.

Erneuerte Freundschafts und Garantie- Tractat* St. Peters-

burg, 28 Feb. 1765.

ARTICULUS SECRETUS II.

OBGLEICH Ihro Kays. Maj. von alien Reuszen pp. dero

allerhochster Seits vermoge des Illten Articuls des mit Ihro

Kgl. Maj. zu D. N. pp. erneuerten und am heutigen dato

unterzeichneten Alliantz-Tractats sich bereits anheischio-

machen, kiinf'tighin dero bona officia dahin anzuwenden,
damit die jetzt zwischen Ihro Kgl. Maj. und Ihro Kays.
Hoheit dem Kays. Cronprintzen, Thronfolger und Grosz-
fursten von alien Reuszen, als Hertzogen zu Holstein-Schles-

wig, iiber den vorhingewesenen Furstlichen Antheil des

Herzogthums Schleswig vorwaltende Zwistigkeiten in der

Giite und so bald wie moglich beygeleget werden, so

erklaren sie dennoch, um Ihro Kgl. Maj. zu D. N. pp. bey
der in gedachten Illten Articul des erneuerten Tractats

eintzig und allein nur in Riicksicht Ihro Kays. Hoheit des

Cronprintzen, Thronfolgers und Groszfursten, und dessen
mannlichen Descendenten geschehene Ausschlieszung der
Garantie iiber besagten Antheil des Herzogthums Schleswig

* Secret Article of the Russian renewed Treaty of Friendship and
Guaranty of 1765. Communicated by M. de Bielke.
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vollkommen zu beruhigen wie auch aus wahrer Freundschaft

fiir Ihro Kgl- Maj. und groszmiithiger Neigung die Einig-
keit in dera allerdurchlauchtigsten Hause Holstein, und rait

selbiger den Ruhestand des gantzen Nordens zu befestigen

und zu befordern, noch ferner mittelst dieses urn deswillen

expresse festgesetzten secreten Articuls, sich ausdriicklich

dahin.

Dasz sie nicht nur anerkennen und versprechen Kraft

dieses die iiber sich vermoge des zweyten Articuls des jetzt

erneuerten Tractats genommenen Verbindung einer recipro-

quen General-Garantie, auch in Riicksicht des obbesagten
vorhin gewesenen Fiirstlichen Antheils des Herzogthums

Schleswig gegen alle und jede, auszer nur Ihro Kays. Hoheit,

dem Kays. Cronprintzen und Thronfolger und dessen mannli-

chen Descendenten zu erfiillen, sondern auch sich engagiren
und zusagen, mit dem allerfordersamsten, und zwar annoch

vor der erlangten Majorennitat Sr. Kayserl. Hoheit, durch

einige in diesem oder dem nachstfolgenden Jahre, von beyden
hohen Contrahenten zu ernennende mit sattsamer Instruc-

tion versehene Ministros ein solches Arrangement Provisionel

zu treffen und errichten zu lassen, dasz dadurch alle bisherige

abgewaltete Differentien, es mogen dieselbe das Herzogthum
Schleswig oder Holstein angehen, auf die aller convenableste

Art und Weise es sey durch eine Permutation, oder sonsten,

dergestalt ganzlich applaniret werden .mogen, dasz sobald

Hochstbesagte Ihro Kays. Hoheit zu dero Miindigkeit gelangt

seyn werden, durch die hohe Vennittelung Ihro Kays. Maj.
und Anwendung aller bonorum officiorum die wiirkliche Voll-

ziehung desselben bewerkstelliget, und solchergestalt alle

Gelegenheit zu irgend einigem Miszvergniigen oder Irrung
zwischen beyden hohen Theilen sogleich jetzt und in Zukunft

abgewendet und eine der nahen Venvandschaft gemasze

genaue und standhafte Freundschaft unter Ihnen auf ewig
gestiftet und gesichert werden moge.
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X.

Provisorischer Tractat* zwischen Ihro Konigl. Maj. zu Danne-

mark, Norwegen, fyc. fyc., und Uiro Kayserl. Maj. von

alien Reussen, Sfc. fyc. 22 April, 1767.

ART. I. Ihro Kayserl. Majestat von alien Reussen bewil-

ligen, fiir sich und in Vormundschaft dero Herrn Sohnes

Kayserl. Hoheit die von Konigl. Danischer Seite anbe-

gehrte vollige Renunciation auf den von der Crone Dan-

nemark occupirten Hochfiirstl. Antheil des Herzogthums

Schleswig, und versprechen deranach, nicht nur bey Sr. Kay-
serl. Hoheit dem Cron-Prinzen, Thron-Folger und Gross-

Fiirsten aller Reussen, sobald Hochstdieselben dero Miin-

digkeit erlanget, alle bona officia ohnfehlbar anzuweuden, dass

Hochstdieselben selbst in eigener Person auf den ervvahnten

Hochfiirstl. Antheil des Herzogthums Schleswig fiir sich,

dero Erben und Descendenten, aufs biindigste renunciiren,

und dariiber eine solenne Renunciations-Acte in der Form,
wie der Entwurf davon sub Lit. A. diesem Tractat beygele-

get worden, ausstellen, sondern auch alle lebende Fiirsten der

Holstein-Gottorpischen mannlicher Linie, dahin zu vermo-

gen, dass sie, entweder sogleich jetzo, oder die Minorennes

sofort nach erlangter Majorennitat, ebenmassig die Renuncia-

tion auf besagten Antheil des Herzogthums Schleswig feyer-

lich beschaffen ; wie denn obbemeldte jiingere Prinzen, falls

sie, wider Vermuthen, nicht dazu zu bewegen seyn rnochten,

nie der durch diesen Tractat ihnen sonst zu gute kommenden
Wohlthaten theiihaftig werden sollen.o

Wenckii Codex Juris Gentium, vol. iii. p. 592.
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XI.

Definitiv-Tractat* zwischen Ihro Konigl. Maj. zu D'dnne-

mark, Norwegen, fyc. Christian V1L, und Sr. Kayserl.

Hoheit dem Kron-Prinzen, Thronfolger und Grossfursten

aller Reussen, Herrn Paul, als regierenden Herzog zu Hoi-

stein, 21 Mai/, 1773, zu Zarsko- Selo geschlossenen.

ART. I. Se. Kayserl. Hoheit genehmigen imd versprechen

gnadigst, diejenige Renunciations-Acte, welche sub Lit. A.

dem Provisorischen Tractat angelegt worden, zu unterschrei-

ben und zu solemnisiren ; so wie solche sub No. II. hieselbst

angeleget, und diesemnachst zu seiner Zeit mit den ubrigen

Original-Urkundcn extradiret werden soil. Gleichwie denn

Hochstdieselben dafiir sorgen werden, dass alle iibrige Expro-
missa in Ansehung der jiingern Holstein-Gottorpischen mann-

lichen Lime, und der von derselben zu beschaffenden Renun-

ciation, nach dem ubrigen Inhalt dieses Tractats bescbaffet

werden.

XII.

Grossfurstliche Garantie- und Itenunciations-Acte \ auf Schles-

20
wig, vom May, 1773.

ol

VON Gottes Gnaden, Wir Paul Kaiserlicher Kron-Prinz,

Thron-Folger, &c. Thun kund hiemit, wasgestalt in dem
Art. I. des zwischen Ihro der Russischen Kaiserin Catharina

der Zwoten, unserer Hbchstgeehrtesten Frau Mutter Maj. und

Gnaden, und Sr. Konigl. Maj. zu Dannemark und Norwe-

* Marten's Recueil des Traites, vol. ii. p. 173.

f Grand-Ducal Act of Guaranty and Renunciation of Schleswig, ex-

tracted from Dirckinck-Holmfeld,
" Der Danische Staat und die Sepa-

ratisten," Altona, 1847, Urkunden und Belege, p. 127. It may also

be read in Falck's "
Sammlung," p. 331.
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gen getroffenen, sub dato Moscau den _ 1767, und
10 Oct.

19
sub dato Copenhagen den -- Nov., ejusdem anni ratificirten

oU

Provisorischen Tractat von Ihro Kaiserl. Maj. von alien

Reussen, gegen verschiedene von Sr. Konigl. Danischen

Maj. iibernommene Fraestanda versprochen worden, alle Ihre

bona officia bey Uns, sobald Wir unsere Miindigkeit erlanget,

anzuvvenden, dass Wir in eigener Person auf den von der

Krone Dannemark occupirten, vormals Hochfiirstlichen

Antheil des Herzogthums Schleswig fur Uns, unsere Erben

und Descendenten, aufs biindigste renunciiren und dariiber

eine solenne Renunciations-Acte ausstellen inogten. Wann wir

nun nach reiflicher Ueberlegung unterm heutigen dato besag-
ten Provisorischen Tractat in alien Puncten formlich agnosci-
ret und ratihabiret, mithin auch selbigem in diesem Stiicke

Gniige zu leisten fest entschlossen sind.

Als renunciiren und entsagen Wir hiernit und Kraft dieses

wolwissentlich und wohlbedachtlich fiir Uns, unsere Erben

und Descendenten, alien an das Herzogthum Schleswig und
an Specie auf den vormaligen Fiirstlichen Antheil desselben,

die Insul Fehmarn, auch alle zu dem Schleswigschen

gehorige, davon abhangende oder dazu gerechnete Lande,
bisher gehabten oder daran zu formirenden Eigenthuins und

andere Rechten, Forderungen, An- und Zuspriichen, sie mogen
Namen haben, wie sie wollen, auf die feierlichste und kraft-

lisste Art und Weise, und wollen solchemnach nicht nur, dass
c" * *

Ihro Konigl. Maj. zu Dannemark Norwegen, und dero

Konigl. Kron-Erben vorgedachtes Herzogthum Schleswig

ganz mit alien oberwehnten dessen Zubehorungen und Perti-

nentien, richtig und ungestort, ohne von jemanden, am wenig-
sten aber vonUns oderunsern Erben und Descendenten deshal-

ben zu machenden Forderung, Einrede, Anspruche, und Hin-

derniss, ferner und zu eicigen Zeiten eigenthumlich besitzen, in-

nehaben, geniessen und nuzzen mogen, sondern Wir verbindeu

Uns auch zu gleichem Endzweck fiir Uns, unsere Erben und

Descendenten, auf das festeste hiedurch, weder selbst in einige

Weise oder Wege dieser unseren wolbedachtlichen Renuncia-
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tion entgegen zu thun und zu handeln
;
nock geschehen zu

lassen, dass durcli andere derselben zuwider gehandelt und

gethan iverde. In welcher Absicht Wir denn ferner alle vor-

hergegangene Testamente, Dispositiones, Pacta, Vertriige,

Friedens-Schliisse und Garantien, so entweder von unserer

Fiirstlichen Vorfaren, selbst oder in deren Faveur von anderen

gemacht, stipuliret oder eingegangen worden, es mogen solche

Narnen haben, wie sie wollen, in so feme selbige dieser unserer

Renunciation und dem wortlichen Inhalt und Vorstande der-

selben entgegen seyn mo'gten, hiemit in Ansehung unserer,

unserer Erben und Descendenten, expresse fiir aufgehoben und

kraftlos erklaren und von jederman angesehen wissen wollen,

dargestalt dass solche, und besonders auch unsers Alm-IIerrn

weiland Herzogs Johann Adolphs zu Schleswig-Holstein
Christmildesten Gediichtnisses, wegen der kiinftigen Succes-

sion und sonst unterm 9 Jan. 1608 gemachte Disposition
und Verordnung;, zur Entkraftung oder Alterirung gegenwar-O-7 o O O O

tiger Renunciation niemals sollen konnen angezogen noch zu

einigem Behelf genommen werden.

Wir l)egeben Uns anbey fiir Tins, unsere Erben und Descen-

denten, aller Uns und Ihnen gegen dicse unsere Renunciation

und Absagung etwa das Wort redendenEinreden, Einwendun-

gen und Ausfltichten, wie sie immer heissen, sic mogen schon

erdacht seyn oder noch ersonnen werden, als welche weder

Uns noch Ihnen jemals zu Statten kommen sollen. Alles bei

wahren Grossfiirstlichen Worten und Treue.

Zur Urkund und dessen alien mchrere Bekriiftio-uns: habeno o
Wir dieses Renunciations-Instrument eigcnhiindig unter-

schrieben, &c.

20
So geschehen Zarsko Selo, den May, 1773.

o 1
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XIII.

Acte cCAbdication* de la Couronne Imperiale d'AHemagne par

TEmpereur, en date de Vienne, le 6 Aout, 1806.

(Moniteur, 1806, No. 226. En Allemand, dans v. Halem et

Runde, A. ii. p. 71.)

Nous, FRANCOIS II., &c.

Depuis la Paix de Presbourg, toute notre attention et tons

nos soins ont ete employes a remplir avec une fidelite scrupu-

leuse tous.les engagemens contracted par cette Paix, a con-

server a nos sujets le bonheur de la Paix, a consolider par-

tout les rapports amicals heureusement retablis, et a attendre

pour voir si les changemens causes par la Paix nous permet-
traient de satisfaire a nos devoirs importans en qualite de

Chef de 1'Empire Germanique, conforme a la capitulation

d'election.

Mais les suites de quelques articles du Traite* de Presburg,
immediatement apres sa publication et encore a present, et

les evenemens generalement connus, qui ensuite out eu lieu

dans 1'Empire Germanique, nous ont convaincus qu'il sera

impossible, sous ces circonstances, de continuer les obligations

contractees par la capitulation d'election ; et si, en reflechis-

sant sur les rapports politiques, ii etait meme possible de

s'imaginer un changement de choses, la Convention du 12

Julliet, signee a Paris, et approuvee ensuite par les parties

contractantes, relativement a une separation entiere de plu-
sieurs etats considerables de 1'Empire, et leur confederation

particuliere, a entierement detruit toute esperance.

Etant par-la convaincus de 1'impossibilite de pouvoir plus

longtemps remplir les devoirs de nos fonctions imperiales, nos

devons a nos principes et a notre devoir, de renoncer a une

Couronne qui n'avait de valeur a nos yeux, que pendant que
nous etions a meme de repondre a la confiance des Electeurs,

Princes, et autres Etats de 1'Empire Germanique, et de satis-

faire aux devoirs dont nous etions charges. Nous declarons,

* Marten's Recueil, vol. viii. p. 497.
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done, par la presente, que nous considerons comme dissous les

liens qui jusqu' a present nous ont attaches au corps d'etat

de PErnpire Germanique; que nous considerons comrne

eteinte par la Confederation des Etats du Rhin, la charge de

Chef de 1'Empire, et que nous nous considerons par-la ac-

quittes de tous nos devoirs envers 1'Empire Germanique, en

deposant la couronne imperiale et le gouvernement imperial.

Nous absolvons en meme terns les Electeurs, Princes, et Etats,

et tout ce qui appartient a 1'Empire, particulierement les

membresdu tribunal supreme et autres magistrats de 1'Empire,
de leur devoir, par lequel ils ont ete lies a nous comme Chef

legal de 1'Empire d'apres la Constitution.

Nous dissolvons egalement toutes nos Provinces Allemandes

et Pays de 1'Empire de leurs devoirs reciproques envers

1'Empire Germanique, et nous tacherons, en les incorporant
a nos Etats Autrichiens, comme Empereur d'Autriche, de les

porter dans les rapports amicals subsistans avec toutes les

Puissances et Etats voisins, a cette hauteur de prosperite et de

bonheur qui est le but de tous nos desirs et 1'objet de nos plus

doux soins.

* Fait dans notre residence, sous notre sceau Imperial,

Vienne, le 6 Aout, 1806.

(Signe) FRANCOIS.

XIV.

* Edit du Roi deDanemarc portant Reunion du DucMde Hoi-

stein, fyc.,
au Royaume de Danemarc ; public en date de

Friedrichsberg, le 2 Sept. 1806.

(Journal de Francfort, 1806, No. 266.)

CHRISTIAN VII., par la grace de Dieu, Roi de Danemarc,

de Norvege, des Goths et des Vandales, Due de Schleswig,

Holstein, Stormarn, Ditmarshen, et d'Oldenbourg, &c. &c.

Une partie des Stats les plus distingues de 1'Empire ayant

declare, le premier du mois dernier, a la Diete Generale, qu'ils

* Marten's Recueil, vol. viii. p. 512.
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se separaient du corps Germanique et S. M. Imperiale et

Royale ayant annonce, le 6 du meme mois, qu'elle abdiquait

la dignite de Chef supreme de 1'Einpire, la Confederation et la

Constitution Germanique sont depuis ce moment entierement

eteintes et annullees, et par consequent les liens qui unissaient

legalement a 1'Empereur et a 1'Empire les Pays Allemands

soumis a notre gouvernement, sont dissous et supprimes, ainsi

que les rapports, relations, et obligations qui etaient fondes

sur eux. Nous jugeons, done, a propos d'arreter et d'ordonner

ce qui suit, relativement a nos Pays Allemands qui jusqu'u

present avaient fait partie de 1'Empire Germanique.
Notre Duche de Holstein, la Seigneurie de Pinneberg,

le Comte de Ranzau, et notre Ville d'Altona, sont reunis

comme partie inseparable sous tous les rapports, au corps po-

litique de notre monarchic, et consequemment soumis des ce

moment a notre domination unique et illimitee.

Les rapports de nos susdits pays avec les ci-devant tribu-

naux de 1'Empire Germanique ayant entierement cesse, nous

arretons et ordonnons que le Dicastere scant a Gliickstadt,

sous la denomination de Tribunal Superieur du Duche de

Holstein, eera a 1'avenir la premiere autorite judiciaire dans le

Duche de Holstein, subordonnee a nous seuls ; le Tribunal

Provincial Noble continuera toutefois de subsister sous notre

seule autorite immediate, jusqu'a nouvelle disposition.

Quoique par 1'annullation de la Constitution Germanique
et la suppression des liaisons de nos susdits pays avec 1'Empire

d'Allemagne, les lois de cet Empire aient aussi cesse d'y etre

en vigueur, nous voulons cependant et ordonnons que jusqu'a
1'etablissement d'une loi generale, au sujet de laquelle nous

avons donne les ordres necessaires, toute les affaires judiciaires

dans notre Duche de Holstein soient decidees d'apres les lois

et coutumes suivies dans chaque endroit, y compris les regies

prescrites par les lois de 1'Empire, autant qu'elles concernent

le droit criminel et civil. A quoi un chacun devra se

conformer.

Donne a notre chateau de Friederichsberg, le 9 Septembre,
de 1'an de grace 1806, dc notre regne le quarante-unieme.

(L. S.) CHRISTIAN. R.
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XV.

Note from the Russian Minister at Copenhagen to the Danish

Minister of Foreign Affairs.* Dec. 15, 1806.

LE soussigne, Envoye Extraordinaire et Ministre Plenipo-
tentiaire de S. M. 1'Empereur de toutes les Hussies, a la suite

des ordres qu'il vient de recevoir de sa Cour, s'empresse d'in-

former le Ministere de S. M. Danoise que S. M. 1'Empereur,

Son Aug. Maitre, ayant pris en consideration la communication

officielle faite a son Ministere par M. le Baron de Blome,

Envoye Extraordinaire et Ministre Plenipotentiaire de Dane-

marc a St. Petersbourg, de 1'Acte par lequel S. M. Danoise a

trouve bon de reunir les Provinces Allemandes du Danemarc

au corps de la monarchic Danoise, a juge convenable de fuire

repondre a cette communication, en le chargeant de declarer

que S. M. Imperiale, sans vouloir s'opposer a une demarche

en quelque sorte autorisee par les catastrophes qui (a certains

egards) ont aneanti la constitution Germanique, n'a pas cru

cependant pouvoir y rester indifferente, en tant qu'elle touche

les droits de sa Maison, qu'un ordre particulier de succession

etant etabli dans la Maison de Holstein par des Traites et Ar-

rangemens deFamille inviolables,toutemesure prise par le Chef

d'une des Branches de cette Maison dont 1'effet pourrait etre

d'intervertir cet ordre de succession au detriment des autres

Branches, porterait ouvertement atteinte a leurs droits
; que

S. M. Danoise, en reunissant a sa monarchic la part du Duche
de Holstein qui compose 1'Apanage desa Branche, et en 1'assi-

milant a ses autres etats, semblait, par une consequence de

cette mesure, la soummettre au meme ordre de succession quo
le reste de sa monarchic, ce qui porterait le prejudice le plus

manifesto aux deux Branches cadettes de sa Maison ; qu'enfin

1'Empereur bien eloigne de penser que tel eut ete le dessin

de S. M. Danoise, avait cru neanmoins de son devoir, comme

* Communicated by M. de Bielkc, Secretary of the Danish Legation.
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Chef de la Branche ducale de Holstein, de ne point autoriscr

par son silence tout ce qui dans la demarche susmentionnee

du Roi de Danemarc pourrait porter atteinte aux droits de

la dite Branche, et que, par consequent, sans former aucune

opposition aux mesures que le Roi de Danemarc trouvait bon

de prendre relativement an gouvernement de ses provinces

Allemandes, S. M. Imperiale reservait cependant formelle-

ment pour elle et ses heritiers ses droits comme membre de la

maison de Holstein, et protestait centre tout ce qui dans 1'acte

de Reunion susdit pourrait y porter atteinte.

Le soussigne, en s'acquittant ainsi des ordres de sa Cour, se

flatte que le Ministere de Sa Majeste Danoise observera que
les communications de 1'Empereur, Son Auguste Maitre, sont

bien plus motivees par Son Attachement a ses devoirs que par

quelque inquietude pour ses droits, et que S. M. Imperiale est

persuadee que le Roi de Danemarc lui rend trop bien jus-

tice, pour qu'il eut besoin de nouvelles assurances sur cet

objet.

3
Copenhague, du Decembre, 1806.

ID

(Signe) BASIL LIZAKEWITZ.

XVI.

Acte Final, pour completer et consolider V Organisation de la

Confederation Germanique, signe a Vienne, le 15 Mai,

1820.*

ART. I. La Confederation Germanique est 1'Union fede-

rative des princes souverains et des villes libres de 1'Alle-

magne, union reposant sur le droit publique de 1'Europe, et

formee pour le maintien de 1'independance et de 1'inviolabilite

* Marten's N. R. toin. v. p. 467.
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des etats qui y sont compris, ainsi que pour la surete inte-

rieure et exterieure de 1'Allemagne en general.

ART. II. Quant a ses rapports interieures, cette confe-

deration forme un corps d' etats independants entre eux, et

lies par des droits et des devoirs librement et reciproquement

stipules. Quant a ses relations exterieures, elle constitue

une puissance collective, etablie sur un principe d' unite

politique.

ART. III. L'extension et les limites que la Confedera-

tion a prescrites a 1'exercise de ses pouvoirs, sont indiquees

par 1'Acte Federal, qui est le pacte primitif et la premiere loi

fondamentale de cette union. En enon9ant le but de la

Confederation, cet Acte determine en meme temps ses droits

et ses obligations.

ART. IV. Le droit de developper et de completer le

pacte fondamental, lorsque le but qu'il a consacre Pexige,

appartient a la reunion des membres de la Confederation.

Cependant les resolutions a prendre pour cet effet ne pour-
ront ni se trouver en contradiction avec les principes de

1'Acte Federal, ni s'ecarter du caractere primitif de 1'Union.

ART. V. La Confederation est indissoluble par le prin-

cipe meme de son institution ; par consequent, aucun de ses

membres n'a la liberte de s'en detacher.

ART. VI. La Confederation ne comprenant, d'apres son

institution primitive, que les etats qui en font actuellement

partie, 1'admission d'un nouveau membre ne peut avoir lieu que

lorsqu' elle est unanimement jugee compatible avec les rap-

ports existans, et avec 1'interet general des etats confederes.

Des changemens survenus dans 1'etat actuel de possession des

membres de la Confederation ne peuvent point en apporter
dans leurs droits et leurs engagemens relativement a la Con-

federation, sans le consentement de tous les membres. Une
cession volontaire de droits de souverainete affectes a un

territoire de la Confederation, ne peut avoir lieu sans un tel

consentement, qu'en faveur d'un des etats confederes.

ART. XXV. Le maintien de 1'ordre et de la tranquil-

lite dans Finterieur des etats confederes, appartient aux
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gouvernemens seuls. Cepenclant 1'interet coinmun de la

confederation, et 1'obligation de ses membres de se preter

secours mutuellement, admettent, comme exception a principe,

la cooperation generale de la Confederation pour la conser-

vation ou le retablissement de la tranquillite dans le cas

d'une resistance formelle eprouvee par un gouvernement,
dans celui d'une revoke ouverte, et dans celui de mouvemens

dangereux raena9ant a la fois plus d'un etat de la Confedera-

tion.

ART. XXVI. Lorsque dans un etat confedere la tran-

quillite publique est compromise par des actes de resistance

formelle aux autorites Stabiles, et qu'il y a lieu a craindre

que le mouvement seditieux ne se communique aux etats

voisins, ou lorsqu' une revolte a effectivement eclate, et que le

gouvernement, apres avoir epuise tous les moyens constitu-

tionnels et legaux, demande lui-meme 1'assistance de la Con-

federation, la diete est tenue a faire porter les secours les

plus prompts pour le retablissement de 1'ordre legal. Si,

dans le dernier cas, le gouvernement en question est notoire-

ment hors d'etat de reprimer la revolte par ses propres forces,

et en meme temps empeche par les circonstances de reclamer

le secours de la Confederation, la Diete n'en prendra pas

moins, sans y etre expressement appelee, les mesures qu'elle

jugera convenables pour le retablissement de 1'ordre et de la

siirete. Dans tous les cas, ces mesures ne pourront se pro-

longer plus que le gouvernement auquel la Confederation a

prete secours, ne le jugera necessaire.

ART. XXXV. La Confederation Germanique a le

droit, comme puissance collective, de declarer la guerre, de

faire la paix, de contracter des alliances, et de negocier des

traites de toute espece. Toutefois, d'apres le but de son insti-

tution, tel qu'il est enonce a 1'Article II. de 1'Acte Federal,

elle n'exerce ces droits que pour sa propre defense, pour le

maintien de 1'independance et de la surete exterieure de 1' Alle-

raagne, ainsi que de 1'independance et de Pinviolabilite de

chacun des etats qui la composent.
ART. XXXVI. Les etats confederes ayant pris, par
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PArticle II. de 1'Acte Federal, 1'engagement de defendre centre

toute attaque 1'Allemagne dans son ensemble, et chacun de

leurs co- etats en particulier, et de se garantir reciproquement

1'integrite de leurs possessions comprises dans 1'union, aucun

etat confedere ne pent etre lese par une puissance etrangere,

sans que la lesion porte en meme temps et au meme degre
sur la totalite de la Confederation.

D'un autre cote, les etats confederes s'engagent a ne donner

lieu a aucune provocation de la part des puissances etrangeres,
et a n'en exercer aucune envers elles. Dans le cas ou un
etat etranger porteroit plainte a la Diete d'une lesion qu'il

auroit eprouvee de la part d'un membre de la Confederation,

et ou ces plaintes seroient fondees, la Diete doit requerir le

membre qui y a donne lieu, de faire une reparation prompte
et satisfaisante, et prendre en outre, suivant les circonstances,

des mesures propres a prevenir a temps tout ce qui pourroit
troubler ulterieurement la paix.

ART. XXXVII. Lorsque des differends surviennent

entre une puissance etrangere et un etat de la Confederation,

et que le dernier reclame 1'intervention de la Diete, celle-ci

examinera a fond 1'origine du differend, et 1'etat reel de la

question. S'il resulte de cet examen, que le droit n'est pas
du cote de 1'etat confedere, la Diete fera valoir les representa-
tions les plus serieuses pour 1'engager a se desister de la con-

testation, lui refusera son intervention, et avisera, en cas de

besoin, aux moyens convenables pour le maintien de la paix.

Si 1'examen prealable prouve le contraire, la Diete emploiera
ses bons offices de la maniere la plus efficace, et les etendra

aussi loin qu'il sera necessaire, pour assurer a la partie recla-

mante satisfaction et surete complete.
ART. XXXVIII. Lorsque 1'avis d'un membre de la

Confederation, ou d'autres donnees authentiques, portent a

croire que 1'un ou 1'autre des etats confederes, ou la Confede-

ration entiere, sont menaces d'une attaque hostile, la Diete

examinera, sans aucun retard, si le danger est reel, et pro-

noncera sur cette question dans le plus bref delai possible.

Si le danger est reconnu, la resolution qui le declare

P
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sera immediatement suivie de 1'arrete relatif aux mesures

de defense auxquelles dans ce cas on aura recours sur-le-

champ.
Le resolution, ainsi que 1'arrete qui 1'accompagne, sont du

ressort du conseil permanent, procedant a la pluralite des

suffrages.

ART. XLVI. Lorsqu'un etat confedere, ayant des pos-

sessions hors des limites de la Confederation, entreprend une

guerre en sa qualite de puissance Europeenne, la Confedera-

tion, dont une pareille guerre n'affecte ni les rapports, ni les

obligations, y reste absolument etrangere.

ART. XLVII. Dans le cas ou un tel etat se trouveroit

mena9eou attaque.dans ses possessions non-comprises dans la

Confederation, celle-ci n'est obligee de prendre des mesures

de defense, ou une part active a la guerre, qu'aupres que la

Diete auroit reconnu, en conseil permanent et a la pluralite

des voix, 1'existance d'un danger pour le territoire de la

Confederation. Dans ce dernier cas, toutes les dispositions

des Articles precedens trouveroient egalement leur appli-

cation.

ART. LIIL Quoique 1'Acte Federal, en garantissant 1'in-

dependance des etats confederes, ait ecarte, en principe gene-

ral, toute interposition du pouvoir federatif dans 1'organisation

et I'administration interieure de ces etats, les membres de la

Confederation sont cependant convenus, dans la seconde

partie de 1'Acte Federal, de quelques dispositions particulieres,

se rapportant soit a la garantie de certains droits confirmes

par le dit Acte, soit a des avantages communs aux sujets de

tous les gouvernements Allemands. La Diete est tenue de

faire executer les engagements contracted en vertu de ces dis-

positions, lorsqu'il est suffisamment constate par les declara-

tions des parties interessees, qu'ils sont restes sans execution.

Toutefois 1'application aux cas particuliers des lois et ordon-

nances generates arretees en conformite des dits engagemens,
sera reservee aux gouvernemens seuls.
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ART. LIV. Coinme d'apres 1'Article XIII. de 1'Acte Fe-

deral, et les declarations posterieures qui ont eu lieu a ce sujet,

il doit y avoir des assemblies d'etats dans tous les pays de la

Confederation, la Diete veillera a ce que cette stipulation ne

reste sans effet dans aucun etat confedere.

ART. LV. II appartient aux princes souverains de la

confederation de regler cette affaire de legislation interieure

dans 1'interet de leurs pays respectifs, ayant egard aux an-

ciens droits des assemblees d'etats, ainsi qu'aux relations

actuellement existantes.

ART. LVI. Les constitutions d'etats existantes, recon-

nues comme etant en vigueur, ne peuvent etre changees que

par des voies constitutionnelles.

ART. LVII. La Confederation Germanique etant, a

1'exception des villes libres, formee par des princes souverains,

le principe fondamental de cette union exige que tous les

pouvoirs de la souverainete restent reunis dans le chef su-

preme du gouvernement, et, que par la constitution des

etats, le souverain ne puisse etre tenu d'aclmettre leur co-

operation que dans 1'exercise de droits specialement deter-

mines.

ART. LX. Lorsqu'un membre de la Confederation solli-

cite la garantie generale pour la constitution des assemblees

d etats etablies dans son pays, la Diete est autorisee a s'en

charger. Elle acquiert par-la le droit de inaintenir cette

constitution lorsque 1'une ou 1'autre des parties interessees

en reclame la garantie, et d'applanir les differends qui pour-
roient s'elever sur son interpretation ou son execution, soit

par voie de mediation, soit par decision arbitrale, a moins

que la dite constitution n'ait elle-meme pourvu d'autres

rnoyens de concilier les differends de cette nature.

ART. LXI. Hors le cas de la garantie speciale, et le

maintien des principes ci-dessus enonces relativement a

PArticle XIII. de 1'Acte Federal, la Diete n'est point autorisee

a intervenir dans des affaires relatives aux assemblees d'etats,

ni dans des discussions qui pourroient avoir lieu entre ces
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assemblies et leurs souverains, tant que ces discussions ne

depasseront pas les limites aii dela desquelles elles se con-

fondroient avec les cas designes par 1'Article XXVI., dont des

lors les dispositions, ainsi que celles de 1'Article XXVII., leur

seroient applicables. Ce qui est etabli par 1'article present, ne

sera pas cense deroger a 1'ArticleXLVI. de 1'Acte du Congres
de Vienne de 1815, relatif a la constitution de la ville libre

de Francfort.

THE END.

LONDON :

SPOTTISWOODE and SHAW,
New-street- Square.
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NEW TESTAMENT: especially adapted to the use of Colleges, and the Higher Classes it

Public Schools ; but also intended as a convenient Manual for Biblical Students in gener~'
By Dr. BLOOMFIELD. 2d Edition, enlarged and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
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BOY'S OWN BOOK (THE) :

A Complete Encyclopaedia of all the Diversions, Athletic, Scientific, and Recreative, of Boy-
hood and youth. A New Edition. With many Engravings on Wood. [Jtut ready.

BRANDE.-A DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE, LITERATI: RE,
AND ART; comprising the History, Description, and Scientific Principles of every Branch
of Human Knowledge; with the Derivation and Definition of all the Terms in Geneial Use.
Edited by W. T. BRANDB, F.R.S.L. & E. ; assisted by J. CAUVIK. 8vo. with Wood Engravings,

3, cloth.

BRAY'S (MRS.) NOVELS AND ROMANCES,
Revised and corrected by Mrs. BRAY. In 10 vols. fcp. Svo. with a Portrait, Frontispieces,
and Vignettes, uniformly with "The Standard Novels," 3, cloth ; or, separately, 6s. each.

BREWSTER.-TREATISE ON OPTICS.
By Sir DAVID BREWSTER, LL.D. F.R.S., &c. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. with Vignette Title,
aiid 176 Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

BUCKLER (J. C. AND C. A.) A HISTORY OF THE
ARCHITECTURE of the ABBEY CHURCH of ST. ALBAN, with especial reference to the
Norman Structure. By J. C. and C. A- BUCKLER, Architects. Svo. with numerous
Illustrations, 14s. cloth.

BUDGE (J.)-THE PRACTICAL MINER'S GUIDE.
Comprising a Set of Trigonometrical Tables adapted to all the purposes of Oblique or Diagonal ,

Vertical, Horizontal, and Traverse Dialling ; with their application to the Dial, Exercise of

Drifts, Lodes, Slides, Levelling, Inaccessible Distances, Heights, &c. By J. BUDGE. New
Edition, considerably enlarged. Svo. with Portrait of the Author, 12s. cloth.

BULL THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN,
in HEALTH and DISEASE. By T. BULL, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians,
Physician-Accucheur to the Fiusbury Midwifery Institution. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 7s. cloth.

BULL. HINTS TO MOTHERS,
For the Management of Health during the Period of Pregnancy and in the Lying-in Room;
with an Exposure of Popular Errors in connection with those subjects. By THOMAS BULL,
M.D. &c. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 7s. cloth.

BUNSEN.-THE CONSTITUTION OF THE CHURCH OF
the FUTURE. A Practical Explanation of the Correspondence with the Right Hon. William
Gladstone, on the German Church, Episcopacy, and Jerusalem. With a Preface, Notes, and
the complete Correspondence. By the Chevalier CHRISTIAN CHARLES JOSIAS BU.NSEX,
Ph.D. D.C.L. Translated from the German, under the superintendence of, and with Additions

by, the Author. Post Svo. 9s. 6d. cloth.

BURDER.-ORIENTAL CUSTOMS,
Applied to the Illustration of the Sacred Scriptures. By Dr. SAMUEL BURDER. 3d Edition,
with Additions. Fcp. Svo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

BURGER. THE "LEONORA" OF BURGER.
Translated by JULIA M. CAMERON. With Six large Illustrations, drawn on Wood by
D. Maclise, R.A. and engraved by John Thompson. Crown 4to. 15s. cloth.

BURNS.-THE PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY;
containing the Doctrines, Duties, Admonitions, and Consolations of the Christian Religion.
By JOHN BURNS, M.D. F.R.S. 6th Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

BURNS. CHRISTIAN FRAGMENTS ;

Or, Remarks on the Nature, Precepts, and Comforts of Religion. By JOHN BURNS, M.D.
F.R.S. Author of " The Principles of Christian Philosophy." Fcp. Svo. 5s. cloth.

BUTLER-SKETCH OF ANCIENT & MODERN GEOGRAPHY.
By SAMUEL BUTLEU, D.D. late Lord Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry; and formerly Head
Master of Shrewsbury School. New Edition, revised by the Author's SON. Svo. 9s. boards.

BUTLER.-AN ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY.
By the late Dr. BUTLER. Consisting of Twenty-three coloured Maps, from a New Set of
Plates ; with an Index of all the Names of Places, referring to the Latitudes and Longitudes.
New Edition. Svo. 12s. half-bound.
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BUTLER.-AN ATLAS OF ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY.
By the late Dr. BUTLEK. Consisting of Twenty-three coloured Maps ; with an Accentuated
Index of all the Names of Places, referring: to the Latitudes and Longitudes. New Edition,
from an entirely new and corrected Set of Plates. 8vo. 12s. half-bound.

BUTLER.-A GENERAL ATLAS OF MODERN AND ANCIENT
GEOGRAPHY. By the late Dr. S. BUTLER. Consisting; of Forty-five coloured Maps, and
Indices. New Edition, from an entirelynew and corrected Set of Plates. 4to. 24s. half-bound.

CALLCOTT.-A SCRIPTURE HERBAL.
With upwards of 120 Wood Engravings. By LADY CALLCOTT. Square crown 8vo. 25s. cloth.

CARTOONS (THE PRIZE).-THE PRIZE CARTOONS
EXHIBITED IN WESTMINSTER HALL, A.D. 1843. Published under the Sanction and
Patronage of Her Majesty's Commissioners on the Fine Arts.

The average size of the Prize Cartoons is fifteen feet in width and ten in height. A reduced
scale of one inch and a half to the foot has been adopted ; and in the process of reduction

every care has been taken faithfully to preserve all the characteristic features of the originals;
and the Engraving of each work has been subjected to the approval of its author. Lithography
has been chosen as the most suitable medium for producing copies of these important works.

The size of the work is large folio. The price of the Eleven Engravings, in a neat Port-

folio, j5. 5s. ; Proofs before Letters, 9>. 8s. [Just ready.

CATLOW.-POPULAR CONCHOLOGY;
Or, the Shell Cabinet arranged: being an Introduction to the Modern System of Conchology :

with a sketch of the Natural History of the Animals, an account of the Formation of the Shells,
and a complete Descriptive List of the Families and Genera. By AGNES CATLOW. Fcp. 8vo.
with 312 Woodcuts, 10s. 6d. cloth.

CHALENOR.-WALTER GEAY,
A Ballad, and other Poems. By MARY CHALENOR. 2d Edition, including the Authoress's
Poetical Remains. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

CLAVERS.-FOREST LIFE.
By MAKY CLAVERS, an Actual Settler; Author of "A New Home, Who '11 Follow?" 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

COCKS (C.)-BORDEAUX, ITS WINES, AND THE CLARET
COUNTRY. By C. COCKS, B.L. Professor of the Living Languages in the Royal Colleges of
France; Translator of the Works of Michelet and Quinet. Dedicated, by permission, to

M. Le Cointe T. Duchatel. Post 8vo. with View of Bordeaux, 8s. 6d. cloth.

COLLEGIAN'S GUIDE (THE) ;

Or, Recollections of College Days, setting forth the Advantages and Temptations of a Univer-

sity Education. By ****
******, M.A. College, Oxford. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

COLLIER ( J. PAYNE.) A BOOK OF ROXBURGHE BALLADS.
Edited by JOHN PAYNE COLLIER, Esq. Fcp. 4to. with Woodcuts, 21s. boards ; morocco, 38s.

(bound by Hayday.)

COLTON.-LACON ; OR, MANY THINGS IN FEW WORDS.
By the Rev. C. C. COLTON. New Edition. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

COOLEY. THE WORLD SURVEYED IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY; or, Recent Narratives of Scientific and Exploring Expeditions (chiefly under-
taken by command of Foreign Governments). Collected, translated, and, where necessary,
abridged, by W. D. COOLEY, Esq. Author of tne " History of Maritime and Inland Discovery"
in the Cabinet Cyclopaedia, &c. The First Volume of the Series contains,

THE ASCENT of MOUNT ARARAT. By Dr. FRTEDRICH PARROT, Professor
of Natural Philosophy in the University of Dorpat, Russian Imperial Councillor of
State, &c. 8vo. with a Map by Arrowsmith, and Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.

The Second Work of the Series will be

ERMAN'S TRAVELS through SIBE RIA. 2 vols. 8vo. with Illustrations. [In theprest.

COOLEY.-THE HISTORY OF MARITIME AND INLAND
DISCOVERY. By W. D. COOLEY, Esq. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 18s. cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON BOTANY.
9th Edition, improved. Fcp. 8vo. 22 Plates, 7s. 6d. cloth ;

with the plates coloured, 12s. cloth.
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CONVERSATIONS ON MINERALOGY.
With Plates, engraved by Mr. and Mrs. Lowry, from Original Drawings. 3d Edition,
enlarged. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. Us. cloth.

COOPER (THE REV. E.)-SERMONS,
Chiefly designed to elucidate some of the leading Doctrines of the Gospel. To which is added,
an Appendix, containing Sermons preached on several Public Occasions, and printed by
desire. By the Rev. EDWARD COOPER. 7th Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. 10s. boards.

COOPER (REV. E.) PRACTICAL AND FAMILIAR SERMONS,
Designed for Parochial and Domestic Instruction. By Rev. EDWARD COOPER. New Edition.
7 vols. 12mo. 1. 18s. boards.

V Vols. I. to'IV. 5s. each ; Vols. V. to VII. 6s. each.

COPLAND. A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE;
comprising General Pathology, the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Morbid Structures,
and the Disorders especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different Epochs of
Life, with numerous approved Formulae of the Medicines recommended. By JAM F.S COPLAND,
M.D. Consulting Physician to Queen Charlotte's Lying-in Hospital, &c. &c. Vols. I. and II.

8vo. ^3, cloth ; and Parts X. and XI. 4s 6d. each, sewed.

** To be completed in One more Volume.

COCKEREL.- CHRISTIANITY ;

Its perfect adaptation to the Mental, Moral, and Spiritual Nature of Man. By ATHANASE
COQUEKEL, one of the Pastors of the French Protestant Church in Paris. Translated by the
Rev. D. DAVISON, M.A. With an Introductory Notice of the State of the Protestant Church
of France, drawn up by the Author especially for the English Edition. Post 8vo. [Ready.

COSTELLO (MISS.)-THE ROSE GARDEN OF PERSIA.
A Series of Translations from the Persian Poets By Miss LOUISA STUART COSTELLO, Author
of "Specimens of the Early Poetry of France," "A Summer amongst the Bocages and the
Vines," &c. LongSvo. with Illuminated Pages and Borders printed in rose-colour, 18s. boards;
or 3ls. 6d. bound in rose-coloured morocco (Persian style} by Hayday. ^

COSTELLO (MISS) THE FALLS, LAKES, AND MOUNTAINS
OF NORTH WALES

; being a Pictorial Tour through the most interesting parts of the

Country. By LOUISA STUART COSTELLO, Author of The Rose Garden of Persia,"
" Beam

and the Pyrenees," &c. Illustrated with Views, from Original Sketches by D. H. M'Kewan,
engraved on wood, and lithographed, by T. and E. Gilks. Square 8vo. with Map, Us. cloth.

COULTER. ADVENTURES ON THE WESTERN COAST OF
SOUTH AMERICA and in the INTERIOR of CALIFORNIA

; including a Narrative of Inci-
dents at the Kingsmill Islands, New Ireland, New Britain, New Guinea^ and other Islands in

the Pacific Ocean : with an Account of the Natural Productions, and the Manners and Customs,
in Peace and War, of the various Savage Tribes visited. By JOHN COULTER, M.D. Author
of " Adventures in the Pacific." 2 vols. post 8vo. 16s. cloth.

COULTER. ADVENTURES IN THE PACIFIC :

With Observations on the Natural Productions, Manners, and Customs of the Natives of the
various Islands; Remarxsonthe Missionaries, British and other Residents, &c. By JOHN
COULTER, M.D. Author of " Adventures on the Western Coast of South America." Post Svo.

7s. 6d. cloth.

CRESY (E.)-AN ENCYCLOPEDIAOF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By EDWARD CRESY, F.S.A. C.E. Illustrated by
upwards of Three Thousand Engravings on \Vood, explanatory of the Principles, Machinery,
and Constructions which come under the Direction of the Civil Engineer. One very large
Volume Svo. j

J
3. 13s. 6d. cloth.

CROCKER'S ELEMENTS OF LAND SURVEYING.
Fifth Edition, corrected throughout, and considerably improved and modernized, by T. G.
BUNT, Land Surveyor. To which are added, TABLES OF SIX-FIGURE LOGARITHMS,
&c., superintended by R.FARLEY, ofthe Nautical Almanac Establishment. Post Svo. 12s. cloth.

CROWE. THE HISTORY OF FRANCE,
From the Earliest Period to the Abdication of Napoleon. By E. E. CROWE, Esq. 3 vols. fcp.
Svo. with Vignette Titles, 18s. cloth.
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DALE (THE REV. TJ-THE DOMESTIC LITURGY AND
FAMILY CHAPLAIN, in two Parts : the first Part being Church Services adapted for

domestic use, with Prayers for every day of the week, selected exclusively from the Book of
Common Prayer ; Part 2 comprising an appropriate Sermon for every Sunday in the year.

By the Rev. THOMAS DALE, M.A. Canon-Residentiary' of St. Paul's, and Vicar of St. Pancras,
London. Post4to. handsomely printed, 21s. cloth : or, bound by Hayday, 31s. 6d. calf lettered

;

1. 10s. morocco, with goffered edges.

DAVY (SIR HUMPHRY).-ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL
CHEMISTRY, in a Course of Lectures. By Sir HUMHHRY DAVY. With Notes by Dr. JOHN
DAVY. 6th Edition. 8vo. with 10 Plates, 15s. cloth.

DE BURTIN.-A TREATISE ON THE KNOWLEDGE NECES-
SARY to AMATEURS of PICTURES. Translated and Abridged from the French of M.
FRANCIS XAVIER DE BURTIN, First Stipendiary Member of the Royal Academy of Brussels
in the Class of Sciences, &c. By ROBERT WHITE, Esq. 8vo. with four Plates, 12s. cloth.

DE CUSTINE.-RUSSIA.
By the MARQUIS DE CUSTINE. Translated from the French. 2d Edition. 3 vols. post 8vo.

3ls. 6d. cloth.

DE LA BECHE.-REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF CORN-
WALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET. By HENRY T. DE LA BECHE, F.R.S. &c.,
Director of the Ordnance Geological Survey. Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners
of H.M. Treasury. 8vo. with Maps, Woodcuts, and 12 large Pates, 14s. cSoth.

DE MORGAN.-AN ESSAY ON PROBABILITIES,
And on their Application to Life Contingencies and Insurance Offices. By AUG. DE MORGAN,
of Trinity College, Cambridge. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth,

DE SISMONDI. THE HISTORY OF THE ITALIAN REPUB-
LICS; or, of the Origin, Progress, and Fall of Freedom in Italy, from A.D. 476 to 1806. By
J. C. L. SISMONDI. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

DE SISMONDI. - THE HISTORY OF THE FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. Comprising a View of the Invasion and Settlement of the Barbarians.

By J. C. L. DE SISMONDI. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

DE STRZELECKI (P. EJ-THE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
of NEW SOUTH WALES and VAN DIEMAN'S LAND; accompanied by a Geological Map
Sections, and Diagrams, and Figures of the Organic Remains. By P. E. DE STRZELECKI.
Svo. with coloured Map and numerous Plates, 24s. cloth.

DIBDIN (THE REV. T. FJ-THE SUNDAY LIBRARY:
Containing nearly One Hundred Sermons, by eminent Divines. With Notes, &c. by the Rev.
T. F. DIBDIN, D.D. 6 vols. fcp. Svo. with Six Portraits, 30s. cloth ; or, .2. 12s. 6d. neatly
half-bound in morocco, with gilt edges.

DODDRIDGE.-THE FAMILY EXPOSITOR;
Or, a Paraphrase and Version of the New Testament : with Critical Notes, and a Practical

Improvement of each Section. By P. DODDRIDGE, D.D. To which is prelixed, a Life of the

Author, by A. KIPPIS, D.D. F.R.S. and S.A. New Edition, 4 vols. Svo. \. 16s. cloth.

DONOVAN.-A TREATISE ON CHEMISTRY.
By M. DONOVAN, M.R.I.A. Fourth Edition. Fcp. Svo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

DONOVAN.-A TREATISE ON DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
By M. DONOVAN, Esq. M.R.I.A. Professor of Chemistry to the Company of Apothecaries in
Ireland. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

DOUBLEDAY AND HEWITSON'S BUTTERFLIES. - THE
GENER\ of DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA ; comprising their Generic Characters-a Notic
of the Habits and Transformations and a Catalogue of the Species of each Genus. H
EDWARD DOUBLEDAY, Esq. F.L.S. &c., Assistant in the Zoological Department of the Britis
Museum. Imperial 4to. uniform with Gray and Mitchell's Ornithology; Illustrated with
75 Coloured Plates, by W. C. HEWITSON, Esq. Author of" British Oology."

*** Publishing in Monthly Parts, 5s. each
; each part consisting of 2 coloured plates, with

accompanying Letter-press, giving the Generic Characters, a Short Notice of the Habits, an
"

a Catalogue of the Species of each Genus. Part XIII. will appear on the 1st of November.

DOVER.-LIFE OF FREDERICK II. KING OF PRUSSIA.
By LORD DOVER. 2d Edition. 2 vcls. Svo. with Portrait, 28s. boards.
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of the ROYAL GALLERY at DRESDEN, drawn 011 Stone, from the Originals, by Frai

Hanfstaengel : with Descriptive and Biographical Notices, in French and German. Nos. I.
'

DRESDEN GALLERY.-THE MOST CELEBRATED PICTURES
Franz

is. I. to
XLVIII. imperial folio, each containing 3' Plates, with accompanying Letter- press, price 20s. to

Subscribers; to Non Subscribers, 80s. Single Plates, 12s. each.
** To be completed in a few more numbers.

DRUMMOND (DR. J. LJ-LETTERS TO A YOUNG NATU-
RAL1ST, ON THE STUDY OF NATURE AND NATURAL THEOLpGY. By JAMES L.

DRUMMOND, M.D. Author of " First Steps to Botany," &c. Second Edition. Post 8vo. with
Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. boards.

DRUMMOND.-FIRST STEPS TO BOTANY,
Intended as popular Illustrations of the Science, leading to its study as a branch of genera
education. By J. L. DRUMMOND, M.D. 4th Edit. 12mo. with numerous Woodcuts, 9s. bds.

DUNHAM.-THE HISTORY OF THE GERMANIC EMPIRE.
By Dr. DUNHAM. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vigi

THE HISTORY OF EUROPE DURING THE
MIDDLE AGES. By Dr. Dunham. 4 vols.

fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, l. 4s. cloth.

THE HISTORY OF SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.
By Dr. Dunham. 5 vols. fcp. 8vo. with

Vignette Titles, \. 10s. cloth.

THE HISTORY OF SWEDEN, DENMARK,
AND NORWAY. By Dr. Dunham. 3 vols.

fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 18s. cloth.

nette Titles, 18s. cloth.

THE HISTORY OF POLAND. By Dr.
Dunham. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title,
6s. cloth.

THE LIVES OF THE EARLY WRITERS
OF GREAT BRITAIN. By Dr. Dunham,
R. Bell, Esq. &c. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette
Title, 6s. cloth.

THE LIVES OF BRITISH DRAMATISTS.
By Dr. Dunham, R. Bell, Esq. &c. 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

DUNLOP. TRAVELS IN CENTRAL AMERICA.
With a Journal of nearly Three Years' Residence in the Country. To which are added, a
Sketch of the History of the RepubliCj and an Account of its Climate, Productions, Com-
merce, &c. By ROBERT GLASGOW DUNLOP, Esq. Post 8vo. with Map, 10s. 6d. cloth.

DUNLOP (JOHN).-THE HISTORY OF FICTION :

Being a Critical Account of the most celebrated Prose Works of Fiction, from the earliest

Greek Romances to the Novels of the Present Age. By JOHN DUNLOP, Esq. 3d Edition,
complete in One Volume. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

EASTLAKE. - MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF OIL
PAINTING. By CHARLES LOCK EASTLARE, Esq. R.A. F.R.S. F.S.A.; Secretary to the

Royal Commission for Promoting the Fine Arts in connexion with the rebuilding of the Houses
of Parliament, &c. 8vo. 16s. cloth.

ECCLESTON (JAMES).-AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH
ANTIQUITIES. Intended as a Companion to the History of England. By JAMES ECCLE-
STON, B.A. Head Master of Sutton Coldfield Grammar School. 8vo. with numerous En-
gravings on Wood, 21s. cloth.

ELLIOTSON.-HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY:
\\ith which is incorporated much of the elementary part of the " Institutiones Physiologic*"
of J. F. Blumenbach, Professorin the University of GOttingen. By JOHN ELLIOTSUN, M.D.
Cantab. F.R.S. Fifth Edition. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, jfc'2. 2s. cloth.

ENGLISHMAN'S GREEK CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT: being an Attempt at a Verbal Connexion between the Greek and the English
Texts ; including a Concordance to the Proper Names, with Indexes, Greek-English and
English-Greek. 2d Edition, with a new Index. Royal 8vo. 42s. cloth.

ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW AND CHALDEE CONCORDANCE
of the OLD TESTAMENT; being an attempt at a Verbal- Connection between the Original
and the English Translations: with Indexes, a List of the Proper Names and their occur-
rences, &c. &c. 2 vols. royal 8vo. j3. 13s. 6d. cloth; large paper, \. 14s. 6d.

EPHEMERA.-A HAND-BOOK OF ANGLING ;

Teaching Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottoni-fishinsr, Salmon-fishing; the Natural History of River
Fish, and the best modes of Catching them. By EPHEMERA, of Bell's Life in London.
Fcp. 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings, 9s. cloth.

ESDAILE (DR. JJ-MESMERISM IN INDIA;
And its Practical Application in Surgery and Medicine. By JAMES ESDAILE, M.D. Civil

Assistant-Surgeon, E.I.C.S. Bengal. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.
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EVANS.-THE SUGAR PLANTER'S MANUAL :

Being a Treatise on the Art of obtaining Sugar from the Sugar Cane. By W. J. EVANS, M.D.
8vo. 9s. cloth.

FAREY.-A TREATISE ON THE STEAM ENGINE,
Historical, Practical, and Descriptive. By JOHN FAREY, Engineer. 4to. illustrated by
numerous Woodcuts, and 25 Copper-plates, 5. 5s. boards.

FAWN (THE) OF SERTORIUS.
2 vols. post 8vo. 18s. cloth.

" As a work that contains lively and graphic pictures of life and manners in a distant age, we commend it to the perusal
of our readers." CKITIC.

FERGUS-HISTORY OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
From the Discovery of America to the Election of General Jackson to the Presidency. By the
Rev. H. FERGUS. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

FITZROY (LADY). SCRIPTURAL CONVERSATIONS BE-
TWEEN CHARLESand his MOTHER. By Lady CHARLES FITZROY. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

FORSTER.-THE STATESMEN OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF ENGLAND. With an Introductory Treatise on the Popular Progress in English History.
By JOHN FORSTER, Esq. 5 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Original Portraits of Pym, Eliot, Hampden,
Cromwell, and an Historical Scene after a Picture by Cattermole, \. 10s. cloth.

The above 5 vols. form Mr. Forster's portion of the Lives of Eminent British Statesmen, by Sir

James Mackintosh, the Right Hon. T. P. Courtenay, and John Forster, Esq. 7 vols. fcp. 8vo.
with Vignette Titles, 1. 2s. cloth.

FORSTER (REV. C.)-THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF
ARABIA ; or, the Patriarchal Evidences of Revealed Religion. A Memoir, with illustrative

Maps and an Appendix, containing Translations, with an Alphabet and Glossary of the

Hamyaritic Inscriptions recently discovered in Hadramaut. By the Rev. CHARLES FORSTER,
B.D. Author of " Mahometanism Unveiled." 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. cloth.

FORSTER (REV. C.)-THE LIFE OF JOHN JEBB, D.D.F.R.S.,
late Bishop of Limerick. With a Selection from his Letters. By the Rev. CHARLES
FORSTER, B.D. Rector of Stisted, and formerly Domestic Chaplain to the Bishop. Second
Edition. 6vo. with Portrait, &c. 16s. cloth.

FOSBROKE.-A TREATISE ON THE ARTS, MANNERS,
MANUFACTURES, and INSTITUTIONS of the GREEKS and ROMANS. By the Rev.
T. D. FOSBROKE, &c. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

MANCIS.-NOTES FROM A JOURNAL KEPT IN ITALY
and SICILY during the years 1844, 1845, and 1846. By J. G. FRANCIS, B.A. 8vo. with Eight
Lithographic Illustrations, from Drawings by the Author, 14s. cloth.

FROM OXFORD TO ROME;
And, How it fared with some who lately made the Journey. By a COMPANION TRAVELLER.
New Edition, revised and corrected. Fcp. 8vo. with Frontispiece, 6s. cloth.

GASCOYNE.-A NEW SOLUTION, IN PART, OF THE SEALS,
TRUMPETS, and other SYMBOLS of the REVELATION of ST. JOHN : being an Attempt
to prove that, as far as they are fulfilled, they denote the Rise, Increase, and Maturity of the
Man of Sin, and the Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ for his Destruction. By the Rev. R.

GASCOYNE, A.M. 18mo. 5s. cloth.

GERTRUDE.
A Tale. By the Author of "Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. WILLIAM SEWELL, B.D.
of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

GILBART (J. W.) - THE HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF
BANKING. BY JAMES WILLIAM GILBART, General Manager of the London and West
minster Bank. 3d Edition. 8vo. 9s. boards.

GLEIG.-LIVES OF MOST EMINENT BRITISH MILITAR
COMMANDERS. By the Rev. G. R. GLEICJ. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 18s. clot

GOLDSMITH. - THE POETICAL WORKS OF OLIVE
GOLDSMITH. Illustrated by Wood Engravings, from the Designs of G. W. Cope, A.R.A.,
Thomas Creswick, A.R.A., J. C. Horsley, R. Redgrave, A.R.A., and Frederick Tayler M te-
bers of the Etching Club. With a Biographical Memoir, and Notes on the Poems. Edi d
by BOLTON CORNEY, Esq. Square crown 8vo. uniform with "Thomson's Seasons," 21s.
cloth ; or, bound in morocco, by Hayday, \. 16s.

** One Hundred" Copies, 1. 2s. each, printed on prepared paper of great beauty.
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GOOD.-THE BOOK OF NATURE.
A Popular Illustration of the General Laws and Phenomena of Creation. By JOHN MASON
GOOD, M.U. F.R.S., &c. Third Edition, corrected. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. 24s. cloth.

GOWER.-THE SCIENTIFIC PHENOMENA OF DOMESTIC
LIFE, familiarly explained. By CHARLES FpoTE GOWER. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with
Wood Engravings, 5s. cloth.

GRAHAM-ENGLISH; OR, THE ART OF COMPOSITION:
explained in a Series of Instructions and Examples. By G. F. GRAHAM. New Edition,
revised and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

GRANT (MRS.)-LETTERS FROM THE MOUNTAINS.
Being the Correspondence with her Friends, between the years 1773 and 1803. By Mrs GRANT,
of Laggan. Sixth Edition. Edited, with Notes and Additions, by her son, J. P. GRANT,
Esq. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

GRANT (MRS.)-MEMOIR AND CORRESPONDENCE OF
the late Mrs. Grant, of Laggan, Author of " Letters from the Mountains,"

" Memoirs of an
American Lady," &c. Edited by her Son, J. P. GRANT, Esq. 2d Edition. 3 vols. post 8vo.
with Portrait, 31s. 6d. cloth.

GRATTAN.-THE HISTORY OF THE NETHERLANDS,
From the Invasion by the Romans to the Belgian Revolution in 1830. By T. C. GRATTAN,
Esq. Fcp. Svo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

GRAY (THOMAS).-GRAY'S ELEGY,
Written in a Country Churchyard. Illuminated in the Missal style. By OWEN JONES,
Architect. Imp. Svo. 31s. 6d. elegantly bound in patent relievo leather.

GRAY AND MITCHELL'S ORNITHOLOGY THE GENERA
Of BIRDS ; comprising their Generic Characters, a Notice of the Habits of each Genus, and
an extensive List of Species, referred to their several Genera. By GEORGE ROBERT GRAY,
Acad. Imp. Georg. Florent. Soc. Corresp. Senior Assistant of the Zoological Department,
British Museum ; and Author of the " List of the Genera of Birds," &c. &c. Illustrated with
Three Hundred and Fifty imperial quarto Plates, by DAVID WILLIAM MITCHELL.

In course of publication, in Monthly Parts, 10s. 6d. each ; each Part consisting generally of
Four imperial quarto coloured Plates and Three plain, and accompanying Letterpress ; giving
the Generic Characters, short Remarks on the Habits, and a List of Species of each Genus as

complete as possible. The uncoloured Plates contain the Characters of all the Genera of
the various Sub-families, consisting of numerous details of Heads, Wings, and Feet, as the
case may require, for pointing out their distinguishing Characters.

*** The work will not exceed Fifty Monthly Parts, of which Forty have appeared.

ORDER I. Accipitres, has been completed, and may be had separately. Imperial Svo. with
15 coloured and 12 plain Plates, ,t'2. 8s. boards.

GREENER.-THE GUN;
Or, aTreatise on the various Descriptions of Small Fire-Arms. By W. GREENER, Inventor of
an improved method of Firing Cannon by Percussion, &c. Svo. with Illustrations, 15s. boards.

GRIMBLOT (P.)-LETTERS OF WILLIAM III. AND LOUIS
XIV. and of their Ministers. Illustrating the Domestic and Foreign Policy of England during
the period which followed the Revolution of 16S8. Extracted from the Archives of France
and England, and from Family papers. Edited by P. GRIMBLOT. 2 vols. Svo. [Inthepress.

GUICCIARDINI (F.)-THE MAXIMS OF FRANCIS GUIC-
C1ARDINI. Translated by EMMA MARTIN. With Notes, and Parallel Passages from
the works of Machiavelli, Lord Bacon, Pascal, Rochefoucault, Montesquieu, Burke,
Talleyrand, M. Guizot, &c. ; and a Sketch of the Life of Guicciardini. Square fcp. Svo. with
Portrait, 7s. boards ; or bound in morocco by Hayday, 14s.

GUTCH.-A LYTELL GESTE OF ROBIN HODE :

With other Antient and Modern Ballads and Songs relative to this celebrated Yeoman. To
which is prefixed, his History and Character, grounded upon other Documents than those
made use of by his former Biographer,

" Mister Ritson." Edited by J. M. GUTCH, F.A.S.
and adorned with Cuts by F. W. FAIRHOLT, F.A.S. 2 vols. Svo. with numerous Wood
Engravings, 30s. cloth.

GWILT.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE;
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By JOSEPH GWILT, Esq. F.S.A. Illustrated with
upwards of 1000 Engravings on Wood, from Designs by J. S. GWILT. Svo. 52s. 6d. cloth.
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HALL.-NEW GENERAL LARGE LIBRARY ATLAS OF
FIFTY-THREE MAPS, on Colombier Paper; with the Divisions and Boundaries carefully
coloiired. Constructed entirely from New Drawings, and engraved by SIDNEY HALL. New
Edition, thoroughly revised and corrected ; including all the Alterations rendered necessary
by the recent Official Surveys, the New Roads on the Continent, and a careful Comparison
with the authenticated Discoveries published in the latest Voyages and Travels. Folded in

half, Nine Guineas, half-bound in mssia; full size of the Maps, Ten Pounds, half-bd. russia.

HALSTED.-LIFE AND TIMES OF RICHARD THE THIRD,
as Duke of Gloucester and King of England : in which all the Charges against him are care-

fully investigated and compared with the Statements of the Cotemporary Authorities. By
CAROLINE A. HALSTED, Author of "The Life of Margaret Beaufort." 2 vols. 8vo. with an
Original Portrait and other Illustrations, \. 10s. cloth.

HAND-BOOK OF TASTE (THE);
Or, How to Observe Works of Art, especially Cartoons, Pictures, and Statues. By FABIUS
PICTOR. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. boards.

HANSARD.-TROUT AND SALMON FISHING IN WALES.
By G. A. HANSARD. 12mo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

HARRIS.-THE HIGHLANDS OF ETHIOPIA;
Being the Account ofEighteen Months' Residence of a British Embassy to the Christian Court
of Shoa. By Major Sir W. C. HARRIS, Author of "Wild Sports in Southern Africa," &c.
2d Edition. 3 vols. 8vo. with Map and Illustrations, i2. 2s. cloth.

HAWBUCK GRANGE;
Or, the Sporting Adventures of Thomas Scott, Esq. By the Author of "

Handley Cross ; or,
the Spa Hunt." 8vo. with Eight Illustrations by Phiz. [In October.

HAWES.-TALES OF THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS,
And Adventures of the Early Settlers in America ; from the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers,
in 1620, to the Time of the Declaration of Independence. By BARBARA HAWKS. Fcp. 8vo.
with Frontispiece, 6s. cloth.

HAWKER.-INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN
In all that relates to Guns and Shooting. By Lieut.-Col. P. HAWKER. 9th Edit, corrected,
enlarged, and improved, with Eighty-five Plates and Woodcuts by Adlard and Branston, from
Drawings by C. Varley, Dickes, &c. 8vo. \. Is. cloth.

HAYDON.-THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND JOURNALS OF
the late B. R. HAYDON, Historical Painter. Arranged, edited, and continued by Mrs.
HAYDON.

[/ the press.

HAYDON.-LECTURES ON PAINTING AND DESIGN :

Delivered at the London Institution, the Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, to the University
of Oxford, &c. By B. R. HAYDON, Historical Painter. With Portraits of the Author and of
Sir David Wilkie, andother Illustrations, from Designs drawn on Wood by the Author. 2 vols.
8vo. 24s. cloth.

HENSLOW.-THE PRINCIPLES OF DESCRIPTIVE AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL BOTANY. By J. S. HENSLOW, M.A. F.L.S. &c. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette
Title, and nearly 70 Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

HERSCHEL.-A TREATISE m ASTRONOMY.
By Sir JOHN HERSCHEL. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

HERSCHEL.-A PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE ON THE
STUDY OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By Sir JOHN HERSCHEL. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo.
with vignette title, 6s. cloth.

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY:
With a Glance at Bad Habits. By Ayaryos.

" Manners make the man." 28th Edition,
revised (with additions) by a Lady of Rank. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. cloth, gilt edges.

General Observations ; Introductions Letters of Introduction Marriage Dinners Smoking ;hnuff Fashion Dress Music Dancing Conversation Advice to Tradespeople Visiting- :

Visiting Cards Cards Tattling Of General Society.

HISTORICAL CHARADES.
By the Author of " Letters from Madras." Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

HISTORICAL PICTURES OF THE MIDDLE AGES,
In Black and White. Made on the spot, from Records in the Archives of Switzerland. ByWANDERING ARTIST. 2 vols. post 8vo. 18s. cloth.
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HOARE.-A DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF A NEW METHOD
of PLANTING and MANAGING the ROOTS of GRAPE VINES. By CLEMENT HOARE,
Author of "A Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape Vine on Open Walls." 12mo. 5s. cloth.

HOA11E.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVATION
OF THE GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By CLEMENT HOARE. 3d Edition. 8vo.
7s. 6d. cloth.

HOBBES.-ENGLISH WORKS OF THOMAS HOBBES,
Of Malmesbury ; now first collected by Sir WILLIAM MOLESWORTH, Bart. 16 vols. 8vo.
8s. cloth.

**
Separately : the English Works, in 11 vols. 5. 10s. ; the Latin Works, in 5 vols. jgV. 10s.

HOLLAND.-A TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURES IN
METAL. By J. HOLLAND, Esq. 3 vols. fcp. Vignette Titles, about 300 Woodcuts, 18s. cloth.

HOLLAND.-MEDICAL NOTES AND REFLECTIONS.
By HENRY HOLLAND, M.D. F.R.S. &c. Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Physician
Extraordinary to the Queen, and Physician in Ordinary to His Royal Highness Prince Albert.
2d Edition. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

HOOK (DR. W. F.)-THE LAST DAYS OF OUR LORD'S
MINISTRY : a Course of Lectures on the principal Events of Passion Week. By WALTER
FARQUHAR HOOK, D.D. Vicar of Leeds, Prebendary of Lincoln, and Chaplain in Ordinary to
the Queen. 4th Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

HOOKER.-KEW GARDENS;
Or, a Popular Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir WILLIAM JACKSON
HOOKER, K.H. D.C.L. F.R.A. & L.S. &c. &c. Director. New Edition. I6mo. with numerous
Wood Engravings, Is. sewed.

HOOKER.-THE BRITISH FLORA,
In Two Vols. Vol. 1 ; comprising Phaenogamous or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. By Sir
WILLIAM JACKSON HOOKER, K.H. LL.D. F.R.A. and L.S. &c. &c &c. Fifth Edition, with
Additions and Corrections ; and 173 Figures illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the
Composite Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns. Svo. with 12 Plates, 14s. plain ; with the

plates coloured, 24s. cloth.

Vol. 2, in Two Parts, comprising the Cryptogamia and Fungi, completing the British Flora, and
forming Vol. 5, Parts 1 and 2, of Smith's English Flora, 24s. boards.

HORNE (THE REV. T. HJ-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
CRITICAL STUDY and KNOWLEDGE of the HOLY SCRIPTURES. By THOMAS
HARTWELL HORNE, B.D. of St. John's College, Cambridge; Rector of the united Parishes
of ?t. Edmund the King and Martyr, and St. Nicholas Aeons, Lombard Street

; Prebendary
of St. Paul's. A New Edition, revised and corrected. 5 vols. Svo. with numerous Maps and
Facsimilies of Biblical Manuscripts, 63s. cloth; or 5, bound in calf half-extra, by Hayday.

HORNE (THE REV. T. H.)-A COMPENDIOUS INTRODUC-
TION to the STUDY of the BIBLE. By THOMAS HARTWELL HORNE, B.D. of St. John's

College, Cambridge. Being an Analysis of his "Introduction to the Critical Study and
Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures." New Edition, corrected and enlarged. 12mo. with Maps
and other Engravings, 9s. boards.

HORSLEY (BISHOP).-BIBLICAL CRITICISM
On the first Fourteen Historical Books of the Old Testament ; and on the first Nine Prophetical
Books. By SAMUEL HORSLEY, LL.D. F.R.S. F.S.A. Lord Bishop of St. Asaph. 2d Edition,
containing Translations by the Author never before published, together with copious Indices.
2 vols. Svo. rfl. 10s. cloth. By the same Author,

THE BOOK of PSALMS ; translated from the Hebrew : with Notes, explanatory and critical
Fourth Edition. Svo. 12s. cloth.

HOWITT (MARY).-BALLADS AND OTHER POEMS. BY
Mary Howitt. Square crown Svo. with a Portrait, from a picture by Miss Gillies, beautifully
engraved by W. H. Egleton, 18s. cloth

; morocco, 36s. (bound by Hayday.)

HOWITT.-THE CHILD'S YEAR-BOOK.
By MARY HOWITT. With Four Illustrations, engraved by John Absolon, from Original
Designs. [In the Autumn.

HOWITT.-THE BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK:
Being the real Life of a Country Boy, written by himself; exhibiting all the Amusements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Children in the Country. Edited by WILLIAM HOWITT, Author
of " The Rural Life of England," &c. New Edit. Fcp. Svo. with 40 Woodcuts. [Just ready.
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HOWITT.-THE RURAL LIFE OF ENGLAND.
By WILLIAM Howrrr. 3d Edition, corrected and revised. Medium 8vo. with Engravings
on wood, by Bewick and Williams, uniform with "Visits to Remarkable Places," 21s. cloth.

HOWITT.-VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES;
Old H alls, Battle-Fie Ids, and Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in English History and

Poetry. By WILLIAM HOWITT. New Edition. Medium 8vo. with 40 Illustrations by
S. Williams, 21s. cloth.

SECOND SERIES, chiefly in the Counties of DURHAM and NORTHUMBERLAND, with a

Stroll along the BORDER. Medium 8vo. with upwards of 40 highly-finished Woodcuts,
from Drawings made on the spot for this work, by Messrs. Carmichael, Richardsons, and
Weld Taylor, 21s. cloth.

HOWITT.-THE RURAL AND SOCIAL LIFE OF GERMANY :

With Characteristic Sketches of its Chief Cities and Scenery. Collected in a General Tour,
and during a Residence in that Country in the Years 1840-42. By WILLIAM HOWITT,
Author of "The Rural Life of England," &c. Med. 8vo. with above 50 Illustrations, 21s. cloth.

HOWITT. THE STUDENT-LIFE OF GERMANY.
From the Unpublished MSS. of Dr. Cornelius. By WILLIAM HOWITT. 8vo. with 24 Wood-
Engravings, and Seven Steel Plates, 21s. cloth.

HOWITT.-COLONISATION AND CHRISTIANITY:
A Popular History of the Treatment of the Natives, in all their Colonies, by the Europeans.
By WILLIAM HOWITT. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

HUDSON-PLAIN DIRECTIONS FORSAKING WILLS
In Conformity with the Law, and particularly with reference to the Act 7 Will. 4 and 1 Viet,
c. 26. To which is added, a clear Exposition of the Law relating to the distribution of Per-
sonal Estate in the case of Intestacy ; with two Forms of Wills, and much useful information,
&c. By J. C. HUDSON, Esq. New Edition, corrected. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

HUDSON.-THE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE.
By J. C. HUDSON, Esq. of the Legacy Duty Office, London ; Author of " Plain Directions for

Making Wills," and "The Parent's Hand-book." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

%* These two works may be had in one volume, 7s. cloth.

HUDSON.-THE PARENT'S HAND-BOOK;
Or, Guide to the Choice of Professions, Employments, and Situations ; containing useful and
practical Information on the subject of placing out Young Men, and of obtaining their Edu-
cation with a view to particular occupations. By J. C. HUDSON, Esq. Author of " Plain
Directions for Making Wills." Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

HUMBOLDT (BARON).-BARON HUMBOLDT'S COSMOS :

A Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Translated, with the Author's Sanction
and Co-operation, under the superintendence of Lieutenant-Colonel EDWARD SABINE, R.A.
For. Sec. R.S. Vol.1. New Edition. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth. [Vol. II. is in the press.
" Je vous autorue, Monsieur, de vous servir en toute occasion de la declaration, que la belle traduction du Colonel

Sabine enrichie de rectifications et de notes tres-pi ecieuses, et qui ont toute mon approbation, est la seule par laquelle
j'ai vivement desire voir introduit mon ouvrage dans la litterature de votre pays."

BARON HUMBOLDT to Mr. Murray, Dec. 15, 1846.
" The present translation was undertaken in compliance with the author's wish, and is ably executed, reading like

an original work." SPECTATOK.

HUME.-THE LEARNED SOCIETIESAND PRINTING CLUBS
of the UNITED KINGDOM ; being an Account of their respective Origin, History, Objects,
and Constitution : full details respecting Membership, Fees, their published Works and Trans-
actions, Notices of their Periods and Places of Meeting, &c. With a general Introduction,
and a Classified Index. Compiled from Official Documents, by the Rev. A. HUME, LL.D.
F.S.A. Corresponding Member of the Society of Antiquaries, Scotland ; Member of the Philo-

logical Society, &c. Post 8vo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

HUNT. RESEARCHES ON LIGHT :

An Examination of all the Phenomena connected with the Chemical and Molecular Changes
produced by the Influence of the Solar Rays ; embracing all the known Photographic Pro-
cesses, and new Discoveries in the Art. By ROBERT HUNT, Keeper of Mining Records,
Museum of Economic Geology. 8vo. with Plate and Woodcuts, 10s. 6d. cloth.

JAENISCH & WALKER JAENISCH'S CHESS PRECEPTOR:
A New Analysis of the Opeuings of Games. By C. F. De JAENISCH, of St. Petersburg!!.
Translated from the French, with copious Notes, by GEORGE WALKER, Author of "Chess
Studies," and various other Works on the Game of Chess. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

JAMES.-LIVES OF MOST EMINENT FOREIGN STATESMEN.
ByG. P. R.JAMES, Esq., and E. E.CROWE, Esq. 5 vols. fcp. 8vo. Vignette Titles, 30s. clotl
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JAMES.-A HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF EDWARD THE
BLACK PRINCE, and of various Events connected therewith, which occurred during the
Reign of Edward III. King of England. By G. P. R. JAMES, Esq. 2d Edition. 2 vols. fcp.
Svo. Map, 15s. cloth.

JEBB.-A LITERAL TRANSLATION OF THE BOOK OF
PSALMS ; intended to illustrate their Poetkal and Moral Structure. To which are added,
Dissertations on the word "Selah," and on the Authorship, Order, Titles, and Poetical
Features, of the Psalms. By the Rev. JOHN JEBB, A.M. Rector of Peterstow. 2 vols. Svo.
21s. cloth.

JEBB (BISHOP) AND KNOX (ALEXANDER). - THIRTY
YEARS' CORRESPONDENCE between John Jebb, D.D. F.R.S. Bishop of Limerick, Ardfert,
Aghadoe, and Alexander Kuox, Esq. M.R.I.A. Edited by the Rev. CHARLES FORSTER, B.D.
Rector of Stisted, formerly Domestic Chaplain to Bishop Jebb. 2d IJdit. 2 vols. Svo. 28s. cl.

JEFFREY. - CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDINBURGH
REVIEW. By FRANCIS JEFFREY, nowOne of the Judges of the Court ofSession in Scotland.
New Edition. 3 vols. Svo. 42s. cloth.

JOHNSON.-THE FARMER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,
And Dictionary of Rural Affairs : embracing all the recent Discoveries in Agricultural Che-
mistry ; adapted to the comprehension of unscientific readers. By CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON,
Esq. F.R.S. Barrister-at-Law; Editor of the " Farmer's Almanack," &c. 8vo. illustrated by
Wood Engravings, 1. 10s. cloth.

KATER AND LARDNER.-A TREATISE ON MECHANICS.
By Captain KATER and Dr. LARDNER. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. with Vignette Title, and 19
Plates, comprising 224 distinct figures, 6s. cloth.

KEIGIITLEY.-pUTLINES OF HISTORY.
From the Earliest Period. By THOMAS KEIOHTLEY, Esq. New Edition, corrected and con-
siderably improved. Fcp. Svo. 6s, cioth ; or 6s. 6d. bound.

KING (COL. J. A.) - TWENTY-FOUR YEARS IN THE
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC; embracing the Author's Personal Adventures, with the Civil
and Military History of the Country, and an Account of its Political Condition before and
during the Administration of Governor Rosas, his course of Policy, the Causes and Character
of his Interference with the Government of Monte Video, and the circumstances which led to
the Interposition of England and France. By Col. J. ANTHONY KINO, an Officer in the

Army of the Republic. Svo. 14s. cloth.

KIP.-THE CHRISTMAS HOLYDAYS IN ROME.
By the Rev. W^INGRAHAM KIP, M.A. Edited by the Rev. W. SEWBLL, B.D. Fellow and
Tutor of Exeter tollege, Oxford. Fcp. Svo. 5s. cloth.

KIRBY&SPENCE.-AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;
Or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects : comprising an account of noxious and useful

Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions, Noises,
Hybernation, Instinct, &c. By W. KIRBY, M.A. F.R.S. & L.S. Rector of Barhain ; and W.
S PENCE, Esq. F.R.S. & L.S. 6th Edit, correctedand muchenlarged. 2 vols. Svo. 31s. Gd. cloth.

KNOX (ALEXANDER).-REMAINS OF ALEXANDER KNOX,
Esq. of Dublin, M.R.I.A , containing Essays, chiefly explanatory of Christian Doctrine, and
Confidential Letters, with Private Papers, illustrative of the Writer's Character, Sentiments,
and Life. 3d Edition, 4 vols. fevo. j2- 8s. cloth.

LAING.-NOTES ON THE SCHISM FROM THE CHURCH OF
ROME, called the GERMAN-CATHOLIC CHURCH, instituted by J. Ronge and I. Czerski,
in October 1844, on occasion of the Pilgrimage to the Holy Coat at Treves. By S. LAING,
Esq. Author of " Notes of a Traveller," &c. 2d Edition. Fcp. Svo. 5s. cloth.

LAING.-THE CHRONICLE OF THE KINGS OF NORWAY,
From the Earliest Period of the History of the Northern Sea Kings to the Middle of the Twelfth

Century, commonly called The Heimskringla. Translated from the Icelandic of Snorro

Sturleson, with Notes, and a Preliminary Discourse, by SAMUEL LAINQ, Author of " Notes
of a Traveller," &c. 3 vols. 8vo. 36s. cloth.

LAING.-A TOUR IN SWEDEN,
In 1838 ; comprising observations on the Moral, Political, and Economical State of the Swedish
Nation. By SAMUEL LAING, Esq. Svo. 12s. cloth.

LANE (R. JJ-LIFE AT THE WATER-CURE;
Or, a Month at Malvern. A Diary of Facts and Fancies. To which is added, The Sequel.

By RICHARD J. LANE, A.R.A. Lithographer to Her Majesty and H.R.H. Prince Albert.

Post Svo. with numerous Illustrations, 14s. cloth.
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LANETON PARSONAGE :

A Tale for Children, on the Practical Use of a portion of the Church Catechism. By the

Author of "Amy Herbert," and " Gertrude." Edited by the Rev. W. SEWKLL, B.D. Fellow

of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

LANG.-COOKSLAND IN NORTH-EASTERN AUSTRALIA;
Or, the Future Cotton Field of Great Britain : its Characteristics and Capabilities for European
Colonization, with a Disquisition on the Origin, Manners, and Customs of the Aborigines.

By J. D. LANG, D.D. 12mo. with 7 Plates and Map, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LANG.-PHILLIPSLAND ;

Or, the Country hitherto designated Port Phillip : its Present Condition and Prospects as a

highly eligible Field for Emigration. By JOHN DUNMOHE LANG, D.D. A.M. ; Member of

the Legislative Council of New South Wales. 12mo. with 4 Plates and 2 Maps, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LAPLACE (THE MARQUIS DE).-THE SYSTEM OF THE
WORLD. By M. LE MARQUIS DE LAPLACE. Translated from the French, and elucidated

with Explanatory Notes. By the Rev. HENRY H. HARTE, F.T.C.D. M.R.I.A. 2 vols. 8vo.
24s. boards.

LARDNER'S CABINET CYCLOPEDIA;
Comprising a Series of Original Works on History, Biography, Literature, the Sciences, Arts,
and Manufactures. Conducted and edited by Dr. LARDNER.

The Series, complete, in One Hundred and Thirty-three Volumes, rf39. 18s. The works,
separately, 6s. per volume.

LARDNER AND WALKER.-A TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY,
MAGNETISM, and METEOROLOGY. By D. LARDNER, LLD. F.R.S., and C. V. WALKER,
Secretary of the Electrical Society. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

LARDNER A TREATISE ON HEAT.
By D. LARDNER, LL.D., &c. Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts and Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

LARDNER.-A TREATISE ON HYDROSTATICS AND PNEU-
MATIC8. By Dr. LARDNER. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

LARDNER.-A TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC.
By D. LARDNER, LL.D. F.R.S. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

LARDNER.-A TREATISE ON GEOMETRY.
And its Application to the Arts. By Dr. LARDNER. Fcp. 8vo. vignette Title, and upwards
of 200 figures, 6s. cloth.

L. E. l.-THE POETICAL WORKS OF LETITIA JILIZABETH
LANDON. New Edition, 4 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Illustrations by Howard, &c. 28s. cloth
lettered ; or handsomely oound in morocco, with gilt edges, "i. 4s.

The following Works separately:
The IMPROVISATRICE. Fcp. 10s. 6d. cloth, i The GOLDEN VIOLET. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

The VENETIAN BRACELET. 10s.6d. cloth. I The TROUBADOUR. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

LEE.-TAXIDERMY;
Or, the Art of Collecting, Preparing, and Mounting Objects of Natural History. For the
use of Museums and Travellers. By Mrs. R. LEE (formerly Mrs. T. E. Bowdich), Author of
" Memoirs of Cuvier," &c. 6th Edition, improved, with an account of a Visit to Walton
Hall, and Mr. Waterton's Method of Preserving Animals. Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s. cloth.

LEE-ELEMENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY,
For the use of Schools and Young Persons : comprising the Principles of Classification,
interspersed with amusing and instructive original Accounts of the most remarkable Animals.
By Mrs. R. LEK (formerly Mrs. T. E. BOWDICH), Author of "Taxidermy," "Memoirs of
Cuvier," &c. 12mo. with Fifty-five Woodcuts, 7s. 6d. bound.

LEMPRIERE. A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY;
Containing a copious Account of all the proper Names mentioned in Ancient Authors; with
the Value of Coins, Weights, and Measures, used amongst the Greeks and Romans

;
and a

Chronological Table. By T. LEMPRIERE, D.D. 20th Edition, corrected. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

LESLIE (C. R.) MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF JOHN CON-
STABLE, Esq. R.A. Composed chiefly of his Letters. By C.R.LESLIE, R.A. Second
Edition., with further Extracts from his Correspondence. Small 4to. with two Portraits (one
from a new Sketch by Mr. Leslie), and a Plate of "

Spring," engraved by Lucas. 21s. cloth.

LETTERS TO MY UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
By A LADY, Author of " Twelve Years Ago." Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

" The author is no commonplace retailer of cut and dried maxims, but a woman of strong understanding and cultivated
taste, who has read much ana thought more. She would have religion to b the beginning and the end of all human
actions ; but he is not puritanical in her pious real." SPECTATOR.
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LINDLEY.-INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.
By Prof. J. LINDLEY, Ph.D. F.R.S. L.S. &c. 3d Edition with Corrections and considerable
Additions. 8vo. with Six Plates and numerous Woodcuts, 18s. cloth.

LINDLEY.-FLORA MEDICA :

A Botanical Account of all the most important Plants used in Medicine, in different Parts of
the World. By JOHN LINDLEY, Ph.D., F.R.S., &c. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

LINDLEY.-A SYNOPSIS OF THE BRITISH FLORA,
Arranged according to the Natural Orders. By Professor JOHN LINDLEY, Ph.D., F.R.S., Sic.

3d Edition, with numerous additions, corrections, and improvements, 12mo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

LINDLEY.-THE THEORY OF HORTICULTURE;
Or, an Attempt to explain the Principal Operations of Gardening upon Physiological Prin-

ciples. By JOHN LINDLEY, Ph.D., F.R.S. 8vo. with illustrations on Wood, 12s. cloth.

LINDLEY.-GUIDE TO ORCHARD AND KITCHEN GARDEN;
Or, an Account of the most valuable Fruits and Vegetables cultivated in Great Britain : with
Kalendars of the Work required in the Orchard and Kitchen Garden during every month in the
year. By G. LINDLEY, C.M.H.S. Edited by Prof. LINDLEY. 8vo. 16s. bds.

LINWOOD (W.)-ANTHOLOGIA OXONIENSIS,
Sive Florilegium e lusibus poeticis diversorum Oxoniensium Gratis et Latinis decerptum.
Curante GULIELMO LINWOOD, M.A. JSdis Christ! Alummo. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

LOUDON(MRS.)-THEAMATEURGARDENER'SCALENDAR:
Being a Monthly Guide as to what should be avoided, as well as what should be done, in a
Garden in each Month : with plain Rules how to do what is requisite ; Directions for Laying
Out and Planting Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, and Shrubberies ; and a
Short Account, in each Month, of the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Insects then most injurious to
Gardens. By Mrs. LOUDON. 16mo. with numerous Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON (MRS.)-THE LADY'S COUNTRY COMPANION;
Or, How to Enjoy a Country Life Rationally. By Mrs. LOUDON, Author of "

Gardening for

Ladies," &c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with a Steel Plate and Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON.-SELF-INSTRUCTION FOR YOUNG GARDENERS,
Foresters, Bailiffs, Land Stewards, and Farmers ; in Arithmetic, Book-keeping, Geometry,
Mensuration, Practical Trigonometry, Mechanics, Land-Surveying, Levelling, Planning and
Mapping, Architectural Drawing, and Isometrical Projection and Perspective ; with Examples
shewing their applications to Horticulture and Agricultural Purposes. By the late J. C.
LOUDON, F.L.S. H.S. &c. With a Portrait of Mr. Louden, and a Memoir by Mrs. London.
8vo. with Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GARDENING :

Presenting, in one systematic view, the History and Present State of Gardening in all Coun-
tries, and its Theory and Practice in Great Britain : with the Management of the Kitchen
Garden, the Flower Garden, Laying-out Grounds, &c. By J. C. LOUDON, F.L.S. &c. A New
Edition, enlarged and improved. 8vo. with nearly 1,000 Engravings on Wood, 50s. cloth.

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS:
being^ the "Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum" abridged: containing the Hardy Trees
and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and Foreign, Scientifically and Popularly Described ;

with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts ; and with Engravings of nearly all

the Species. Adapted for the use of Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Foresters. By J. C.
LOUDON, F.L.S. &c. 8vo. with 2,000 Engravings on Wood, 1. 10s. cloth.

A New Edition of the Original Work, in 8 vols. 8vo. with above 400 Octavo Plates of Trees,
and upwards of 2,500 Woodcuts, jfflO, cloth.

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AGRICULTURE:
Comprising the Theory and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improvement,
and Management of Landed Property, and of the Cultivation and Economy of the Animal and
Vegetable productions ofAgriculture: including all the latest Improvements, a general History
of Agriculture in all Countries, a Statistical View of its present State, with Suggestions for
its future progress in the British Isles ;

and Supplement, bringing down the work to the year
1844. By J. C. LOUDON, F.L.G.Z. and H.S. &c. 5th Edition. 8vo. with upwards of 1,100

Engravings on Wood, 1, 10s. cloth. The SUPPLEMENT separately, 5s. sewed.

LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS :

Including all the Plants which are now found in, or have been introduced into, Great Britain ;

giving their Natural History, accompanied by such descriptions, engraved figures, and
elementary details, as may enable a beginner, who is a mere English reader, to discover the
name of every Plant which he may find in flower, and acquire all the information respecting
it which is useful and interesting. By J. C. LOUDOK, F.L.S. &c. The Specific Characters

by an Eminent Botanist; the Drawings by J. D. C. Sowerby, F.L.S. A New Edition with

Supplement, and a new General Index. 8vo. with nearly 10,000 Wood Engravings, jC'3. 13s. 6d.
cloth. The Supplement, separately, 8vo. 15s. cloth.

D
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LOUDON.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COTTAGE, FARM, AND
VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE ; containing; numerous Designs, from the Villa
to the Cottage and the Farm, including Farm Houses, Farmeries, and other Agricultural
Buildings ; Country Inns, Public Houses, and Parochial Schools

; with the requisite Fittings-
up, Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices, Gardens, and Garden Scenery : each

Design accompanied by Analytical and Critical Remarks. By J. C. LOUDON, F.L.S. &c.
New Edition, edited by Mrs. LOUDON. 8vo. with more than 2,000 Engravings on Wood,

$. 3s. cloth. The Supplement, separately, 8vo. 7s. 6d. sewed.

LOUDON.-HORTUS BRITANNICUS:
A Catalogue of all the Plants indigenous to or introduced into Britain. By J. C. LOUDO.V,
F.L.S. &c. 3d Edition, with a NEW SUPPLEMENT, prepared, under the direction of Mr.
LOUDON, by W. H. BAXTER, and revised by GEORGE DON, F.L.S. 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

The SUPPLEMENT separately, 8vo. 2s. 6d. sewed.
The LATER SUPPLEMENT separately, 8s.

LOUDON.-HORTUS LIGNOSIS LONDINENSIS;
Or, a Catalogue of all the Ligneous Plants cultivated in the neighbourhood of London. To
which are added, their usual prices in Nurseries. By J. C. LOUDON, F.L.S. &c. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cl.

LOUDON. -THE SUBURBAN GARDENER AND VILLA
COMPANION ; comprising the Choice of a Villa or Suburban Residence, or of a situation on
which to form one ; the Arrangement and Furnishing of the House; and the Laying-out,
Planting, and general Management of the Garden and Grounds ; the whole adapted forgrounds
from one perch to fifty acres and upwards in extent; intended for the instruction of those
who know little of Gardening or Rural Affairs, and more particularly for the use of Ladle*.
By J. C. LOUDON, F.L.S. &c. 8vo. with above 300 Wood Engravings, 20s. cloth.

LOW. -ON THE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS OF GREAT
BRITAIN

; comprehending the Natural and Economical History of the Species and Breeds ;

Illustrations of the Properties of External Form
; and Observations on the Principles and

Practice of Breeding. By DAVID Low, Esq. F.R.S.E. Professor of Agriculture in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, &c.

;
Author of " Elements of Practical Agriculture," &c. 8vo. with

Engravings on Wood, 25s. cloth.

LOW.-THE BREEDS OF THE DOMESTICATED ANIMALS
Of Great Britain Described. By DAVID Low, Esq. F.R.S.E. Professor of Agriculture in the
University of Edinburgh, &c. The Plates from Drawings by W. Nicholson, R.S.A. reduced
from a Series of Oil Paintings, executed for the Agricultural Museum ofthe University of Edin-
burgh, by W. Shiels, R.S.A. 2 vols. atlas quarto, with 56 plates of animals, beautifully col'd
after Nature, 16. 16s. half-bound in morocco. Or in four separate portions, as follows :

The OX. Atlas quarto, with 22 plates, . 16s. 6d. half-bound in morocco.
The SHEEP. Atlas quarto, with 21 plates, ^"6. 16s. 6d. half-bound in morocco.
The HORSE. Atlas quarto, with 8 plates, 3, half-bound in morocco.

. The HOG. Atlas quarto, with 5 plates, 1. 2s. half-bound in morocco.

LOW^-ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE;
Domestic Anil
urein Univei

_ ~, - , rely new set
Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s. cloth.

LOW (PROFESSOR).-ON LANDED PROPERTY
And the ECONOMY of ESTATES ; comprehending the Relation of Landlord and Tenant,

Practical Agriculture," &c. 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings, 21s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS CON-
SSS5S the Right Hon - THOMAS

MACAULAY.-LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
By theRight Hon. THOMAS BABINGTON MACAULAY. 9thEdition. CrownSvo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

MACAULAY.-MR. MACAULAY'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
A New Edition. With numerous Illustrations, Original and from the Antique, drawn on
Wood by George Scharf, Jun. and engraved by Samuel Williams. Fcp. 4to. 21s. boards ;

morocco, 42s. (bound by Hayday.)

MACKAY (CHARLES)-THE SCENERY AND POETRY OF
THE ENGLISH LAKES ; a Summer Ramble. By CHARLES MACKAY, Esq. LL.D. Author
of Legends of the Isles," "The Salamandrine," "The Thames and its Tributaries," &c.
8vo. with beautiful Wood Engravings from Original Sketches, 14s. cloth.
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MACKINTOSH (SIR JAMES).-SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH'S
MISCELLANEOUS WORKS; including his Contributions to The Edinburgh Review.
Edited by ROBERT JAMES MACKINTOSH, Esq. 3 vols. 8vo. 42s. cloth.

MACKINTOSH, fec.-THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
By Sir JAMES MACKINTOSH; W. WALLACE, Esq. ;

and ROBERT BELL, Esq. 10 vols. fcp.
8vo. with Vignette Titles, 3. cloth.

MACKINTOSH (SIR JAMES). THE LIFE OF SIR THOMAS
MORE. By the Right Hon. Sir JAMES MACKINTOSH. Reprinted from the Cabinet Cyclo-
paedia ;

and intended as a Present Book or School Prize. Fcp. 8vo. with Portrait, 5s. cloth ;

or bound in vellum gilt (old style), 8s.

M'CULLOCH.-A DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, STATIS-
TICAL, AND HISTORICAL, of the various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects
in the WORLD. By J. R. M'CULLOCH, Esq. A New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with Six large
Maps, ^4. 'cloth.

*** The new Articles have been printed separately, as a Supplement to the former Edition.

They comprise a full Account of the Present State of the United Kingdom, the Oregon Terri-

tory, &c. 8vo. 5s. sewed.

M'CULLOCH.-A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL, THEORETI-
CAL, AND HISTORICAL, OF COMMERCE AND COMMERCIAL NAVIGATION. Illus-

trated with Maps and Plans. By J. R.M'CuLLOCH, Esq. An entirely New Edition, corrected

enlarged, and improved ;
with a Supplement. 8vo. 50s. cloth ;

or 55s. half- bound russia.

The SUPPLEMENT to the Editions published in 1844 and 1846, maybe had separately,
price 4s. 6d. sewed.

M'CULLOCH (J. R.)-AN ACCOUNT, DESCRIPTIVE AND
STATISTICAL, of the BRITISH EMPIRE ; exhibiting its Extent, Physical Capacities, Popu-
lation, Industry, and Civil and Religious Institutions. By J. R. M'CULLOCH, Esq. 3d Edit,

corrected, enlarged, and greatly improved. 2 thick vols. 8vo. ^2. 2s. cloth.

M'CULLOCH. -THE LITERATURE OF POLITICAL ECO-
NOMY ; being a Classified Catalogue of the principal Works in the different departments of
Political Economy, with Historical, Critical, and Biographical Notices. By J. R. M'CULLOCH,
Esq. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

M'CULLOCH.-A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICAL INFLUENCE of TAXATION and the FUNDING SYSTEM. By J. R.
M'CULLOCH, Esq. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

MAITLAND (DR. CHARLES). - THE CHURCH IN THE
CATACOMBS : a Description of the Primitive Church of Rome. Illustrated by its Sepulchral
Remains. By CHARLES MAITLAND, M.D. New Edition, corrected. 8vo. with numerous
Wood Engravings, 14s. cloth.

MARCET --CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly Explained and Illustrated by Experiments.
By Mrs. MARCET. New Edition, enlarged and improved. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Mrs. MARCET. New
Edition, enlarged and corrected. Fcp. 8vo. with 23 Plates, 10s. 6d. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON POLITICAL ECONOMY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Mrs. MARCET. New
Edition revised and enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLE PHYSIO-
LOGY; comprehending the Elements of Botany, with their application to Agriculture.

By Mrs. MARCET. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 4 Plates, 9s. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER.
By Mrs. MARCET. New Edition, revised and corrected. Fcp. 8vo. with coloured Map,
shewing the comparative altitude of Mountains, 5s. 6d. cloth.

MARGARET PERCIVAL.
By the Author of " Amy Herbert,"

"
Gertrude," and " Laneton Parsonage." Edited by the

Rev. W. SEWELL, B.D. Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.
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MARRYAT.-BORNEO AND THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO.
By FRANCIS S. MARRYAT, late Midshipman of H.M.S. Samaran?. Richly illustrated with
numerous Lithograghic Drawings and Engravings on Wood, from Original Sketches by Mr.
MARRYAT. [In the press.

MARRYAT (CAPT.)-MASTERMAN READY
;

Or, the Wreck of the Pacific. Written for Young People. By Captain F. MARRYAT, C.I
Author of " Peter Simple," Sic. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Wood Engravings, 22s. 6d. cloth.

MARRYAT.-THE MISSION ;

Or, Scenes in Africa. Written for Young People. By Captain F. MARRYAT, C.B. Author of
"The Settlers in Canada," &c. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT.-THE PRIVATEER'S-MAN ONE HUNDRED
YEARS AGO. By Captain F. MARRYAT, C.B. Author of "Masterman Ready," &c. 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT.-THE SETTLERS IN CANADA.
Written for Young People. By Captain F. MARRYAT, C.B. Author of "The Privateers-man
One Hundred Years Ago," &c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 2 Illustrations, 7s. 6d. cloth.

MAUNDER THE TREASURY OP KNOWLEDGE,
And LIBRARY of REFERENCE : in Two Parts. New Edition, thoroughly revised and
enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan, 12s.

*** The principal contents of the present new and thoroughly revised edition of " The
Treasury of Knowledge are a new and enlarged English Dictionary, with a Grammar, Verbal
Distinctions, and Exercises ; a new Universal Gazetteer ;

a compendious Classical Dictionary ;

an Analysis of History and Chronology ; a Dictionary of Law Terms ; a new Synopsis of the
British Peerage ; and various useful Tabular Addenda.

MAUNDER.-THE SCIENTIFIC & LITERARY TREASURY;
A new and popular Encyclopaedia of Science and the Belles-Lettres ; including all Branches of
Science, and every Subject connected with Literature and Art. The whole written in a fani iliar

style, adapted to the comprehension of all persons desirous of acquiring information on the

subjects comprised in the work, and also adapted for a Manual of convenient Reference to the
more instructed. By SAMUEL MAUNDER. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth; bound in

roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-THE BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY;
Consisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and brief Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Persons of all Age.
and Nations, from the Earliest Period of History ; forming a new and complete Dictionary
of Universal Biography. By SAMUEL MAUNDER. New Edition, revised throughout, and
containing a copious Supplement, brought down to December, 1844. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ;

bound in roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-THE TREASURY OF HISTORY;
Comprising a General Introductory Outline of Universal History, Ancient and Modern, and a
Series of separate Histories of every principal Nation that exists ; their Rise, Progress, and
Present Condition, the Moral and Social Character of their respective inhabitants, their

Religion, Manners, and Customs, &c. By SAMUEL MAUNDER. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s.

cloth ; bound in roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-THE TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY;
Or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature : in which the Zoological Characteristics that

distinguish the different Classes, Genera, and Species will be found, combined with a variety
of interesting Information illustrative of the Habits, Instincts, and General Economy of the
Animal Kingdom. By SAMUEL MAUNDER. Fcp. 8vo. uniform with Mr. Maunder's other
Four Treasuries, and embellished with Eight Hundred accurate Engravinss on Wood, de-

signed expressly for this work. (In the Autumn.
** Mr. Maunder has also in a state of considerable forwardness " The Treasury of Geo-

graphy," the particulars of which will be shortly announced.

MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT
BRITAIN, and of the Museum of Economic Geology in London. Published by order of th
Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury. Royal 8vo. with Woodcuts and 9 la

Plates (seven coloured), 21s. cloth.

MICHELET (J.) PRIESTS, WOMEN, AND FAMILIES.
By J. MICHELET. Translated from the French (Third Edition, which contains Michelet'
Preface, in reply to the attacks of the Jesuits), with the Author's approbation, by C. COCKS
B.L. New Editions. Post 8vo. 9s. cloth ; lOino. Is. 4d. sewed.
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MICHELET (J.)-THE PEOPLE.
By M. MICHELET, Member of the Institute of France, &c. Translated, with the approbation
Of the Author, by C. COCKS, B.L. New Edition. Post 8vo. 9s. cloth; 16mo. Is. 6d. sewed.

*** Mr. Cocks's authorised translations of Michelet's "
Priests, Women, and Families," and

"The People," in one vol. 16mo. 3s. 6d. cloth.

MICHELET AND QUINET. THE JESUITS, BY MM.
MICHELKT and QUINET. Translated from the Seventh Edition, with the approbation of
the Authors, by C. COCKS, B.L., Author of "

Bordeaux, its Wines, and the Claret Country."
New Edition. IGmo. Is. 6d. sewed.

*** Mr. Cocks's Authorised Translations of MM. Michelet and Quinet's " The Jesuits," and
M. Quinet's

"
Christianity,

" in one vol. IGmo. 4s. cloth.

MILES (WILLIAM).-THE HORSE'S FOOT, AND HOW TO
KEEP IT SOUND. By WILLIAM MILES, Esq. New Edition, with an Appendix on Shoeing
in general, and Hunters in particular. Imperial 8vo. with Illustrations, 9s. cloth. The Ap-
pendix separately, price 2s. 6d.

** Four Casts or Models of Shoes may be had, displaying the different kinds of Shoeing,
price 3s. each ;

or 10s. 6d. the Set.

No. 1, Shod for General Purposes. I No. 3, Shod with Leather.

2, Shod for Hunting. | 4, Foot prepared for Shoeing.

MILNER (REVV. J. & D-THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH
of CHRIST. By the Rev. JOSEPH MILNER, A.M. With Additions and Corrections by the
late Rev. ISAAC MILNER, D.D. F.R.S. A New Edition, revised and corrected throughout,
by the Rev. T. GRANTHAM, B.D. Rector of Bramber, and Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of
Kildare. 4 vols. Svo. "i. 12s. cloth.

A Continuation of the above.

THE HISTORY of the CHURCH of CHRIST, from the Diet of Augsburg, 1530, to the

Eighteenth Century; originally designed as a Continuation of Milner's "History of the
Church of Christ." By the Rev. HENRY STEBBINO, D.D. 3 vols. Svo. 36s. cloth.

MIRACLES OF OUR SAVIOUR.
Profusely Illuminated on every page with elaborate Bordering^ of original and appropriate

'form in size

ng of novel

[In the Autumn.

MOHAN LAL.-LIFE OF THE AMIR DOST MOHAMMED
KHAN, of CABUL : with his Political Proceedings towards the English, Russian, and
Persian Governments, including the Victory and Disasters of the British Army in Afghanistan.
By MOHAL LAL, Esq. Knight of ths Persian Order of the Lion and Sun; lately attached to
the Mission in Kabul. 2 vols. Svo. with numerous Portraits, 30s. cloth.

MONTAUBAN.-A YEAR AND A DAY IN THE EAST;
Or, Wanderings over Land and Sea. By Mrs. ELIOT MONTAUBAN. Post Svo. 7s. cloth.

MONTGOMERY'S (JAMES) POETICAL WORKS.
New and only Complete Edition. With some additional Poems, and Autobiographical
Prefaces. Collected and Edited by Mr. MONTGOMERY. 4 vols. fcp. Svo. with Portrait, and
Seven other Plates, 20s. cloth ; or bound in morocco, 36s.'

MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS;
Containing the Author's recent Introduction and Notes. Complete in one volume, uniform
with Lord Byron's and Southey's Poems. Svo. with a New Portrait, by George Richmond,
and a View of the Residence of the Poet, 21s. cloth ; or 42s. bound in morocco, oy Hayday.V Also, an Edition in 10 vols. fcp. Svo. with Portrait, and 19 Plates, 1. 10s. cloth;
bound in morocco, . 10s.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH : AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
New Edition. Svo. illustrated with 13 Engravings finished in the highest style of the

Art, 21s. cloth ; morocco, 35s ; or, with India Proof Plates, 42s. cloth.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH : AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
New Edition. Fcp. Svo. with Four Engravings, from Paintings by Westall, 10s. 6d. cloth ;

or, bound in morocco, 14s.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.
Illustrated by D. MACLISE, R.A. Imp. Svo. with 161 Designs engraved on Steel, j3. 3s. bds. ;

or \. 14s. 6d. bound in morocco, by Hayday. Proof Impressions (only 200 copies printed,
of which a few remain), f>. 6s boards.
** India Proofs before Letters of the 161 Designs, on Quarter Colombier, in Portfolio (only

25 copies printed, of which a few remain). j31. 10s.

India Proofs before Letters of the 51 Large Designs, on Quarter Colombier, in Portfolio

(only 25 copies printed, of which a few remain), 18. 18s.

JTfviuwstj iiiuiiiiuttieu uii evei y i';iur null emuviaie jjuiuenngs ui original aiiu up
design, composed from the works of the Old Illuminators. Square fcp. Svo. unifor
with " The Sermon on the Mount," and " Parables of Our Lord;" in a binding
character, designed and modelled expressly for this work. [In the A
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MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.
New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with Engraved Title and Vignette, 10s. cloth ; or, bound in

morocco, 13s. 6d.

MOORE.-THE HISTORY OF IRELAND,
From the Earliest Kings of that Realm down to its Last Chief. By THOMAS MOORE,
4 vols. fcp. 8vo., with Vignette Titles, 24s. cloth.

MOORE.-THE POWER OF THE SOUL OVER THE BODY,
Considered in relation to Health and Morals. By GEORGE MOORE, M.D. Member of the

Royal College of Physicians, London. &c. New Edition. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

MOORE. THE USE OF THE BODY IN RELATION TO THE
MIND. By GEORGE MOORE, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians, London,
&c. New Edition. Post 8vo. 9s. cloth.

MORAL OF FLOWERS (THE).
3d Edition. Royal 8vo. with 24 beautifully-coloured Engravings, 1. 10s. half-bound.

MOSELEY.-THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OF ENGI-
NEERING AND ARCHITECTURE. By the Rev. H. MOSELEY, M.A. F.R.S., Professor of
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King's College, London ;

and Author of "Illustration*
of Practical Mechanics," &c. 8vo. with Woodcuts and Diagrams, 24s. cloth.

MOSELEY.-ILLUSTRATIONS OF PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
By the Rev. H. MOSELEY, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King's
College, London ; being the First Volume of the Illustrations of Science by the Professors of

King's College. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 8s. cloth.

MOSHEIM'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY,
Ancient and Modern. Translated, with copious Notes, by JAMES MURDOCH, D.D. Edited,
with Additions, by HENRY SOAMES, M.A. Rector of Stapleford-Tawney, Essex. New Edition,
revised, and continued to the present time. 4 vols. 8vo. 48s. cloth.

MURRAY.-ENCYCLOP^DIA OF GEOGRAPHY ;

Comprising a complete Description of the Earth: exhibiting its Relation to the Heavenly
Bodies, its Physical Structure, the Natural History of each Country, and the Industry, Com-
merce, Political Institutions, and Civil and Social State of all Nations. By HUGH MURRAY,
F.R.S.E. : assisted by other Writers of eminence. New Edition. 8vo. with 82 Maps, and up-
wards of 1,000 other Woodcuts, Z, cloth.

MY YOUTHFUL COMPANIONS.
By the Author of " My School-boy Days." 18mo. with Frontispiece, 2s. 6d. cloth.

NECKER DE SAUSSURE.-PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION
;

Or, Considerations on the Course of Life. Translated and abridged from the French of
Madame NECKER DE SAUSSURE, by Miss HOLLAND. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. 19s. 6d. cloth.

**
Separately, Vols. I. and II. 12s. ; Vol. III. 7s. 6d.

NEWELL (REV. R. H.) THE ZOOLOGY OF THE ENGLISH
POETS, corrected by the Writings of Modern Naturalists. By the Rev. R. H. NEWELL,
Rector of Little Hormead. Fcp. 8vo. with Engravings on Wood, 5s. 6d. cloth.

NICOLAS.-THE CHRONOLOGY OF HISTORY.
Containing Tables, Calculations, and Statements indispensable for ascertaining the Dates of
Historical Events, and of Public and Private Documents, from the Earliest Period to the
Present Time. By Sir HARRIS NICOLAS, K.C.M.G. Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

OWEN. -LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
and PHYSIOLOGY of the INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College
of Surgeons in 1843. By RICHARD OWEN, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College. From
Notes taken by William White Cooper, M.R.C.S. and revised by Professor Owen. With
Glossary and Index. 8vo. with nearly 140 Illustrations on Wood, 14s. cloth.

OWEN.-LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
and PHYSIOLOGY of the VERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College of

Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. By RICHARD OWEN, K.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College.
In 2 vols., Vol. 1. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.
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PARABLES OF OUR LORD (ILLUMINATED).
PARABLES of OUR LORD, richly illuminated, with appropriate Borders, printed iu
Colours and in Black and Gold; with a Design from one of the early German Engravers.
Square fcp. 8vo. uniform in size with the " Sermon on the Mount," 21s. in a massive carved

binding in the style of the beginning of the Sixteenth Century ; or 30s. bound in morocco
in the Missal style, by Hayday.

PARKES.-DOMESTIC DUTIES ;

Or, Instructions to Young Married Ladies on the Management of their Households, and the

Regulation of their Conduct in the various Relations and Duties of Married Life. By Mrs.
W. PARKES. 5th Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

PARNELL.-A TREATISE ON ROADS,
Wherein the Principles on which Roads should be made are explained and illustrated by the
Plans, Specifications, and Contracts, made use of by Thomas Telfqrd, Esq. on the Holyhead
Road. By the Right Hon. SIR HENRY PARNELL, Bart. 2d Edition, greatly enlarged. 8vo.
with 9 large Plates, 21s. cloth.

PATON (A. A.)-SERVIA, THE YOUNGEST MEMBER OF THE
EUROPEAN FAMILY ; or, a Residence in Belgrade, and Travels through the Highlands and
Woodlands of the Interior, during theyears 18-13 and!844. By ANDREW ARCHIBALD PATON,
Esq. 1'ost 8vo. with Portrait and Plate, 12s. cloth.

PATON (A. A.)-THE MODERN SYRIANS ;

Or, Native Society in Damascus, Aleppo, and the Mountains of the Druses. Post 8vo.

10s. 6d. cloth.

PEARSON.-PRAYERS FOR FAMILIES :

Consisting of a short but comprehensive Form for the Morning and Evening of every Day in

the Week. Collected by the late EDWARD PEARSON, D.D. With a Biographical Memoir of
the Author. New Edition. 18mo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

PEARSON.-AN INTRODUCTION TO PRACTICAL ASTRO-
NOMY. By the Rev. W. PEARSON, LL.D. F.R.S., &c., Rector of South Killworth,
Leicestershire, and Treasurer to the Astronomical Society of London. 2 vols. 4to- with
Plates, 1. 7s. boards.

PEREIRA.-A TREATISE ON FOOD AND DIET :

With Observations on the Dietetical Regimen suited for Disordered States of the Digestive
Organs ; and an Account of the Dietaries of some of the principal Metropolitan and other
Establishments for Paupers, Lunatics, Criminals, Children, the Sick, &c. By JON. PEREIRA,
M.D. F.R.S. & L.S. Author of " Elements of Materia Medica." 8vo. 16s. cloth.

PERICLES.
A Tale of Athens in the 83d Olympiad. By the Author of " A Brief Sketch of Greek
Philosophy." 2 vols. post 8vo. 18s.' cloth.

PESCHEL (C. F.)-ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS.
By C. F. PESCHEL, Principal of the Royal Military College, Dresden. Translated from the

German, with Notes, by E. WEST. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Diagrams and Woodcuts, 21s. cloth.

( Part 1. The Physics of Ponderable Bodies. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

Separately
j
part 2. Imponderable Bodies (Light, Heat, Magnetism, Electricity, and Electro-

Dynamics). 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 13s. 6d. cloth.

PHILLIPS.-FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
PALEOZOIC FOSSILS of CORNWALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET; observed in

the course of the Ordnance Geological Survey of that District. By JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S.
F.G.S. &c. Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners of H.M. Treasury. 8vo. with
60 Plates, comprising very numerous figures, 9s. cloth.

PHILLIPS.-A GUIDE TO GEOLOGY.
By JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S.G.S., &c. Fcp. 8vo. with Plates, 6s. cloth.

PHILLIPS.-A TREATISE ON GEOLOGY.
By JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S.G.S., &c. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles and Woodcuts,
12s. cloth.
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PITMAN (REV. J. R.) A COURSE OF SERMONS
On some of the chief Subjects in the Book of Psalms ; containing Three or more for each Day
of the Month : abridged from Eminent Divines of the Established (.hurch. By the Rev. J. R.

PITMAN, A.M. Domestic Chaplain to Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent. 8vo. 14s. cl.

PLUNKETT. THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE BRITISH
NAVY. By Captain the Hon. E. PLUNKETT, R.N. Second Edition, corrected and enlarged ;

with Notes, and new Information communicated by several Officers of Distinction. Post 8

PLYMLEY (PETER).-LETTERS ON THE SUBJECT OF THE
CATHOLICS TO MY BROTHER ABRAHAM, WHO LIVES IN THE COUNTRY. By
PETER PLYMLEY. 21st Edition. Post 8vo. 7s. cloth.

POETS' PLEASAUNCE (THE) ;

Or, Garden of all Sorts of Pleasant Flowers, which our Pleasant Poets have in past time for

Pastime planted: with the right ordering of them. By EDEN WARWICK. Square crown
8vo. with numerous Illustrations engraved on Wood. \In October.

POISSON (S. D.)-A TREATISE ON MECHANICS.
By S. D. POISSON. 2d Edition. Translated from the French, and illustrated with Explanatory
Notes, by the Rev. HENRY H. HARTE, late Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. 2 vols. 8vo.
./, 1. 8s. cloth.

POPE (ALEXANDERX-THE WORKS OF ALEXANDER POPE.
Edited by THOMAS ROSCOE, Esq. With the Author's Life. A New Ed'ition. 8 vols. 8vo.

\. 4s. cloth.

PORTER.- A TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF SILK.
By G. R. PORTER, Esq. F.R.S. Author of " The Progress of the Nation," &c. Fcp. 8vo. with

Vignette Title, and 39 Engravings on Wood, 6s. cloth.

PORTER.-A TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURES OF
PORCELAIN AND GLASS. By G. R. PORTER, Esq. F.R.S. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title
and 50 Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

PORTLOCK.-REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE COUNTY
ofLONDONDERRY, and of Parts of Tyrone and Fermanagh, examined and described under
the Authority of the Master-General and Board of Ordnance. By J. E. PORTLOCK, F.R.S.
&c. 8vo. with 48 Plates, 2is. cloth.

POWELL THE HISTORY OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY,
From the Earliest Periods to the PresentTime. By BADEN POWELL, M.A.,Savilian Professor
of Mathematics in the University of Oxford. Fcp. 8vo. Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

PYCROFT (REV. J.)-A COURSE OF ENGLISH READING,
adapted to every Taste and Capacity : with Anecdotes of Men of Letters. By the Rev.
JAMES PVCROFT, B.A. Editor of "

Virgil, with Marginal References"; Author of " Latin
Grammar Practice," and

" Greek Grammar Practice." Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
of LONDON. Edited by DAVID THOMAS ANSTED, M.A. F.R.S. Fellow of Jesus College,
Cambridge; Professor of Geology in King's College, London ; Vice-Secretary of the Geolo-
gical Society. 8vo. 4s. each number, sewed.

QUINET. -CHRISTIANITY IN ITS VARIOUS ASPECTS,
From the Birth of Christ to the French Revolution. By E. QUINET, of the College of France.

Translated, with the Author's approbation, by C. COCKS, B.L. 16mo. 2s. sewed.

RANKE'S HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION.
Translated by SARAH AUSTIN, Translator of Ranke's "

History of the Popes." Vols. I. and II.

8vo. 30s., Vol. III. 18s., cloth.

READER (THOMAS).-TIME TABLES
On a New and Siipplified Plan ; to facilitate the Operation of Discounting Bills, and the
Cr.lcu'.ation of Interest on Banking and Current Accounts, &c. : shewing, WITHOUT CALCU-
LATION, the Number of Days frona every Day in the Year to any other Day, for any period
not exceeding 365 Days. By THOMAS READER. Post 8vo. 14s. cloth ; or 17s. calf lettered.

REGISTRAR-GENERAL.-THE SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL of BIRTHS, DEATHS, and MARRIAGES, in ENGLAND,
1845. 8vo. 5s. cloth. Also,

First Report O839), 8vo. 3s. I Third Report (1841), 8vo. 4s. Fifth Report (1843), 8vo. 5s.

Second Report (1840), 8vo. 4s.
|
Fourth Report (1842), 8vo. 4s. Sixth Report (1S44), 8vo. 5s.
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REECE.-THE MEDICAL GUIDE,
For the use of the Clergy, Heads of Families, Seminaries, and Junior Practitioners in Medi-
cine ; comprising a complete Modern Dispensatory, and a Practical Treatise on the Distin-

guishing Symptoms, Causes, Prevention, Cure and Palliation, of the Diseases incident to the
Human Frame. By R. REECE, M.D. 16th Edition. 8vo. 12s. boards.

REID (DRJ-ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE of WARMING and VENTILATING, with Preliminary Remarks on Health and
Length of Life. By D. B. REID, M.D. F.R.S.E. 8vo. with Diagrams and Woodcuts, 16s. cloth.

REPTON.-THE LANDSCAPE GARDENING & LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE of the late HUMPHRY REPTON, Esq.; being his entire works on these

subjects. New Edition, with an historical and scientific Introduction, a systematic Analysis,
a Biographical Notice, Notes, and a copious alphabetical Index. By J. C. LOUDON, F.L.S. &c.
8vo. with 250 Engravings, and Portrait, 30s. cloth ; with coloured plates, Z. 6s. cloth.

REYNARD THE FOX :

A renowned Apologue of the Middle Age. Reproduced in Rhyme. Embellished throughout
with Scroll Capitals, in Colours, from Wood-block Letters made expressly for this work, after

Designs of the 12th and 13th Centuries. With an Introduction, by SAMUEL NAYLOR, late
of Queen's College, Oxford. Large square 8vo. 18s. cloth.

RICH.-AN ILLUSTRATED COMPANION TO THE LATIN
DICTIONARY ; being a Dictionary of all the Words respecting Visible Objects connected
with the Arts, Science, and Every-day Life of the Ancients. Illustrated by nearly 2,000
Woodcuts from the Antique. By ANTHONY RICH, Jun. B.A. late ofCaius College, Cambridge ;

and one of the Contributors to Dr. Smith's "
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities."

Post 8vo. [In the press.

RIDDLE.-A COMPLETE ENGLISH-LATIN AND LATIN-
ENGLISH DICTIONARY, compiled from the best sources, chiefly German. By the Rev.
J. E. RIDDLE, M.A. New Edition. 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

Separately \
The Ennlisn-Latin Dictionary, 10s. 6d. cloth.

I The Latin-English Dictionary, 21 s. cloth.

RIDDLE. -A DIAMOND LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
For the Waistcoat-pocket. A Guide to the Meaning, Quality, and right Accentuation of Latin
Classical Words. By the Rev. J. E. RIDDLE, M.A. New Edition. Royal 32mo. 4s. bound.

RIDDLE.-ECCLESIASTICAL CHRONOLOGY ;

Or, Annals of the Christian Church, from its Foundation to the present Time. Containing a
View of General Church History, and the Course of Secular Events ; the Limits of the
Church and its Relations to the State ;

Controversies ; Sects and Parties ; Rites,

Institutions, and Discipline; Ecclesiastical Writers, &c. By the Rev. J. E. RIDDLE, M.A.,
Author of " A Complete Latin Dictionary." 8vo. 15s. cloth.

RIDDLE LETTERS FROM AN ABSENT GODFATHER;
Or, a Compendium of Religious Instruction for Youn<? Persons. By the Rev. J. E. RIDDLE,
M.A. ; Author of " A Complete Latin Dictionary." Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

RITCHIE (ROBERT.) -RAILWAYS: THEIR RISE AND
PROGRESS, and CONSTRUCTION. With Remarks on Railway Accidents, and Proposals
for their Prevention. By ROBERT RITCHIE, Esq. F.R.S. S.A. Civil Engineer, Associate of
the Institute of Civil Engineers. Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts and Diagrams, 9s. cloth.

RIYERS.-THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE ;

Containing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading varieties of Roses, regularly classed in
their respectiveFamilies ; their History and mode of Culture. ByT. RIVERS, Jun. 4th Edition,
corrected and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

"
.* In this edition only the most select varieties are described, both old and new ; those of inferior interest have

been omitted ; and several pages of new matter have been added.

ROBERTS.-A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF THE CULTURE
of the VINE under GLASS. By JAMES ROBERTS, Gardener to Matthew Wilson, Esq. Eshton
Hall, Skipton, Yorkshire. 12mo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

ROBINSON (JAMES). -THE WHOLE ART OF CURING,
PICKLING, AND SMOKING MEAT AND FISH, both in the British and Foreign Modes.
With many useful Miscellaneous Receipts, and full Directions for the Construction of an
economical DryingChimney and Apparatus, on an entirely New Plan. By JAMES ROBINSON,
Eighteen Years a Practical Curer. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

E
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ROGERS.-THE VEGETABLE CULTIVATOR;
Containing a plain and accurate Description of all the different Species of Culinary Vegetables,
with the most approved Method of Cultivating them by Natural and Artificial Means, and

|

the best Modes of Cooking them. Together with a Description of the Physical Herbs in general
Use. By J. ROGERS, Author of "The Fruit Cultivator." 2d Edition. Fcp. 8\o. 7s. cloth.

ROGET (P. M.)-THE ECONOMIC CHESS-BOARD ;.

Being a Chess-Board, provided with a complete set of Chess-Men, for playing Games i

Carriages, or Out of Doors, and for folding up, and carrying in the pocket, without disturbir
.

the Game. Invented by P. M. ROOET, M.D. and Registered according to Act of Parliament
New Edition. In a neat foolscap 8vo. case, price 2s. 6d.

ROME.-THE HISTORY OF ROME.
(In the Cabinet Cyclopaedia.) 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

ROSCOE.-LIVES OF EMINENT BRITISH LAWYERS.
By HENRY ROSCOE, Esq. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

ROWTON (F.)-THE DEBATER ;

Being a Series of complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and Questions for Discussion ;
with

ample References to the best Sources of Information on each particular Topic. By FREDERIC
ROWTON, Lecturer on General Literature. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SANDFORD (REV. JOHN).-PAROCHIALIA,
Or, Church, School, and Parish. By JOHN SANDFORD, B,D. Vicar of Drmchurch, Chaplain
to the Lord Bishop of Worcester, and Rural Dean. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 16s. cloth.

SANDFORD.-WOMAN IN HER SOCIAL AND DOMESTIC
CHARACTER. By Mrs. JOHN SANDFORD. 6th Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SANDFORD.-FEMALE IMPROVEMENT.
By Mrs. JOHN SANDFORD. 2d Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

SCHLEIDEN (PROFESSOR).-PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC
BOTANY. By M. J. SCHLEIDEN, Professor of Botany at Jena. Translated by E. LANK ES-

TER, M.D. F.L.S. 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings. [/ the press.

SCHOPENHAUER-YOUTHFUL LIFE AND PICTURES OF
TRAVEL: being the Autobiography of Madame SCHOPENHAUER. Translated from the
German. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s. boards.

SCOTT THE HISTORY OF SCOTLAND.
By Sir WALTER SCOTT, Bart. New edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

SEAWARD.- SIR EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE OF
HIS SHIPWRECK, and consequent Discovery of certain Islands in the Caribbean Sea : with
a detail of many extraordinary and highly interesting Events in his Life, from 1733 to 1749, as

written in his own Diary. Edited by Miss JANE PORTER. 3d Edition, with a New Nautical
and Geographical Introduction. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

SERMON ON THE MOUNT (THE).
Intended for a Birth-day Present, or Gift Book for all Seasons. Printed in Gold and Colours,
in the Missal style, with Ornamental Borders by OWEN JONES, Architect, and an illuminated

Frontispiece by W. BoxALL, Esq. A New Edition. Fcp. 4to. in a rich brocaded silk cover,
21s. ; or bound in morocco, by Hayday, 25s.

SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,
From Ben Jonson to Beattie. With Biographical and Critical Prefaces, by DR. AIKIN.
A New Edition, with Supplement, by LUCY AIKIN ; consisting of additional Selections from
more recent Poets. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,
From Chaucer to Withers. With Biographical Sketches, by R. SOUTHEY, LL.D. 8vo. 30s.

cloth ; with gilt edges, 31s- 6d.

The peculiar feature of these two works is, that the Poems are printed entire, without mutilation or abridg-
ment a feature not possessed by any similar work, and adding obviously to their interest and utility.

SHAKSPEARE, BY BOWDLER.
THE FAMILY SHAKSPEARE; in which nothing is added to the Original Text ; but those
words and expressions are omitted which cannot with propriety be readaloud. By T. BOWDLER,
Esq. F.R.S. 9th Edition. 8vo. with 36 Engravings on Wood, from designs by Smirke, Howard,
and other Artists, 21s. cloth; or, in 8 vols. 8vo. without Illustrations, 1. 14s. 6d. boards.
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SHELDON (F.)-THE MINSTRELSY OF THE ENGLISH
BORDER: being

1 a Collection of Ballads, Ancient, Remodelled, and Original, founded on
well-known Border-Legends: with illustrative Notes. By FREDERICK SHELDON. Square
post 8vo. 15s. cloth ; morocco, 30s. (bound by Hayday.)

SHELLEY, &C.-LIVES OF THE MOST EMINENT LITERARY
MEN OF ITALY, SPAIN, and PORTUGAL. By Mrs. SHELLEY, Sir D. BREWSTER,
J. MONTGOMERY, &c. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 18s. cloth.

SHELLEY-LIVES OF MOST EMINENT FRENCH WRITERS.
By Mrs. SHELLEY, and others. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

SHEPHERD (THE REV. W.)-HOR$ APOSTOLICvE
Or, a Digested Narrative of the Acts and Writings of the Apostles of Jesus Christ. Arranged
according to Townsend. By tlie Rev. WILLIAM SHEPHERD, B.D. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

SHORT WHIST :

Its Rise, Progress, and Laws ; vyith Observations to make any one a Whist Player ; containing
also the Laws of Piquet, Cassino, Ecarte', Cribbage, Backgammon. By Major A *****.
9tL Edition. To which are added, Precepts for Tyros. By Mrs. B****. Fcp. 8vo. 3s cloth.

SHUNAMMITE.-THE GOOD SHUNAMMITE.
From the Scriptures 2 Kings, chap. IV. yv. 8 to 37. With Six Original Designs, and an
Ornamental Border to each page, in the Missal style, printed in Colours and Gold. Super-
intended and printed by L. GRU;MER. Square fcp. 8vo. uniform in size with "The Sermon
on the Mount,"

" Parables of Our Lord," and " Miracles of Our Saviour." [In the Autumn.

SIBLEY AND RUTHERFORD.-EARTHWORK TABLES,
For Railways and other Public Works. By CHARLES K. SIBLEY, Civil Engineer; and
WILLIAM RUTHERFORD, of the R.M. Academy, Woolwich. 4to. 12s. 6d. in limp cloth; or
15s. bound in flexible leather.

*** These Tables are calculated for various slopes, and to central widths, for every foot,
from 23 feet to 43 feet. Their object is to furnish at a glance results which require considerable
calculations with tables at present in use. They are computed to show the total content for
on e chain in length, with heights at each end from to 60 feet, at intervals of half a foot. No
multiplication is necessary.

SINCLAIR.-THE JOURNEY OF LIFE.
By CATHERINE SINCLAIR, Author of " Modern Accomplishments,"

" Modern Society,"" Jane Bouverie," &c. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

SINNETT.-BYWAYS OF HISTORY,
From the Twelfth to the Sixteenth Century. By Mrs. PERCY SINNETT. 2 vols. post 8vo.

18s. cloth.-

SMITH (MRS.)-THE FEMALE DISCIPLE OF THE FIRST
THREE CENTURIES of the CHRISTIAN ERA: her Trials and her Mission. ByMrs. HENRY
SMITH. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

SMITH-SACRED ANNALS;
Or, Researches into the History and Religion of Mankind, from the Creation of the World to

the Death of Isaac : deduced from the Writings of Moses and other Inspired Authors, copiously
illustrated and confirmed by the Ancient Records, Traditions, and Mythology of the Heathen
World. By GKORGE SMITH, F.S.A. &c. Author of " The Religion of Ancient Britain," &c.
Crown Svo. 10s. cloth.

SMITH (GEORGE).-PERILOUS TIMES;
Or, the Aggressions of Antichristian Error on Scriptural Christianity, considered in reference
to the Dangers and Duties of Protestants. By GKO SMITH, F.A.S. &c. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

SMITH (GEORGE). -- THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT
BRITAIN HISTORICALLY CONSIDERED : or, a Succinct Account of the several Religious

Systems which have obtained in this Island from the Earliest Times to the Norman Conquest :

including an Investigation into the Early Progress of Error in the Christian Church, the
Introduction of the Gospel into Britain, and the State of Religion in England till Popery had

gained the ascendancy. By GEORGE SMITH, F.A.S. &c. 2d Edition. Svo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

SMITH.-THE ENGLISH FLORA.
By Sir JAMES EDWARD SMITH, M.D. F.R.S., late President of the Linnaan Society, &c.
6 vols. Svo. ^'3. 12s. boards.

Contents : Vols. I. to IV. The FLOWERING PLANTS and the FERNS, ^"2. 8s.

Vol. V. Part 1, 12s. CRYPTOGAMIA ; comprising the Mosses, Hepaticas, Lichens, Characeae,
and Algae. By Sir W. J. HOOKER.

Vol. V. Part 2, 12s. The FUNGI completing the work, by Sir J. W. HOOKER, and the Rev.
M. J. BERKELEY, F.L.S. &c.
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SMITH-COMPENDIUM OF THE ENGLISH FLORA.
By Sir J. E. SMITH. 2d Edit, with Additions, &c. By Sir W. J. HOOKER. 12mo. 7s. 6d. cl.

THE SAME IN LATIN. 5th Edition, 12mo. 7s. 6d.

SMITH.-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF BOTANY.
By Sir J. E. SMITH, late President of the Linnean Society. 7th Edition, corrected ;

in whict
the object of Smith's " Grammar of Botany" is combined with that of the " Introduction.'

By Sir WILLIAM JACKSON HOOKER, K.H., LL.D., &c. 8vo. with 36 Steel Plates, 16s. cloth ;

with the Plates coloured, 1. 12s. 6d. cloth.

SMITH (SYDNEY). SERMONS PREACHED AT ST. PAUL'S
Cathedral, the Foundling Hospital, and several Churches in London; together with others
addressed to a Country Congregation. By the late Rev. SYDNEY SMITH, Canon Residentiary
of St. Paul's Cathedral. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

SMITH.-THE WORKS OF THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH.
3d Edition, with Additions. 3 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 36s. cloth.

This collection consists of the author's contributions to the Edinburgh Review, Peter Plymley's Letters on
the Catholics, and other miscellaneous works.

SOPHOCLES, BY LINWOOD.
SOPHOCLIS TRAGCEDI^E SUPERSTATES. Recensuit, et brevi adnotatione instruxit
GULIELMUS LINWOOD, A.M. jEdis Christi apud Oxonienses Alumnus. 8vo. 16s. cloth.

SOUTHEY'S (ROBERT) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS;
Containing all the Author's last Introductions and Notes. Complete in one volume, with
Portrait and View of the Poet's Residence at Keswick, uniform with Byron's and Moore's
Poems. Syo. 21s. cloth ; or 42s. bound in morocco, by Hayday.

Also, an Edition in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait and 19 Plates, ^2. 10s. cloth ; morocco,

SOUTHEY (ROBERT). THE DOCTOR, ft*
Vol. VI. From the Papers of the late Robert Southey, LL.D. Edited by his Son-in-Law,
the Rev. JOHN WOOD WARTER. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.** The Seventh Volume, to complete the work, is in the press.

SOUTHEY (ROBERT). - THE LATE MR. SOUTHEY'S
COMMON-PLACE BOOK ; comprising his Readings and Collections in History, Biography,
Manners and Literature, Voyages and Travels, &c. &c. ; systematically arranged.

\In the press.

SOUTHEY.-THE LIFE OF WESLEY;
And Rise and Progress of Methodisrri. By ROBERT SOUTHEY, Esq. LL.D. 3d Edition, with
Notes by the late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Esq., and Remarks on the Life and Character of
John Wesley, by the late Alexander Knox, Esq. Edited by the Rev. CHARLES CUTHBERT
SOUTHEY, A.M. Curate of Cockermouth. 2 vols. Svo. with 2 Portraits, 28s. cloth.

SOUTHEY, &c. -LIVES OF THE BRITISH ADMIRALS:
With an Introductory View of the Naval History of England. By R. SOUTHEY, Esq. and
R. BELL, Esq. 5 vols. fcp. Svo. with Vignette Titles, \. 10s. cloth.

SPIRIT OF THE WOODS (THE).
By the Author of "The Moral of Flowers." 2d Edition. Royal Svo. with 23 beautifully-
coloured Engravings of the Forest Trees of Great Britain, *ei. lls. 6d. cloth.

STABLE TALK AND TABLE TALK;
or, SPECTACLES for YOUNG SPORTSMEN. By HARRY HIEOVER. 2 vols. Svo. with
Portrait, 24s. cloth.

" This work will become a great favourite with all persons who are connected with the turf, the chase, and the
world of manly sports. It is written in a pleasant, off-hand, dashing manner, and contains an immense variety
of information and entertaining matter." WEEKLY DISPATCH.

STEBBING.-THE HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
from its Foundation to A.D. 1492. By the Rev. H. STEBBINO, M.A. &c. 2 vols. fcp. Svo.
with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

STEBBING.-THE HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION.
By the Rev. H. STEBBINO. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. with Vignette Titles, 12s. cloth.

STEEL'S SHIPMASTER'S ASSISTANT ;

Compiled for the use of Merchants, Owners and Masters of Ships, Officers of Customs, and all

Persons connected with Shipping or Commerce : containing the Law and Local Regulations
affecting the Ownership, Charge, and Management of Ships and their Cargoes ; together with
Notices of other Matters, and all necessary Information for Mariners. New Edition, rewritten
throughout. Edited by GRAHAM WILLMORE, Esq. M.A. Barrister-at-Law; The Customs
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STEEPLETON;
Or, High Church and Low Church. Being the present Tendencies of Parties in the Church,
exhibited in the History of Frank Faithful. By a CLERGYMAN. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

STEPHENS. A MANUAL OF BRITISH COLEOPTERA;
or, BEETLES: containing a Description of all the Species of Beetles hitherto ascertained to
inhabit Great Britain and Ireland, &c. With a Complete Index of the Genera. By J. F.
STEPHENS, F.L.S. Author of" Illustrations of Entomology." Post 8vo. 14s. cloth.

SWAINSON. A PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE ON THE
SWAINSON, Esq. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

NATURAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICATION
OF FISH, AMPHIBIANS, AND REPTILES. By
W. Swainson, Esq. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s.

HABITS AND INSTINCTS OF ANIMALS. By
W. Swainson, Esq. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette
and numerous Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

A TREATISE ON MALACOLOGY ; or, the Natu-
ral Classification of Shells and Shell-fish.

By W. Swainson, Esq. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

A TREATISE ON TAXIDERMY; with the Bio-

graphy of Zoologists, and Notices of their
Works. By W. Swainson, Esq. Fcp. 8vo.6s.

STUDY OF NATURAL HISTORY. By W
A TREATISEON THE NATURAL HISTORY AND
CLASSIFICATION OF ANIMALS. By W.
Swainson, Esq. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

NATURAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICATION
OF QUADRUPEDS. By W. Swainson, Esq.
Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

NATURAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICATION OF
BIRDS. By W. Swainson, Esq. 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo. with 300 Woodcuts, 12s. cloth.

HISTORY AND NATURAL ARRANGEMENT OF
INSECTS. By W. Swainson, Esq., and W.
E. Shuckard, Esq. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

ANIMALS IN MENAGERIES. By W. Swainson,
Esq. Fcp. 8vo. Vignette Title and numerous
Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

SWITZERLAND.-THE HISTORY OF SWITZERLAND.
(In the Cabinet Cyclopaedia.) Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title, 6s. cloth.

SYMONDS.-THE LAW RELATING TO MERCHANT SEAMEN,
Arranged chiefly for the Use of Masters and Officers in the Merchant Service. With an
Appendix, containing the Act 7 and 8 Vic. c. 112

;
the Regulations under which Lascars may

be employed; and some forms of Proceedings before Magistrates. By E. W. SYMONDS,
Esq. Chief Clerk to the Thames Police Court. 3d Edition. 12mo. 5s. cloth.

TATE.-HORATIUS RESTITUTUS;
Or, the Books of Horace arranged in Chronological Order, according to the Scheme of Dr.
Bentley, from the Text of Gesner, corrected and improved. With a Preliminary Dissertation,

very much enlarged, on the Chronology of the Works, on the Localities, and on the Life and
Character of that Poet. By the Rev. JAMES TATE, M.A. 2d Edition. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

TATE.-THE CONTINUOUS HISTORY OF THE LIFE AND
WRITINGS OF ST. PAUL, on the basis of the Acts ; with Intercalary Matter of Sacred
Narrative, supplied from the Epistles, and elucidated in occasional Dissertations : with the
Horae Paulinae of Dr. Paley, in a more correct edition, subjoined. By JAMES TATE, M.A.
Canon Residentiary of St. Paul's. 8vo. with Map, 13s. cloth.

TAYLER (REV. CHARLES BJ-MARGARET;
Or, the Pearl. By the Rev. CHARLES B. TAYLER, M.A. Rector of St. Peter's, Chester, Author
of" May You Like It,"

" Records of a Good Man's Life," &c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cl.

TAYLER (REV. CHARLES BJ-LADY MARY;
Or, Not of the World. By the Rev. CHARLES B. TAYLER, Rector of St. Peter's, Chester;
Author of "

Margaret, or the Pearl," &c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

TAYLER (REV. C. BJ-TRACTARIANISM NOT OF GOD :

Sermons. By the Rev. C. B. TAYLER, M.A. Rector of St. Peter's, and Evening Lecturer of

St. Mary's, Chester ; Author of " Records of a Good Man's Life," &c. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

TAYLER (REV. C. BJ-DORA MELDER ;

A Story of Alsace. By META SANDER. A Translation. Edited by the Rev. C. B. Tayler,
Author of " Records of a Good Man's Life," &c. Fcp. 8vo. with two Illustrations, 7s. cloth.

TAYLOR (JEREMY).-BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR'S ENTIRE
WORKS: with the Life by Bishop HEBER. Revised and corrected by the Rev. CHARLES
PAGE EDEN, Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. The Second Volume (the First in the order of

publication) contains the Life of Christ, complete. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

** To be completed in Twelve Volumes. Vol. III. containing the Holy Living and Dying,
will be published in October.

THIRLWALL.-THE HISTORY OF GREECE.
By the Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP of ST. DAVID'S (the Rev. Connop Thirlwall). A New
Edition, revised ; with Notes. Vols. I. to III. 8vo. with Maps, 36s. cloth. To be completed
in 8 volumes, price 12s. each. [Vol. IV. in October.

V Also, an Edition in 8 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 2. 8s. cloth.
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THOMSON'S SEASONS.
With Notes, illustrative of the Natural History, Biography, Classical Allusions, and General

Philosophy contained in the Poems. By ANTHONY TODD THOMSON, M.D. F.L.S. &c. &c.

Fcp. 8vo. Un October.

THOMSON'S SEASONS.
Edited by BOLTON CORNEV, Esq. Illustrated with Seventy-seven Designs drawn ovi Wood, i

by Members of the Etching Club. Engraved by Thompson and other eminent Engravers.
Square crown 8vo. uniform with " Goldsmith's Poems," 21s. cloth ; or, bound in morocco,
by Hajday, 36s.

THOMSON. THE DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT OF THE SICK
ROOM, necessary, in Aid of Medical Treatment, for the Cure of Diseases. By ANTHONY

]

TODD THOMSON, M.D. F.L.S. &c. 2d Edition. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

THOMSON (JOHN).-TABLES OE INTEREST,
At Three, Four, Four-and-a-Half, and Five per Cent., from One Pound to Ten Thousand, and I

from One to Three Hundred and Mxty-five Days, in a regular progression of single Days;
with Interest at all the above Rates, from One to Twelve Months, and from One to Ten Years.

Also, numerous other Tables of Exchanges, Time, and Discounts. By JOHN THOMSON,
Accountant in Edinburgh. 12mo. 8s. bound.

THOMSON.-EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE FOOD
of ANIMALS and the FATTENING of CATTLE : with Remarks on the Food of Man. By

'

ROBERT DUNDAS THOMSON, M.D. of the University of Glasgow. Fcp. Svo. 5s. cloth.

TISCHENDORFE.-TRAVELS IN THE EAST.
By CONSTANTINE TiscHENDORFF, Editor of the "Codex Ephrami Rescriptus," "Codex :

Friderico-Augustanus," &c. Translated from the German by W. E. SHUCKARD. I6mo.
6s. fid. cloth.

TOMLINE (BISHOP).-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
of the BIBLE : containing Proofs of the Authenticity and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures ;

,

a Summary of the History of the Jews ; an Account of the Jewish Sects ;
and a brief

Statement of the Contents of the several Books of the Old and New Testaments. By GEORGE |

TOMLINE, D.D. F.R.S. 20th Edition Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

TOMLINS.-A POPULAR LA DICTIONARY ;

Familiarly explaining the Terms and Nature of English Law ; adapted to the comprehension
of persons not educated for the legal profession, and affording information peculiarly useful

to Magistrates, Merchants, Parochial Officers, and others. By THOMAS EDLYNE TOMLINS,
Attorney and Solicitor. Post 8vo. 18s. cloth.

TOOKE.-A HISTORY OF PRICES :

With reference to the Causes of their principal Variations, from 1792 to the Present Time
Preceded by a Sketch of the History of the Corn Trade in the last Two Centuries. ByTHOMAs
TOOKE, Esq. F.R.S. 3 vols. Svo. ^2. 8s. cloth.

*** Separately, Vols. 1 and 2, 36s. ; Vol. 3, 12s.

TOPHAM.- CHEMISTRY MADE EASY,
For the Use of Agriculturists. By JOHN TOPHAM, A.M. Rector of St. Andrew, St. Mary
Witton, and St. Nicholas, Droitwich. 3d Edition. 16mo. 2s. sewed.

TOWNSEND (CHARLES). THE LIVES OF TWELVE
EMINENT JUDGES of the LAST and of the PRESENT CENTURY. By W. CHARLES
TOWNSEND, Esq. A.M. Recorder of Macclesfield ; Author of " Memoirs of the House of
Commons." 2 vols. Svo. 28s. cloth.

TREVOR; OR, THE NEW SAINT FRANCIS.
A Tale for the Times. Fcp Svo. 6s. cloth.

TROLLOPE (REV. WJ-ANALECTA THEOLOGICA :

A Critical, Philological, and Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament, adapted to the
Greek Text : compiled and digested from the most approved sources. British and Foreign, and
so arranged as to exhibit the comparative weight of the different Opinions on Disputed Texts.
By the Rev. WILLIAM TROLLOPE, M.A. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. \. 12s. cloth.

TURNER.-THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
From the Earliest Period to the Death of Elizabeth. By SHARON TURNER, Esq. F.A.S.
R.A.S.L. New Editions. 12 vols. Svo. 8. 3s. cloth. Or, separately,

THE HISTORY of the ANGLO-SAXONS. 3 vols. Svo. 1. 5s. boards.
THE HISTORY of ENGLAND during the MIDDLE AGES. 5 vols. Svo. ^3, bds.
THE HISTORY of the REIGN of HENRY VIII. 2 vols. Svo. 26s. boards.
THE REIGNS of EDWARD VI., MARY, and ELIZABETH. 2 vols. Svo. 32s. bds.
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TURNER.-THE SACRED HISTORY OF THE WORLD,
Philosophically considered. BySHARONTuRNER,F.S.A.R.A.S.L. New Edit. 3vls.8vo.42s.cl.

TURNER.-A TREATISE ON THE FOOT OF THE HORSE,
And a New System of Shoeing, by one-sided nailing ; and on the Nature, Origin, and Symptoms
of the Navicular Joint Lameness, with Preventive and Curative Treatment. By JAMES
TURNER, M.R.V.C. Royal 8vo. 7s. 6d. boards.

TURTON'S (DR.) MANUAL OF THE LAND AND FRESH-
WATER SHELLS of the BRITISH ISLANDS. A New Edition, thoroughly revised and with
considerable Additions. By JOHN EDWARD GRAY, Keeper of the Zoological Collection in
the British Museum. Post 8vo. with Woodcuts, and 12 Coloured Plates 15s. cloth.

TWELVE YEARS AGO : A TALE.
By the Author of " Letters to my Unknown Friends." Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

TWISS.-VIEW OF THE PROGRESS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY
in EUROPE since the SIXTEENTH CENTURY ; being a Course ofLectures delivered before
the University of Oxford, in M ichaelmas Term 1846, and Lent Term 1847. By TRAVERS Twiss,
D.C.L. F.R.S. Professor of Political Economy, and Fellow of University College, Oxford.
8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

TYTLER (PROF.) - PROFESSOR TYTLER'S ELEMENTS
OF GENERAL HISTORY, Ancient and Modern, with Dr. NARES' Continuation. A
New Edition, revised and continued to the Death of William IV. 8vo. with 7 Maps,
14s. cloth.

TOE-DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, & MINES ;

Containing a clear Exposition of their Principles and Practice. By ANDREW URE, M.D.
F.R.S. M.G.S. M.A.S. Lond.

;
M. Acad. N.L. Philad.

;
S. Ph. Soc. N. Germ. Hanov. ; Mulii.

&c. &c. 3d Edition, corrected. 8vo. with 1,240 Engravings on Wood, 50s. cloth. Also,

SUPPLEMENT of RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 2d Edition. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.

VON ORLICH (CAPT.)-TRAVELS IN INDIA;
Including Scinde and the Punjab.in 1842 and 1843. By Capt.LEOPOLD VON ORLICH. Translated
from the Germna, by H.EVANS LLOYD, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. with coloured Frontispieces, and
numerous Illustrations on Wood, 25s. cloth.

WALFORD (J. EJ-THE LAWS OF THE CUSTOMS,
Compiled by Direction of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, and published
under the Sanction of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Customs ; with Notes and a
General Index. Edited by J. G. WALFORD, Esq. Solicitor for the Customs. 8vo. 10s. Gd. cloth.

WALKER'S PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE, adapted to the present State of Literature and Science. By B. H. SMART,
Author of "Theory and Practice of Elocution," &c. 2d Edition. To which are now added,
an enlarged Etymological Index ; and a Supplement, containing nearly 3000 Words not in-

cluded in the previous edition of the Dictionary. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

*** The Supplement, with the Etymological Index, may be had separately. 8vo. 3s. 6d. swd.

CSP Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary Epitomised, by Smart. New Edition. 16mo. 7s. 6d. cl.

WALKER (GEO.)-CHESS STUDIES;
Comprising One Thousand Games of Chess, as really played by the first Chess Players ;

forming a complete Encyclopaedia of Reference, and presenting the greatest Collection extant
of fine specimens of strategy in every stage of the Game. Selected and arranged by GEORGE
WALKER, Author of" Chess made Easy," &c. 8vo. 10s. 6d. sewed.

WARDLAW.-DISCOURSES ON THE PRINCIPAL POINTS
OF THE SOCINIAN CONTROVERSY the Unity of God, and the Trinity of Persons in the

Godhead; the Supreme Divinity of Jesus Christ; the Doctrine of the Atonement; the Christian

Character, &c. By RALPH WARDLAW, D.D. 5th Edition, 8vo. 15s. cloth.

WATERTON.-ESSAYS ON NATURAL HISTORY,
Chiefly Ornithology. By CHARLES WATERTON, Esq., Author of "Wanderings in South
America." With an Autobiography of the Author, and a View of Walton Hall. New
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 8s. cloth.

SECOND SERIES. With Continuation of Mr. WATERTON'S Autobiography. New Edition.

Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette by T. Creswick, A.R.A. 6s. 6d. cloth.
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WEBSTER.-AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
Comprising

1 such subjects as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping- : as, The
Construction of Domestic Edifices, with the modes of Warming, Ventilating, and Lighting
them A description of the various articles of Furniture, with the nature of their Materials-
Duties of Servants, &c. &c. &c. By THOMAS WEBSTER, F.G.S. &c.

;
assisted by the late

Mrs. Parkes, Author of " Domestic Duties." 8vo. with nearly 1,000 Woodcuts, 50s. cloth.

WEIL (DR. G.) THE BIBLE, THE KORAN, AND THE
TALMUD; or, Biblical Legends of the Mussulmans, compiled from Arabic Sources, and
compared with Jewish Traditions. By Dr. G. WEIL, Librarian of the University of Heidelberg

1

,

Fellow of the Asiatic Society of Paris, &c. Translated from the German, with Occasional
Notes. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

WESTWOOD (J. OJ-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE MODERN I

CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS ; founded on the Natural Habits and compounding Organi-
sation of the different Families. By J. O. WESTWOOD, F.L S. &c. &c. &c. 2 vols. 8vo. with
numerous Illustrations, '2. 7s. cloth.

WHITLEY.-THE APPLICATION OF GEOLOGY TO AGRI-
CULTURE, and to the Improvement and Valuation of Land : with the Nature and Properties
of Soils, and the Principles of Cultivation. By NICHOLAS WHITLEY, Land-Surveyor. 8vo.
7s. 6d. cloth.

WILBERFORCE (W.)-A PRACTICAL VIEW OF THE PRE-
VAILING RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS of PROFESSED CHRISTIANS, in the Higher and
Middle Classes in this Country, contrasted with Real Christianity. By WM. WILBERFORCE,
Esq. M.P. 17th Edition. 8vo. 8s. boards. 20th Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

WILKINSON.-A CATECHISM OF CHURCH HISTORY IN
GENERAL, from the Apostolic Age to the Present Time. To which is added, a Catechism
of English Church History ; with a Summary of principal Events, in Chronological Order.

By the Rev. W. F. WILKINSON, A.M. Theological Tutor of Cheltenham College. Fcp. 8vo.
6s. cloth.

WILLOUGHBY (LADY).-A DIARY,
Purporting to be by the LADY WILLOUGHBY, of the Reign of Charles I. ; embracing some
Passages of her Domestic History from 1635 to 1648. Produced in the style of the period to

which the Diary refers. 5th Edit. Square fcp. 8vo. 8s. boards; or 18s. in morocco by Hayday.

WILLOUGHBY (LADY).-A FEW REMAINING PASSAGES
from the DIARY of LADY WILLOUGHBY. Crown 4to. uniform with the First Edition of

Lady Willoughby's Diary. [In the Autumn.

WILSON. -THE LANDS OF THE BIBLE VISITED AND
DESCRIBED, in an Extensive Journey undertaken with special reference to the promotion
of Biblical Research and the advancement of the Cause of Philanthropy. By John Wilson,
D.D. F.R.S. Honorary President of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Member
of the Editorial Committee of the Asiatic Section of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries
at Copenhagen, Missionary of the Free Church of Scotland, &c. 2 vols. 8vo. with Maps and
numerous Illustrations, ,i.\. 16s. cloth.

WINTER (J. W.)-THE HORSE IN HEALTH AND DISEASE :

Or, Suggestions on his Natural and General History, Varieties, Conformation, Paces, Age,
Soundness, Stabling, Condition, Training, and Shoeing. With a Digest of Veterinary Practice.

By JAMES W. WINTER. M.R.C.V.S.L. Member of the Association Litte"raire d'Egypte, late

Veterinar) Surgeon to Mehemet Ali and Ibrahim Pasha. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

WOOD.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON RAILROADS,
And Interior Communication in General ; containing numerous Experiments on the Powers
of the Improved Locomotive Engines, and Tables of the comparative Cost of Conveyance on
Canals, Railways, and Turnpike Roads. By NICHOLAS WOOD, Memo. Inst. Civ. Eng. &c.
3d Edition. 8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts, 31s. 6d. cloth.

ZOOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.SS. EREBUS AND
TERROR. Under the Command of Capt. Sir JAMES CLARK Ross, R.N. F.R.S. during the

years 1839, 40, 41, 42, 43. Published by Authority of the Lord's Commissioners of the

Admiralty. Edited by JOHN RICHARDSON, M.D. F.R.S. &c.
;
and JOHN EDWARD GRAY,

Esq. F.R.S. Parts I. to XV. royal 4to. with numerous coloured and plain Plates, 10s. each.

ZUMPT (PROF.) -A GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE.
By C. G. ZUMPT, Ph. D. Professor in the University of Berlin, and Member of the Royal
Academy of Berlin. Translated from the Ninth Edition of the original, and adapted for the
use of English Students, by L. SCHMITZ, Ph. D., Rector of the High School of Edinburgh ;

with many Additions and Corrections communicated by the Author. New Edition. 8vo.
14s. cloth.
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SPEAK GENTLY.

:

Speak gently ! it is better far

To rule by love than fear

Speak gently let no harsh words mar
The good we might do here !

Speak gently ! Love doth whisper low
The vows that true hearts bind ;

And gently friendship's accents flow ;

Affection's voice is kind.

(

r$ Speak gently to the little child !

Its love be sure to gain ;

4 Teach it in accents soft and mild
It may not long remain.

Speak gently to the young, for they
Will have enough to bear

Pass through this life as best they may,
'Tis full of anxious care !

~. Speak gently to the aged one,
Grieve not the careworn heart,

The sands of life are nearly run,
Let such in peace depart !

Speak gently, kindly, to the poor ;

Let no harsh tone be heard ;

They have enough they must endure,
Without an unkind word !

Speak gently to the erring know,
How frail are all ! how vain,

Perchance unkindness made them so ;

Oh, win them back again.

Speak gently He who gave his life

To bend man's stubborn will,

When elements were in fierce strife,

Said to them "Peace, be still."

Speak gently ! 'tis a little thing
Dropped in the heart's deep well ;

The good, the joy, which it may bring,

Eternity shall tell.
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